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RESEARCH ON SELF ADJUSTING BACK-PRESSURE 
MECHANISM OF SCROLL COMPRESSOR 
Zhu Jie, Waq& Disheng and Zhang Dongjun 
Dt:panment of Power Machinery Engincerina 
Xi'an Jiaotong University, P.R. CHINA 
ABSI'RACT 
Fon:es actina on the orbitinc scroll arc analysed in detail on the basis of the principle of the self adjJstang back-pressure mechanism. The stable condition of the orbiting scroll movement is also discussed. The mathematical model IS developed for the scroll compressor. The effects of the constructional parameters of the back-pressure chamber on its pressure and then on the compressor lierfonnancc arc obtained ac:cording to the results of ealculation and experament. The proper range of the pressure and the dimensiones of the back-pressure cham-ber are presented, whieh are useful to the desian of sc!"oll compressor with self adjusting back-pressure mechanism. 
INTRODUCTION 
The scroll compressor with self adjJsung back-pressure mechan•sm to ~uppon the or-biting scroll will operate at high ctlicieney because of the less frition loss and the prefect scaling oroperty. There are several meshinc line~ between the orblllftl scroll and the fixed one durin11 the compressor workinc process. In order to keep the proper clearances in these meshing posi· uons, it IS necessary to make the orbninc scroll move stably. when the workinc medium is com-pressed. there arc many forces actin& on the orbiunc scroll. The forces make the orbiunc scroll separate from the fixed one and incline, these w1ll result on the great leakaae and the more fric· · uon loss, the orbiting scroll will not work properly on serious occasion. The axial gas force leads to the fricuon loss m the orb1t1n1 scroll baseplate, the radial gas forc:e and the tangenual gas force cause the overturn moment acung on the orbmnc scroll, the moment makes the or-biting scroll oncltnc:, thos oncreases the leakage on the flank meshong posit1ons. Therefore. the balances of the ax•al force: and the overturn moment are of great Importance to the scroll com11ressor from the pomt of v1ew ol' thermodynamics and dynam1cs. 
BACK-PRESSURE CALCULATION 
l!J7 
-The lbcorcti~; value of the back-prcssun: is c:alcul
atcd according to the dynamic equilibri-
um of the orbitins scrolL Tbe analysis of the-foi'CC$ a
cting on the orbiung scroll is carried out as 
shown in fis. I, the focce f 0 is enscndcred b
y the pRssure of the clearance between the o
r-
bitins scroll baseplate and the lixed scroll surfa
ce, it is the sealing force. According to the 
refCRilcc [I], the distribution of the pRssure in t
his clearance is given by 
dp 6•. dm 1 
-;;·"' u6' dt 
I 
then intqrated 
611 r dm 1 
P=P +-=-In---• n:o; R, dr 
where •. is the viscosity factor of the oil-g
as mixture, 1\ 1s the back-pressure, <1 1 is the 
dm 1 
dm 
clearance value, dr is the leakage rate, according to the expressi
on ofT m reference (1], 
F0 is obtained as follows:
 
where P, is the sucuon pressure. 
When the friction forces arc neglected, the forc
e equilibriums arc given by 
M •g+F, +F0 +F1 +F,-F._=O 
F,-R,-MEm
1
1 0, -0"=0 
R,-F,+0 1,-0~>-=0 
where M is the orbiting scroll mass,-F, 1s th_e ax1
al gas force, F, . F2 arc the forces acting on 
the baseplate edge, F~ is the force produced 
by the back-pressure chamber, F, is the rad
ial 
gas force, F, IS the tangenual gas force, R, . R1 
arc the reaction forces at the crankshaft. w 
is the angular velocity, 0 11 , 0 1, , Ou , 0 2, are
 the rcacuon forces at the Oldam nng. Becaus
e 
the mass of the Oldam ring 1S small, whe
n the mass 1S neglected. 0 11 .:021 0,:02, 
-. 
accordingly , the axial-force of the back-press
ure and the reaction forces at the craniCshafca
re 
given as follows: 
F.=M•g+F, +F 0 +F, +F, 
R, = F, - M F.w 
2 
R, :F, 
the moment equlilbriums arc giVen as follows: 
h 
M,(F 1,F1 )==f, ·:z +R, •/1 1 
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M {F F) F h F .§.+R h -ME'"zh 11'2=,·2+•2 ' 2 ~, 
then 
M,(F1,F2)=F,( ~ +h,) 
M, (F 1 , F2 ) and M, (F1 , F2 ) are the unbalanced overturn moments, they must be bal· anced by the moment of the forces F1 and F2 , as shown in Fig. 2. 
(F1 -F2 )RsinP=M,(F,,F2 ) 
(F, -F2 )RcosP=M,(F1,F2 ) 
M, 
where P = arctg M' 
then 
When F, and F2 are the positive value, their directions are downward, this means the orbiting scroll meshes with the fixed one properly. If one of them is zero, this indicates that one side of the orbiting scroll baseplate will separate from the fixed scroll surface, and the orbiting . scroll will incline to this side. so the stable operating condition of the orbiting scroll is as foJ. lows: 
Min(F
1 ,F2 )>0 
. . J M:(F,.F











) therefore F • .,,. =M • g+F. +F.+ ' R ' 
There two pressure distributed in the back of the orbiting scroll baseplate, one is the oil-supply pressure which is equal to the discharge one approximately, the other is the back-pressure. so 
F..,,. = P •",.~ + P •••"(R~- r:) 





where Pblh is the minimum back-pressure to support the orbiting scroll, which is computed in light of the orbiting scroll dynamic equilibrium. 
WORKING PROCESS MODEL 
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Compression Pocket 
The meshing condition .of the scroll wraps {N = 3) is shown in Fig. 3, when the crank angle 
increases from o to 2n, the unsealed volumes in the outsied become the closed
 ones. When the 
crank angle increases from 2 n to [~{N-1)+ 9"'] (9" is the discharge angle), the 
sucked me-
dium is compressed in working pocket 3 and 2 successively. The compression
 pockets 3 and 2 
communicate with the back-pressure chamber in a certain angle range respect
ively, the analyti-
cal model of the working porccss is shown in Fig. 4, The crank angle corr
esponding to the 
back-pressure port postion is 9b • when the angle is in between (2x+9b ) and
 4x, the pocket 3 
communicates with the back-pressure chamber, the pocket 2 docs not. When 
the angle is in be-
tween 4x to (4n+9b ), the pocket 2 communicates with the chamber, the pock
et 3 does not. Be-
cause the diameter of the back-pressure port is small, the port may be cov
ered in a certain 
range. 
Because there are too many factors influencing the working process. In orde
r to simplify 
the calculation, the following assumptions arc made. 
(I) The medium is treated as the ideal· gas with a constant specific heat an
d its state is 
homogenous. 
(2) The compression process is regarded as the adiabatic one, the flow of th
e medium is 
instaneous steady. 
(3) Gravitational and kine!ftatic energies of the medium are neglected. 
The following fundamental equations discribing the medium properties are g
iven accord-
ing to the laws of conservation of energy and mass. 
dP = kR L{T - T)dm - dP dv 




dP +dV =dm +dT 








arc the leakage masses which are obtained in light of the leak model in referenc
e [2]. 
Back-Pressure Chamber 
The analytical model of the back-pressure chamber is given in reference [I). 
SIMULATIVE CALCULATION 
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The simulative calculation is carried out on the basis of the analytical models of the work-
ing process and the back-pressure chamber, the flow diagram of the computer program is 
shown in Fig. 5, The input parameters of this program arc the scroll basic dimensions , the op.. 
crating condition. the properties of the media and so on. The differential equations are solved 
by means of the Rungc-kutta method. The function of the program is to caluclate the state 
parameters of the working media. the back-pressure and the compressor efficiency, etc. The 
propcnics of the media in the adiabtic process without leakage and back-pressure port arc re-
garded as the initial value, the pressures are regarded as the convergent criteria. The mass con-
servations of the gas and oil in a cycle are additional criteria to the back-pressure chamber. 
RESULT ANALYSIS 
In order to analyze the effect of the back-pressure chamber on the compressor efficiency 
and the effect of the structure parameters of the chamber on the back-pressure, the ell:periment 
is carried out. The variations of the back-pressure with the pon position and diameter arc 
measured, the influences of back-pressure on the compressor displacement and power arc 
presented. 
Effect of the Back-Pressure Chamber. 
The pressure curve of the working pocket is shown· in Fig. 6, the dotted line P 1 represents 
the compression process without the back-pressure chamber, the real line P2 represents one 
with the chamber. These two lines duplicate each other in.the range from 0 to 9b 'this means 
that the chamber does not communicate with the analysed pocket in this range. The line P2 in-
creases abruptly in the range from 9; to a. , the back-pressure chamber communicates with 
the compression pocket, the media flow from the chamber to the pocket, so the media mass and 
temperature of the compression pocket im:rtase, accordingly, P2 is greater than P1 • There is a 
turning point e. in line p2 ' the flow direction via the back-pressure port is reverse after a. ' 
the media flow from the compression pocket to the chamber in the rang<: ca. - a. ), owing to 
the mass decrease, the compression line increases slowly. The variations of the line P1 and P2 
arc similar each other after e. , but P2 is lower than P1 , the reason is that the media corning 
from the compression pocket leak out through the clearance of the back-pressure chamber. As 
shown in this figure, the compression power with back-pressure is greater than that without 
the pressure. 
Flow through the Back-Pressure Port 
The flow condition is discribed in Fig. 7, the square between the curve and the abscissa is 
the product of the mass flow rate and the angular velocity w. when the square is positive, it 
means that the media flow int(l the back-pressure chamber, when the area is negative, the flow 
direction is reverse. During a cycle, the positive square is greater than the absolute value of the 
negative o!'-e, the difference is the product of the chamber leakage and w. There arc two pons in 
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orbiting scroll baseplate, owing to the effect of the scroll wrap thickness, there is the difference
 
between the communicating anr;les of two ports, so only one port is communicatinr; at eb , the
 
other port is open at ed . The closing condition is similar to the opening's, only one port is close
 
at e. , two ports are both close at e. . The ports are covered in the range from e, to (2it+9b ). 
The variation of the back-pressure is shown in Fig. 8. the slow variation of the back-pressure
 
is caused by the leakage of the chamber in the range [(-2.:+9, )-9b ]. 
Effect of the Back-Pressure Port Position 
The change of the back-pressure with the port position is shown in Fig. 9, the position is 
the main factor effecting the back-pressure. When the port angle 010 ( shown in Fig. 3 ) in·
 
creases, the back-pressure decreases, the leakage of the back-pressure chamber is small, so the
 
curve of the back-pressure is concave-upward. The maximum error between the values of
 
calculation and experiment is 3.5%. The variation of the volumetric efficiency with the port PO· 
sition is shown in Fig. 10, The efficiency increases slightly as the port angle rises. one reason is
 
that the back-pressure decreases and so does the leakag of the chamber, the other is that the oil
 
flowinr; into the working pocket gets more, therefore the sealing property of the working pock·
 
et is improved. The comparison between the theoretic value ·Pbth and the experinlental result
 
Pb at the port anr;le 225 o is shown in Fig. 11, when the pressure ratio of Pb to Pbthmn is in
 
the range from 1.05 to 1.1 5, the orbiting scroll moves stably and the friction loss is less. when 
the port angle is great than or equal to 280 D , the axial froce and overturn moment arc both
 
unbalanced, the compressor can not work properly. The variation of the work input with the
. 
port angle is shown in Fig. 12, although the power decreases slightly as the port angle increases,
 
this increases the unstable degree of the orbiting scroll. 
Effect of the Back-Pressure Port Diameter and the Chamber Volume 
The variatoins of the back-pressure fluctuation and its average with the port diameter arc 
shown in Fig. 13. 14 respectivly, the variations of the back-pressure fluctuation and its aver.
 
age with the chamber volume are shown in Fig. 15 and 16 respetivcly. According to these fig.
 
ures, the port diameter and the chamber volume have little influence on the back-pressure av. 
crage, but they effect the back-pressure fluctuation, if the port diameter decreases from 2 mm
 
to 1mm, the fluctuation ratio Pb/ Pbo decreases from 2.8% to 2.2%, but if the back;,-pressure
 
chamber volume increases from V,b (The displacement volume )to SV,h , the ratio Pb I P"" . 
decreases from 10% to 2.5%. According to the results of calculation and experiment, the range
 
of the back-pressure port diameter and the chamber volume are recommended as follows: 
.:D' -• -
4




(I). The appropriate range of the back-pressure is (1.05-1.15) times the theoretic maxi· 
mum. 
(2) The diameter range of the back-pressure port is recommended as follows: 
nDl -• -4- I (IJ. v,. = (1.4-4.0) X 10 (slm) 
(3) The volume range of the back-pressure chamber is recommended as follows: 
~ . v =2.0-4.0 
th 
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Preface 
1be 1992 Inw:national Compressor Engineering Conference a1 Pllrdue (19921CECP) is die ele
venth biennial 
cllllfemlcc of this series, which slatted in 1972 IIJider the !lillie of Purdue Compressor Tedlnology Co
nference. The -name 
chan!e occurred in 1986 10 more accurately n:tlect the change in the natllle of the confcnw:e. The confe
rence will be nm 
in parallel with the 1992 Intemalional Refrigermion Conferenc:e • EnerJy Efficiency and New Refrig
erants. The two 
confem~ces are available 10 attendees wilh Rgislnlion a1 either one conferring attendance and proc
eedings privileges 10 
bolh. Pmceedings of the individual confmnces are available as individual publications. 
The goals of the confeRRCC Rmain lhe same as b lhe pRVlous confCRRces: 
• to present .esean:h and design results in positive displacement CORJPI'CSSCIS, 
• to review lhe ~f-the-art of cm1pmsor development and applicalion, 
• to educace engineer.~ sWting in lhc compressor field, and 
• 10 provide an easily accessible .efe.encc for compressor engineers. 
The proceedings are organized by sessions as they were p.escniCd in lhe confe.ence. Papers which arri
ved too l;ue for 
inclusion may appear in the pmceedings of die 1994 conference. Appendix A of lhese proceedi
ngs contains late papers 
from the 1990 coofercnce. 
Many of the papers presented at the conference could well have fit in more lhan one teehnical session. 
It is advisable 
for lhc readet 10 scan all sessions and ~ .:arefuUy for appl.ic:abilitY 10 his individual interests. An a
uthor index and 
key-olord index have been provided in ldditionro the table of conlellts 10 assist lhe reader. 
The established page limit of ten JliiCS"""' enforced 10 a rasonablc degree. Papen submitted wilh I
I pages were · 
usually accepted, and papers widl 12 paga were a=cpted in very :!pCCial circumstances. I recognize ho
w difficult lhis 
page limit wa for die audlors. and I wish 10 t1tan11: lhcm for lhcir c~ort5. 
On behalf of the organil.ing commitH:e, I would like 10 lhank lhe members of the advisory comm
ittee. the cooperating 
profcssiooal soc:ielics 111111 their representatives, all authors and l!eSSion ehailpcrsons., and all ind
ustrial and academic 
organizations wbo have given assismncc in many ways. I would especially like ro lhank Phylli
s Hun;t, our conference 
secretary; her assistant, Donna Miller. and John Wellmm, lhc conference coordinalor; for lheir invaluab
le assisWICe. 
The 1994 International Compressor Engineering Conference at Purdue is tentatively planned fo
r July. 1994, West 
Lafaycu, Indiana. 
xiv 
James F. Hamilton 
Proressor of Mechanical Engineering 
and Conference Chainnan 
Polley for Publishing Conference Papera In Archival Journals 
The organizing commitue recommends m all aulbors who have papers which satisfy the c:riteria for an:hival journal articles to submit them to such joumall; for publicalion. Boc:all$0 Df the rdal.ively small IIUIIIber of copies, publication in the proceedings of the InterrWional Com~ En&iJ!eering Cmfmnce It Plmlue iloes IIDl constitute prior publication as far as many journal editorS- cancemed. If in doubt. Ill inqlliry sllould be made. In most cases, the limit of 10 pases will n:quilc the aeation of an expaoded joiiiiUli article version, which would qualify as a new publicalion anyway. 
The criteria for archival papers - lhat they should conlain original. quantitative. derailed scientific materials which are placed in proper perspective relative to prior wort ll1d me suppm1ed by references to the appropriate lirv.nure. Thus. not all cmference papm are suitable. Some deseribe pment practice: or repon on ~ thiU were applied first by someooe else: or report design features which. altbough imponantto CODfetence participants, have relatively short tempo. raJ interesL 
The organizing committee requests lhat alllhms 'lllho choose to submit their papen; to archival journals acknowledge that those papers wete presented at the 1992 confm:nce and. send a copy of each submitted manuscript to the organiZing commince. 
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pol~ radius of the centre of the backpreeeure port, m polar angle. of the centre of the backpreseure port, ( 0 ) eccentricity of the crank, m 
angle of rotation ( 0 ) 
radius of the backpressure port, m 
connected area between the backpreeaure chamber and compression chamber, m2 
mass of the gas in the compression chamber, kg 
specific internal energy of the gae in the compression chamber, kJ/kg specific enthalpy of the gas flowing into the compression chamber, kJ/kg 
specific enthalphy of the gas flowing out of the compression chamber, kJ/kg 
angular velocity, rad/s 
mass of the gas microelement flowin~ into the compressor chamber,kg dmo: mass of the gas microelement flowing out of the compression chamber , kg 




temperature of the gas in the compression chamber, K specific volume of the gas in the compression chamber, m3jkg preasure o:f the gas in the compression chamber, (lo5Pa) pressure of the gas in the backpressure chamber ( 105Pa) radius of basic circle :for invol\>te, m 
e::q~and.ing angle of point A on the Wrap, rad 
starting angle of the involute, rad 
polar radius of the backpreseure port tangential to the Wrap 
increment of b0 , which ia chosen according to the machining req~ire­mente of baokpreeeure port, m 
included angle between an arbitrary point on the oiroule of the back-pressure port and the horizontal a%1s, rad 
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INTROOOC'l'ION 
One of the key technolog
ies of the scroll compre
ssor is the appropriate 
ba-
lance of the a%ial force
, which not only gurante
ee that the mating scro
lls do 
not separate in the com
pression and prevents gas f
rom radial leakage, but 
also 
ensures that the acting 
force on the contact sur
faces of the mating scro
lls is 
not too ~eat, and preve
nts the mechanical offic
isncy deoreaeinc. Curr
ently , 
there are mainly three m
ethode to balance the ax
ial gas force, i.e., exe
rting 
an axial bearing counter
-force, a epring force o
r a backpressure gas for
ce on 
the back of the orbiting
 scroll. The last metho
d can not only compensa
te auto-
matically the wear betwe
en the mating scrolls, b
ut also adjust the press
ure of 
the baokpreseure gas whe
never the working condit
ion changes. Therefore 
it has 
found Wide application i
n scroll compressors. 
When the third method is
 adopted to balance the 
~ial gee force, the cen
tral 
compression· chamber and 
bsckpressure chamber are
 connected by the backp
ressure 
port on the orbiting scr
oll, and the backpreeeur
e of the gas in the baok
preesure 
chamber depends wholly o
n the position and ~eome
trical dimensions of the
 port. 
This paper geometrically
 studies the orbit of th
e backpressure port rela
tive to 
the statio scroll and th
e law of the flow area c
hange of the port; it fi
nds out 
the relationship between
 the pressure in the bae
kpreseure chamber and th
e poei-
tio!l and flow area of th
e backpressure port by a
pplyin~ the basic law of
 ther-
modynamics and the princ
iple of mass conservatio
n! it also carries out d
ynamic 
computation to determine
 the optimal position an
d geometrical dimensions
 of the 
backpressure port with t
he confining condition o
f enough volumetric and 
mecha-
nical effeienoy of the c
ompreesor. 
LAW 0"1 MO'l'lON OF 'l'HE .B
!CKl'RESSUR PORT 
UD CHANGE OF THE FLOW A
U.&. 
Mass exchange of the act
uating medium between th
e compreseion chamber an
d 
bBckprea1111re ohwnber of 
the scroll compresaor is
 carried out through the
 back-
pressure port. Mesa flow
 rate between the two ch
ambers is mainly determi
ned 
by the preawre ratio "t
i(6) and flow area s(e),
 and the pressure ratio 
'! 1(&) 
between the two chambers
 is connected closely w
ith the flow area S(e) a
nd the 
poaition and diameter of
 the bBckpreasure port. 
To learn about the press
ure 
change in the baokpreaeu
re chamber when the com
pressor is working, we m
ust lind 
out the orbit of the bao
kpreaeure pOrt relative 
to the static scroll and
 solve 
for the lBW of the flow 
area of the bBckpreesure




e ports are made in the 
end plate of the orbitin
g 




which have a diameter of
 2 mm and are 180° out o
f phase. During the op
eration 
of the orbiting scroll, 
the motion of the backpr
easure port's center rel
ative 
to the static scroll is 
governed by the eame law
 as the relative motion 
of an 
arbitrary point on the o
rbiting scroll. The mot
ion orbit is shown in Fi
g, 1. 
The coordinates of tbe p
ort center on 
the orbiting scroll a.re 
(b0 coej:l,-bolsinf3) 
and ( -b•JL oosj3 , b01 sin J1 ) rel,peo
tively.Now 
examine the port in the
 fourth quadrant. 
Projected to the static 
scroll,the orbit 
of the port center is s 
circle whose cen-
ter is at (b01 cos ~. -b
~in~ ) and radius 
equals the eccentricity 
of the crank r 0 • 
Thus, the equation iss 
x • b0 Icosp + r 0 c
ose 
y • -b01sin~ - r 0 sine
 
(1) 
In addition, the orbit o
f an arbitrary 
point on the bou!ld&ry ci
rcle of the ~ort 
is also a circle of the 
same radius ro , 
and only the center of t
he circle is in 
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Fig. 1 Orbit of tbe cen
ter of 
the baekpressure port 
!.orbiting scroll 2.atat
ic croll 
a di~~ere~t position, as shown in Pig, 2, The equation 0~ ita orbit is, 
Y ·-bot sinjl r 0 sin6 - e sin 
During the operation of the orbiting 
scroll, the backpressure port may be covered partially or totally by the wall of the Wrap on the statio scroll (See the dash area in Fig. 2), which may reeu·lt in the change in the flow ares S(e) between the backpreseure chamber and compression chamber, It may be acquired by eolYing the ineolute equation of the static scroll and Eq.(2) simultaneously, 
Assume the port radius e and chamber volume Vd constant, The pressure in the backpressure chamber is mainly determiined by the position o~ the port. In a motion period, the port does not move in one com-pression chamber only, which is determined 
by the characteristic o~ the backpressure 
chamber ~or balancing -the axial force.!~ the 
baokpressure port moves in the first compre-
ssion chamber or the second compression cham-
ber, the gas pressu:r-e in the becltpresBUl'e Ghamber, 
(2) 
Fig. 2 Orbit of the backpreseure 
port and"law of the flow 
ilrta change 
1. static scroll 
Pb(e) has a range o~ P2(8)<Pb(e)<Pd; and such a high backpreesure would in-crease the contact wear between the end sur~aces of the mating scrolls, and fail to ensure a high mechanical e~~iciency, 1~ the pert moves in the outer-most compression chamber, then P3(e) < Pb(e)<P2(e); _.d such a low backpres-sure could not ensure the -~it o~ the orbiting scroll to static scroll in opera-tion and could hardly ensure the volumetric efficiency. There~ore,the back-pressure port can only move in the second or third compression chambers. Thus, with ~ determined, selection of b should satisfy the followin conditions• 
A. When o..;e~p. the port is in the second compression chamber, or is co-vered by the static scroll 
B. When Jl"6~2ft' the port ie in the third compression chamber, or is co-vered by the static scroll 
The position of the backpressure port in the compression chamber with dif-ferent angle of rotation 8 is shewn in Pig. 3. ' 
It can be seen ~rom Pig. 3 that given jl , b is 
b~b0 +6 
where b0 • / l + cp,..• r 0 + e 
and can be gained by 
CfA{coe(q'A+""-)- sin (9'A +C() 
t g B ~ A sin ( 9' A + o:. ) + cos ( 'if' A +<><.) 
ANALYSIS OF THE THERMODYNAMIC PROCESS 
In order to determine the optimal position and geometric dimensions of the backpressure port, it is necessary to find out the pressure o~ the gas in the co~prees1on and backpreeeure chambers and law of its change,and analyze the ~al force and overturning moment on the orbiting scroll. Therefore the ther-modynamic model of the chambers must be established and solved. 
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a) Position of the port 
when 9< j3 
1, Thermodynamic Model of the C
o~pression 
~ 
The oompreeeion chamber connect
ed with 
the baoltpresaurs chamber is talc
en .a the 
control volume, the connected s
ystem is 
sh01m in ll'iC"· 4, AaSWile that th
e volw. .. ee 
of the auction and discharge ch
ambers are 
indefinitely great, and gas flow
 in the 
suction, discharge and leakage 
process and 
maee ezchsnse between the two c
hambers is 
all steady flow, and ignore the
 effect of 
the lubricating oil on the perfo
rmance of 
the actuating medium and potent
•al energy 
and kinetic energy of the mediu
m,then, we 
have the following equation by 
applying 
the first law of thel"'llcdynamics
• 
b) Position of the port 
when" e"'j! 
. c) Position of the port 
when e >B 
d(IIIU) • d'- + d4b - h"'dmb + hidDli 
- ho41D0 - dw 
( 3) 
where de\ ie the beat transfer 
microele-
ment between the compression ch
amber and 
backpreesure chamber. 
Pig. 3 Analytical gragh of the
 
relati·onship between b 
and jl 
1. orbiting scroll 
2. static scroll 
d&. is the heat transfer microe
lement between the compression 
chamber and 
the ~teide system. 
h" is the specific enthalpy of 
the gas flowing between the two
 chambers. 
dmb is positive, and n•- hi when P(9
) :>fb(9), 
dmb is negative, and )1'"., hb• 
when P(9)< Pg(9), 
dw is the compression microelem
ent work. 
dw • - PdV0 , 
and V0 is the volume
 of the compres•ion c~l;ler. 
When the rotating velocity of t
he crank is constant, e - w ~, de "<.J
 c:l't", 
lienee Eq. (3) can also l;le expresse
d as the following differential
 form of e._ 
du dm dQ de,\ " dmb 
2;i dmo dYe 




Apply the total derivative relationship• du ("U) dT ("U) dV de a ~ v d9 + ~'Tde and h0 • h. Then 
Eq.(4) can be converted into• 
dT [dQ. ~ "dmb .!!ai h 2,0 _ dvc de" ~ de + de - h d9 + hide - de_ 'Pd9 -
dm ("'u) dv J / u -ure- m ;;;- T d9 ( m(;Tlv) (5) 
where 2 • d(vefm)/d9 • l. ,!he_ ~c. ddm9 (5) d9 m d9 m2 
Sm 5 Smi_ .!!mo_ dmb d9 d9 d9 d9 





,.,_ . -u. I 
---~ '<.d .... ---:l 




I I m., ' h • . U6 I t..:: __ d,;.;--- ___ :J 
Fig. 4 Thermodynamic model 
The above Eq.(5) is thus the basic equation of the thermodynamic: model of the compression chamber. 
2. Thermod:?!lsmio ~ ~ the Backpreaaure ~ Here the backpresaure chamber indicated in Fig, 4 is-taken as the control volume for analy»ing the thermodynamic proceea of the backpressure chamber. Ap-ply the first law of thermodynamics. Then, 
{6) 
where d~ is the heat transfer microelement between the backpreseure chamber and system. When the chamber absorbs heat, d~ is positive; otherwise, it is negative. 
Apply the total derivative relationship. Then EQ.(6) can be written 
where vd is the volUJne of the ba.e~ressure chamber. 
Ignore the effect of oil deposition on the volume, then 
vd " c 
Eq, (7) is thus the basic equation of the thermodynamic model of the back-pressure chamber. 
The scroll compressor ie characterized with the continuous multi-chamber com~reeeion, and the parameters of the gas condit1cn in the backpreesure chamber are-in periodical variation-Therefore the compression process mu.st satisfy the following convergence conditione• 
m3(360°) "m2 (0°) 
T3(360°) • T2 (0°) 
Pb(0°) - Pb(360°) 
Tb(0°) • Tb(360°) 
(8) 
where m3 .T3 are the mass and temperature of the gas in the third compression 
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chamber re~pectively. m2 and T2 
are the mass and temperature of
 the gas in the 
second compression chamber resp
ectively. 
Combining the equations (5), (7) and (8
), we obtain the basic equations of 
the thermodynamic model of the 
scroll compressor with self-adj
usting backpre~ 
sure mechanism. Solving them, 
we can find out the pressure of
 the gas in the 
compression and baokpreeeure ch
ambers and law of its change. 
DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL PO
SITION 
OF THE BACKPRESSURE PORT 
1. Minium Baekpre~sure Pbmin t
o Ensure the Mating Scrolls do 
not 
Separate 
Prerequisites of determination 
of the port position is the cal
culation of 
the mini~m baokpressure Pbmin 
which ensure the mating scrolls
 do not separate 
in the operation, to test wheth
er the parameters of the positio
n (b,~) meet 
the rsquiremen~or not. Theref
ore the axial gas force Ft an
d overturning mo-
ment B%erted on the orbiting sc
roll should be solved for from t
he pressure dis-
tribution in the compression ch
amber obtained by solving the a
bove the~odynamic 
model. Then Pbmin can be obt
ained from the balance of the a
nal force_e on 
the orbiting scroll. 
The pressure distribution on or
biting scroll and self-adjusting
 baokpree-
eure mechanism is shown in Fig. 
5· Since 
the contact surfaces of the mat
ing ecrolls P
oJ<Io .. ..,• "'""".e. 
are not very wide, we can conei
der it to be , • .,, ,.,.. ..... 
linear dietribution of pr_essure
 here. Then 
~'po "'t (f'b + Pa) (Ab - Ac) (9) 
where Ab is the axial projected
 area of the 
orbiting scroll. Ab ~ n D
2 (where D is 
the diameter of the end Plate o
f orbiting 
scroll. ) 
And Ac is the a%ial projected area of th
e 
suction preeeure, compree~ion c
hamber pre-
ssure, and central chamber pres
sure acting 
on the orbiting scroll. 
Aeeume that the backpressure ch
amber pr~ 
ssure ie just in equilibrium wi
th the axial 
force and overturni~g ~ome~t at
 a instant. 
'l'hen the axial force equilibrium
 equation. of Fig. 5 
the orbiting scroll i~ 
2M:t 
Pbmin' Ab • Ft "" Fpc "" D 
(10) 
Sketch of the self-adjust-
ing backpreseure mechanism 
and pressure distribution 
on orbiting scroll 
Substitute Eq.(9) into Eq. (10)
, 
Then, 
and note that at the moment, Pb
EPbmin• 
p .. ~t-,.!~. p .. 
bmin Ab+Ac Ab+Ac s 
. (11) 
Prom Eq.(ll), under given worki
ng conditions, with Ab and Ao constant an
d Mt 
only varying elightly, the vari
ation of Pbm is mainly affec
ted by the 
axial force Ft• When Ft in.creaee~, Pb
min in increases as well· When
 e • er 
(where 9~ i~ the exhaust angle cf
 the ocmpreesor), and Ft is the
 m&%imum,Pbgin 
reaches its m&%i~m a~ well. 
2. Determination Method of the 
Port Position 
Mi~i~m backpressure Pbmin prov
ides the basis tor testing whet
her the cho-
port positio~ (b,~) meets the r
equirements or not. If with th
e first cho-
~ , the thermodynamic and dynam
ic computations prove that Pb(&
)is greater 
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than Pb the determination of the position is then reasonable, Otherwise, ~ ehoui~in,be increased until the above requirements are met, However it ehould be noted that too high a chamber pressure Pb(e) would increase the fric-tion between the contact surfacee of the mating scrolls and result in the de-cline in the mechanical efficiency of the· compressor fl.. m• 
Therefore the determination of the port position should conform to the fol-lowing principle. 
When selecting the proper ¥• we should first guarantee Pb(e)~Pbmin and 
the volumetric efticieney Tl., , and at the same time reetri ct P (e), to prevent the apparent decline in the mechanical efficiency l'(, 111 , The relafionehip between the polar angle of the port p and the efficiency of the compressor is shown in Pig, 6, It would be moat ideal if the chosen ~ could always ensure Pb(e)-~Pbminl however, it is impossible to do eo because Pb(e) and Pbmin both vary with e, and their variations are both very complex. Therefore, the following condition should be satisfied in the determi-nation of the baokpreseure port position (b, ~ jl). 
1,0 
jlmin t; fl ~ jlmu; 
where jlmin is the minimum ~ to ensure the 
mating scrolls do not separate, 
and jlmax is the m~UiPTUm jl to ensure the 
mechanical wear will not be too great. 
CoUll ABALYSIS 
The above method hae been applied to Pig. 6 analyse ·the backpreesure port position in our scroll compressor, and the result ie shown in Pig. 7. 
Prom Fig. 7, when fl ~ 30° or 45° , it 
cannot be eneured that Pb(9):;li<Pbmin; there-
fore it is not reasonable that jl c 30° o~ 45°. when ~ 6o0 , it ia ensured that Pb(e)~ 
PbminJ therefore ~ . - 60° ia appropriate rmJ.n 
to choose. When p oontiuuee to increase, 
Pb(e)-Pbmin will increase ae well.From Fig. 
8, we know tlm will decrease, and when ~ 
,. 105° , Yl m will have had a.n apparent de-crease. Therefore the selection of p should ea.tisfy• 600~ p .;; 1050, Considering the reliability of the compressor, it is proper to select ~ - 750. Analysis and computation show that the props~ positions of the pair Fig. 7 of backpreaeure port oentere on the orbiting 
ecroll are at o1(34mm,75°) and o2(34mm,255°) 
Relationship between the 
polar angle of the port 
and efficiency 
Law of Pb(e), Pbmin 
P bm changing with 
angle of retation e 
and 
the 
respectively, as shown in Pig. 9. 
CONCLUSION 
1. Backpressure mechanism is widely ap-plied to balance the ~Uial gas force in scroll eompreeeore, which guarantees the compreesora 
(Pm ie the average gae pree~re 
in the compression chamber con-
nected with the backpreseure 
chamber in a cycle) 
ability to adju8t to the ohang-ing working condi tiona.· 













Pig, 8 Effect of B on the volu
-
metric efficiency and me-
chaaical efficiency 
the ability of the pressure in ba
okpressure 
chamber to balance the &%ial g~s 
force 
exerted on the orbiting scroll. 
:,. With the given chamber" volume 
and 
li'ig. 9 Poeition of the backpres-
sure port in the specim~ 
compressor 
1. orbiting scroll 
port radius e, the gas pressure 
in the backpressure chamber d"epe
nde on the 
position of the port (b, ~). 
4. b is determined. by ll , which ha
s a proper range of ]3min tf, ]3 6 l3m
ax , 
tbne ensuring the great volumetri
c and. mechanical efficiency of th
e compressor. 
Ill Moriehita E. et all Scroll 
Dynamics ( 1 et Report) Bulletin
 of JSME 
29-248 (1986.2) 
I2l M.lkegawa et al• Scroll Com
pressor with Self-Adjuat~ng Back-p
reesure me-
chanism, Pro. of the JSME No. B
3o-12, 1983. 
131 Hirano, T. et al: Developmen
t of High Efficiency Scroll Comp
resaore · for 
Air Conditione, Pro. of the 1988 
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clearance on rotor face 
approl(imate order of Fourier series pressure 
oil supply pressure ( .. P1) radius 
time 
velocity 
ordinate of clearance height 
angular position on rotor face from al(ial seal coefficient of viscosity of oil 
coefficient of kinematic viscosity of oil density of oil 
rotational angle of rotor 
angular velocity of rotor 
Subscripts 
b boundary between gas and oil regions r radial direction 
8 tangential direction 
1 inner circumference of rotor 2 outer circumference of rotor 
Superscript 
averaged value in height direction 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, a vane compressor is used for an automotive air conditioners by taking advantages of its small size and its light weight. Leakage which flows through a clearance between a rotor face and a sideplate greatly affects performance of the compressor /{I)/. There have been some studies which analyzed distributions of pres-sure and velocity on the rotor face based on the Navier-Srokes equation by applying the perturbation technique /(2)/, the finite Element Method /(3)/ or the finite Dif-ference Method /( 4)/. But in these studies, the flow field was analyzed under some special boundary pressure condition on the rotor circumference, and discussion about a pracucal leakage flow occurring under the pen odic changing boundary pressure condition 
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on the rotor circumference was insufficient. 
In this study, we analyze an instantaneous l
eakage flow at each moment through 
the clearance on the rotor face based on 
the Navier~Stokes equation by applying the 
fourier series analysis /(2)/, and examine a
n appropriate manner of a decision of the 
boundary pressure condition on the rotor cir




figure I shows a schematic view of the van
e compressor and a modeling of the 
flow field between the rotor face and the 
sJdeplate. Lubricating oil is supplied from 
an oil groove on the sideplate to the roto
r face, The flow field of leakage flow 
through the clearance on the rotor face is 
modeled as that between a stationary disc 
and a rotating disc on which circumference 
the pressure changes periodically with the 
rotor rotation. The leakage flow in this f
low field is governed by the Navier-Stokes 
equations and an equation of continuity, an
d these equations are expressed as follows 
since the clearance is very small by compan
son With the flow field. 




In the above Navier-Stokes equations, an 
inertial term, a centrifugal term and a 
coriolis term are assumed to be negligible 
since the clearance on the rotor face is 
very small. By integrating equations {I) an
d (2) respectively and substituting boundary 
conditions on both the stationary and the r
otational discs into those equations, radial 
and tangential velocities are derived as follo
ws. 
vr ~ <z' - hzl (<lP/or) 1 <2ul 
ve.: (z 2 -hz) (<lP/o8l/(2Ur) +zrw/h 
{4) 
{5) 
Substituting equations {4) and (5) into equati
on (3), we obtain the Lapiace equation for 
pressure. 
(6) 
The Laplace equation for what is called the
 Dirichlet problem is solved by applying the
 
fourier series /(2)/. The pressure on an inn
er circumference is assumed to be constant 
("'Pb) and that on an outer circumference of
 the rotor is expressed as follows. 
{7) 
Where, coefficients in equation (7) are deri
ved by discrete fourier approximation using 
sampled data of the pressure on the rotor
 circumference. -By using these boundaPy 
pressure distributions, the pressure distributio
n on the rotor face is derived as follows. 
n (r/r 1 lk-(r,/r)l< 
p .,.._, +boloqr +k~l (Akcosk6 .,.Bksink9) (ro/rJl




In this study, we will express the velocity 
distribution with an averaged one in 
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height direction. The radial and tangential average velocities are derived as follows by integrating equations (4) and (5) respectively. 
-Vi'"' - (oP/orl h 2 / (12U) 
Vij ; - (oP/o9) h'/ (12ur) + rw/2 
(9) 
(10) 
In the above equations, pressure gradients are given by differentiating equation (8). In the Founer analysis, in general, it is not appropriate to use the gradient obtained by differentiating a function expressed by the Fourier series, and we will discuss this problem at the later section. 
Gas flow Region 
In the neighborhood of an axial seal, refrigerant gas as a working fluid flows through the clearance on the rotor face from a high pressure compression chamber into a suction chamber, and the leakage greatly affects the performance of the compressor. In a practical use, the gas flow region on the rotor face near the axial seal can be solved sufficiently under a flow field with a single phase of oil by approximation with a group of streamlines which have the velocity of inner direction on the rotor circum-ference /(5)/. In the present study, we analyze the average gas flow region using the _ average velocity distribution. A boundary line between the gas and the oil regions is obtained by solving the following equations applying the Runge-Kutta method with an initial position where the gas begins to enter the clearance on the rotor face. 
} 
(II) 
Boundary Pressure Condition 
- Since the rotor circumference faces the compression chambers, the pressure on the rotor circumference changes periodically with the rotor rotation. Table I shows specifications of the compressor studied here and analytical conditions, and figure 2 shows volume and pressure changes of the compress1on chamber leading a vane located at rotational angle of .p • 
Taking into account of periodic pressure cl).anfe with the rotor rotation, we analyzed the leakage flow through the clearance on\ the rotor face under the following three different boundary pressure conditions on the rotor circumference. The first boundary condition is an instantaneous pressure distribution corresponding to the rotor rotation (denoted as Boundary condition I). The pressure distribution on the rotor cir-cumference changes periodically every 271/3 rad, since the compressor studied here has three vanes. Figure 3 shows the instantaneous pressure distribution on the rotor cir-cumference corresponding to the rotational angle of 0, 71/6, 71/3 and 71/2 rad. In this figure, the pressure distribution at positions of the vane and the axial seal is assumed to be linear. 
The second one is an average pressure distribution that the pressure at each an-gular position on the rotor circumference is equal to the time average of the pressure in the compression chamber which is facing that position. It is shown in Figure 4 with a solid line (Boundary condition 2). 
The last one is a linear pressure distribution from the suction side to the dis-charge side which is employed in the past studies /(2)-(4)/, and shown in Figure 4 with a broken line (Boundary condition 3). The analytical results corresponding to the each boundary conditions are compared with one another. 
RESULTS AND DISCU$10N 




At first, we discuss accuracy of the pressure gradient obtained by differentiating function expressed by the Fourier series. As an example, we calculate the tangen-pressure gradient on the rotor circumference by differentiating equation (7) when rotational angle of the rotor is rr/2 rad, and compare it with an analytical pres-
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sure gradient. figure 5 show
s the analytical pressure gradi
ent and the pressure 
gradients which are obtatned by 
differentiating equation (7) whose
 number of sampling 
points is 360 and approximate o
rder is 180 and 120 respectively
. As shown in these 
figures, the pressure gradients ob
tained by differentiating equation
 (7) fluctuate at the 
position where the pressure gradi
ent changes abruptly. The fluct
uation of the pressure 
gradient depends on the number 
of sampling points and the appr
oximate order of the 
fourier series, and they must b
e selected carefully. But an 
error of the velocity 
caused by the error of the press
ure gradient is much smaller tha
n the second term on 
the right hand of equation {10
), and this error disappears w
hen we integrate the 
velocity to estimate the leakage 
flow rate. The velocity distribut
ion, therefore, can be 
solved sufficiently by differentiat
ing the fourier series in a prac
tical use. Once the 
pressure and velocity distributions
 are expre~sed by ·the fourier se
ries, It is useful that 
the center of pressure, flow rate
 and shearing force of oil for a
n arbitrary rotational 
angle of the rotor can be expre
ssed by the fourier series. In 
the following analysis, 
we employ the Fourier series w
hose number of sampling points
 is 360 and the ap-
proximate order is 120. 
Instantaneous flow fields 
figure 6(a)-(d) show the instanta
neous pressure and velocity dist
ributions on the. 
rotor face under the boundary p
ressure condition I (rotational an
gle lj> ~ 0, rr /6, rr /3 
and rr /2 rad). In these figures, 
mark 'V' indicates the pos1tion o
f the axial seal ( 9 ~ 
0 rad), and marl< ']' indicates the
 position of the vane at each m
oment. As shown in 
these figures, lubricating oil flow
s from the inside to the outside
 of the rotor for the 
most part, and high pressure ref
rigerant gas passes through the 
clearance on the rotor 
face into the suction side in the 
neighborhood of the axial seal. 
The pressure and velocitY distrib
utions shown in figure 6 are st
eady flow fields 
under each boundary conditions s
hown in figure 3, and these ca
n be regarded as the 
instantaneous flow field only whe
n the inertial force is as small 
as negligible. Figure 
7 shows magnitude of the inerti
al force in radial direction aga
inst the viscous force 
about fluid element existing at 
middle height of the clearance 
on the rotor circum-
ference when the rotational ang
le of the rotor is 11 /2 rad. 
figure 7(a) IS radial 
velocity at the middle height of 
the clearance on the rotor circu
mference, (b) is mag-
nitude of unsteady term of inert
ial force which is the first term
 on the left hand of 
equation (1), and (c) is magnitu
de of convective term of inerti
al force which is the 
second and the third terms on th
e left hand of equation (I). Th
ese figures show that 
the radial velocity and the inerti
al force have sharp peaks at the
 positions of the vane 
( e = 711/6, II 11/6 rad) and the axial seal ( e =
 0 rad). However, even when the rota· 
tional speed and the clearance in
crease, portions where the inertia
l force is big are lo-
cal and have little influence on w
hole flow field and whole flow 
rate. The flow field 
on the rotor face at each mome
nt, therefore, can be evaluated u
nder the quasi·steady 
condition with the instantaneous 
pressure distribution on the rotor
 circumference. 
Average flow fields 
figure 8 and 9 show the average
 pressure and velocity distributio
ns corresponding 
to the second and the third bou
ndary conditiOns respectively. In
 the case of boundary 
condition 2, the lubricating oil 
flows from the inside to the ou
tside of the rotor at 
most of the rotor face. On th
e other hand, the oil which flow
s from the outside to 
the inside of the rotor increase
s under boundary condition 3 si
nce the high pressure 
region on the rotor circumferen
ce is larger than that of the 
boundary condition 2. 
The flow rate of the leakage oil 
which flows out from the clearan
ce on the rotor f~ce 
estimated by integrating the rad
ial velocity gn the rotor circum
ference is 3.40 em /s 
under the boundary condition 2 
and 1.16 em /s under the bound
ary condition 3. The 
average leakage flow rate estima
ted as the average of the insta
ntaneous flow rate at 
each moment Is equal to that un
der boundary condition 2. 
figure 10 shows the gas flow re
gions on the rotor face estimate
d by using the 
average velocity distributions und
er the boundary conditions 2 and
 3 respectively. The 
gas flow regions which have gre
at influence on the performance 
of the compressor are 
quite different from each other. 
Thus when we analyze the avera
ge flow field on the 
rotor face, it is appropriate to 
use the boundary condition that 
the pressure at each 
angular position on the rotor cir
cumference is equal to the time
 average of the pres· 
sure in the compression chamber 
which is facing that position. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the Navier-Stokes equanon, we analyzed the instantaneous and time averaged leakage fields on the rotor face clearance by applying the fourier serie$ analysis under the more realistic boundary pressure conditions which changes periodically with the rotor rotation. The results are summarized as follows. 
(I) In the practical use, once the number of sampling points and the approximate order of the fourier series are selected adequately, the velocity distribution can be solved sufficiently by applying the differentiation of the fourier series. 
(2) The flow field on the rotor face at each moment can be evaluated under the quasi-steady condition with the instantaneous boundary pressure distribution on the rotor circumference because of less influence of the inertial force than that of the viscous force. · 
(3) The average flow field on the rotor face must be analyzed under the bound-ary condition that the pressure at each angular position on the rotor circumference is equal to the time average of the pressure in the compression chamber which is facing that position. 
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Lubricating 
figure I Schematic view of vane compressor and analytical model 
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Table Specifications of compressor and analytical condition 
Number of vane 3 
Cylinder radius r c 3 6. 3 mm 
Rotor radius r 2 z 6. 6 mm 
Oil groove radius r, zo. 0 11m 
Gap height h 3 0. 0 j.!ID 
Suction pressure p, 0. 309 MPa 
D i sehar ge pressure p. 1. 52 MPa 
Oil supply pressure ? •. 1. 0 6 MPa 
Oil viscosity ).! 0.005 Pa·s 
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figure 4 Boundary pressure condition 2 and 3 
on rotor circumference 
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n n ~ Analytical -5 I 
~ Samp I ing point 360 





Sa11pling point 360 
rourier order 120 
2V3 B rad 4X/3 
Figure 5 Pressure gradients obtained by differentiating 
· Fourier series ( q, ~ rr /2 rad) 
Figure 7 Magnitude of inertial force against 
viscous force ( ljl "' Tr 12 rad, z = h/2) 
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Figure 6 Instantaneous distributions of p
ressure 
and velocity under boundary condition 
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Figure 8 Average distributions of pressure and velocity 
under boundary condition 2 
Figure 9 Average distributions of pressure and velocity 
under boundary condition 3 
Figure I 0 Gas flow region 
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A TECHNICAL NOTE ON THE EFFECTS OF SUC110N CHAMBER AND CELL INTERACTION ON 'I'HE SUCTION ClfARACTERISTICS OF A ROTARY VANE COMPRESSOR 
Dr A.B. Tramschek, 
Senior Lecturer & Dean of Engineering University of Strathclyde. 
Glasgow, Scotland. 
Dr K.T. Ool 
School of Mechanical. and Production Engineering, 
Nanyang Technological UniversitY, Singapore. 
ABSTRACT 
In most sliding vane air comprenors, the angular span of the suction port Is usuallY larger than that of an individual cell. Hence two or more cells maY communicate simultaneously With the suction plenum chamber during the suction process. Because of this, the suction process in this type of compressor Is a continuous process and pulsation ettects are small compared to those found in reciprocating compressors. This paper Illustrates a theoretical study of the suction characteristics of a sliding vane compressor by accounting for the effects of the interaction between the "cell-in Question" and its neighbouring cells (during the suction process) as well as the suction plenum chamber. The variations of pressure. temperature and air mass now into and/or out ot each ot the neighbouring cells and the suction chamber during the suction process are shown and discussed together with those ot the "cell-in question". 
INTRODUCTION 
In the construction ot certain sliding vane compressors, a suction plenum chamber Is frequently located between an air Intake valve and the suction port as shown In Figure 1. 
The suction plenum of such a compressor Is sometimes called the air Intake valve chamber since it is the place where the intake valve Is housed. The eJtlstence of an intake valve In the suction plenum does not Improve the suction characteristic but provides a non-return valve mechanism when the compressol' is stopped. It prevents high pres15ure nuid from escaping through the low pressure side of the machine via the suction port. In some machines th1s valve acts as part of a hydraulically actuated servo control system which closes the air intake port when the compressor is running ott load. 
A previous attempt Ill to model this type of machine, showed that a simple model which assumed that the suction plenum was volumetrically large compared to the active cell volume. gave good overall agreement between predicted and measured results. When modelling the suction process without considering the eJtistence of a suction plenum, the nominal suction conditions were taken as constant and set equal to atmospheric conditions. This paper shows the Influence of the presence of the suction plenum on the modelling results. It also shows the effects of cell interactions during the suction process. 
Suction Cbaracterlstic 
Any Interaction between the cells Influences the suction characteristic to some eJttent and depends mainly on the relative volume of the suction plenum and the active cells. In the following sections the influence of the air intake valve, the suction plenum and the Interaction of the neighbouring cells during the suction process predicted by a theoretical model are discussed. 
The analysts which follows applies to an eJtlsting compressor model or to machines with a similar configuration. A schematic diagram of the machine is shown in Figure 2 which illustrates the arrangement between suction valve, suction Plenum and the compressor working space. Point 'A' and point 'B' represent the suction port opening and closing position respectively. 
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In the present study of an eight vane machine the cell angle Is i.e. 45• and 
the clrcumterentlal span of the suction port Is 79•. Close examination of the 
suction port dimensions given above shows that during the suction process a 
maximum of three cells and at least two cells may communicate simultaneously wtth 
the suction plenum. This means that in addition to the cell in question, there 
is at least one other cell which Is also communicating with the suction plenum. 
The existence of these neighbouring cells and the interaction between them during 
the suction process is termed cell interaction. To model the compressor as a 
whole and its suction plenum In particular, interaction during the suction process 
must be considered. 
Theoretical Model ot The Suctjon Pleqym 
The existing suction model formed part of the mathematical model describing 
the complete compressor and used the following criteria:-
a) The process occurring in the suction plenum was assumed to be adiabatic, 
i.e. Q=O. 
b) The plenum chamber has s flxed volume, I.e. dVo = o and means that the 
work done term associated with the plenum is zero i.e. W=o. 
c) For the present study, perfect sealing was assumed to exist between the 
plenum and the outside world. i.e. no leakage flows out of or into the 
plenum. This assumption is justltled because the pressure difference 
between the suction plenum and its surrounding Is small. 
d) A quasi steady process is assumed tor the flow through the suction 
plenum and means that at any particular instant the unsteady tlow 
through the suction plenum ca.n be treated as steady. 
e) The tlows Into and out of the plenum chamber a.re assumed to behave as 
one dimensional isentropic !lows through an orifice. An effective flow 
area Is introduced by using a discharge coefficient with the area 
calculated from the actual geometry ot the port. 
t) Air behaves as Ideal gas. 
Figure 3 shows a. control volume which was used to represent the suction 
plenum of the compressor. From the above assumptions, the primary activity 
which occurs Is mass tlow Into and out of the control volume. There Is 
massflow through the air intake valve mt, mass flow out of the suction plenum 
through the suction port m. Into the cell In question, and mass flow caused by 
cell Interaction effects met. 
Considering the control volume as an entity, from the Law of Conservation 
or Energy the following equation may be obtained:-
dQ (dm ) dW (dm ) d -+r -c T --·r -c T ·-(mu) 
dt dt > 1 dt dt > , dt > 
.•• (I) 
This equation Is solved simultaneously with the mass conservation equation 
i.e.:-
dm , - dm,- dm, ... (2) 
solving equations (1) and (2) simultaneously for a flxed volume plenum 
chamber together with the equation of state for an ideal gas and accounting tor 
the effects of cell Interaction yields, 
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dP,z yRT 1~- yRT,~~ yR(t(T dmr)•t(T ~)) dt V dt V dt V r dt L dt ... (3) 
dT, T,dP, RT~dm, dt- P,"d't- p; v. dt ... (4) 
( dm')· dm,_ dm,~r~*I:~ dt dt d t dt dt ... (S) 
I) Suffix T denotes properties or a group of cells which is at the trailing side ot the cell In question with respect to the direction of rotor rotation and which communicate with the su.ction plenum during the suction process. 
Ill suffix L denotes properties of a group of cells which is at the leading side of the cell in question with respect to the direction of rotor rotation and which communicatl! with thl! suction plenum during the suction process. 
ii!l Suffices i and o denote massflow and the properties or the air entering and leaving the cell in question only. 
FURTHER SIIIULATION ASSUIIPTIONS 
Calculations were performed for the following conditions;-
i) With the air intake non return valve tree to move lm;taritaneously, depending on the pressure differential· across the valve, I.e. It p,. • ., > Pp the valve would be tully open where tor ·P• > PATM the valve would be closed. 
iil Ignoring cell interaction effects. 
iii) Accounting for cell interaction effects. 
The initial conditions In the suction plenum were taken as T= zs•c and P = 1.01325 bar (760 mmHg) with the intake valve closed. Effective air Intake valve now area - C,(n/4)((d,) 2 - (d,) 2 ) where c~ :: 0.6, d• :: 32mm. dr = 10mm. The atmospheric condition was taken as at TuN = 2o•c and PuN = 1.01325 bar, where c. is the discharge coettlclent, and d. and dr are the valve port and the valve rod diameter respectively. 
Calculations were performed tor various suction plenum chamber volumes, ranging trom 1000 mm• to a.ooo mm•. 
DISCUSSION OP RESULTS 
Plen!l!D Chamber Conditions 
Two distinct sets of calculations were performed. The first excluded Interaction ot neighbouring cells and the second took the effects of cell Interaction Into consideration. 
a) Plenum Pressure And Temperature Variation 
Figure 4 sho•s the comparison of variations In the plenum pressure during the suction process, both neglecting an~ accounting tor the effects or the cell interaction. When the plenum chamber is Interacting only with the cell in question, the condition in the plenum chamber is greatly dependent on the variation of the sh;e or the suction cell, where the latter is a fUnction of the cell angular position. The sudden decrease in the pressure of the plenum chamber to a value of 100800 N/m•, is caused by mass ·now out of the chamber into the cell, when the suction port is tlrst uncovered. This causes the pressure In the plenum chamber to drop 
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to a level which is lower than the atmospheric. pres
sure and hence causes the 
intake valve to open and permits the induction of a
ir from the atmosphere into 
the plenum chamber through the air intak.e valve. Th
is process causes the plenum 
chamber pressure to recover. As the mass flow Into
 the cell and the mass flow 
Into the plenum chamber are of a similar magnitude,
 the plenum pressure stays 
reasonably constant. This is shown in the later sta
ge of the suction process. 
A more realistic consideration of the suction pro
cess accounts for the 
interactions between the plenum chamber. the n
eighbouring cells and the 
cell-In -question. 
Because the volume· of the plenum chamber Is fixed, a
nd also because of the 
assumption or an adiabatic process occurring in the p
lenum chamber. the chamber 
pressure is primarily influenced by the incoming and th
e outgoing mass flow. The 
temperature of region from which a mass flow origin
ates also has an influence 
although in the present study this temperature influe
nce was discounted. 
The pressure oscillations are caused by the rate or 
change of the mass in 
the plenum chamber I.e. the difference between the m
ass flow into and out or the 
plenum chamber. It Is shown In figure 4 that the 
calculated plenum pressure 
which takes into account cell Interaction is always l
ower than that In the case 
without cell Interaction. This effect is caused by th
e additional mass flow into 
the neighbouring cells. 
The temperature variation In the suction plenum cham
ber Is shown in figure 
5. It may be seen that the temperature variation is 
very small. Oess than 0.4•C 
whereas the corresponding pressure variation Is approx
imately 800 N/m• c-scmHzO). 
Figure 5 shows that the plenum temperature variation ac
counting for cell Interaction 
effects oscillates about the plenum temperature with
 no cell Interaction effects. 
By comparing figures 4 and 5, it may be seen that the
 temperature variation is in 
phase with the pressure variation. The relative mag
nitude or the two governing 
terms In the rate of change or temperaturl' equation,
 I.e. the pressure and mass 
flow terms controls the plenum chamber temperature v
ariation as follows, i.e. 
dT TdP T dM 
-----~~ 
dt P dt M dt 
If dM/M<dP/P then dT/T is in phase with dP/P whilst if
 dM/M>dP/P then the reverse 
ls also true. 
bl Mass Flowrates 
Figure 6 shows the comparison of the variation or the
 mass rlowrate into the 
cell in question both with and without cell Interaction
. It is clearly shown that, 
as the mass now Into the cell reaches its maximum 
value, the plenum chamber 
experiences the greatest pressure and temperature d
rop. The reason that the 
mass flowrate Into the cell rises quickly :at the begin
ning of the suction ·process 
Is attributable to the high pressure difference acros
s the suction port and an 
increasing flow area at the beginning of the suction p
rocess. The mass nowrate 
stays reasonably constant as the cell pressure appr
oaches the plenum chamber 
pressure (and the now area approaches a constant valu
e). The cell mass flowrate 
reduces at the end of the suction process because th
e cell pressure very nearly 
equals the plenum pressure and the suction port area ap
proaches zero as the suction 
port ts fully covered. When accounting for cell In
teraction effects, it may be 
seen that there Is a small fluctuation in mass flow a
t the leading vane position 
between 120•-140°. This would be attributable to the 
reduction in plenum pressure· 
shown In Figure 4 as additional mass enters the cell adj
acent to the cell In question. 
Figure 7 shows the variation of mass fiowrate throug
h the air Intake valve, 
compared to all other components of mass flow throug
h the suction porL It may 
be seen that the mass flowrate term for the alr Inta
ke valve Is always positive 
which means that the valve is always open, because th
e plenum pressure Is always 
less than the atmospheric pressure. It may be noti
ced that tl\e mass nowrate 
through the air intake valve is higher than any oth
er individual mass flowrate. 
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This is because the inflow through the air intake valve provides the total mass flow through the suction port. Figure 8 shows the terminologies used to describe the various mass flowrates schematically. 
Figure 9 shows the variation of the mass in the plenum chamber (I.e. the sum of the mass flow out of the plenum chamber into the compressor cells minus the mass flow Into the plenum chamber through the air Intake valve) together with variations of the plenum pressure and plenum temperature p'lotted against the leading vane position of the reference cell during part or the compressor's operational cycle. 
It is clearly shown that the rate of change or plenum pressure (dP/dt) is influenced by the variation of the mass !low of the chamber. 
Figures 1 o and 11 show the comparison of cell pressure and cell temperature with and without cell interaction. Figure 12 shows the associated comparison of the pressure volume diagram. It may be seen that there is no significant difference as far as the cell properties and the work done are concerned. It was also noticed that at least three times the computational time was required to Incorporate the existence of a suction plenum lnto the present modelling study. The inclusion of the plenum chamber In the caJculatlon may be considered as a big effort with but a small benefit. For many purposes the suction plenum chamber volume may be considered to be large compared with the cell volume and its presence neglected. However for the compressor which was the s.ubject of the present study l t was also noticed that a plenum chamber volume of less than 1000 mm• may be considered as small, and the calculations needed a very small step size to achieve convergence. 
CONCtUSJON 
It is concluded from the present study which formed a part of K.T. Ooi's doctoral work (3) that cell interaction during the suction process produces only slight effects on the suction plenum pressure, the associated effects on the plenum temperature and mass flow are very small. The size of the plenum chamber in the present study was relatively large compared to the active cell volume and had negligible Influence on compressor modelling results. 
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EFFECTS OF PORT GEOMETRY. DU(ENSIONS AND POSITION ON THE PERFORMANCE OF A ROTARY COMPRESSOR. 
Dr A.B. Tramschek, or K.T. Ool Senior Lecturer & Dean. of, Engineedng University of Strathclyde, 
school of Mechanical and Production Engineering, Glasgow. Scotland. Nanyang Technological University, 
Singapore 
ABSTRACT 
Rotary slldlng vane compressors are positive displacement compressors with built-In volume ratios. Their suction and discharge processes are continuous and thus they are normally valveless machines. The suction and discharge port dimensions and positions thus critically affect the performance of the machine. The paper first presents the effects or the suction port geometry on the performance or the machine. It then follows by examining the infiuence or both suction and discharge port positions on the machine performance. The analysis was carried out using a theoretical model describing a circular rotor-stator configuration with radially disposed vanes, where the working tluid is air. The resulting effects on the pressure volume diagram and the instantaneous mass-angle or rotation history are shown. 
INTRODUCTION 
Rotary sliding vane compressors are machines with built-in volume compression ratios. Hence tor given machine dimensions. the value ot the pressure at the end or the compression process Is predetermined bY the suction pressure and the actual volume compression ratio. Matching the suction and discharge port positions with the built-in volume ratio is lmporu.nt In order to optimise machine performance. An e.llperimental Investigation by Kruse Ill suggested that this matching Is the key to Improving the machine performance. The analysts that follows examines the effects of suction port geometry and/or port positioning on the machine performance using a theoretical model [21 (31. 
PORT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
The appropriate choice or the suction and the discharge port positions tor compressors with built-in volume ratios depends very much on the variation of the cell volume. Figure 1 shows schematically a typical rotary compressor with eight vanes and table 1 shows Its nominal operation conditions and its capacity. The variation of an tnd!vtduai cell volume is shown in Figure 2 trom which it may be seen that the maotimum cell volume occurs at a leading vane angular position of about 200 degrees· whilst the minimum cell volume occurs at 18 degrees. These positions correspond to mid-cell angles ot 177.5 degrees and 355.5 degrees respectively. Although a s.Ymmetrtcal rotor-stator arrangement Is being considered, deviations of the above angular positions from mid-cell angles of 180 degrees and 360 degrees are caused by the Inclusion or the leading vane and its slot as part of the cell volume. 
For a correct port design, the ma.llimum cell volume position should correspond to the suction port closing angle whereas the minimum volume position should correspond to the dischatge port closing angle. The opening of the suction port is based on the value ot the suction pressure. It is best located at the angular position where the cell pressure immediately before the suction port opens is just below the nominal suction pressure. The discharge port opening angle should correspond to the position where the cell pressure reaches a value just above the nolllinal discharge pre11sure. The latter position Is always delayed tor a rew degrees 1t the operational discharge pressure ot the compressor Is to be varied (especially above the design pressure) as over compression losses are generally smaller than the under-compression losses tn terms ot their contribution to the Indicated po•er. 
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EFFECTS OP SUCTION PORT CONFIGURATION 
This section discusses the effects of the suction port con
figuration on the 
performance of a given compressor. Two different suction p
ort geometries. termed 
the 'old' port configuration (see Figure 3(a)) and the 'new' po
rt configuration ·(Figure 
3(b)) were Investigated, and their infiuence on the perform
ance or the compressor 
were compared. 
The 'old' suction port (Figure 3(a)) was sited on the end 
face of the rotor 
and was located between the crescent shaped gap formed 
between the rotor and 
stator. The size or the suction port is thus restricted by
 the dimensions of the 
rotor. stator and the offset between the two centres. Th
is particular shape of 
the suction port produces a particular variation In the por
t area with respect to 
the variation of cell volume and influences the breathing
 characteristic of the 
compressor. Figure 3(cl shows variation or the active port a
reas with leading vane 
angular pOSition. This shape or suction port was found to hav
e certain disadvantages 
as follows:-
1. The port cross sectional area Is small in the region cl
ose to the suction port 
opening position and hence causes a slow recovery in cell
 pressure during 
the initial suction stage. This contributes to power losses
 as may be seen 
from the pressure volume diagram In Figure 4(e). 
2. The maximum width of the suction port area Is limite
d by the dimensions of 
the rotor, the stator and the offset between their centres. 
a. In the simulation study, it was assumed that the cel
l pressure Is uniformly 
distributed throughout the whole volume of the cell. This
 assumption may 
be questionable during the suction process because air need
s to flow axially 
through the end race of the compressor where the suction 
port Is sited and 
pass along the whole length of the cell before filling the cell
 volume. During 
this process some form of axial pressure distribution would 
be expected and 
the situation would be exaggerated by a long axial flow pat
h. A simplified 
simulation ot the suction process may be Inaccurate. 
In an attempt to overcome all these problems a new port 
configuration was 
Introduced. The change envisaged rectangular-like holes
 distributed along the 
stator wall. see Figure 3(b). Predicted results for the two
 different suction port 
geometries are shown in Figures 4(a) to 4(!). Figure 4(a) 
shows the variation or 
the active suction port area for the old and the new suction
 ports. It also shows 
the effects or dltterent axial port leneth on the variation o
r the port area for the 
new port when axial port length varies from 6 mm to 30 
mm. It may be seen 
that the suction port area Increases directly as the ax
ial length of the port 
Increases. The extra port area during· the initial suction
 stage causes the ceil 
air mass to increase rapidly (see Figure 4(b) during the i
nitial suction process. 
This effect results in rapid pressure recovery as shown in 
Figure 4(c) and hence 
improves the breathing characteristics or the compre
ssor as reflected In 
pressure-volume diagram in Figure 4(e). The resulting
 variation on cell air 
temperature is also shown, Figure 4(d). Figures 4(c), 4(e
) show that a further 
reduction In the suction loss Is achieved by having a lon
ger aJtlal port length. 
Figure 4(!) compares the ettects of the old and new suction
 port configuration on 
the performance of the compressor. Some Increase In th
e free air delivery is 
achieved by using a new port configuration. The Indicated
 and shaft Input power 
decrease sllghtly as the axial length or the new port Incr
eases and as a result, 
the specific tree air delivery (Utre/kWs) increases. Howeve
r, the benefits diminish' 
when the axial length of the new port exceeded 25 mm. T
he overall advantages 
and the 1mprovements stemming from the modified suction p
ort may be summarised 
as follows:-
a) The machine shows a better breathing characteristic:-
rapid pressure recovery 
during the suction process. A reduction in the indicated pow
er was predicted. 
b) The size or the suction port is no longer limited by
 the radll of the rotor 
and stator as it was before. Speaking In terms of suction 
port design, this 
feature provides greater tlextblllty in the selection of dim
ensions. 
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c) In pn.~•lce, a shorter tlow path for the air induced during the suction process should result In less suction heating and hence Improve the volumetric errlclency of a machine. This effects was not included however in the theoretical model. 
d) This port configuration suits better the assumption made In the simulation model that the cell pressure Is always distributed uniformly In a ceiL Cells may be tilled quickly by the air induced because or the axially distributed and shorter flow path. 
EFFECTS OF PORT POSITIONING 
The streets of the suction and discharge port positions on the pressure volume diagram and the cell air mass versus leading vane angle diagram are illustrated in Figures 5 to 12. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the pressure volume diagram and the air mass versus leading vane angle diagram under the correct port positioning. Correct port positioning means that the suction port opens at the position where the cell pressure equals the nominal suction pressure (In reality however, a modest level of partial vacuum must exist inside the cell, to promote air flow Into the cell from the suction chamber). the suction port closes as soon as the cell volume attains its maximum value. The discharge port opens as soon as the cell pressure reaches the nominal discharge pressure and closes at the position when the cell volume attains the minimum volume. 
In the discussion that follows various symbols are defined: 
P. nominal suction pressure 
P• nominal discharge pressure 
M, normal residual air mass level before suction process M2 normal air mass level at the end of suction process 
The Influence or each port-position is Ulustrated as follows:-
Suction port openlpg ancle (@ ,) 
al. If the suction port Is opened before the cell pressure reaches the nominal· suction pressure, under-expansion results. This is illustrated In Figure 6(a). Losses due to this street are shown by the shaded area in the Figure. The air mass in the cell Increases gradually shortly after the commencement or the suction process. See Figure 6(b). 
b) If the port it; opened after the cell pressure reaches the nominal suction pressure, over e)lpanslon occurs. The cell air mass increases very rapidly in the early stage or the suction process, because or a high pressure dlCCerential across the suction port during this period. The etrect Is shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b). 
SUctlpn pprt clpslng angle !B,J 
a) If the suction port is closed before the cell volume reaches the maximum cell volume position, a reduction In the cell pressure to a level below that of the nominal suction pressure occurs as the cell volume Is stU! increasing. This premature suction port closing results In a situation where less air is induced into the machine. These etrects are illustrated in Figures 8(a) and B(b). Premature closure of the suction port results In cell pressures less than the nominal discharge pressure when the discharge port opens and backflow occurs through discharge port. 
b) It the suction port is closed after the cell reaches the maximum cell volume position, air Inside the cell flows out or the cell through the suction port. This etrect is caused by the reduction In the cell volume after the maximum volume position attempting to produce a rise in the cell pressure. This 
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pressul'e rise is small and air flows out through the suction port at a const
ant 
nominal suction pressure. A delay In port closure results in an un
der 
compression condition and may be explained as follows. 
consider ( v ) • 
P,- V~ P, 
where P, is the nominal suction pressure and n is a compression index. 
As 
Vt reduces. and since Vz Is fixed for a given discharge port location the va
lue 
of Po reduces to a value less than the nominal discharge pressure. P•; un
der 
compression occurs. The effects are shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b). 
Discharge port opening angle (B.) 
a) It the discharge port is opened before the pressure in the cell reac
hes the 
nominal discharge· pressure, under compression results. Reverse flow occ
urs 
in the initial stage of the discharge process. This Is shown in figures lO
(a) 
and lO(b). 
b) rr the discharge port ls opened after the cell pressure reaches the nominal 
discharge pressure. over compression results. Air flows out of the cell dur
ing 
the Initial stage or disch!ll"ge process with a higher velocity than that or 
the 
nonnal condition. This Is shown by the steep slope of the cell air mass-an
gle 
curve during that period. It Is Illustrated In Figures ll(a) and ll!bl. 
PlKharge nort closing angle !B .) 
a) If the discharge port Is closed prematurely, more residual air stays
 in the 
cell at the end or discharge process. At the same time since the cell volu
me 
is st111 decreasing, the cell pressure rises. Less air wlll be delivered a
nd 
less air will be induced following the re-expansion to the suction pressu
re. 
This is shown in figures 12(a) and 12(b). 
b) If the discharge port is closed after the cell in question reaches the 
minimum 
cell volume position and if the cell is within the sealing arc region then t
his 




The effect of the port geometry and port positioning on the perronnance
 of 
a machine is significant. The analysis shows that, to optimise the 
machine 
perfonnance, It is important to match the built-in volume ratio with the ope
rational 
pressure ratio. rr a machine has to operate under a wide range of o
perating 




















Top dead centre (angular reference position, o•) 
Eccentricity between stator and rotor centres 
Suction port opening angle w.r.t. TDC 
Suction port closing angle w.r.t. TDC 
Discharge port opening angle w.r.t. TDC 
Discharge port closing angle w.r. t. TDC 
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FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF A ROTARY 
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS ALONG ECCENTRIC CIRCULAR 
VALVE REEDS OF 1£RKTIC COM='RESSORS 
J.L. Gasche, R.T.S. Ferreira, A.T. Prata 
Depar~•en~ of Mechanical Engineering Federal Unlverai~Y of Santa Catarina Florlanopolls, SC- 88049- Brazil 
An exper1men~ally validated analysis of ~he Incompressible, laminar and isothermal flow In eccen~ric radial diff~sers. representing a laboratory model of compressors valve system 1S n~mer 1 cally performed. The experimental proced~res and ~he experimental aet~p are concisely described. Press~re distrib~ttons along the thr~-dimenalonal flow and the resultant axial force acting on the frontal disk are presented for various flow Reynolds numbers, different axial gaps and eccentricities. _ A three-dlmenstonal bicylindrical coordinate aystem is ~sed to obtain a description of the whole flow field. Certain characteristics of the velocity field are a I so presented .. 
NOMQICLATURE 
D - frontal disk diameter, m d - feeding orifice diameter, m a - axial gap between disks, m I - feeding orifice length, m e - eccentrtcity between feeding orifice and frontal disk center 11 ntUJ, m 
p - pressure, Pa 
~. v, w - velocity component• in ~. ~ and z directions, m/s ~. ~. z- b•cylindrical coordinates h - •quare root of the metric of the bicylindr1cal coordinate system, m E• - dimensionless pressure v - aean velocity thro~gh the feeding orifice, m/s Re - Reynolds number, Re = pwd/~ F - dimensionless force on the .frontal disk Vm - mean velocity in a ~eterm1ned diff~aer cross section, m/s p fluid density, kg/m 
~ - absol~te viscosity, kg/ms 
-I .NTRODUCTI ON 
The operating cycle of a high speed poslttve displacement coapreasor can be described by a series of complex -phenomena which show high degree of interaction and happen 1n a short period of time. The mathematical model used In a compressor simulation progra• req~lres the equat1ons describing the reed dynamic behav1or. Therefore it Is necessary to fully understand the flow field of the gas flow1ng thro~gh the valve system, especially when automatic valves are employed, that Is, the flow field is responsible for opening and closing those reed type valves. 
Deschamps COlJ and Ferreira et al, C02J have performed an experimentally validated numerical analysts of the lam1nar, incompreaeible and tsothermal air flow through concen~ric radial diffusers Yith the p~rpose of ~nderstanding the flow through compressor valves. Deschamps toll presents a very broad btbl iographlc s~rvey related to ~he subJect. However, as very few compressor valves syste•s show thl• type of concentricity. In order to Improve the 
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model, getting it clo~er to actual refrigerating 
syetems, the analys1s of the flow through eccentric 
as shown In Fig. 1. Is performed In this work. 
Fig. 1 - Flow geometry 
compreeeora valve 
radial diffuser, 
It can be ob•erved from Ftg. 1 that the presence of eccentricity 
between the feeding orifice and the frontal disk, which Is similar 
to 
a reed with parallel displacement, generates circular regions w
ith 
different overlapping&. This situation cau•es a non-unif
orm 
circumferential distribution of •a•• flow rate leaving the feed
ing 
orifice. The flow adjusts itaelf according to the solid boundaries·
 1n 
such a way that the ma1n velocity component 1n the dtffuaer region,
 v, 
Increase& progressively from region(2> to (1). This fact produces 
an 
aaym•etric pressure dlatribution on the frontal disk and therefore 
the 
flow Is three-dimensional. 
The main objective of this work is to pre•ent the numerical 
re•ults of the laminar, 1ncompresalble, isothermal, steady air f
low 
through eccentric radial diffusers. The numerical model has b
een 
validated by means of the good agreement reached with experime
ntal 
pressure distributions on the frontal dtak. Numerical results for 
the 
pre••ure distribution and the total force on the reotd and al_ao •
o•e 
details of the velocity field are presented. The experimen
tal 
procedures and the experimental test rig are conc1aely described. 
PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The geometry of the eccentric diffuser under analysis has -,to be 
de•crtbed by a btcylindrical coordinate system <~.~.z), a• shown 
in 
Fig. 1. The air flows axially <direction z) through the feed
ing 
orifice with diameter d and length I and, after being deflected by 
the 
frontal disk of dta•eter 0, It 18 forced through the g~p s betw
een 
dlaks In dlrwctlons ~ and ~- The diak with the feed1ng orifice 
Is 




The hydrodyna•le rlow probl•• 18 governed by the continuity and Havier-Stokes equations, <1>-<4>, written In blcylindrteal coordinates ror laminar, Incompreaslble, laothermal and eteady conditions. 
llh"r~<phuul/~ + •<phvu>l4n + ~(ph"wu>l~zl = 
-1/h ~pl..,_ + 1Jih2 £."u/11¥l + a"ulllr,Z + h2a"u/~z2 l + 
+ _-J.J/ha [ 2/h, "hl.t7), "VI.., - 2/h. ~h/.J\ol .-~V/ltr! -
(1) 
- ulh<rhtll•l + 4"h14n.>l - plh"ruv.~hl.t-1) - v2 .~hl""'l <2> 
- v/h 
11h2 ["(phuw>l~ + ~<phvwl/ltrl + ~<ph2ww>I.,Zl = 
<4> 
where u, v and w are the velocity components in the ~. n and z directions, respectively, p 18 the pressure, p iS the rluid density, J.J Is the absolute viscosity and h Is the square root or the metric related to the blcyllndrleal coordinate syste•. 
It is easily shown that h Is given by 
h ~ al<cosbn - co~> <5> 
where a Is tho geometric parameter or the coordinate system. 
The boundary conditions needed ror the whole speeirleation or the problem are gtven by Eqs. <&>. 
u = v w z 0 ror z = ... S; 7) : 7)2 0 :S "' s 2n: c&a> u = v = w = 0 ror 0 :s; z :s; I' 7) = n,. 0 s ~ :s; 2n: <&b> 
u E v 0 ror z 0 ., <!: n, 0 :S "'$; 2n <&c> 
u = v w = 0 ror z = 0 "~~:a :S n :S "· ' o:s..,s 2n C&dl 




The differential equations <1>-<4> governing the lam1nar flow 
field and the associated boundary conditions <&> are dlacretlzed using 
the finite volume aethodology dovelo~d by Patankar [03J. The detailed 
discretization of all the equation• I• presented by Gasche [04). 
The •olld region of the valve .. at. belonging to the calculation 
doeain ha• been treated a• a fluid with Infinite viscosity, according 
to Patanksr t05l. 
For the spec1al case of the eccentric radial diffuser, the 
nuaerical model has to coneider a zero gauge reference pressure at the 
d1ffuser outlet. that Is, p ~ 0 for I ~ z ~ I + s; n : n2 and 0 ~ ~ ~ 
2n, In order to reach this boundary condition the control volumes at 
the exit of the diffuser are aade sufficiently small and the main 
coefficient for the correction of tho pre•sure equation, related to 
the SIMPLE algorithm, are made very big. Smaller control volumes, In 
tho~ direction, will guarantee a better approximation for the zero 
reference pressure at the diffuser outlet. 
Duo to the presence of very high pressure and velocity gradients, 
special attention has been devoted to the mesh selection in order to 
minialze the contribution of·false diffusion. The final meah used to 
generate the results in this work has 30240 nodal points, being 14 
points In ~-direction, 54 potnta In n-dlrection and 40 po.1nts in z 
direction. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES 
Fig. 2 presents a schematic ~neral view of t~e ·experimental 
setup. Compressed air stored In three tanks of 0.450 m each one and 
maMimum pre•sure of 12 bar flowed through a 75mm diameter and &.5m 
long PVC hOrizontal straight pipe before reaching the test section. A 
flow rate control valve and a calibrated orifice flow meter are 
mounted In the pipeline. The test eectlon 1s composed by the valve 
seat, an a1uminum disk <• 150 ••· I • 28 mm> containing the 
feeding orifice <• 30 mm>. by the valve reed, a stainless steel disk <• 90 am) with a sliding bar and a small tap hole In order to measure 
the pressure distribution. and the poeitlonlng system used to furnish 
the desired location for the valve reed. The valve reed, represented 
in the exp•rlment· by the frontal disk, has a special feature as 
shown In Fig. 3. Along the horizontal reed diameter there is a sliding 
bar provided with a small ~ap hole <• 0.7 mm> and an internal 
connecting perforation up to one of the ends of the bar and then 
connected to a differential pres•ure Inductive transducer. A~ the 
other end of the sliding bar an Inductive displacement transducer Is 
attached in order to •upply the instantaneous hor1zontal position of 
the tap hole. Both signals from the lnduct1ve transducers are 
Introduced In an amplifier bridge and after to a microcomputer 
provided with an AD converter. All the analogic s1gnals are adequately 
treated by a data acquisition program which ta able to reg 1ster 
pre•eure signals in intervals of O.Smm. 
TEST 
SECTION 
ORIFICE FllNi METER PVC PIPEUNE /4 3" 








Fig. 3- Valve reed with sliding tap hole 
The reed positioning 
aoving tables. Initially, 
and placed at a certain 
1nformation regarding the 
system, •hown tn Fig. 4, is composed by 5 both disks have to be concentric, parallel distance one from the other. Additional experimental setup are available 1n [04). 









Fig. 4 - Valve poalt.1on1ng system 
A very important aspect. that has to be considered is the modification In the disks gap due to the forces produced by the pressure dlst.rtbut.1on especially for small gaps and high Reynolds numbers. Two _inductive displacement transducers measured the differential d1splacement in both disks during the tests. Those values are used to correct. the da~a. Table 1 shows the correct.lona 1 n the 
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disks separa~lon due ~o preeeure dte~rlbu~lon. 
The main quan~i~iee aeaeured during the e~periment are• 
hortzontal pree8ure distribution on the reed, aaea flow rate, ga
p 
between reed and seat and eccentricity between reed and feeding
 
orifice. The preesure dietributton te measured with an inductiv
e 
pressure traneducer wtth a full ecale of 0.01 bar or 0.1 bar fo
r 
higher preesures. 
The uncertainty aeeoctated to the •~pertmental reBulta reaches 
values on the order of lS for the dtmenslonlees pressure distribution
 
on the reed, according to Holman CO&J. However, If one takes Int
o 
account the contribution of the uncertainty In the disks gap, due to
 
the great Influence of this distance s, the uncertainty for th
e 
dimanelonle8s pre•sure dlstributton IS lees than lOX, aB reported I
n 
[04J. 
Table 1 - Corrections introduced in disks gap for s/d 
0.01. 








Two typical comparisons between e~perimental. and numerical 
results for the pressure distribution on the reed are presented tn
 
Figs. 5 and &. In the ordinate a~is it is represented the local 
dimemllon_less pressure given by p/Cl/2 p "'i?>, where w Is the mean 
velocity In the feeding orifice. In the absctssa it ts plotted th
e 
dimensionless radial posttion rid. The flow Reynolds number Is define
d 
as Re = pwd/~. The validation of the numerical model is evtdent .fro• 
the good comparison between e~perlmental and numerical reBults. 
!-~---------------------, 
I :,.-.'P.L - • - 1.:171" ........ 
a..41D 
-~ ___ ......., 
Ftg. 5 - Comparison of numerical 
and e~perlmental results 
for Re=108&, s/d=0.02 
and e=10.578mm 
llo--0/4- 11,111, •- •o~., • ..,. 
• - G..1:IO ..... 
-~ ___ .........,. 
Fig. & - Comparison of numerical 
and e~per•mental results 
for Re=3094, s/d=0.011 
and e=10.578mm 
The numerical results for the hor•zontal pressure distributions 
on the reed are presented in Figs. 7 to 12, for three dtfferent 
Reynolds numbers of 500, 1500 and 3000, each one for_ two differen
t 
dlmen•lonless gaps between dteks of 0.01 and 0.03 and each one fo
r 
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Fig. 7 - Dimenatonleaa pressure 
distribution for Re=SOO, 
s/d=0.01 
!~'~~~~------------, 





Fig. 9 - Dimeneionless pressure 
distribution for Re=1500, 
s/d=O.Ol 
e•- ::, .. 31100 ::J ~ • Q.DI :,. 
~ r! 





Fig. 11 - Dimensionles• pressure 
distribution for Re=3000, s/d,.0.01 
Fig. a - Dimensionless pressure 
distribution for Re=SOO, 
a/d"0.03 
e ,.,n .... ~ .. ::ii·-!!"::;::;::;::;::;::::::-1 ~1:a 1/111• WD 
f.IOD ~0 
11.71 
• • • 1: 
.5! 
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Fig. 10 - Dimenatonless pregaure 
dlatrlbutlon for Re=lSOO, 
s/d=0.03 
e•• :r=-;•• ~ .. 11&1 .., 
d;., r-.lllollr 




Fig. 12 - Dimenslonlees pressure 
distribution for Re=3000, s/d=0.03 
The results show the great Influence of the s•paration betw~n disks and of the flow Reynolds numbers on the dimensionless preseure distribution, especially for s/d 0.01. The influence of the eccentricity is relatively small. For s/d = 0.01 there IS a reduction of the pressure In the stagnation region for all Reynolds numbers for all eccentricities being analyzed. This means that there Is a reduction In the flow resistance due to the eccentricity. For s/d 0.03 the same tendency Is obaerved for Re = 500 and Re 1500 In e smaller seale. Nevertheless for Re = 3000 it Is observed an inverse tendency, that Is, there Is an Increase In flow resistance which cauees _a sDJall elevation of the dim&nsionles:~~ pre:~~sure In the etegnetton region when the eccentricity Is increased. This is due to the preaence of bigger separation bubbles at the diffuser inlet, reducing the flow cross section, aa ehown 1n Fig. 1&. 
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The integration of the dimensionless pressure 
distribution over 
the total reed area furnishes the total fo
rce caused by the flow 
Itself. In the present work the re•ulting d
imensionless force on 
the reed is given by Eq. (7J. 
Fig. 13 presents the variation of the dimension
less force on the 
r .. d for different Reynolds numbers, and differ
ent gaps between disks 
when the eccentricity Is varied. For both gaps 
under analysis there is 
a reasonable reduction 1n the di~ensJonless for
ce as the flow Reynolds 
number incre••es. The influence of the eccentri
city for all Reynolds 
numb8rs is very small. For s/d = 0.01 it Is observed a reduction 1n
 
the dimensiOnless foree for all Reynolds number
s when the eccentricity 
Increases. However, for s/d ~ 0.03 the tendency
 is diverse. For Re 
500, the dimensionless force Is slightly reduce
d when the eccentricity 
increases, and for Re = 1500 the inverse Is observed. This Is due to 
tho fact that the dimensionless pressure in 
the stagnation region 
remains almost constant while there is an I
ncrease In the local 
pressure In a larger region 1n the flow, as sho
wn 1n Fig. 8. The same 
trend occurs for Re = 3000 where 1t is obeerved a small 1ncrease In 
the dimensionless pressure 1n the stagnation re
gion. 
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Fig. 13 - Dimensionless force on the reed 
An Important characteristic of the flow 
field Is the 
circumferential distribution of the cross sectio
n mean velocity at the 
diffuser outlet Vm, as shown In Fig. 14. V~ Is 
defined as 
(8) 
whore V~ is ~he velocity component v in a certa
in position ~-
As It can be ob•erved in Fig. 14, ~here 
is a non-unlfor• 
etrcumferenttal dts~rtbu~lon of mass flo~ r
a~e tn the- eccentric 
diffuser. This is generated by the variable flow
 resistance t•po•ed by 
the solid boundaries. A greater solid ove
rlapping reduces -~he 
directional •a•s flow rate<~: 0). This errec~
 1s more l•por~ant ror 





Fig. 14 - Circumferential mean velocity distribution at the diffuser outlet 
The reattachment length, AS~ Is another important parameter to 
get a better understanding of the flow field In the diffuser region. It define• the recirculating region caused by the effect of flow curvature at the eMit or the feeding orifice. Fag. 15 presents the var1ation or the reattach•ent length as a funct1on of flow Reynolds number for s/d = 0.01 and 0.03. 
F" 
U!CI.OI "1"""-:----:-:-:----------. s :,.-.,r~ 
~u. --· .. 0 
Do ::::-: : ~0 "::,. --;1.0:1 -- ... 11- ... 
..;} ,..::.~~~ ....... --.. -
r401l::::::;~~ .... ~======::::1 . -----:::"'"' 1Ul --g 
i~~=-~~~~~~~~ 
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Fig. 15 - Reattachment length 
var1at1on with ~ ror 
Re = 1500, s/d = 0.01 
.... .... .... .. .. .... .. .. -,.., ~· .,... ....... .... .. .. .... .... _ .. ,. ....... .... .. --
Fig. 16 - Reattachment length 
variation With Reynolds 
nuaber 
In order to Improve the understanding of the pressure flow field over the reed, Figs. 17 and 18 have been prepared. 
Fig. 17 - Flow pre8sure field for 
Re=l500, a/d=O,OS, e=lOmm 
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Fig. 18 - Flow pres•ure field for 
Re=3000, s/d=O.OS, e=15mm 
CONCLUSlONS 
This paper presents an experimentally validated numerical 
investigation, u•tng the •et.hod of ftn·it.e volumes, or t.he l1111i
nar, 
incompressible, isot.her•al, steady air rtow through eccentriC rad
ial 
dtrfusers. The main mot.tvatlon for thiS work ts the understanding 
of 
fluid rtow and thrust. In valves of refrigeration compressors. 
For a cert.a1n eccentricity, it. has been observed that there Is a 
great. influence of t.he gap between disks and or t.he Reynolds number on 
the dimen•tonless pressure dlstrtbut.ton along the reed, mainly 
ror 
s11all gaps. Besides generating a three-dimensional and an asymme
tric 
flow rield, 11odlfying considerably the pressure and velocity fiel
ds, 
the eccentricity of the frontal disk does not alter significantly 
the 
dimensionless resultant. force on the reed, when co11pared t.o concen
tric 
circular disks. Nevertheless t.he local loading on the reed used 
t.o 
analyze the distribution of stresses Is completely modified w
hen 
compared to a symmetric valve reed and therefore It should 
be 
considered. 
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SO"E ASPECTS OF DESCRIBING PROCESSES 
IN SLIDING-VANE ROTARY "ACHINES 
Zbigni•• Bnutek, Eugeniusz K•lino•ski 
In§titute o~ He•t Engineering •nd Fluid Nech•nics. 
Technic•l University o~ ~rocr .. , Wrocr••• PolAnd 
AbstrACt 
In the pAper, v•rious ••thods o~ geo•etricAl description of sliding-vAne rot•tionAl .. chines, AS found in publicAtions, •r• considered. Choice •nd •odific•tion of one o~ th•• hAS been proposed. ~ith regArd to precise •n•lysis, foreulAe h•v• been obtAined to cAlculAte the •orking ch••ber volu•e for •ny ch••b•r position •nd ~or .ny type o~ sliding-v•ne rot•tion•l 
••chine. 
Noeencl•ture; 
A - cross-section~! Are~ 
b - v~ne thickness 
e - eccentricity 
L - length o~ .arking ch~•ber 
r - rotor r~dius 
R - cylinder r•dius 
V - VDlu•e 
y - r•di~l cle~r•nce 
~ - •ngle bet•een successive VAnes 
p - r~dius vector 
~ - ••plitude; ~ngulAr caordin•t• 
~ - v•ne/rator r•dius inclin•tion •nole 
~ Introduction 
N~ny public•tians •PP•~red in recent ye•rs discussing theoretic•! •nd •~perieentAl results of tests an sliding-v.ne rot•ry •~chines (see ~or •~••ple [1, 2, 3, 4]). A nu•b•r of ••thods h~v• been used in th•• to describe ••chAnicA!, ther•adyn••ic •nd flo• processes And to c•rry out the geo•etric, kin•••tic •nd dynA•ic ~n•lysis of sliding-v•ne ••chines; v•rious coordin•te syste•s •re therein ~pplied. This ••kes it di~ficult to co•p•re the results abt•ined •nd l••ds o~ten to •isunderst•ndings. Besides, it ••kes ~uperfluous v•ri•bles •PP••r so .. ti .. s in the ••th .. •tic•l •ode!. 
Geo .. trtc fare of slidino-v~ne rot•tion•l •~chines ieplies, tn•t v~lues required to describe tn. ••chine oper•tion (like cross-section•! •re• of the •orking ch•eber, working ch••ber valuee, lengths of line•r •nd circul•r seg•entsl •re c•lcul•ted appro~i••tely, ~pproxie•tion degree being dif~erent for particul•r authors. Mith po•erful •icrocoeputers becoeinq widespreAd, design offic•s •nd r••••rch c~ntres •re looking for precise nu•eric algorithes, •hich do not neces•arily •ssuee the ~ore o~ a sieple equ•tion. 
Mith r~gard to the st•teeent ••de above, the •uthors would like to put forward • convention concerning geoeetric description syst .. •tiz•tion of •ultisliding-v•ne rotation•! •~chines. In the opinion o~ the authors, this •ill provide • •ore ~e•d•ble description of geoeetrtc v•lues, •s well •s of pheno•en~ •nd processes relev•nt to these ••chines. We also intend to paint out soee properties o~ the Z(p) function, p•rticul•rly its •bility to ev•lu•te working cn .. ber voluee •t •ny chaeber position •nd ~or v•rious types o~ eultisliding-vane ••chines. 
~. Coordinate Sy~tem 
In •l•ost •11 public•tions, cylindric•! coordinate syste• is ••played describinq eultisliding-vane rot•ry eachines (Fig. lA). Th• syst•• converts polar coordinate systee (Fig. lbl •hen things •re being consider•d •ithin th• perpendiculAr to the z •xis. The choice of th• Z •xis is still undeter•ined. 
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Fig. 1. Coordinate syst .. s ••played to des~ribe 
eultisliding-vane rotary ••chines 
a - cylindri~al, b - polar. 
In so•• cases this is the cylinder aa1s [1, Z ], in ather the rotor aais
 [Z]. 
Far further analysis, the authors have adapted basi~ally a ~aordinate sy
ste• Mith 
the Z aais runnino through the rotor ••is and the polar plane deter•ined b
y the azis 
and its nearest cylinder generatrix. The z = 0 plane runs through the ehaaber side 
cover surface. 
;h Arrangeeent of Paints, Vanes and !Jlg_ Working ~ 
~ "ultisliding-vane Rotary "achines 
~ith the ~aordinate systee adopted, the .. chines can be described fro
• the 
geaeetrical point of viee, i.e. position of arbitrary point,- seg .. nt and f
igure, as 
eell as that of the •orking chaaber; length of • seg .. nt and arc:, area of 
a figure 
and volu•• of • solid (eorking c:haeber, e.g.) can all be described. Also 
processes 
to •hic:h parts of the eachine are eaposed (•ov .. ent, friction) can be spe
cified in 
that ••Y· This applies still eore to the description of the thereodynaaic state (p, 
T, il and representation of processes, •hich the gas contained in the •arki
ng 
chaaber undergoes (i.e. heat exchange, flo••• coepressian and deco•pressio
n). 
Fig. 2 outlines the cross-section of a eultislidinq-vane rotary eachine. 
In the 
coordinate syste• adapted, the position of an arbitrary point (e.g. paint 
C on the 
e 
this is the •arkinq ch .. ber 
the position of ehich is 
dnc:ribed by U le 9 
Fig. 2. Cross-section outline of a aultisliding-vane rotary aachine 
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cylinder surfac11) io; det•rained by t ... caordinat•s pc and '~'c· The van• pao;ition is 
given by o;pecifying coordinates of either two paints situated on the vane, or of vane azio;/rotor surface intersection paint and vane/rotor radius inclination angle. Coordinateo; of the (1) vane (Fig. 2) are equal p = pA = r; 'P 'PA and ~- When 
cono;idering a ••chine with constant r and ~. then the only variable, which deo;cribes poo;ition of the vane is the vane a•plitude 'P· Values relating to the vane, which vary with the rotor rotation, will be thus functiono; of 'P (e.g. X('Pl, P
1
C'P)). 
Poo;ition of the working cha•ber io; usually det•r•ined in publications [1, 2] by o;pecifying position of the bisector of the angle ~ contained between vanes li•iting the cha11ber (angle 'PF in Fig. 2). This however i•plies certain inconveniences, 
consisting in principle in necessity of two at least (so•eti•es three) position coordinates for one given cha•ber (i.e. position coordinates for the vanes and for the chaeber itself). In order to avoid this co•plication, the author·s prapoo;al is to detereine the working ch~•ber position by eeans of coordinates of one of its lilliting vanes and to adopt the convention that the vane in question will be thevane which "closes• the cha11ber in the sense of cha•ber eove•ent direction (vane (2) in Fig. 2!. Then the angle p bec011es the coordinate of the •orking ch&llber position and all quantities relating to the ch .. ber and cha•ber llediu•. This convention is also useful far one- and t•o-sliding vane ••chines. 
~indful of the sillplificatians qenerally applied to calculate volu•e of the working cha•ber being in arbitrary position, the authors reconsidered the above relations. With no si•plification~ assu .. d, they derive~ for•ulae, •hose applicability e~ceeds •ultisliding-vane rotary ••chines. 
Fig. 3 shows sche•atically • ..,rking cha11ber in position characteri~ed by angle 'P •nd specifies its di•ensions necessary to calculate the ch&•ber volu ... 
V(p) A('Pl • L (1) 
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Acco~ding to designAtions of Fig. 31 
AAE"I(~l - c~oss-section•l •~e• of the •o~king ch••be~ fo~ • ••chine •ith ~ = 0; 





•~csin : sin(~ +h) - s1n ~ • ~ 
1 
1 




Aa"Q(9ll AAEG(9l - •~e•• of figu~•• •~ising by inclining the YAnes by •n •ngle of 
9 
tu.•~ds the ~oto~ ~•dius. 
The P1(p
) function is represented by the follo.ing fo~•ul•: 
'I' 
(ll) 
Pl(.p) =!} {/1 - [ •::9 ) tsin 2 [~ + rA<~lf- cos['l' + rA<~>J} d9 (6) 
Functions •A(9) ~nd YA('P) in the above for•ulA a~e defined •s follo•s: 
•A(~) "'R1 /1- 2 ( :J (t- :1)u- cos~~ (7) 
(8) 
VAlue of AB"Q(9) c•n be evAluAted fro• equAtion (4) for ~ Yane in ~ positio
n 




where tha P2(9l function is given ·by: 
i :1 .{ J 1 -. [ ·::p) rstn2 ('1' + yl\(9)] .., + 
+ 
(11) 
If the rotor does not ~dhere closaly to the cylindar, i.e. if y ~ o, then the chaaber cross-sectional area should be incr•ased by AHKPN(p). 
whera P
3
(p) i~ given by the foraula: 
P3 C'Pl " {A - 2 :
1 
cos 29 ; A. sin ~ + 2 :
1 
tg 'I' sin 
2
'P ; A sin i + 
y b 
- ~ Rl 
( 
e )2 2 ~ sin (p + A) 
(12) 
(13) 
Having allow~ for (2), (4), (6), (11) and (13), equation (1) assu••~ the following fora~ 
2 
V(p) = R2L • (1- '] [z1(p)- P1 Cp) + P1 Cp +A.) - P2 Cv>l + P3 C~<>l] " 
• R2L • Z(p) (14) 
wharec 
(15) 
In the above foraula, Z(p) represents relative cros~-sectional ar•a of the working cha•ber of an eKpansion-typ• aachine Caotor, coaprassor). The for• of th• equation (15) .. phasizes the fact that vari~bles >-.., e/R, y/R, b/R and 'I' are regarded •~ paraa•ters, ~nd the variable p as an argu•ent. 
Evaluation of the working chaaber voluae in an arbitrary chaaber position is thus rOduc~ to deter•ining the l(p) value for a given angle p froa foraula (15). The chaaber position, when the chaaber voluae is already known , is found by solving a siaple nonlinear equation, which can be done easily by using standard nu .. rical proc•dures and •icrocoeputer~. 
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~ Application of rtwl Function to Othe~ Nachines 
The Z!wl function can be useful .~n evaluating oth~r types of ••chines. For 
coep~ession .ultisliding-vane ~otary e&chines (coepressors, vacuue pueps), the pol•~ 
coordinate syst•• is p~oduced fro• the systee presented in paragraph 2 by rotating 
the polar azis by an angle of ~w = n. The Z(9) function can then be e.ployed 0 if t~ 
ezpressian w + n is assueed as an ar9u•ent. 
VK(w') " R
2L • Zk(w) (16) 
•~rea VK(wl - the .arkinQ ch&eber valu•• of that coepression-type vane ~otary 
•&chine, ·~~•in the angle ? is used to describe the cha•ber position. 
Zk(wl - ~•lative c~oss-sectional area of the •orking ch&•ber for this 
••chine. 
(17) 
Salving nu .. rous technical problees requires evaluation of area far .a segeent of 
a figure far .. d by t•a nan-concentric circles (Fig. 4). If figure ABCD is assu•ed to 
be the segeent in question, then its area equals to the •orking cha•b•r area in the 
chaeber position of p'; A a•aunts then 
to "-IP' • Then 
(19) 
The value of Z!w') h&s been deter•ined · 
far a ••chine of a conventional nu•ber 
of vanes z "' 2n/~p·. The nu•ber can 
assu•• values fro• •ithin the range of 
z 2: 2. 
The Z(?) function can also be used 
far rotary piston •achines (one-
sliding vane rotational ••chines). To 
describe thes~ ••chines, a polar 
coordinate syst•• is usually used 
related to the cylinder centre (Fig. 
Fig. 4. Areas of figures contained 
bet•een non-concentric circles 
5). If the rotor position is 
deter•ined by the coordinate p in this 
coordinate syste•, then the .arking 
cha•b•r cross-section is represented by figure ABCD. 
Fig. 5. Area of the figure •hich the 
for•• in a rotary-piston ••chine. 
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To evaluate area of the figure, no 
.are than a conventional co•pressian 
eachine should be analyzed •ith the 
•aeentary rotation azis in paint ou. 
The point acts also as a eoeentary 
pole, t~ conventional polar axis 
being the half-line ~0. Then position 
of the conventional eorking chaeber is 
described by t~ angle ?u ~ n - IP· The 
vane is inclined to the rotor r~ius 
at the angle "'u·" The other vane is 
al•ast ~oepletely inserted into t~ 
groove (point C). T~ .angle bet•een 
the vanes equalA ~u = ?• The falla-ing 
is true far such a cha•ber: 
AA8CD • A(9) ~ R2 • (1B) 
• Zk(9u' "'u' Au' etR, b!R, y/R) 
•here Zk(?u' "'u' Au• e/R, b/R, y/R) is 
relative croAs-sectian.al .area of 
the •orking cha•ber of a conventional 
vane rotational ••chine. Para•eter~ pu' ~u and Au are functionally dependent on p. 
The Z(~) function •ould also appear in those ther•odyna•ic relations for vane 
rotary •achin•s, •here •orking cha•b•r volu•e or volu•e ratio is involved. 
The presented •ethods of describing vane rotational ••chines and evaluating 
•orkinQ cha•ber volu•• have been applied by the authors in de~ign and research 
studies over the ••chines. The •icroco•puter soft•are package •orked out for the 
purpose and the 2(9) function tables are intended for univ•rsal and extensiv• 
application by enQin .. rs •orking in the area of vane rotational ••chines. 
[1]. Fischer R.D. "Feasibility study and hard•are design of a pivoting-tip 
rotary-vane co•pressor and ••pander applied to a solar-driven heat pu•p•. Proc. 
of the 1978 Purdu• Co•pressor Techno!. Conf. West Lafayette 1978. 
[2]. Golovincov A.G. "Rotacjonnyje ko•pressory•. ~sinostroj•nie, "oskva 1964r. 
[3]. Gnutek Z. "Analiza proceso. ter•odyna•icznych • ropato•ych •aszynach 
rotacyjnych", Raport Polit. Wr. 1-20, SPR 24/91; 29/91; 31/91; Wrocra• 1991. 
[4]. Gnutek z. •Geo .. tryczny opis i analiza procesdW tarcia, przeplY•O. i spr~nia 
• jedno- i d•utopatko•ych .aszynach rotacyjnych". Raport Polit. Wr. I-20, SPR 
3/92. Wrocla• 1992 r. 
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE REED VALVE ASSEMBLY TO OPTIMIZE COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE 
Thomas J. Fedorka, P. E. 
Senior Development Engineer 
The Campbell Group 
Harrison, OH U. S. A. 
INTRODUCTION 
Livingston A. Newberg 
Product Manager 
De·Sta·Co 
Troy, MI U.S. A. 
The valve, backer and port are usually treated individually in design and through production. This limits the overall assembly performance due to the individual part restrictions. The interrelationships of the three can be optimized to improve performance in the dynamic operation of the air compressor. Consequently, this comparative study of the discharge valve assembly will show a few key ways the valve, backer and port can be changed to improve the performance of the compressor. 
OBJECTIVE 
The object of the comparative testing is to establish the theory that the combination of a curved dynamic backer and a peripheral flow port will improve the compressor's performance. This combination will also justify the reduction of valve thickness which will improve the compressor's dynamic response. The compressor's performance will be evaluated by monitoring the amp draw at known pressure loads. This will indicate the compressor's energy improvement using the new valve assembly compared to the old assembly. 
TEST SAMPLES 
In the assembly, the rectangular valve and backer parts are attached ro the valve plate at one end and will operate in the cantilever mode. The valve and backer thicknesses, the backer form, and the port design were changed for each test, the rest of the compressor components remained the same. These design changes will be tested to evaluate the compressor's performance in stages. It should be noted that the dynamic curved backer and the valve are made from flapper valve steel and the valve plate is made from die cast 380 Aluminum (see Exhibit A). 
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TEST SEOUENCE 
The three factors, valve thickness, backer thickness, and port shape, were 
each assigned two levels and arranged in the test matrix shown in Exhibit B. The 
run order was randomized and replicated to reduce biasing the data. The input 
voltage was maintained at a constant.level while amp draw, compressor speed and 
free air delivery data were recorded at various pressure loads. The data was 
analyzed using graphical techniques and Technicomp 's TARGET~DOE software to 
identify which factors affect compressor performance the most. Pressure versus 
volume curves were also plotted to investigate valve efficiency. 
COMPARATIVE TESTS 
Chart #1 compares the fixed stop with the dynamic backer using the same 
round port. The curved backer allowed the valve to open before it dynamically 
responded with the valve at the tangent point at the base of the port. The dynamic 
backer proved to be more energy efficient when a thinner valve and backer were 
used (see curve #8). 
Chart #2 compares the round and teardrop ports using the same valve and 
dynamic backer thickness combinations. The teardrop shaped port proved to be 
more energy efficient than the round port at all loads. This established the theory 
that a peripheral flow port reduced the dynamic backer loft height and reduced the 
energy required to meet the dynamic loads. 
Chart #3 compares the baseline fixed stop and round port with the dynamic 
backer, teardrop port, and thinner valves. The combination of the three changes 
proved to increase the response and efficiency at all pressure loads. Test #7 met 
the objective of optimizing the compressor performance. 
CONCWSIONS 
Y oti can optimize the operating characteristics of an air compressor by 
evaluating a dynamic curved backer, a peripheral type port and a thinner valve for 
the discharge valve assembly. Similar results could be expected by modifying the 
suction valve assembly; however, this will not be covered at this time. Of course, 
additional testing is required for each unique compressor design. This comparison 
proves the value of optimizing the valve assembly. 
REfERENCES 
1. Reineking F. C., United States Patent # 939,549, "Reed Air~Intake 
Regulator For Carburetors", Nov 9, 1909. 
2. Sodel W., Ph.D., "Design and Mechanics of Compressor Valves" 
Short Course Text Book of Purdue Technical Conference, Ray 
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NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF THE FLOW CHARACTERI5nCS 
THROUGH A CHANNEL VALVE 
G. R. Price and K. K. Botros 
NOVA HUSKY Research Corporation 
Calgary, Alberta.-Canada 
ABSTRACT 
An experimental and numerical study of compressor channel valves was performed tor _low 
pressure air flows at a Reynolds number based on the inlet slot width (Res)-2x104 . The objective 
was to investigate the variation of the effective valve How and force areas with lift. The results 
showed that-the variation in the effective How area with valve lift is approximately linear. The 
numerically determined effective valve How areas agreed within 15% of those obtained from 
experimental measurements. The numerical model was then used to determine the valve How and 
force areas at operating conditions prevailing in the suction and discharge of a high pressure natural 
gas reciprocating compressor (Res-4x105). The effect of increasing the Reynolds number (Res>· 
over the range considered, on the effective flow area was found to be small. The·· effective force 
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d recovered downstream of valve; 
max full valve lift; 
o stagnation conditions; 
s based on inlet slot width; 
u upstream of valve; 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of computer simulations to predict the magnitude and freQuency of pressure 
puls_ations generated by reciprocating compressors has become widespread1.2,3,13. The suction 
and discharge valves of the compressor do not only modify the fluctuating flow produced by the 
piston motion, but also interact dynamically with the associated piping system. Thus, the influence 
of the valves should be taken into account in the simulations if accurate prediction of the pulsation 
levels is required, particularly at the higher harmonics of the compressor operating speed. 
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A one-dimensional quasi-steady state flow equation along with a second-order ordinary 
differential equation (O.D.E) describing the motion of the valve plate, (i.e. a concentrated mass point 
with a single degree of freedom spring-mass-damping model), are typically used to characterize the 
valve dynamics. This quasi-steady state assumption followed from extensive experiments on large 
scale models of valves by Boswirth4•5•6 which led to a one-dimensional unsteady flow equation that 
takes into account the gas inertia and unsteady work exchange between the gas and the valve plate. 
The calculations based on this equation have shown that the steady flow equation generally gives 
acceptable results in the absence of valve flutter. Tilting of the valve plates can occur even in 
completely symmetric flows7 and hence can not be properly represented by the single degree of 
freedom spring-mass-damping model. More sophisticated models of the valve dynamics existS 
which consider the valve plate with more than one degree of freedom, but they require a more 
complete knowledge of the flow, Ioree and spring characteriStics of a valve than was obtained from 
this work. Consequently, the steady flow equation and the second-order O.D.E (spring-mass-
damping) were considered adequate to model the valve dynamics of the low speed, high flow 
compressors used in gas transmission systems. In these equations, the effective valve flow and 
force areas are parameters that depend on the lift and Res for a given compressor valve. 
An experimental study was conducted on a low pressure air test loop. Pressure differentials 
across the valves at several fixed increments of valve lift were measured to detenmine the variation 
in the effective flow area. A numerical analysis of flow through the valves was conducted using 
PHOENICS9, a commercial fluid dynamics software, to obtain both the effective flow and effective 
force areas at conditions similar to the experiments. The performance of the numerical model was 
verified by comparing the effective flow areas obtained numerically to those determined 
experimentally. The numerical code was subsequently used to evaluate the variation in both valve 
parameters with lift for operating conditions prevailing at the suction and discharge of the high 
pressure (thus higher Res) natural gas reCiprocating compressors in NOVA's gas transmission 
system. 
GENERAL EQUATIONS 
The effective valve flow area relates the mass flow rate through the valve to the upstream 
and fully recovered downstream pressures. Using the one-dimensional steady flow equation, the 
effective valve flo"' area is calculated from the following expression for subsonic conditions
10 : 
(1) 
The gas force exerted on the valve plate is the result of the nonmal pressure acting on both 
sides of the plate and the wall shear in the direction of valve lift. This force can be related to the 
overall pressure loss across the valve by an effective force area defined as: 
(2) 
DESCRIPTION OF CHANNEL VALVE 
A suction and a discharge channel valve were taken from a reciprocating compressor statiOn 
in NOVA's gas transmission network. The valves are rated at 5500 kPa for dynamic differentials and 
1 0,350 kPa for static differentials, which make them suitable for the high pressure. natural gas 
applications. A photograph of the suction valve used in this study is shown in Fig.1. The gas flow 
enters the valves through seven parallel rectangular slots of equal width, but with varying lengths. 
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Each slot seats a U-shaped plate that is actuated by a stiff leaf spring. The gas leaves the valve through eight staggered slots that are similar in appearance to the entrance slots. A cross-section of a single slot and the U-shaped plate with spring are illustrated in Fig.2. 
EXPERIMENTAL SET\JP 
Only the effect of the valve lift on the effective How area was investigated experimentally, while the effects on the effective force area were not considered due to difficulties in measuring the 
lifting force acting on the plates. Plate lifts were secured for the seven slots by means of precision spacers which gave 20, 40, 60, 80 and 1 00% of the full lift for each slot. ·A schematic of the experimental setup is presented in Fig. 3. Ambient air was drawn through the test section and the 
pressure ,distributions, both upstream and downstream of the valve, were recorded. A 400 section 
of s· pipe upstream of the test section ensured the inlet profile Into the valve was fully developed. Pressure measurements were taken at two locations upstream (0.131 and 0.06 m) and four locations 
downstream (at 0.02, 0.08, 0.161 and 0.264 m). Each set of taps consists of four equally spaced static pressure taps around the Circumference of the pipe. Air was drawn through the system by a 
vacuum pump located downstream of the test section at a constant mass flow rate maintained by the sonic nozzle. The mass flow rate was measured with a 40mm calibrated sonic nozzle, based on the following equation: 
(3) 
A single pressure tap was located upstream of the nozzle in order to record the stagnation 
pressure used in the calculation of the mass flow rate from the above equation. The nozzles have 
been calibrated to an accuracy of-.~. 0.5%. Pressures were measured with a large U-tube water 
manometer to an accuracy of 0.25%. The overall uncertainty in the effective How areas is -.~. 1 .0%. 
COMPUTATIONALST\JDY 
Computational simulations were performed using PHOENICS (v1.5) to calculate the flow field through the channel valves at several different valve lifts. The code was run on an IBM 320H RISC workstation. The effective flow area was calculated from eqn.(1) using the numerically determined pressure field; the upstream and fully recovered downstream pressures. The lifting force acting on the valve plates was obtained by integrating the normal pressure acting on the front and back of the valve plate along with the wall shear stress in the direction of valve lift. The effective force area was then calculated using eqn.(2). 
In this study the time-averaged forms of the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations were 
solved along with the standard k-e model of turbulence 12 on a two-dimensional computational grid. The two.<fimensional simplification was made as the length of the valve slots was large compared to the width (1<4<Liw<19 for the seven slots). Additionally, only half of one slot, from the center of the valve plate to the plane of symmetry of the flow produced by the adjacent slot, was modeled. This assumption is justified due to the symmetrical nature of the flow produced by the adjacent slots for the channel valve geometry. Finally, the flow through the valves was assumed to be isothermal and incompressible since the Mach number through the computational domain was below the compressible limit (M<0.3), except in the case of very small valve lifts (M-0.4) where the compressibilty was neglected. 
Cgmputational Grjd 
A body-fitted coordinate system was employed to generate a computational grid that adheres to the walls of the tapered slot in the valve and the rounded edges (r-1 mm) of the valve plate. The computational domain starts 14 mm upstream of the inlet into the valve slot. while the outlet of the 
domain was placed 46 mm downstream of the valve exit. The locations of the inlet and outlet 
boundaries were determined by trial and error in order to minimize the influence on the flow field in 
the viCinity of the valve plate and allowed the exiting flow to re.<fevelop. A non-uniform grid was 
generated which is fine in the lift gap and becomes increasingly coarse away from the valve plate. 
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The grid contained 50 cells parallel to the slot width and 300 cells in the overall flow direc;tio
n. The 
influence of grid size was investigated by solving the flow field through a liner grid (100x500 c
ells} at 
maximum plate lift for the suction channel valve. The effective flow and force areas were wit
hin 3o/., 
of that obtained with the coarser mesh. The computational grid used in this study for the 
suction 
channel valve at maximum lift is shown in Fig.4. 
Boundarv Cpodjtjons 
Along the inlet boundary of the computational domain, a uniform velocity profile was specified
 
based on the average velocity through all seven slots. The turbulent kinetic: energy. k, and rate of 
dissipation of this energy, e, were set to uniform profiles characteristic: of the upstream flow
. The 
sensitivity of the results to the inlet turbulent profiles is small. The no-slip condition at the wa
lls was 
specified Indirectly using the standard wall function approach
12• At the outlet of the domain the 
gradient of the veloCities and turbulent quantities were set to zero. 
COMPARISION OF EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
Low pressure Ajr 
The effective valve flow areas, calculated both numerically and from experiment, are
 
presented in Figs.5 and 6.for the suction and dlsc:haJ9e channel valves, respectively, at Res-
2x104. 
The effective flow area is normalized by the inlet slot area shown in Fig. 2 for each channe
l valve. 
The experimental and numerical data· are fitted to third degree polynomials by least-squares 
regression. Both methods predict a direct linear relationship between the effective flow area 
and the 
valve plate lift at values of h I hmax<0.6, i.e. the effective flow area incre~ses with increasing lift. 
However, the numerical simulations predict a leveling of the effective flow area before maximu
m lift is 
obtained. The agreement between the two approaches is quite good, within a maximum o
f 15%. 
Although no direct comparision with literature is possible for this particular valve geome
try and 
Reynolds numbers, there is general agreement in the tends shown here and results from
 other 
papers1.a.1s. 
Computational Elgw Fjeld 
The flow field in the valve lilt gap for low pressure air in the suction channel valve at 100 and
 
20% of the maximum plate lift are shown in Fig.9. At maximum plate lift, a large recirculatio
n zone, 
or separation bubble, develops along the inlet valve face in the plate lift gap. The bulk
 flow is 
deflected by the valve plate into the outlet slot. At small values of the plate lift (20%), the
 flow is 
accelerated and deflected 90 degrees in a relatively shon distance. This suppresses_ the fo
rmation 
of the recirculation zone along the inlet face and a separation wake in the outlet slot as th
e high 
momentum jet cannot remain attached along the curvature of the valve plate. In this case, th
e Mach 
number of the flow in the gap is approximately equal to -0.4, thus compressibility effects sh
ould be 
taken into account (which was neglected in the present work). The radius of the valve plate edge (r) 
was found to have an effect on the results. The radius was measured by a crude tracing tec
hnique 
and .found to be -1 mm which was used in all the cases presented here. Additional simulations 
showed that Changing the curvature of the rounded edge ( O<t<2 mm) could change the num
erically 
calculated effective flow and force areas by ±5%. 
· 
High Pressure Natural Gas 
Tile effective valve flow and force areas for high pressure natural gas, calculated from the
 
numerical simulations. are presented in Fig.7 for the suction channel valve and Fig.a 
for the 
discharge channel valve. The effect of increasing the Reynolds number of the flow through th
e valve 
to Res~4x1os slightly increases the effeCtive flow area for a specified plate lift. This is expe
cted as 
the boundary layers in the lift ~ap become thinner with increasing Reynolds number and tile 
losses 
are dominated more by inertia " . The effective force area is equal to the valve inlet slot area at zero 
lift. As the valve plate lift increases. the effective force area decreases because the neg
ative 
pressure distribution along the outer edge of ·the valve plate overrides the positive pressure
s near · 
the center. Eventually, as the lift increases further the negative pressures near the edges
 of the 
valve plates. needed to deflect the flow, are reduced and the effective fore:e area incre~ses .. ~e 
numerical model predicts this trend, however .the accuracy of the numencally determ1ne
d lifting 
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forces on the valve plates needs verification with measurements. The relative magnitude of the wall 
shear was less than 1 0% of the normal pressure force for the cases considered. 
CONCWDING REMARKS 
Detailed flow field through reciprocating compressor channel valves were determined using a 
commerical code (PHOENICS). The computations were first performed on low Reynolds number flow 
through the valves, and compared with actual measurements obtained with a low pressure air test 
loop. Good agreement between the two results gave confidence in the computation technique, which 
was then applied to a higher Re at conditions prevailing In high pressure natural gas compression. It 
was demonstrated that the influence of the Re on the effective flow area in this study was rather 
small. The computation also revealed values for the effective force area at different valve lifts which 
is required for any valve dynamic and pulsation simulation. 
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Fig.l. Photograph of Suction Channel Valve 
Fig.2. Cross-section of Channel Valve 
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Fig.4. Computational Gl"id in Valve Plate Region 
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Fig.5. Effective Flow Area vs. L1ft for Suclion Channel Valve 
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Fig.6. Effective flow Area vs. Lift for Discharge Channel Valve 

































Fig. 7. Effective Flow and Force Areas vs. Lift for Suction Channel Valve 
with High Pressure Natural Gas (Re
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CFO AND LDA STUDIES OF FLOW THROUGH A PLATE VALVE. 
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ABSTRACT 
A. Nasr, Research 
Assistant 
University of Strathclyde, 
Glasgow, Scotland 
For many years compressor designers have utilised the results gained from steady state tests on valve assemblies to assist In compressor design processes and have employed various analytical models derived from experimental programmes. The present paper reports a continuation of this process, In that results derived from computational studies Involving the PHOEN!CS computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code were able to be compared with experimental results based on conventional pressure m<>asurements and Laser Doppler Anemometry {LDA) velocity measurements. 
Computer analyses and experimental measurements were undertaken for a rotationally symmetric plate valve system with air as the working fluid. The working fluid was treated as an ideal gas with a simple relationship between its pressure, density and temperature. Calculations and measurements were performed for valve lift/valve port diameters in the range 0 < h/d < 0,2, and valve plate diameter/valve port diameter ratios In the range 0 < D/d < 2.8. The valve port diameter used throughout the tests was 25tnm. !'low upstream of the valve was essentially a stagnation flow and overall system pressure ratios were in the range 1.0 > Pd/Pu > 0. 75, where Pd was generally the prevalllng atmospheric pressure. Velocity and pressure distributions were obtained and .used to demonstrate the degree of agreement between calculated and measured quantities and also to reveal the extent of the separation zone formed immediately downstream of the valve port exit plane. 
Pressure distributions were measured using 30 or more pressure tappings distributed over the wall surfaces bounding the tlow. Laser Doppler Anemometry techniques were used to measure radial components of fluid velocity in the gap between the valve plate and the adJacent fixed wall. · 
CFD calculations were made using various energy dissipation mechanisms. Flows were analysed on the basis of constant laminar viscosity, constant eddy kinematic viscosity and ultimately the,._ e turbulent energy creation and dissipation model. 
A comparison or calculated and measured velocity distributions and the extent of the resulting separation zone revealed that the calculated results appeared to suppress circulation and perhaps implied that a false diffUsion mechanism was playing too significant a role in the calculations. 
Attempts were made to mitigate this effect by modifications to the calculational schemes and the present paper shows the degree to which these attempts have been successful. 
INTRODUCTION 
Compressor designers have long recognised the crucial role that valves play In the operation or many positive displacement compressors and as a result there is available a wealth of literature (1) showing the important criteria that designers must consider when selecting reliable, efficient, economic to manufacture valve systems for use in compressors. The literature draws together the experiences of those who have designed. manufactured and operated compression machinery as well as those who have modelled either analytically or experimentally partial or complete compressor systems. Those familiar with the field wlll know of the diversity of contributions - models ranging from the most rudimentary to those using state of the art computational techniques - experiments ranging from those using the simplest or tools to those employing the latest developments in sensors and signal processing. This present paper tits into this pattern in that It brings together computational and experimental work on a simple plate valve arrangement. It reports on the use of a highly developed fluid dynamics code PHOENICS (2) in association with a Laser Doppler Anemometry Investigation of the flow through an 
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axially symmetric disc valve. As a result. It has been possible to compare 
calculated and experimentally derived velocity and pressure distributions at various 
locations throughout the valve system. Th" study was performed for a series of 
steady state operating conditions as the resulting data can be employed in a quasi 
steady fashion when modelling the dynamic behaviour of compressor systems. 
VALVE GEOMETRY 
An extremely simple geometry was chosen for the study in that the valve 
comprised a single circular disc placed directly over a circular hole in a valve 
plate. The gap between the disc and the valve plate could be varied In a precise 
manner. The complete valve assembly formed the upper surface of a cylindrical 
chamber which was connected via a diffuser. pipework system, orifice meter and 
regulating valves to a compressed air supply. Air passing through the valve was 
discharged directly to the atmosphere. Details of the system are shown In Figure 
L 
The diameter d of the hoi" (valve port) in the valve plate was 25 mm and a 
series or valve discs of different diameter D was manufactured such that D/d values 
in the range !.04 :S D/ d :S 2.8 could be provided. Work reported in this paper relates 
to the use of a D/d value of 2.4. A gap adjusting mechanism allowed the gap 
(valve 11ft) h between the valve disc al\d the valve plate to be set at fixed values 
in the range 0.04 ~ h/d :S 0.!6. 
Some 30 pressure tappings were incorporated Into the apparatus via a series 
of small holes In the valve disc and valve plate surfaces In the vicinity of the 
valve port. Details of the pressure tapping points are shown in Figures 2a, 2b, 
and 3. 
WORKING ·FLUID AND OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Experiments were performed in a laboratory having a compressed air supply 
capable of delivering air at !5 bar (gauge) pressure to the regulating and control 
valves upstream of the valve flow rig. The air supply temperature was typically 
in the range 10 to zo•c. 
Control valves allowed the pressure in the cylindrical chamber upstream of 
the valve assembly to be held steady at pressures in the range 0 ~ P '""'" !> 2 
bar gauge. 
For calculational purposes air was treated as an ideal gas having the simple 
equation of state P=PRT. Values for the transport properties Cp, IJ.. k were taken 
from standard tables at the corresponding pressure and temperature conditions. 
Flow through the valve was assumed to be adiabatic. 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
Pressure Measurements 
Pressure measurements were made using a water tilled multi tube manometer 
whose tubes were individually connected to the pressure tappings distributed 
throughout the apparatus. By photographing the manometer It was possible to 
get an instantaneous picture of the fluid levels In some 30 manometer tubes and 
thereby obtain pressure distributions In the valve assembly and the orifice flow 
metering system. The use of the photographic technique enabled slight variations 
in the valve plenum chamber pressure during a test run to be accommodated.· 
Details of the pressure tapping locations are shown In Figures 2 and 3. Pressure 
tappings were made In the lower surface of the valve disc, the upper surface of· 
the valve plate and in the valve port. The tlow was assumed to be rotationally 
symmetric and the tapping points on the valve disc and valve plate were located 
at different radii on a spiral path in order to facilitate connections and eliminate 
interference. 
An attempt was made to ensure that an adequate number of closely spaced 
holes would exist In regions where significant pressure gradients were expected 
with the number and location of the holes being guided bY the preliminary predictions 
of the PHOENICS computer code. 
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Pressure measurements were made for a number of flow rates determined by the relative values of the plenum chamber and atmospheric pressure levels and a combination of both D/d and h/d values. The monitored values for the plenum chamber pressure and the lowest pressure Indicated by one of the tapping points would indicate that the flow had not choked. 
Velocity Measurements 
A commercially available Laser Doppler Anemomet<or system was used to measure the radial component of fluid veiocitY at different locations in the gap between the valve disc and the valve plate. Laser anemometry is a non intrusive technique and the presence of beams of laser light do .. s not disturb the basic flow pattern. The technique does however require the mounting ot an appropriate laser beam and photomultiplier system with a facility to traverse the focus of the laser beams to desired locations. Since the technique relies on the scattering of light from flow borne particles it was necessary to seed the flow with a supply of oil particles of less than 5 micron diameter. 
The valve tlow rig exhibits rotational symmetry and hence by choosing to traverse the laser beam probe parallel to a given diametral l!ne a complete range of radial locations could be covered. By adjusting the vertical location of the traverse plane, measurements could be effected for different points in the gap between the valve disc and the valve plate. 
Figures 4 and 5 show details of the probe mounting and traversing system. In the system employed, two laser beams lying ln a plane parallel to that of the valve disc intersect to produce Interference fringes on the measuring diameter. seeding particles moving with the now cross the Interference fringes and bursts of scattered l!ght can be detected by a photomultiplier system thereby allowing th-e radial component of the flow velocity to be measured. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Velocl tv Measurements 
VelocitY measurements were made at radial locations corresponding to important regions of the pressure profiles. Thus three distributions were obtained for the central region of the flow directly above the valve port, see Figures 6a,6b,6c. 
Six further locations were used to Illustrate significant features of the flow in the valve disc - valve plate gap, see Figures 7a,7b,7c. Results from these locations illustrate, flow separation, flow reattachment and flow recirculation and their disposition relative to the position at which minimum pressures are recorded. Such results provide useful information about the shape, extent and strength of the resulting ro>circulating flow regions and provide valuable evidence by which to Judge r"he validitY or results calculated by computer codes such as PHOEN!CS. 
Pressure Measurements 
Figure 8 shows a typical radial pressure variation for the gap. region. Results taken from the tappings on the valve disc show high pressure values in the centre of the disc. The pressure remains reasonably constant until a radius corresponding to the valve plate port hole radius Is reached. For further outward radial movement the pressure decreases rapidly to a minimum value' before recovering to attain the prevailing atmospheric pressure value at the edge or the disc. Results taken from tappings on the valve plate show corresponding behaviour where disc and plate results co-exist. The valve plate results lie slightly below the valve disc results in the central part or the system but converge with the disc results at the outer region of the disc. 
For a given gap (h/d ratio) the radial Nessure profile is preserved tor a range or flow rates corresponding to a succession or upstream plenum pressures. The maximum pressure values recorded In the centre of the disc rise whilst the minimum value in the gap decreases further as the flow rate Is increased. The location or the point of minimum pressure does not appear to move. Figure a illustrates these points. There is general agreement between the trends shown by pressure and velocity measurements and simple predictions based on the application of Bernoulli's equation for flow along a given streamllne. At the centre of the flow the velocity is essentially axial in direction and the pressure 
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on the disc surface corresponds to the stagnation pressure fo
r the flow. At the 
edge of the valve port the flow has taken on more of a radial
 characteristic, local 
velocities have increased and the pressure has fallen. At sl
ightly greater values 
of radius increased radial velocities are associated with f
urther reductions in 
pressure. As the edge of the valve disc is approached a diffusi
on process associated 
with increasing flow area results in reduced velocity and increa
sing pressure levels. 
CALCULATED RESULTS 
The PHOENJCS computer code Is a generalised CFD code wh
ich solves the 
discretlzed form of the governing fluid dynamic equations s
ee Patankar (3).The 
PHOEN!CS computer code was used to obtain calculated results 
for a series of cases 
for which corresponding experimental evidence had been collect
ed. Thus set values 
ot d, D/d, h/d were employed together with known values of downstrea
m pressure. 
upstream pressure, upstream temperature and system flow rate.
 Density variations 
\n the !low were accommodated by a simple Ideal gas represent
ation of the equation 
or state I.e. P=pRT. A constant value of IXIO-• kg/ms was adop
ted for the viscosity 
of air. 
PHOENICS gives users the facilitY to activate a variety of tu
rbulent kinetic 
energy production and dissipation models as part of the calcu
lational process and 
this paper presents the results of the exercise of two such m
odels. The first set 
of calculations employed only a constant value laminar vis
cosity (JJ.l approach. 
The second set of calculations employed the full blown x- e turbule
nt kinetic energy 
creation and dissipation terms in addition to normal viscous
 dissipation effects. 
Results for the constant laminar viscosity case show a recirc
ulation region which 
lies well downstream of the corner of the valve port and. w
hich has a different 
location, shape and size to those revealed by the corresp
onding experimental 
pressure and velocity measurements - se., Figure 9 (calcu
lated) and Figure 8 
(measured). 
The calculated radial pressure profile does not exhibit the 
same degree of 
pressure. reduction in some parts of the flow as was observed
 In practice. 
Similar comments apply to the calculated velocity values. The 
inbuilt solution 
techniques ensure that the calculated pressure and velocity v
alues are consistent. 
However the agreement between measured and calculated veloci
ties varies according 
to which region of the flow is being considered. Calculated 
and measured radial 
velocity components agree in central region Of the valve por
t Where the flow Is 
contracting and no significant energy dissipation is occurring
, see Figures 6a, 6b, 
6c. 
Similar comments apply to pressure and velocity components c
alculated using 
the 1<- e routines within PHOENlCS. 
Neither the simple constant viscosity treatment nor the 1<- E tu
rbulent kinetic 
energy process adequately predicted the pressure and veloci
ty fields in the gap 
region where separation, reattachment and recirculation occurs. 
The K- €calculations 
caused the centre of the recirculation zone to move upstrea
m towards the port 
corner but reduced Its size considerably. The inclusion of turb
ulent kinetic energy 
consideration (into the calculations) had made the flow appea
r to be more viscous 
than It really is. Figure 10 illustrates these effects. 
Careful eJ<amlnation of the eJO:perimental and calculated resul
ts prompted the 
authors to question whether a false dltrusion mechanism asso
ciated with the form 
or the PHOENICS calculations was responsible for the discrepa
ncies. 
False diffusion effects, Jl.aithby (4). are known to occur with 
many difference 
schemes In flow fields where the resultant velocity vector at
 particular points in 
a !low field is inclined at 45• to the directional aJ<es of th
e calculational grid. 
The effect is amplified as the fluid velocity increases. 
The valve geometry 
currently being studied contains all the ingredients where fa
lse diffusion effects 
associated with the calculational schemes embodied in the PHO
ENICS code might be 
expected to be present. A 90• change In the direction of
 the main flow field 
Inevitably means that in parts of the flow field the velocity ve
ctors will be inclined 
at 45• to the principal grid directions. Small gaps between
 the valve disc and 
the valve plate are associated with significant tluid velociti
es. False diffusion 
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effects are less noticeable wlth low velocity flows. Figure 12 shows results for a two dimensional plane geometry at a greatly reduced flow rate. In this case the centre of the predicted recirculation zone has moved upstream and is closer ·to the port corner. 
The PHOENICS computer code contains a facility which permits the user to introduce user developed routines (2) into parts of the code thereby allowing alternative schemes to be deployed. 
In its standard form the PHOENICS code uses equations linking cell variables with the corresponding values in neighbouring cells via the components of fluid velocity normal to the cell surfaces. The upwind difference formulation employed is known to Introduce false diffusion effects for flows Inclined at 45° to the principal grid orientations. To overcome this effect a modification was Introduced which allows greater account to be taken of the variable values in cells lying in a direction along which the fluid has travelled. 
At the time of writing this paper coding modifications had been effected for the plane cartesian X-Y coordinate system and further coding changes were being put in train to handle the axi-symmetric R-Z system. 
The efficacy of the modifications was tested by undertaking a comparison of modified and unmodified PHOENICS calculated results with experimental results obtained by Duggins (5), (6) in a 2 dimensional large scale model of a plate valve employing water as the fluid m<>dlum. 
The unmodified PHOENICS results show generally good agreement with Duggins experimental results. This is partially attributable to the low velocity throughout the flow field and the viscosity of the fluid medium (water), Figure 11. 
The modified calculations have rais<>d the upstream pressure level slightly and caused a further reduction in pressure immediately downstream of the corner of the flow. This is precisely the form of change needed to bring about a better match between the calculated and measured results for the rotationally symmetric system being studied by the· authors. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Whilst very considerable advances have been made in the development of calculational and experimental techniques used to study fluid flows, It must however be recognised that difficulties can still arise when computer codes employing difference schemes are applied to geometries where very sudden changes in flow direction are involved. Research workers performing fluid dynamic calculations on the types of flow and geometrical arrangements found in compressor valve systems would be well advised to pay attention to th" effects of "false dlfruslon" which may be present In any calculational scheme that they might ·employ. 
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CFIG. 5)LASER DOPPLER VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS. 
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"DEVELOPED MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE SELF-ACTING VALVES OF THE 
RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR AND ITS APPLICATION FOR TONGUE VALVES " 
M. LUSZCZYCKI, P. CYKLIS, J. ZELASKO 
Department of Thermodynamics and Heat Machines Measurements, 
Technological University of Cracow ( Poland J 
AllSTRACT 
In the paper an extended mathematical model of compressor self-acting valves has been presented. The model provides a better possibi 1 ity of a more precise analysis of the valve action. in particular collls!ons between the working plate and valve stop or seat. An elasto-plastic model of collision has been introduced. A method of the application of the mathematical description for both plate valve and valve with deformable wor•king element has also been presented. The description of valve operation has b"en us"d on a simulation mod.,[ of gas and refrigerating compressor. In the model the heat exchange in the cylinder and medium loss due to the leakage have been considered. The medium has been described Individually by a selected "quatlon of stat" of r<!al gas. The dynamic effect of the installation has also been taken into account on the basis of the acoustic model. The model has been verified in experimental tests of small gas and refrigerating compressors ~lth inlet tongue valves. 
INTRODUCTION 
Numerous investigations· in the field of air. gas and refrigerating compressors carried out in our Department were the basis to work out a unlversal,one~dimensional model describing the processes occurring in the reciprocating compressor. The complex model describing thermodynamic gas in the compressor cylinder, taking Into consideration the influence of installation have been worked out. The analysis sho;.,ed that while creat"ing the reciprocal ing compressor simulation model special attention should be paid to working valves dynamics. Hence in the mathematical description of the valves operation all the most important phenomena determining their work have been considered. The mathematical model has been worked out for plate valves most frequently used in a new types of compressors The worked out model of valves, though one-dimensional can be successfully adopted for difrerent type of valves with deformable working element such as tongue or channel valves which are frequently used in small or medium refrigerating compressors. 
DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSES IN RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR 
CYLINDER. 
The mathematical model of valve action presented in this paper is an integral par·t of a complex model of the compressor. based on the I law of thermodynamics for the medium in the cylinder. The medium has been treated as real gas. and both the effect of 1 eakage and heat exchange in the cylinder have been taken into account. After introducing differentiation With respect, to crank angle "' one obtains the equation describing thermodynamic changes in the cylinder in the form: 
dT dQ 
m c dVJ 
h dm _, 
m c. dVJ 
h dm 
_n + 
m c. dVJ 
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h dm h dm cs s 
m c m c 
T 
+ ( 1) 
m c 
In this equation the following notation has 
pressure, v - specific volume, h - enthalpy, 
been used on T - temperature, p -
m - mass, h
0
.- enthalpy of the medium 
entering the cylinder through suction valve, c.




_n mass flow through suction, discharge val~es and 
leakage, respectively 
Equation (1) has been supplemented by the mass ba
lance and kinematic <elationship 
for compressor volume V(<p).ln our model the wor
king medium can be treated as both 
Ideal gas described by Clapeyron's equatIon and
 real gas described by equation of 
state, adequate for the given medium.The refriger
ant properties have been defined on 
the basis of Redlich-Kwong-Soave equation of s
tate, introduced· in the form of 
computer library. 
The method of calculation of 
on the relations given in [7]. 
more complete by introducing, 
wall, an iterative formula for 
heat exchange rate In the cylinder has been b
ased 
In the presented model this dependence has been 
made 
on the basis of global energy balance for cyli
nder 
calculating i~s mean temperature T •• I 
+ T (2) 
2rr A k 
z ch 
where: index I denotes i-th crankshaft revolutl
sm, N,~ power lost on friction in 
cylinder, A - area of outer surface of cyl
inder cooled by refrigerant, k0 h-
subst1tute of overall heat transfer coefficient 
which does not consider convection 
coefficient from cylinder side. 
The heat loss due to leakage in cylinder piston
 system has been described in a 
simple form experimentally confirmed given in (3]
. In the program there has also been 
included the possibility of valve leakage sim
ulation, which so far has been 
neglected. 
Installation of the gas under compression Is a w
ave-guide, which can be modeled 
as a system of series connected tubes of various
 diameters. The calculation of the 
run of changes in a pressure pulsation in this in
stallation requires a solution of 
the partial differential equations which desc
ribe pulsating flow of gas with 
equivalent boundary conditions taken into a
ccount. The equations describing 
pulsating flow of gas in a straight pipelin
e of constant c<oss-section are 
considered below. These equations are derived
 by means of various simplifying 
assumptions on the basesof equa~ions of mov
ement,equation of continuity and 
equation of state Assuming that the gas density
 is constant and equal to its mean 
value with respect to time and linearizing non
linear resistance expression, this 




- ft a + ;v 
at ax 
ap av (3) 
13 
at ax 
A 2 ;>. w p a 
where: IX_, 13 
0 __ o_ 
r 
Po A 20 
Symbol p denotes here variable pressure of gas, t - time, 0 - internal diameter of pipeline, a - sonic gas velocity, il - friction losses factor, W
0 
- mean analytical 
gas velocity, A - cross-sectional area of the tube, p
0 
- mean gas density, v -
variable volumetric velocity. The equations of non stationary flow have been solved on the basis of electro-acoustic analogy.· This made It possible to solve this problem on the PC computer taking Into consideration also multlcyllnder Interaction problem. 
GENERAL DYNAMIC MODEL OF COMPRESSOR SELF-ACTING VALVES 
The movement of valve working plate with mass m (fig. 1 ) can be described by 
equation: 
X 
Figure 1. Phlsical model of the self-acting valve. 
("!) 
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In this equation the effect of dumping plate 
with mass m, has been considered by 
introducing Heafiside function H(x), nonli
near force of elasticity k(x) and 
nonlinear force of dumping C(x,xl. Sticking o




and dumping plate F" have also been take
n into account. Moreover, 
collision impulse forces 5 0 
and 5
1 
depending on coefficient of restitution R1 
and 
v•docity before collision have been introduce
d. A two-parameter model of collision 
has been adopted. The flow force F5 
on the valve plate has been determined on th
e 
basis of dependencies commonly adopted for the
 given type of valve, or on the ground 
of results of static tests. 
Eq. (4) has been derived for plate valves but 
it is possible to extend this method 
for mathematical description of valve wo
rking plate dynamics. To make its 
application possible a method of calculatin
g equivalent forces and concentrated 
masses has been worked out for this type of va
lves. As follows from both theoretical 
solutions .[2] as well as experiments ( Tabl
e !] the tonque valve plate vibrates 
when the valve is being opened with a frequen
cy higher than the frequency of first 
harmonic of' free. vibrations. This mean« tha
t the tonque valve plate should be 
treated as a vibrating system in 11hlch the 
vibrallon frequency is determined by 
cyclic rebounds of the valve plate tip aga
inst stop A method of calculating 
equivalent forces and concentrated masses is 
based on the assumption that the 
equivalent mass is concentrated at the seat 
geometr·ic center· and that the stream 
pressure is applied at the same point. Until 
contacting the valve stop the working 
plate ·behaves as -a fixed rod loaded by a conc
entrated force It. is assumed that the 
part of the rod off the point of force appli
cation is not deformed until It gets 
into contact with the stop. From the moment 
It contacts the stop, the plate is 
treated as a rod of length 1 fixed on one si
de, and on the other side support is 
rotational and slideable, loaded by a concentr
ated force (fig. 2). 
w 
Figure 2. Scheme of a tongue valve plate 
Depending on the relation between the stream p
ressure and elasticity, its tip may be 
torn away from the stop when the valve is ope
ned, or it may remain in contact all 
the lime. The values of forces Induced by the
 plate elasticitY vary in particular 
phases of its deformation. The numerical va
lues of these forces can be defined 
experimentally or calculated on the basis 
of dependencies from the theory of 
elasticity. On the ground of this theory it i
s also possible to determine the lift 
at any point of the plate at any point of time
. 
AS a result of elasticity force the valve 
plate. after reaching the maximal 
deflection, makes effort to return to It
s primary position. The height of 
displacement of the tip of the valve plate rea
ching the valve stop w(ll is equal to 
the maximal valve lift hand could be expresse
d by the formula: 
h - w( l) - w( I ) + w' ( 1 ) ( l - l ) 
(5) 
9 g g 
in which the heigh of valve displacement at 
the point of flow force action is 
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··denoted as w( l ) and: 
g 
F 
w( 1 ) ~ -------
9 3 E 19J J(y) dy 
0 y 
(6) 




Formuia (5) makes it possible to calculate the displacement of the reduced at the concentrated mass at the moment the valve tip reaches the limiter. The reducEd mass has been calculated on the basis of conventional mechanical relation of the displacement equilibrium: 
m 
:!: m w(l ) 




In this equation m
1 





~alues depends on the shape of the cross section ln the corresponding 
fragment of valve plate The value of· the reduced mass depends on the phase of valve movement. The calculated reduced values of mass m, and displacement w(l) correspond 
with the values m, m,. and x in equation (4). 
To describe the state of medium flowing through the valve various equations of state can be applied. Most commonly the flowing medium is treated as ideal gas. The authors treat the medium flowing through the valve as real gas described by equation: 
u(p, T) R T 
p (8) 
v 
the coefficient of compressibility o- being selected seperately for medium mean parameters for inlet or outlet valve. The flows through valves have been calculated on the basis of Costagliola's equations, derived with the assumption that the flow is steady. However to improve the model also the Inertia of gas in the valve gap has been considered especially during opening and closing the valves. It has been decided to introduce the correction for gas Inertia based on the assumption that the pressure difference on the valve gap changes in a linear way during the time that elementary mass of gas flows through the gap. 
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION Of THE SIMULATION PROGRAM WORKED OUT 
The verification of the above presented mathematical model and the computer simulation program based on this model have been carried out on the basis of experimental investigations of two refrigerating compressors SAf-23 and SAF-5 of Polish make. Both compressors have been equipped with suction tongue valves (fig. 3) and discharge channeol valves. The investigation ha,;; been carried out within a veory broad range of variations of compressing ratios determined by standard temperatures of coolant vaporization ,and condensation. During the tests the pressure pulsations in the cylinder and valve plate displacement have been registered. Theo valve plate displacements have been recorded using our own construction capacitance transducer, coupled with the traditional measurement system consisting of the feeder, amplifiers 
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and oscilloscope. The graph of plate displacements in the fun
ction of crank angle 
obtained on the asci lloscope screen have been photograph
ed. In fig. 4 the 
displacement of chosen point of the suction valve for both com
pressors obtained by 






Figure 3. Shapes of suction valve tongue plates of 





144 200 rp 
.t ... oo 
measur-ementS simulation 
Figure 4. Displacement of chosen point of suction valve obtaine
d by 
measurements and simulation. a) SAF-23. b) SAF-5. 
In case of the SAf-23 compressor the used working medium used w
as air. This made 
it possible to define precisely the coefficients of medium flow
 through valves, by 
means of static tests, and besides lt facilitated experimental
 registration of the 
valve plate displacement. In case of the SAF-5 compressor the
 lnve.:t I gat ions have 
been carried out using R-12 as a working medium, which allow
ed us to confirm the 
universality of the worked out model. Relatively simpler I
nvestigations of the 
SAF~23 compressor while pumping air,allowed us to carry out exp
eriments over a broad 
range of working parameters. The tests have been made usin
g valve plates wHh 
different thickness and ,the same shape. In fig. 4a. the displa
cement of the valve 
plate for the recommended worklng parameters are shown. During compres
sor tests 
working in conditions significantly different from recommended 
ones the oscillations 
of a higher amplitude occurred. The valve plate worked with 
alternate collisions 
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kind of movement has been achieved by means of 
with valve seat and stop. The same 
computer simulation. 
Pressure pulsation~ in valve chambers valve work. That is why while comparing 
displacements also pressure changes in the 
compa:red. 
have a fundamental influence on the 
registered and calculated valve plate 
cylinder and valve. chambers shOuld be 
Cl. b. 
Figure 5. Pressure changes in the cylinder and valve chambers of SAF-23 compressor. a) measured b) calculated. 
In flg. 5 registered and calculated pressure pulsations in the cylinder and suction and discharge valve chambers for SAF-23.compressor are shown. They have been registered for the same working conditions as diagrams of suet ion valve displacements shown in flg.4a. 
Interesting information could be provided by dynamic tests of the valve plates, carried out outside the compressor and especially its self-frequency oscl llat ion tests. The results of test which have been carried out for suction valves of SAF-23 compressor are given In Tab. I. 
TABLE I. 
Oscillation frequency of the longue valve. 
Type Natural Frequency of tongue of frequency of valve during its Remarks plate tongue valve [H:z] work in compressor [Hz] 
mode I II III 
'Ia" 45 290 320 ~--- without pin 
43 282 310 about 110 with pin 
"b" 80 495 - about 320 wl thout pin 
For the plate "a" from fig. 3a the results of experiments for standard valve plate 
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and the plate with pin, which is the Inner screen of the capacitor, are shown. The 
oscillation frequency of the valve plate during its work in the compressor has been 
calculated on the basts of the experimental results. \/hat needs attention is the 
fact that the frequency of plate vibration during its functioning in the valve is 
about 2.5- 4 times higher than the original frequency of natural vibrations of this 
plate determined by means of an oscillator. It follows both from the change of the 
oscillation character from the moment that the plate reaches its limiter, as well as 
the effect of collision itself. This confirms the results of theoretical works done 
by the authors earlier on the effect of rebound from the 1 imi ter and ,;eat on the 
frequency of working plate vibrations In the valve shown in /3/. Those results have 
been used for working out the prese~ted model. 
CONCLUSION 
On the basis of the investigations it can be stated that the presented 
mathematical model describing the functioning of compressor automotive valves is 
universal In character. It can be easily adapted for description of functioning of 
various types of compressor valves. An example of such an adaptation for an 
automotive suction tongue valve of a small refrigerating Compressor has been 
demon,;trated in this paper. The presented model of valve plate di,;;placements, in 
which the frequency of its vibrations is determined by the phenomenon of cyclic re-
bound of Its tip from the limiter, is closer to reality than the clasical model which 
does not cover such rebounds. An advantage of our model Is the fact that it makes 
it possible to estimate the impulse forces of the working plate colliding with the 
limiter and seat. The model. together with the description of the phenomena in the 
compressor cylinder and adjoining installation. allows an analysis of valves acting 
during compressor work with various cooling media. The properties of these coolants 
can be described by means of individually selected equations of state for real gas. 
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CALCULATING MOOEL AND EXPERIMENTAL 
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In this paper, a new mathematical model to calculate gas leakage in small clearance is 
established. In the model, viscous force and inertia force are considered at the same time. 
Theoratical analysis and experimental results show that the calcuating results coincide well 
·with the experimental results. 
NOMENCLATURE 
h height of passage (m) 
hm•• the smallest height of passage (m) 
k specific heat ratio 
P pressure (Pa) 
PI pressure in high pressure cavity (Pa) 
p, pressure in low pressure cavity (Pa) 
R universal gas constant (J/kg. k) 
Q volume flow rate (m'/h) 
r piston radius ( m) 
T temperature (k) 
T 1 temperature in high pressure cavity ( k) 
u partial veloceity along x direction (m/s) 
w partial velocity along z direction (m/s) 
_u kinetic viscosity (N. s/m2 ) 
p density of gas (kg/m3 ) 
t compressibility coefficient 
INTRODUCTION 
Gas leakage is an important factor affecting the performance of compressor. If more 
accurate equation is found to calculate leakage, we could do it better to predict com pres-
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sor' 's performance. 
In many cases, leak- passage is composed of two curved surface with same length. 
This kind of leaking passage is unfolded as figure ). For calculating the· gas leakage through 
this kind of passage, nozzle flow model was used in most of literaturesl1•2•3·'·5l, The pre-
condition of this model is that the effect of viscous friction on flow is neglected. In other 
literatures'., , it is suggested to use viscous, flow model. In this kind of model, the effect of 
inertia force on flow is neglected. In fact, because gas is easy to compress and it leaks 
through small clearance, both viscous force and inertia force have the equivalent influence 
on gas leakage. 
In this paper, a new mathematical model is presented in which viscous force and iner-
tia force are considered at the same time. The calculating results are compared with those 
of experiments. The comparison shows that the new calculating model is more accurate 
than nozzel flow model or viscous flow model. The accuracy of calculation is improved 
greatly. 
FLOW FIELD ANALYSIS AND FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS 
The leaking passage is shown in figure I. When gas leaking occurs, the high pressure 
gas first flows into passage through section 1-1 , then passes a small clearance channe'l in 
which section area is changing, and last flows out of passage through section 2- 2. Be-
cause the width of passage is same and it is far bigger than height of passage, the flow field 
could be considered as uniform along y direction and be handled as two demension flow 
field. Navier -Stocks equation can be simplifed as following: 
~u au) ap +a { [z"u 2(au + aw]} + "[ c""' +au)] 
p(u;; + u· n =- ;; ;; p ;; - 3 ;;; ""' ;:; p ;; ;:; (l) 
(2) 
Since the height of passage changes slightly, the pressure change in x direction can be con-
sidered far bigger than that along z direction, i. e. :>1)) :>1 • From numerical analysis, it ax az 
can be known that each item in eq. ( 2) has the same order, so the change of gas momen-
tum in z direction can be neglected. In addition, because the clearance is very small , the 
change of velocity u along z direction is far bigger than that along other directions, i. e. 
~)) ~, ~)) ~, ~)) ~. From numerical analysis as above, it can be deduced that 
az ar az az <JZ ax 
a2u a2w a
2
u a'u ( ) b · l"f" d f 11 · -)) --, --::)) 2 , so eq. 1 can e s1mp 1 1e as o owmg: ai'- """x az- ox 
au au ap a au 
p(u- + w-) =-- + -(p-) 
ax az ax az az 
In order to simulate leaking mathematically, we put forward some assumptions: 
1. Pressure is uniform in z direction on every section. 
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2. Flow process is an adiabatic process. 
According to above analysis and assumptions, the following fundamemal equations o.f 
gas leakage are gained : 




!...cpu) + !.(pw) = 0 a:c az 
p =¢,RpT 
p/p' = c 





On the basis of assumption ( 1) , volumetric flow rate of gas through unit width is 
Q = J.udz (7) 
· The viscosity of gas is a function of pressure and temperature, ,u = p.(p, T), 1. e. ~11 
az = 0, so momentum eq. (3) is simplified as 
p(u ~ + w ~) ~-::!!. + a'u n az - ~x 11 az2 (8) 
In small clearance passage, the fluid film of gas is very thin, so inertia item in above 
equation can be averaged along z direction, we get 
au au p J. ou au p(u ~ + w ~) = - (u ~ + w ~ )dz ar ~z h<~ax az 
Taking above equation into eq. (8) and arranging it 
a2u l ap p i au au ----:-=-~+- (u-+w~)dz az2 Jl. a:r 11h , ax az 
The right of above equation is a function of x only, i. e. 
Utilizing boundary conditions 
Integrating above eq. twice 
Taking u into eq. (7) 
j u(x,o) = 0 
\u(x,h) = 0 
z( z-h) u = --. f(:r) 2 






Obviously, in order to calculate leakage rate Q. the frist step is to find the expression 
of f(x). we calculate the partial derivative of x and z, aiming at eq. ( 11) 
au z(z-h) aj(:r) zf(:r) ah ;x = -2- ----;;- - -2- ;;; (13) 
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~x n a.z 
Calculating partial derivative of x, aiming at eq. ( 6) 
~=':E?..E 
ax p ax 
Taking eq. (6), eq. (16) into eq. (15), we get 
~+"w+~'!l=o 
ox oz kp ax 
Taking eq. ( 13) into above equation 
aw zf(x) ah z(z-h) aj(x) z(z-h)f(x) ap 
az = ~2~ ; - --2- --;;- - 2kp ; 
1
lntegrating above eq.and using boundary condition: w(x, o)=O, we get 
w = i"j(x) ~ _ lc~ _ z'h)(af(x) + f(x) (l_}') 
4 ax 2 3 2 ax · kP ax 
04) 
(15) 
( 1 6) 
(17) 
(18) 
Takingaboveexpressionsofu,'!!:,~ and · (11) (13) (14) (18) · ax az w, t. e. eq. ' ' ' mto eq. 
( 9) , then integrating and arranging them 
a'u = !1... + ph3f(x) (}!__ af(x) + f(x)ah' + hf(x) (l_}') 
az2 pax 11 60 ax . 24ax 120kp ox 
(19) 
Removing f ( x) from eq. ( 5) , (1 0) , 02) , (19) and arranging them , we get 





Eq. (20) is the mathematical model established in this paper, i.e. the differential re-
lation of pressure change with leakage rate, pressure, temperature and geometrie parame-
ters of the passage. 
Using numerical method to solve above equation, we can get the value of leakage 
and pressure distribution in flow field under defined condition. 
EXPERIMENT 
Experimental device scheme is shown in figure 2. The construction of experimental 
part is shown in figure 3, working media are R12 and R22 respectively. The frist step is 
to charge liquid freen into vessel l and heat it. The vessel pressure is kept at desired value 
by adjusting heat power. Next open the valve v 1, high pressure gas goes into dry filter 3, 
water and oil are absorbed. Then gas is heated to a determined temperature by superheater 
4. Finally, gas goes into part 5 where circumferential leaking occurs. In this paper, the ef-
fect of high pressure and smallest clearance on leakage is studied experimentally a1ming at 
Rl2 and R22 respectively. In order to avoid the effect of surrounding temperature on the 
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leakage, the whole experimemtal part is soaked)n a constant-temperature-water sink. 
In order to ensure that leaking gas goes only through clearance of radius direction, we 
sealed other passages where gas may leak. 
COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION ABOUT CALCULATING 
RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 
In order to compare under the same conditions, the calculating results of three models and the results of experiments are all shown in figure 4 ,.5. We named model A for that es-
tablished in this paper, model B for nozzle flow model and model C for viscous model. Ob-
viously, the calculating results of model A is the best comparing with t)le experimental re-
sults. 
From figure 4 , it can be known that when pressure difference between high pressure cavity and low pressure cavity is small, the calculating results of model A and C are simi-
lar and accuration. In this case, the change of gas velocity in leaking fluid field is small, 
the inertia force in this time is small and can be neglected. On the contrary, the effect of inertia foree is bigger than that of viscous force, the calculating results of model A and B are more accurate than that of model C. 
From figure 5, we can see that when clearance is small, the calculating results of model A and C are similar to experimental results, but when clearance is big, the results of model Care not so good. The reason is that when clearance is small, the divalent deriva-
tive of gas partial velocity u (along x direction) is very big in the direction of passage height, so viscous item is bigger than inertia item, the latter can be neglected. Undet the condition of big clearance, the conclusion is opposite. When the clearance is in middle size, the results of model A and C all are not so idea. 
On the whole ,because model A contains the effect of viscous force and inertia force at the same time, its calculating results is the smallest and the best comparing with experimen-tal results. While the pressure difference and clearance is small, the effect of viscous force is dominant, the intention of curve A is similar with that of curve C. As the pressure dif-ference and the clearance is big, the effect of inertia force is dominant, the trend of curve A is similar with that of curve B. But when pressure difference and clearance is in middle value, the effect of viscous force and inertia force are almost same, the trend of curve A is between that of curve B and C. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. Comparing with the nozzle flow model and viscous flow model, the new calculating model which considers viscous force and inertia force at the same time is great developed. 
The accuracy of its calculating results is improved obviously. Both the nozzle flow model and viscous flow model have positive deviation. 
2. When clearance and pressure difference are small, the effect of viscous force on 
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leaking flow is bigger than that of inertia force, on the contrary, the effe
ct of inertia force 
is dominant. 
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ABSTRACT 
In gener~l. the v~bration of rolling pi~ton type rotary compres-sors is greater th~n that of reciprocat~ng compressors because the compressor-motor unit is flXed to the shell. It ls therefore neces-sary that refrlgerators utilizlng rotary compressors incorporated a vibration-proof design. 
This paper refers to the experlmental Vlbratl.on reduction study of rotary compressors (hor1zontally installed) for household refrig-erators and other appliances. The vibration of rotary compressors conslsts of the rotational v1bration caused by thot speed varlation of the shaft and of the l.mbalance vibration CdUsed by the mass ntbalance in the rotat1on system. There are various methods for reducing the rotat~onal vlbratlon. Thls study researched the dynamic damper. It will be- shown that the dynamlc damper, using a hellcal extension sprlng applied to the outside of the shell, is effective ln reducing Vlbration. In regards to the imbalance vibration, thls paper re-searched the ~nfluence of the number of correction planes and the accuracy of the balancing. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Vlbratlon of the compressor-motor unit itself is substan-tl.ally smaller than that of reciprocating compressors because rolling plston · type rotary compressors do not have such a large reclprocating inertla force as that of reciprocating compressors. The actual vibra-tlon of the_ shell sectlon, however, lS greater than that of a recipro-catlng compressor. Th~s is because, for a recl.procating compressor, the compressor-motor unit lS dampened by means of spr~ng~. and on a rotary compressor, in contrast, the v~bration of the compressor-motor unlt is transferred directly to the shell 
In rotary compressors, therefore, the reduct~on of both noise and vibratlon are very important. For thls reason, in rotary compressors for a~r cond~t1oning, two cylinder compressors have come into w~de use, But ln rotary compressors for household refrigerators, it is the real state that the v1bration reduction of a compressor ltself has not so much been studied. 
Th1s paper refers to the result of the experlmental study of the vlbration reduction method for rotary compressors by the cause of vibration. 
STRUCTURE 
Fig.l shows the structure of Matsushita's horizontal rotary com-pressor for household refrigerators. A motor-stator is shr1nk-fitted dlrectly to the shell, and the compressor-motor unit is weld-fitted to the shell through the main bearing whose outer circumference is round. The vibrat1on of the compressor-motor unit, therefore, is transferred 
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directly to the shell resulting in the generation o
f vibration and 
no1se. 
VIBRATION OF ROTARY COMPRESSOR 
The v1bration of a rotary compressor can be divided i
nto 3 forms: 
(1) rotational vibrat1on caused by the speed var~ati
on of the shaft, 
(2) imbalance vibration caused by the mass ~mbalance
 ~n the rotation 
system, and {3) reciprocative vibration caused by t
he reciprocation 
inertia force due to the vane reciprocatJng movement.
 
Firstly, the levels of the respective vibration form
s of current 
rotary compressors (d1splacement: 5 em' class) were c
ompared with each 
other by a modal analys1s. As shown in Fig.2, the 
vibration level 
rate of each vibrat~on form, that is, rotational Vlb
ration : 1mbalance 
v1brat1on : rec1procative Vlbration ~s 4 : 1 : negllg
lble. Rotational 
vibration is the most serious. 
It is therefore the most important to reduce the
 
Vlhration. There are various methods for reducin
g the 
Vlbrat1on. This study was made on a dynamic damper
 as a 
reduc1ng method, which does not lower the eff1cienc
y and 





In addition, another study was made on the correlat
ion between 
the accuracy of the balancing and the imbalance vib
ration, wh1ch 1s. 
cons1dered to be a serious problem where the rotatio
nal v1bration 1s 
reduced. 
STUDY OF ROTATIONAL VIBRATION REDUCTION 
Appl_~cat1on of Dyn~mi.<:: _Damper to .~ompre~or 
·In gerieral, th~ appl1cat1on of a dynamic damper to a compr
essor 
can be expressed as a v1bration form of a series of
 two degrees of 
freedom. That is, it is expressed as the vibration 
proof supporting 
system considered to be a series of one degree of fr
eedom to which a 
dynamic damper of a series of one degree of freedom i
s added. 
Generally, the vibration damping effect of the dynam1
c damper can 
be determined from the following equations. 
Natural angular 
frequency of body 
w,= (k. vm. 
Body amplitude ratio 
Natural angular frequency 
of dynamlc damper- (when c=O)• 
f..l."'~ m, 
In general, as shown in Fig.3(a), dynam1c damper-s a
r-e used to 
avoid the r-esonance fr-equency which may hecome a prob
lem. In compres-
sors, however, because K, of a vibration proof supp
orting system is 
extremely lessened, the compressor may not be resona
ted at operating 
frequency. Therefore, the dynam1c damper is not us
ed for avo1d~ng 
resonance but for reducing vibration by let,ting 1t d
amp the vibration 
of a compressor itself as shown in Fig.3(b). 
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Study on A Wl.de Y..'~riety of"}~:t_nam:h_c:__Da[U_p_e_! 
In applying dynamic dampers to compressors, larger vibration damping effect and w1der band of Vl.bration damping effect (frequency area in wh1ch vibration is damped by addl.ng a dynaml.C damper) are preferred, The reason for the above is because there is the disper~ sion of the resonance frequency of the dynaml.c damper itself and also l.t may be used for both 50Hz and 60Hz operation. Moreover, it is naturally required to secure reliability. Based on these matters, the authors studied some types of dynamic dampers. 
A dynamic damper consists of a mass, spring, and damper,· and it l.s important how to set the spring and damper in particular. Because of a wide varl.ety of dynaml.c dampers, the follow1ng- four types were studied: the rubber type, col.l sprl.ng type, beam type, and helical extens1on spring type utill.zl.ng the lateral bend1ng of a contact spring having inl.tl.al tension shown in Fig.4. For these studies, an exciter was used in the experiments. Fig.S shows the vibration dampl.ng characteristics (vl.bratl.on characteristl.cs w1th dynamic damper 1 vibration characterl.stics without dynamic damper) in each type. The experl.ments revealed that l.n the rubber type, although a maxl.rnum quantity of the vibration dampl.ng effect was inferior to that of other types, the effect band l.s broad and excell~nt. As shown 1n Fig.6, however, the varl.at1on of resonance frequency to that of temperature is extremely large. This seems to be caused by the variation of the spring constant due to the change of the hardness of the rubber caused by the change 1n temperature. And this will harmfuly affect the stability and long period reliability of the compressors. The col.l spring type prov1des us with a large maximum damping effect but an effect of a narrow band. In the beam type damper, damp~ng effect character~stl.cs are excellent, but there ~s a problem in reliabill.ty. The dampl.ng effect characteristics l.n the helical extension spring is the most excellent, but even in this type, a problem involves the variation of the resonance frequency due to the excit1ng force as shown 1n Fig.7. It is cons1dered that th~s change.occurs because the lateral spr1ng constant exhibits a nonll.near characterlstic due to the excitlng force, because of the utilization 'of the lateral bend of the contact spring havlng an initlal tension force. However, by setting the resonance frequency of the damper to the value at the time when the compressor is highly loaded, the vibratl.on can be prevented from amplifylng. Since the effect band of this type l.S broad, 1t is considered that a comparatively stable v1brat1on damping force can be obtal.ned. 
The authors concluded from the results mentl.oned above that the herical extenslon spring type l.S the best considerl.ng the stability, reliability, and effect. 
Application of Hell.cal Extension Sprlng Type Dynamic Damper !E_~ompE~~~o_r ----------------·-------------
It 1s the specificatlons of mass (1.e., weight and shape), the specification of springs (l..e., w1re diameters, mean diameter, number of turns and the l.nl.tl.al tension force) that is the most l.mportant for determining the v1brat10n damping effect and resonance frequency in a hel1cal tension sprl.ng type dynamic damper. Fi.g.8 shows the variation of the vibration damping characteristic while the initial tension varies in the case of the same sprlng constant. As the initial tensl.on is smaller, the resonance frequency becomes low, and the Vlbration dampl.ng effect also becomes small. This reveals that the 1nit1al tensl.on i~ an important factor for determinl.ng a resonance frequency and vlbration damping effect. 
In addltion, there are the followlng three factors affecting the vibratlon damping effect other than that mentioned above: the d1mension a between the vibratl.on center and the center of gravity of mass, d1mens:LOn B between the spring fixing position (the position where sprl.ng force works to cancel compressor vibration) and the 
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cente.t" of gravity of mass, and dimens1on y between the center of 
vibration and the position where the spring is fixed. Fig.9 shows the 
diagram of the dimensl.on " , II , y . 
Since the rotat1onal v1bration reduction 1s equivalent to ~he 
torque variat1on reduct1on, the vibration damping effect is propor-
tional to the generated spring force and the d1mension y. Moreover, 
the generated spr1ng force is proportional to the inertia force of 
mass which is determined by the dimension a. Consequently, as the 
vibration damping effect is proport1onal to the dimension a , y , the 
internal installation of a dynamic damper in a compressor, wh1ch means 
the dimension a , y is smaller, 1S not effective. In that case, only 
the vibrat1on damp1ng effect up to 15% is expected according to our 
research. A large extent of the v1brat1on damp1ng effect 1s only 
expected to be achieved when 1nstalled ex~ernally. 
On the other hand, the dimension p 1s an important factor wh1ch 
affects the buckllng of the sprlng. The generated spr1ng force and 
the resonance frequency change nonlinerly when the spr1ng 1s buckled. 
Therfore, it is necessary to decide the d:~.mensicm p w:~. thout the 
buckling of the spr1ng under all operating condltions. 
Effect of Applicati~~~£. ~efri<;;r~r~~-~r- lrl_ Fielc_l 
Based on the aforementioned result, the authors evaluated the 
vibrat:~.on reduction effect with the helical extension spring type 
dynamlc damper externally 1nstalled to a refr1gerator 1n the f1eld. 
Fig.lO and Table 1 show the result. Excellent vibrat1on damping 
effect could be ~btained, and the degree of reduction reached near the 
level of imbalance vibrat1on. 
The vibration of the rotary compressor of the refrigerator 1n the 
field includes the vibrat1on caused by the resonance of the system 
piping in the radial direct1on other than rotational vibration. Since 
when the system piping is resonated, the generated spring force wo"rks 
so as to reduce large rotational vibration 1n the dynamic damper, the 
phase relation to the rotational vibration at the position where the 
dynamic damper is installed becomes important. In the case of the 
same phase, the vibration in the radial direction is also dampened, 
but 1n the case of the reverse phase, the vibrat1on in the radial 
direction increases. 
STUDY OF IMBALANCE VIBRATION REDUCTION 
The rotational v1brat1on becomes the most serious problem in the 
vibration of a rotary compressor. It could be reduced to the exten~ 
of the level of imbalance vibration by externally applying the helical 
extens1on spring type dynamic damper. So, in the imbalance vibration, 
we exam1ned the influence of the number of correction planes and the 
accuracy of the balanc:~.ng as it pertains to imbalance v:~.bration. 
F1g.ll shows the arrangement of balance weights 111 a horizontal 
rotary compressor. In order to balance the eccentric sect1on of a 
shaft and piston, in general 1ncluding the case 1n our company, 
two-plane balanc1ng {two balance weights) are used by means of the 
balance weights M2 and M3. Th1s t1me, add1ng the weight M4, three-
plane balanc1ng {three balance weights), by which the we1ght reduction 
of the balance weights M2 and M3 1s possible, were also studied. If 
the d1rect1on of gravity of balance weights is completely same or 
opposlte to the eccentric of the shaft, the ratio of the imbalance 
moment 1n each correction plane can be shown in Table 2- It means 
good balancing that each ratio of the 1mbalance moment {Cn) gets 
near l. 
Fig.l2 shows the character1stics of the rat1o of the 1mbalance 
moment {Cn) in two-plane balancing. The weight of M2 1s adJusted by 
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the number of steel sheets; and the number of steel sheets determines C3 approxlmately. And when the number of steel sheets (M2) is constant, C2 is determined automatically by determining Cl. That is, in this study the'evaluation of the number of steel sheets (M2) ·and the rat1o of the imbalance moment Cl was made. 
Balancing Study Sp~cif~~~ion~ 
A study was made on both of (l) evaluation of shaft behav1or and bearing deformation and (2) vibration evaluatlon of a compressor, regard1ng the models different weights and the arrangement of balance weights. The models on which the study was made are as follows: 
Model A:two-plane ha!anctng (M2, M3);6alance ramoval wetght(Cl=l.3) Model B:two-plane balancing (M2, M3);Balance adJUsting we1ght(Cl=l.l) Model c:thtee-plane balancing (M2,M3,M4);Balance adJUsting Wetght(Cl•l.l) Model D:non tmbalance (Ml to M4 none, With rotor) · 
Ro!~!.~.!:'- Char~_.:!_e:r:_~stics of~_otor 
The authors, first of all, measured the shaft behav1or and bearing deformation of the shaft and bearing arrangement in the compressor by means of the bearing test machine. Fig.l3 shows the structure of the bear1ng test machlne and measuring method. As shown in the Fig.l3, the same test bear1ngs (main bearing and sub-bearing) as those of a compressor are f1xed to the bearing test machine. In addition, the test shaft is connected to the inverter motor so that the motor may be dr1Ven at any speed. An eccentric section is mounted on the test shaft and a rotor 1s also mounted. An eddy current type gap sensor was used to measure shaft behavior and bear1ng deformation 1n the X axis and Y axis directions. Fig.l4 shows an example of the measuring result of the rotation locus (posit1on a ) of the rotor. As shown in Fig.l4, the rotation locus of the rotor becomes like a circle. 
As a result of the above-mentioned measurement 1n the models aforementioned, the following were disclosed. (1) In a horizontal rotary compressor, even if the balance is adjusted perfectly by two~plane balancing, the rotation of the rotor 1s 62/80~m(50/60Hz). 
(2) The rotat~on of the rotor ~s 
balance by three-plane balancing. 
Imb"!lanc'."_ V~brati_~n Chara_!Oter~stic~ 
41/47~m(50/60Hz) by adJusting 
Thls is 40% reduction. 
F1g.lS shows the imbalance vibrat1on measur1ng results in the compressor of the models A to D. It also shows the ~mbalance vibra-tion character1stics (60Hz) to the rat1o of the ~mbalance moment Cl. As a result, when the ratio of the imbalance moment Cl is 1.1 or less, ·compared to non imbalance, imbalance v1brat10n is nearly the same level, about 16% to the rotational Vlbration. But, when the ratio of the imbalance moment Cl becomes 1.3, the lmbalance vibration increases up to about 82% to the rotational Vlbration. These results reveal that lmbalance vibration 1ncrease on the ratio of the imbalance moment Cl, similar to a curve of a secondary degree. 
Fig.l6 shows the characteristics of the imbalance v1brat~on pre-dlcted based on the measuring result of the vibration of compressors of the models A to D. Fig.l6 also dlsc!ose the following matters: When comparison is made between two-plane balancing and three-plane balancing, it lS cleared that both t.he rotat1on of the rotor and imbalance vibration in three-plane balancing is smaller than those in two-plane balancing at the same operat2on frequency. And the differ-ence between the two becomes remarkable during the rotation at h1gh speed in particular. ( 1 and 111 points IV and v points) When comparison is made between the two at Cl~l.l and 90Hz, the rotation of the rotor is 165/78~m (two/three-plane balancing), and the 1mbalance Vlbrat1on is about 29/19% to the rotational vibration. ( m 
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point V po1nt) - Therefore, the imbalance v1bration 
in three-plane balancing J.S the same level as at 60Hz in 
under 90Hz 
two-plane 
balancing. ( 1 point v point) 
The collection of aforementJ.oned result are as follows. 
(1) The rotation of the rotor and the imbalance v1bration of th
e 
compressor can be suppressed to a min1mum by making the ratio 
of the imbalance moment Cl within a range of 1±0.1. 
(2) Even in three-plane balancing, the imbalance vibration is no
t 
improved at an operation frequency of 60Hz or less compared to 
that in two-plane balanc1ng. That 1s, even 1n two-plane bal-
ancing, imbalance vibration can be suppressed to a minimum by 
sufficiently balancing. At an operat1on frequency of over 60Hz, 
however, the effect of the reduction of 1mbalance vibration is 
large in three-plane balancing. 
CONCLUSION 
A study was made to reduce rotational vibrat1on and 1mbalance 
vibrat1on which become a problem in part1cular 1n horizontal rota
ry 
compressors for household refrigerators. Regard1ng rotational vJ.b
ra-
tion, by externally installing a helical extension spring type dynam
ic 
damper to a compressor, rotational vibrat1on was reduced to nearly ·t
he 
level of imbalance vi~rat1on at an operat1ng frequency of 50/60H
z. 
Regarding imbalance vibration, it was clarified that at an operati
ng 
frequency of 60Hz or less in part1cular, even in two-plane balancl.n
g, 
the imbalance vibration can be suppressed at the same level as 
in 
three-plane balancing by conducting sufficient balance adJustmen
t. 
But three-plane balancing can reduce the rotatJ.on of the rotor, mo
re 
than two-plane balancing, and it is effective for J.mproving reli
a-
bility between shaft and bear1ngs. In addition, at a higher operati
on 
frequency over 60Hz, the reduction effect of imbalance vibration ow1
ng 
to three-plane balancing is large. 
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Fig.4 Type ot Dynamic Damper 
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Table.2 The Ratio of Imbalance Moment(Cn) 
C 1 :M3·R3(L 1 +L2)/(M2·R2·L 1) 
Two-Plane Solonclng C2=M3·R3·L2/(M 1 •R 1 ·L 1 ) 
C3=M2·R2·L2/{M 1 ·R 1 (L 1 +L2Jf 
C 1 ={M3•R3(L 1 +L2l+M4·R4•L31/(M2·R2·L 1) 
Three-Plane Balancing C2={M3·R3·L2+M4·R4(L 1 +Uli/(M 1·R 1·L 1) 
C3:{M2·R2·L2+M4·R4(L 1 +L2+L3))/{M 1 •R 1 (L 1 +L2)) 
C4={M 1 •R 1·L3+M3·R3(L 1 +L2+L3)1/{M2·R2(L 1 +U)} 
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® : Measuring of Rotation Diameter of The Rotor Top 
<lil : Measuring of Shaft Behavior of the Sub Bearing Side. 
a:>,®: Measuring- of Shaft Locus in the Main,Sub Beonng. 
® ,11), Meosur~no of Ma1n,Sub Bearing Deformot,on. 
® : Measur1ng of Cronk Angle. 
Fig.13 Test Equipment(Bearing Test Machine) 
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STATIC AND DYNAMIC CALIBRATION OF A TRIAXIAL FORCE GAGE FOR 
MONITORING THE STRUCTUREBORNE FORCES WITHIN A FREON 
COMPRESSOR 
D. L. Young, Graduate Research Assistant 
L. D. Mitchell, Randolph Professor of Mechanical Engineering 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Blacksburg, VA 24061-0238 
INTRODUCTION 
Reciprocating freon compressors are commonly used in air conditioning and heat pump applications. Compressor manufacturers are interested in understanding how internal structural and acoustical energy travels to become acoustical energy outside of the sealed shell. Basic understanding of this nature will allow new designs to be developed that will be quieter than present units. Three· key areas for analysis are the motor I crankcase assembly, the acoustic and structural transmission paths between this assembly and the shell, and the acoustic radiation behavior of the shell among other things. The identification of the transmission paths requires measurement of the compressor assembly forces on the shell. The most dominant paths should be the support springs and the freon in the shell. The freon path is easily measured with a pressure transducer but measurement of the forces from the springs is difficult without modification of the compressor. 
INSTALLATION 
The Kistler 9251 A triaxial force gage was chosen to measure the interaction forces between the compressor support springs and the shell. These forces, if measured, can be correlated to the acoustic. output of the compressor to determine the importance of the individual paths and can also be used to drive a finite element model of the compressor. The force gage shown in Fig. 1 is 0.945 in (24 mm) square with a height of 0.394 in (1 0 mm). It is a charge-mode piezoelectric transducer which can measure both axial and two lateral forces passing through the support springs. This force gage has a force range of 2200 lbf (9800 N) in compression and 1100 lbf (4900 N) in shear with the standard 5600 lbf (25,000 N) preload. It can withstand the freon environment and the AC field produced by the motor during com-pressor operation. The main disadvantages of this force gage are the required preload, the possibility of large moments at startup cracking the quartz crystals, and the modifications in the compressor necessary for installation. 
A typical compressor has two identical support springs that rest on brackets spot welded to the side of the shell (see Fig. 2) and a centering spring at the top that rests against a mount which is spot welded to the top of the shell (see Fig. 3). It was a challenge to devise the mounting assemblies necessary for the force gages without significantly stiffening or mass loading the shell. Kistler approved a 3750 lbf (16,700 N) preload for our application in order to measure the lateral forces and improve its tolerance. to the high moments at compressor startup. The mating surfaces must be as smooth and plane as practical. A small boss was machined on each of these surfaces to fit within the recesses at the edge of the mounting hole in the force gage (see Fig. 1, Isometric view only) to aid in alignment during Installation and to ensure the transmission of the lateral forces to the transducer. Stops were also installed to limit the compressor motion at startup to limit the startup moments. 
The standard lower spring support bracket is shown in Fig. 2. The spring retaining post was removed and the assembly shown in Fig. 4 was installed in its place. The threaded force gage mount fits inside of the bracket in place of the spring retainer post and was silver soldered to the end of the bracket. The disk at the top of this mount provides the required 
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matin_g surface for the force gage and rests on top of the modified bracket. The spring mount 
that f1!s. on top of t.he transducer mimics .the old post. It has straight sides up to the height of 
the ongmal post mtnus the force gage he1ght and platform thicknesses. It then slopes back to 
the center at approximately 10 degrees to avoid contact with the spring. The extra height 
ensures that the spring cannot hop off the mount. A 0.25 in Allen head bolt fits through the 
spring mount and force gage with the transducer mount serving as the nut. In order to keep 
the compressor in the same position relative to the bracket, three of the four dead coils at the 
base of the stock springs were removed to account for the added height from the force gage 
installation. 
The top spring mount was more difficult to design. The standard top spring retainer is 
shown in Fig. 3. The assembly that was installed in its place is shown in Fig. 5. A 0.25 in thick 
threaded disk was silver soldered to the top of the shell to provide a solid base for the force 
gage. The spring mount was designed to be similar to the original spring retainer with enough 
clearance in the center to allow a 5/16 in hex-head bolt to be installed. The four holes in the 
side of the spring mount help reduce the weight. The top spring has no dead coils so the 
spring well in the motor cap was deepened to allow for the extra height of the force gage 
installation. 
STATIC CALIBRATION 
The unloaded sensitivity calibrations for the transducers were used when applying the 
preload. Once the transducers are preloaded these sensitivity values are no longer valid. 
Since the standard Kistler preload and hardware were not used in this application, a static 
calibration needed t~? be performed as described by Soom and Kubler [4]. 
The static calibration was performed using several weights ranging from 1 lbf (4.448 ·N) 
to 8.66 lbf (38.52 N). Limited clearance inside the shell prevented some weights from being 
used in all of the calibrations. The weights were either set on or hung from the force gage 
along one of its primary axes. The charge amplifier was set to the long time constant to allow 
time to read the voltage output from a digital voltmeter before significant decay. The amplifier 
was reset and if there was not any significant drift in the voltage readings the force gage was 
unloaded and the steady-state voltage value was recorded. A number of values were taken 
with each weight and averaged. These averaged values were used in the linear regression fit 
of the charge_sensitivity. The lateral sensitivity values were averaged to find a single sensitivity 
value for both of these axes. A typical sensitivity calibration for all three axes is shown in Fig. 
6. 
DYNAMIC CALIBRATION 
An impact test was then performed to verify the force gage dynamic calibration. This 
type of dynamic test requires an instrumented modal hammer which has a built-in force gage 
and a multi-channel fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyzer. For this type of calibration the 
spring mount was impacted with a modal hammer along a primary axis of the force gage. The 
FFT analyzer is set to trigger on the impulse from the hammer and records the time responses 
of both the hammer and triaxial force gage or accelerometer. These time responses are 
Fourier transformed into the frequency domain. The individual channel spectra and cross 
spectra between the channel are averaged over several impacts to improve accuracy. The 
cross spectrum and auto-spectrum are used to determine the frequency response function 
(FRF) between the hammer force and the force gage output. This FRF is the dynamic cali-
bration of the transducer. The time responses from an impact test is shown in Fig. 7 and the 
averaged auto spectrums are shown in Fig. 8. The stiffness of the tip on the hammer and the 
compliance of the structure limit the frequency range of an impact test. The impulse in the 
time response narrows as the combined stiffness of the tip and structure increases. · As the 
impulse narrows, the frequency range required to represent it increases and the quality 
frequency range of the data is generally the ·1 0 dB point in the force autospectrum. The 
coherence between the input and output is also used as a reference to indicate FRF quality 
and possible bias error in the frequency response function. 
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The frequency response function between the hammer impact on the spring mount and 
the force gage response was expected to be smooth with a rise in sensitivity as the transducer 
assembly reached its first resonance frequency. The actual response as shown in Fig. 9 
turned out to contain a number of apparent resonances beginning at approximately 800 Hz. 
The time response values showed an impulse for the modal hammer and the impulse followed 
by a ringing from the triaxial force gage indicative of its functioning as an accelerometer. 
Several impact tests were then performed attempting to correlate the force gage response to 
the accelerations of the spring mount or the support bracket. The frequency response 
between the force gage and an accelerometer mounted perpendicular to the shell on the end 
of the lower bracket under the force gage shown in Fig. 10 indicated that the distortion in the 
direct impact calibration was due to the effects of the force gage assembly being mounted on 
a light dynamic structure and in turn it acting as an accelerometer. The hammer impact was 
on the outside of the shell at a spot of high curvature which has 'a lower compliance and 
should yield a wider frequency range of the impact. This was the only axis and mount that 
exhibited a fairly clean correlation between the force gage and accelerometer. This means 
that the spring adapter mass was acting like an inertial mass on top of a force gage. This 
combination made an accelerometer. The remaining comparison for accelerometer to force 
for the other directions had many peaks in their frequency response functions. This did not 
conclusively attribute the peaky FRF from the direct impact calibration shown in Fig. 9 to the 
dynamic forces from the relative motion between the spring mount and the support bracket. 
Another test was devised to verify that the transducer assembly was acting like an 
accelerometer on a light dynamic structure. A solid steel cylinder with a diameter of 4.0 in and 
a height of 7.5 in was machined and threaded to accept the 0.25 in bolt used in the side 
compression mounting spring force gage assemblies. This cylinder weighed approximately 25 
lb and should serve as inertial base for the test. This cylinder was estimated to have it first 
transverse resonance above 12 kHz which is above our frequency range of interest. Axial 
modes were significantly above this frequency. One of the side force gages and its spring 
mount were removed and fastened to this cylinder. A direct impact test on the spring mount 
produced the smooth FRF shown in Fig. 11 which was originally expected. This helped 
validate the hypothesis that the distortion in the frequency response from a direct impact of the 
force gage was a result of the shell and bracket response showing up as inertial forces in the 
triaxial force gage. The force gage was then removed and reinstalled on the support spring 
bracket and recalibrated statically. 
It should be apparent from the above work that the triaxial force gage installation has an 
acceleration sensitivity. Using the experiments with the accelerometer to force gage 
companson when mounted on the flexible shell, one can determine the various force gage 
sensitivities to acceleration. The inertial mass above the side spring mount force gage is 
apprpximately 0.10 Ibm (44 gm) which agrees with the FRF in Fig. 10. This means the force 
gage has an acceleration sensitivity along this axis of 0.1 lbf/g (0.44 N/g). The acceleration 
sensitivity should be the same for the other axes with the peaks in the other force gage to 
accelerometer frequency response functions the result of angular acceleration. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The Kistler 9251A triaxial force gage can be very useful in measuring interaction forces 
between structures. The modifications necessary to install it require planning to minimize local 
stiffening and mass loading effects. ln·situ static calibration will be necessary when the 
standard preload and preload hardware· are not used. A dynamic calibration using an 
instrumented hammer can be used to verify the static calibration value and to determine the 
acceleration sensitivity of the force transducer assembly. When the force transducer is 
measu.ring the interaction forces between two structures the acceleration sensitivities may be 
insignificant. However, as is the case here the acceleration·based inertia forces of the spring 
mounts are true forces being "felt" by the shell so that they must be accepted as a true excitation force. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
The use of the Kistler 9251 A triaxial force gage on light dynamic structures needs more 
study. The hypothesis that the peaky FRF is the result of an inertial mass on top of a force 
gage needs to be verified. The good correlation between the radial force measurement and 
the acceleration of the bracket help verify this but does not conclusively prove it. An 
acceleration sensitivity study in conjunction with a modal survey of the structure may identify 
and quantify the acceleration sensitivity and the structural vibration modes responsible for the 
peaks. 
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Fig. 8: Energy spectrums from an impact test 
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gage assembly mounted on the c
ylinder 
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MODAL ANALYSIS OF A COMPRESSOR SHELL AND CAVITY FOR EMITIED NOISE REDUCTION 
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ABSlRACT 
This work concems the design of a domestic refrigerator compressor for noise and vi-bration control. 
Sources of noise and vibrations and the mechanisms of their propagation to the environment are first reviewed in the introduction.· 
The following sections then focus on the vibrations of the gas in the cavity inside the compres-sor shell and on the vibrations of the shell itself . 
An interpretative model of modes of vibration of the shell is also given, showing that modes can be classified in two groups: those involving side walls and those involving end-caps. 
IN"1RODUCTION 
The request for systems of refrigeration with better performance, both in terms of energy consumption, and in terms of the vibrations generated and the noise spread into the surroundings, has been acquiring more and more importance. As a result of such demanding requirements, the planning and design of compressors need put greater emphasis on noise control and this demands the use of more and more sophisticated techniques, both experimen-tal and theoretical. Furthermore, considering the recent EEC regulations and instructions con-cerning the reduction of chlor-fluor-carbides in the atmosphere, a further effort in noise control is necessary since the thermodynamic cycles with the new fluids are less favourable from this point of view. 
In a conventional compressor, noise is substantially caused mainly by the shell which (stimulated by the springs, by pressure fluctuations of the refrigerating fluid, by the discharge piping and by the lubricating oil) vibrates and spreads the noise into the surroundings. Figure 1 shows a scheme of the mechanisms which generate vibrations, their mechani-sms of transmission, and the parts of the compressor which, by transforming the vibrations into pressure waves, make up the sources of sound which radiate towards the immediate sur-roundings. 
The vibrations originate substantially from the motion of the compressor body suspended ela~ stically and from the pressure fluctuations of the refrigerating gas present in the intake and di-scharge. 
The compressor is set in motion by the forces due to: the unb"alancing of the rotating parts, the forces deriving from the masses with alternating (piston) or alternating and rotatory (connecting rod) motion, and, to a lesser degree, the impulse forces caused by the closure of the valves and by magnetic forces. 
The pressure waves, which spread into the intake and discharge piping, are instead produced by the thermodynamic compression cycle and valve action. In fact the valves open and close at the same frequency as that of the rate of rotation, and since their motion is impul-sive rather than harmonic, pressure fluctuations with consistent superior harmonic compo-nents are generated. Such fluctuations first excite certain acoustic modes of the cavity, and then the shell containing it. 
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Another important source of excitation is represented by the turbu
lence and by the release of 














Fig. 1 • Scheme of vibration and noise generation and transmissio
n. 
Figure 2 shows a typical 
noise spectrum. 
As can be obser· 
ved from the figure and 
from what other authors 
[1,2,3] have already poin· 
ted out, three fields of 
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Fig. 2 ·Typical noise spectrum of a conventional type of com· 
pressor. 
-low frequenctes (under 
1000 Hz}: low frequency 
noise is related to the ri· 
gid vibrations of the 
shell, caused by the fluid 
pulsing in the cavity in 
which it is contained and 
by the forces transmitted 
through the discharge 
pipe and the suspension 
springs of the compres-
sor body; 
- medium frequencies (1200.2600 Hz): This interval is dominated
 by the fluids (refrigerating 
and lubricating} contained in the cavity; this kind of excitation giv
es rise to flexure vibrations 
of the shell and they mainly come from intake gas pressure fluctu
ations. The unbalancing of 
the rotating shaft, whose basic critical speed is in this range produc
es stimuli which should not 
be neglected; 
- high frequencies (above 2500 Hz): high frequency noise is caused by th
e vibrations origina· 
ting from the impulsive action of the valves and from turbulence.
 Such vibrations are trans-
n;~itted to the shell by the compressor suspension springs and by t
he discharge pipe of the re-
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frigerating gas. Besides narrow band noise above 2500 Hz can be generated by magnetic-acoustic effects of the electtic motor. 
This work investigated the dynamic behaviour of the cavity and of .the containing shell with an aim to evidencing the importance of their influence on the noise emitted. Both the ca-vity and the shell have been modeled with finite elements and then the relative eigenvalues and autovectors were determined. Modal analysis was performed by varying some parame-ters, such as cavity dimension, oil level, shell thickness and curvature radii, with an aim to pointing out their importance on the values of the natural frequencies and on the modal sha-pes. 
MODAL ANALYSIS OF THECA VTIY 
The cavity, delimited by the compressor body and by the containing shell, was modeled with 191 finite elements; the modal analysis, conducted with the ADINAT code, was perfor-med on the assumption that the cavity contained freon at 60° C. 
Figure 3 shows the first 28 natural frequencies of the cavity of a traditional compressor; the fi-gure points out the modal density which is about 20 modes per 1000 Hz. Figure 4 schemati-cally represents the first eight vibration modes. The broken lines indicate the positions of the nodal planes. In the figures relative to modes 5 and 6 the arrows indicate the shifting of the nodal lines starting from the bottom and going to the top of the compressor. 
It can be noted that the first mode presents ventral zones (longitudinal extremities of the cavity) corresponding to the positions where the maximum pressure variations are veri-fied. The basic frequency value depends on the distance between the points of maximum pres-sure (equal to about twice the wave-length) and so, it is hardly influenced by small variations in form carried out on the cavity. 
In fact, there is no significant altering of the basic frequency when the cap is lowered, in such a way that the maximum distance between the· compressor body and the shell is less than 10 mm. The most important effect is the decrease of the spectrum density at low frequencies (from 9 modes under 1000Hz in the nominal shell to 5 in the case of the lowered cap). Raising the cap by 50 mm takes the spectrum density at the lower frequencies to 11 modes under 1000 Hz. Similar effects are produced by lowering or raising the oil level. 
The analyses carried out have shown that the values of the natural frequencies are not substantially altered by small variations in form compatible with production requirements. It should be noted that it is nevertheless advisable to reduce the gap between the compressor body and the shell in order to increase the modal damping values. The suppression of the un-desired effect of some modes seem possible only with the use of suitable acoustic resonators [4]. 
2500r-------------------------------~ 





Fig. 3 • Natural frequency of the cavity of the conventional compressor. 
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MODEN°l MODEN°2 
u = 317.81 [Hz] u"' 445.11 [Hz] 
c=l\lrS\~IrSI u uu ~ti GJ~ ~ 
MODEN°3 
u = 515.84 [Hz] 
\l = 595.15 [Hz] 
MODEN°5 MODEN"6 
u = 746.96 [Hz] \l = 783.17 [Hz] 
MODEN°7 MOOEN°8 
u = 856.98 [Hz) u = 907.95 [Hz] 
Fig. 4 - Scheme (not to scale) of the first eight vibration modes of the cavity
. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF 1HE SHELL MODES 
The review of the computed modal shapes of the shell (see next section), indicated that 
they belong to two classes (at least in the range of frequencies investigated here): 
- Class 1 shows large displacements in the lateral pseudo-cylindrical portion of the housing, 
while the end-caps remain practically undeformed. This was called the class of cylindrical modes 
(Fig.S). . . . . . -Class 2 shows large displacements at the domed end-plates, Without mvolvmg the cyhndncal 













Fig.S ·Class of cylindrical modes. 
n,z, m=l 
V=3312 Hz 
The very el(istence of the two classes means that end-caps and cylindrical body are we-
akly coupled (coupling weakness is probably due to the high stiffness of the fillets linking the 
cylindrical body to the caps). The weakness of coupling allows us to explain the cylindrical 
modes in terms of the modes of an 'equivalent' tube (regardless of the presence of the caps) and, 
in their tum, the end-cap modes in terms of the modes of an 'equivalent" circular domed plate. 
Closed-form solutions are available for tubes of circular cross-section, simply supported 
or damped at both ends and for drcular domed plates damped at their boundary [5]. 
Fig.S displays the first 16 modes of a tube simply supported at both ends. Height is equal 
to the height of the shell; radius is equal to the geometric mean of the two radiuses of the cylin-
drical part of the shell. 
Because of the circularity of the cross-section of the tube, modes are in groups of two, sharing 
the same eigenvalue. They are characterized by two wave numbers: n, the number of half-wa-
ves in the circumferential direction, and m, the number of half-waves in the axial direction. 
Fig.7 shows eigenvalues as a function of n, for a given m. Frequency does not monotonically in-
crease with n because the constraints applied at the ends of the tube (owing to its finite length) 
primarily affect the modes of vibration with low n. As Fig.S shows, form= 1, the minimum fre-










Fig.6 shows the modes of vibra~ 
tion of a drcular domed plate 
clamped at its boundary. The 
radius of the plate is the same 
as that of the tube above, and 
the radius of curvature of the 
dome is equal to the mean ra-
dius of curvature of the actual 
caps. As for the tube, the modes 
of vibration are characterized· 
by two wave numbers (again 
called n and m ). 
The eigenvalues are also 
shown in Fig.7, together with 
the eigenvalues of the tube. 
Since the former increase more 
rapidly than the latter, we find 
fewer end-cap modes than cy-
lindrical modes (up to the same 
frequency value). 
Fig. 6 ·Class of end-cap modes. 
The eigenvalues of a spherical 
shell with the same volume 
(and mean thickness) of the 
actual shell are also reported in 
Fig.7, to show the potential be-
nefits of good shell shape de-
sign. 
·····!:.""·--Equivalent Spherical Shell 
·····D···· (m=l) EquiYalem Cylinder Simply Supporred 
-----•----- (m:=2) Equivalent Cylinder Simply Supporced 
----0··-- (m=O) Equivalenc Cap 
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Wave number n 
Fig. 7- Eigenvalues of 'equivalent' spherical shell, domed end-plates and cylindrical body. 
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MODAL ANALYSIS OF 1HE SHELL 
The seven figures 8A~B-C~D·E-F-G represent the natural frequency values of the first 
twenty modes of vibration of the shell according to different geometrical configurations. 
In the figures the kind of vibration mode is also indicated with symbols: the first letterS 
indicates a symmetric mode, letter A an antimetric mode, the first number (n) shows the num-
ber of half-waves in the circumferential direCtion, and the second (m) shows the number of half-
waves in the axial direction. The letters T and B indicate modes characterized by deformations 
at the top and at the bottom respectively. 
As a reference the shell with a constant thickness of 2 mrn was assumed (fig. SA). 
Based on the results of the numeric analyses the following considerations can be made. 
An increase of 25% in the shell thickness (fig. 8B) increases the natural frequency values 
of the first 20 vibration modes by an average of 10.7% and the fundamental frequency by 8.6%; 
a more substantial increase of 50% (from 2 to 3 mm) involves an 18.9% increase in the natural 
frequencies and a 14.6% increase in the fundamental frequency (fig.SC). These results agree 
with the values supplied by the approximate formula proposed in [6]. 
The stiffening weld ring, obtained by interference coupling of the cap with the lower part 
(10 mm x 5 mm), increases the value of the first 20 natural frequencies by 2.0% (fig. 8D) while 
the fundamental frequency increases by 2.6%. 
A substantial increase in shell rigidity, and therefore of the natural frequency values was 
obtained by inserting double curvature surfaces (fig. BE) which, for the same internal dimen-
sions, involved a 5.5% increase in the shell overall length and a 6.6% increase in width. The na-
tural frequencies of the first twenty vibration modes increased by 15.5% on the average and the 
fundamental frequency increased by 22.6%, compared to the reference (Fig. SA) which shows 
simple curvature surfaces ort its sides. · 
The double curvature must be maintained throughout the whole surface of the shell, in 
fact the introduction, on the bottom, of flattened areas used for facilitating the welding of the 
feet, caused, in the case in question, a 15% decrease of the natural frequency value. 
The forming process for the shell causes variations in thickness, for example in the areas 
of greater shell curvature, thickness is reduced by about 20%. The natural frequency values of 
the shell with real thickenesses (variable from 2.5 mm to 1.8 mm) did not undergo variations of 
note (fig. SF), whereas the vibration modes instead, because of the greater flexibility of the bot-
tom, presented significant variations. For example, even the first vibration mode, type 5_3-1, is 
already slightly coupled with the bottom. 
In order to study the possibility of increasing the rigidity of the bottom, or of the cap, stif-
fening ribs were inserted, wherever the forming process permitted. The ribs inserted only on 
the cap (visible in fig. 60) raised the natural frequency, of the first mode, which only interests 
the cap, by about 300 Hz (fig. BG). -
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Fig. SA· Natural fre· 
quendes and type of 
modes of a shell ha· 
ving constant shell 
thickness and 
without ring stiffe-
ning due to welding 
seam. 
5000 r:::::-:-===-=--------;::::;;:::rl 
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Fig. SB - As the pre-
vious figure with 
shell thickness cons-
tant and equal to 2.5 
rnm. 
Fig. SC - As the pre-
vious figure with 
shell thickness cons· 
tant and equal to 3.0 
rnm .. 
Fig. 80 ·Natural fre· 
quendes and type of 
modes of a shell ha-
ving a ring stiffe-
ning due to the wel· 
ding seam 
(thickness=S.O mm, 
width= 10 mm) 
Fig. SE- Natural fre-
quencies and type of 
modes of a shell ha-
ving surfaces with 
double curvature 
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MODE NUMBER 
Fig. SF- Natural fre-
quencies and type of 
modes of a shell ha-
ving variable shell 
thickness. 
Fig. SG Natural fre-
quency and type of 
modes of a shell ha-
ving a rib applied 
on the top. 
Fig. 9A - First symmetric eigenrnode shape 
of case SF (type of mode 5_3_1-B). 
Fig. 9B - First antimetric eigenrnode shape 
of case SF (type of mode T_4_1). . 
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Fig. 9C- 20th symmetric eigenmode shape 
of case BG (type of mode 5_3-2-B). 
Fig. 9D - lOth symmetric eigenmode shape 
of case BG (type of mode S_T-B).-
CONCLUSIONS 
In this work the authors have presented some results on the numerical studies perf
onned on the 
cavity and shell with an aim to optimizing their acoustic behaviour. ' 
The study on the influence of the form of the cavity on the vibration modes has 
shown 
that small variations of form do not substantially alter the values of the natural freq
uencies. 
The study carried out on the shell has pointed out the possibilities of increasing i
ts rigi-
dity by means of operations that can be e<).sily carried out and that are compatible 
with produc-
tion requirements. 
A fmal remark concerns the importance of the interpretative scheme for improve
d pro-
duct quality. Knowledge of the existence of the two classes of modes and, above a
ll, knowledge 
of how much natural frequencies can be increased by moving toward spherical-lik
e shapes (Fig. 
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EIPEIIKBifAL IOD!L AIALYSIS OF A IBW SHELL FOR 
DOKESTIC IEFIIGEI!TIOI CO!PiESSOIS. 
M. Bucciarelli & F.M.Giusto 
Zanussi Elettro•eccanica s.p.A., Research and Develope•ent Depart•ent, 
Pordenone Italy. ' 
ABSUACT 
This paper reports about experiJental investigations conducted on shells 
for dolestic refriqeration co1pressors: the .. in qoal was to state the 
benefits in noise reduction obtainable with shells having surfaces of high 
curvature. 
Reasurnent data was collected and analysed e•ploying experilental 
1odal analysis techniques which are briefly described. 
The results obtained fro• the experi•ental 1odal analysis have been useful 
to understand the noise e•ission 1echanin and to tune a finite ele1ent 
todel of a new shell for her1etic co1pressors to be elployed in appliances 




Frequency response function 
Gu Positive frequency autospe.ctrUI 
Gxy PositiTe frequency crosspectru• 
Y1 y
2 Coherence function 
Fig.! - A typical reciprocatJnq compressor. 
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lJUOOUCTIOll 
Frequency response function aeasureaents were taken on a co1pressor shell 
consisting in a her•etic container aade of two aetal parts joined under 
static pressure and welded together along a closed curve. These two parts 
which the shell is •ade up of, are two circular or oval cylindrical bodies 
with doled end plates of rather coaplicated curvature. 
Usually t)le !ones of the shell surface are called, in a self-
explanatory way, Botto• Top and Side Walls; in the following text 
they will be referred to by these naaes.On the Side wall surface four 
boles are made: three of s.all dineter for welding Bundy or Copper 
tubes,the fourth, slightly bigger one, is used to weld the electrically 
insulated plug of the power supply of the co1pressors electrical 1otor 
(the ter1inal block of figure 1). Further•ore, on the Botto• of the shell 
two thick tetal sheets of rather si1ple qeo1etry are welded, usually at 
suitable points to fasten the co,pressor to the refrigerator cabinet. 
Once the coapnssor is closed inside its shell and is in a steady 
running condition, it is the shell surface that e1its 1ost of the sound 
(called Koise) and that gives it the characteristic signature ,i.e. :the 
shape of the Koise Spectru•. For this iaportant reason a large a1ount of 
the deulop•ent work for a new co1pressor shell is devoted to the 
analysis of the acoustic behaviour of the shell by 1eans of experi,ental 
·and theoretical Kodal Analysis. 
For the develop1ent of the new co1pressor shell a step by step 1ethod was 
followed: first of all a Finite Ele•ent 'Kodel was Jade fro• a shell 
having all the require1ents of qood qeo1etry for noise reduction 
purposes, once a reasonable shape was found, hperi1ental Kodal Analysis 
was carried out o-n a prototype shell and reslllts vere coapared in the 
effort to qet a 10re accurate 1odel and to acbieTe better r•sults. 
Fiq.2 - Experinental apparatus. 
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EIPEll!!WTAL DA!A !CQUISITIOK 
Experimental todal analysis was carried out on an etpty closed shell with 
a built-in electric plug but without connection tubes. 
The erperitental apparatus is shown in figure 2:soft zubber strings were 
used to suspend the shell; a piezo-electric l·qraa acceleto.eter (with 
charge atplifier) Jeasured accelerations; and an i•pact ba1aer with built-
in force transducer excited the structure. An alternative aethod of 
excitation, based on an electrodynnic shaker, was also tried, but the 
impact hatter gave better perfortance and was ultitately preferred. 
The choice of measutement and excitation points was tade by e>ploiting 
the a priori knowledge of the existence of two classes of todes: the 
forter pritarilly involving the side walls, the latter the bottoo and top. 
Measurement points were placed on the three a a jor cross-sections of the 
shell: the first cutting tho cylindrical part of the bousing,the second 
placed in the plane of synetry (cutting top and bottom caps), ond the 
third noraal to the other two. 
Excitation points were placed at the intersections of the tbree cross-
sections and on the "tillets" joining top and botto• to side walls. 
The transducers were calibrated one respect to the other and 
International standard Dnits were used. Tests were carried out to identify 
the frequencies of the rigid body l()des of the systn (shell • 
rubber spring - heavy beaa). 
By etploying the i•pact tecnique, no overlapping of the rigid body Jodes 
frequency with the shell lOdes frequency was detected, the foner being 
far apart fro• the latter. Xodal testing was carried out on 
different cross sections of the structure and Frequency Response 
Functions (FRFs) were collected for an-a•ount of 200 points on the shell. 
Coherence funtions were carefully exatined to control the input 
signal when it had too low an energy and when the frequency resolution 
was too poor, in the atteapt to itprove the quality of the aeasuretents. 
Another fact we kept in lind was the following: the whole set of aode 
shapes of the shell could not be fully excited by an input signal acting 
upon those points which allowed an exciting spectrqa of constant and 
rather flat energy density all over the frequency bandwidth of interest. 
On the other hand, input points which allowed the excitation of the 
low frequency todes of the shell, yielded a set of FRFs that over-










ude: sets of flFs were collected 
belonging respectively to four 
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different reference points: two lying on a flat surface and-two on the 
high curvature "fillets•. 
Acquired data, usually inertance, was stored in the following for•at: 
Bxy Gxy I Gxx for the Frequency Response function, assUiing noise at 
output and 1antaining Gxx as costant as possible; 
A s1oothing window was 
fullfil the require•ents 
ti1e fra•e length. 
selected and applied to output signals to 
of a conect FFT application for the response 
Several tests were effected with different frequency resolutions and 
bandwidth setups. Finally, it was found satisfactory to employ an eight hl 
resolution for a ~096 hz frequency baseband. This setup allows a better 
storage of data blocks in the Coaputer Syste• when the nu1ber of actual 
FFT lines is taken into account. Figure 3 shows a FRP and Coherence 
function for an S hz resolution. By elalining the whole set of stored FRFs 
a preli1inary- selection of tbe frequency range and of the candidate 
resonances was accoaplished.It see1ed the best choice to lioit the 
frequency interval of our analysis between 2000 and 35·oo hz and to 
focus our efforts on the evaluation of •odal_ paraoeters for peaks 
located _around the frequencies that are listed in table 1. With this 
approach, the 1ost i1portant range of sound e1ission of the co•pressor 
was taken into account, being absolutely certain that no resonances were 
present below 2000 bz in the FRFs spectra. On the other hand, input 
signals, acquired with the i1pact tecnique, showed a decreasing slope in 
energy density beyond 3500 hz, preventing enough excitation through the 
structure. 
rig. J 
~r~:~T"~~~·~" I :· : : ~ I : l3 
2000 LIN FREQ IHll o500 
1-"FIEO IHZI' 24152.00 MAG SO · i .4189 t:"H.-SE ~27'5.1 
An example of frequency response function and 
corresponding coherence function. 
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KODlL PAUKnUS 
When all the collected sets of FRFs were found to be reasonably self· 
consistent all the data was transhrred to the co1puter sys.te• for the 
application of the subsequent 1odal para1eters and shapes extraction 
Jethod. Various 10dal para1eter extraction tecniques for .Multi Degrees 
of Freedo1 Systeos were in turn applied.Surprisinqly, no 1ethod .showed 
itself to be thoroughly decisive, neither for its ability to resolve all 
the resonances that were present in the Modat· Indicator function, nor (in 
1any cases) for the evaluation of the residues, so th,at the analytical 
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Flg.4 - Typical FRFs for side walls and d01ed end caps. 
What see•ed critical wos the difference between the frequency response 
functions •easured on the cylindrical (barrel-shaped) part of the shell 
and those ••asured on the top and botto• (spherical) parts. 
As can be seen froJ figure the FRFs are varied; tbe first 
shows well separated peaks as is typical of the barrel-shaped side 
walls; the second shows tight coupled peaks in a narrow frequency band. 
At last we were confident with the results that a typical single degree 
of freedo1 approach gare us. the Circle Fit Jethod, i•pl .. ented in our 
co•puter, ·~s then used. 
This 1ethod,as is well-known,is based on the fact that a plot of the out-
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of-ph~se co1ponents versus the in-phase co1ponents tr~ces a circular arc 
in an Arq~nd plane ( iJaqinary versus real parts plane) for eac_h 
resonance. 
A circle is therefore fitted to the data in a narrow frequency range 
around the resonance frequency.Resonance frequency and da1ping can be 
estiaated by deter1ininq the greatest angle between two data points along 
the circle. £sti1ation of residue is based on the dia1eter of the circle 
(a•plitude) and its location in the Arqand plane (phase). 
Table 1 reports frequencies, Jaxi1u1 a1plitudes and daapings of the first 
six nodal para1eters which have been extracted. 
Figures 6.a and 6.b show the first four 10de shapes involving the whole 
shell. Shapes are shown for the three typical cross-sections plotted in 
figure 5. 
l•ao< Nu•:r::~~N::r-~-~.;~T--~:-~ 
' . .. ~ . ' 
' .,,. I ·" I c-.\.<N0,:--
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Table 1 - Natural frequencies and da1pinqs of the first 6 •odes. 
fig.S - The three cross-sections of the shell. 
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Fiq.6.o~The first mode shape of the shell; only two cross-section ore involved. 
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fig.7 -Comparison of SPW of the sa~e compressors with 
old and new shell. 
COHCLUSIOHS 
Initial uperimental analyses did not use any 
form of " priori 
knowledge about aodes. This lead to less ~ffective pla
cing of measurenent 
and excitation points. They were placed all over the
 shell. The three-
dimensional structure of the data thus collected requir
ed more measurement 
locations,was more difficult to interpret, and gave 
less intonation. 
Numerical situlation, and above all the availability o
f an interpretative 
scheme, greatly benefited experiaental analysis. 
this lead to the 
definition of the three meaningful cross-sections and 
of the most useful 
excitation locations. A point to be stressed is the dif
ficulty encountered 
in correctly identifying the splitted Dodes of the ov
al shell. It seems 
that the second and the fourth node of fig. 6.b are the
 first two splitted 
lodes of the oval cross section of the shell. 
A final remark concerns the inportance of the attained
 results. 
As can be inferred from the plot at figure 7, our 
new developed shell 
has improved the acoustic performance of Zanussi E
lettrouccanica SpA 
compressors. This characteristic is especially 
useful for those 
compressors to be employed with new refrigerants 
which are supposed 
to be olone friendly. Such a plot was obtained by c
ooparing the sound 
power levels of the same set of coJpressors (
tested by standard 
acoustic teasure•ents) with the old shell and ,subsequ
ently, with the new 
one. As the graph shows, the best results hove been o
btained between the 
1600 and the 2500 hl range represented in third oc
tne bands. In this 
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range the new shell appears to be particularly effective. overall, the 
acco1plished i~prove1ent bas per~itted a reduction in sound power level by 
2 dBa, with the same compressors inside the new shell. Such a result see1s 
pio•isinq for the future use of our new co1pressor shell. 
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THE ROLE OF ESTIMATING THE STIFFNESS OF ROLLING ELEMENT BEARINGS, IN THE ANALYSIS OF SEMI-HERMETIC,TWIN-SCREW COMPRESSORS. 
Uri Shapiro 
SKF Engineering & Research Centre, Nieuwegein, The Netherlands 
INTRODUCTION 
The clear trends in rotating machinery design and construction are towards lighter and stiffer machines, and faster rotational speeds. Most machines suffer from some degree of mass imbalance, which is a major source of rotating forces. At high spe~ds these forces increase dramatically, and may excite resonances of the rotating machinery and the housing of the machine, causing those pans of the machine to vibmte. A stiff housing tends to absorb lirtle of the vibration energy and therefore would act as a sound emitter, thus justifying the common opinion which regards rotating machines as potential noise and vibration generators. 
The Twin-Screw Compressor 
The compressors discussed in this paper typically consist of a male and female screw rotors, parallel to each other in close proximity, and supponed by rolling element bearings. The female rotor is driven by the male through the screw lobe so that they are accurately synchronised. Both screw rotors are loaded radially and axially by forces generated from the gas flow. For .better efficiency twin-screw compressors are constructed with tight clearanc~ between the two screws. This design requires that excessive vibration of the· rotors be avoided because it may lead to mutual hammering of the screws and consequently noise and accelerated wear. Therefore it may prove profitable to engage rotor dynamics analysis methods early in the design stage to predict the performance of the rotors. Such methods are able to foresee pitfalls, to simulate alternative solutions and to eva! uate them prior to the actual manufactur~ of a test model. In this way the time and costs of correcting deficiencies may be dramatically reduced. 
Two types of twin-screw compressors will be addressed here, with somewhat different assemblies: 
(a) 'Open Shaft' -The rotors system is assembled into a massive housing with a flexible coupling to the drive motor on the protruding end of the male rotor. So the male rotor i~ driven by a power unit external to the compressor. 
(b) 'Semi-Hermetic' -An electric motor is integrated into the compressor in such a way that the electro-rotor is mounted on the screw rotor. This is mostly an overhang part of the rotor, and therefore undergoes greater bending deflection than type (a). 
Rotor Dynamics Performanc~ 
Each rotor of the twin-screw compressor orbits (whirls) in addition to rotating about its undeformed centre-line. The whirl orbit of a perfectly isotropic rotor in a vertical position would be a circle, otherwise it can take any form (I]'. When the rotor whirls at the speed of rotation it is called 'synchronous' whirl, and otherwise 'asynchronous' whirl. Synchronous forward whirl is mostly a kinematic phenomenon caused by the forces generated by mass imbalance. Synchronous reverse , and asynchronous whirl ar~ dynamic phenomena analogous to beam vibration. Thus dynamic whirl is associated with a form of bending of the rotor, referred to as a 'natural whirl mode shape', in short 'whirl mode', seen by a stationary observer as a vibrating beam. The frequency [Hz] at which the rotor whirls in a specific mode shape is named the 'natural whirl frequency' with reference to that mode, or in shon the 'whirl frequency'. Sometimes the whirl frequency is called th~ 'whirl speed' and is then in [r/min]. 
'The numbers in square brackets refer to the List of References. 
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Every machine possesses an infinite number of w
hirl modes of the various bending shapes and 
their corresponding frequencies. The mode shap
es and their natural whirl frequencies depend on
 the 
dynamic propenies (mass and stiffness distribut
ion) of the individual rotor. These propenies de
pend 
in tum on the manufacturing tolerances of all
 the rotor components (e.g. mounting fits, be
aring 
location,), which may vary slightly from one co
mpressor to another. The variations, however s
mall, 
lead to natural whirl frequencies which differ fro
m those predicted for the nominal design, hence
 may 
differ from one compressor to another. 
Vibration Excitation 
It should be pointed out, however, that a rotor v
ibrates in a natural mode of whirl only if it is 
excited to resonate, i.e. in the presence of a for
cing function with a frequency in close proxim
ity to 
that mode. The most common case of excitation
 are the radial forces arising from mass imbalan
ce of 
the rotors. As the speed of rotation of the rotor 
[r/min] approaches one of its natural whirl speed
s (in 
[r/minJ = [Hz) x 60) these forces excite the mode into resonance. The 
speed at which a mode is 
excited is called a 'critical speed', and the ratio o
f the whirl speed to the rotational speed is called
 the 
'vibration order' (in short 'order') so that excit
ation by mass imbalance has order #1. A shaft
 with 
asymmetric cross-section caused by a keyway m
ay give rise to excitation of order #2. Thus a key
way 
may excite a natural whirl mode at a speed of rot
ation which is half the whirl speed of that mode.
 This 
concept will be substantiated and funher discusse
d later in the text with the help of practical exam
ples. 
AN APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS 
Rotor dynamics analysis is normally motivated 
by the desire to avoid the risk of operating at 
a critical speed within ·the rated speed range of t
he compressor. Such analysis can be used to sim
ulate 
the operating conditions and predict the dynami
c performance of each of the rotors, and to eva
luate 
the effect of design changes. The focal point of t
he analysis is the analytical model representing 
those 
features of the real compressor of interest in this
 analysis. In general these are the mass and stiff
ness 
distributions, and the boundary conditions, i.e. t
he suppons of the rotor. 
The analysis presented herein deals only with 
the male ~crew rotor of both twin-screw comp
ressor 
typ~s: the open-shaft and the semi-hermetic. 
The Rotor Dynamics Models 
The rotor dynamics model of the Open Shaft sc
rew rotor described below closely resembles 
many twin-screw compressor designs. This type i
s introduced to facilitate a discussion of the analy
tical 
model verification against experimental data, fu
nher in the text. 
A Cartesian coordinate system is defined with th
e Z-axis along the undeformed centre-line of 
the screw rotor, and theY-axis in the direction o
pposite to gravity (Fig. 1). The rotor has a rotati
onal 
symmetry (also the screw approximately), so tha
t the model consists of a series of cylinders of va
rious 
lengths and diameters [2]. It is assumed to be el
astic radially and rigid axially'. The screw segm
ent 
of the rotor is modeled with a diameter represen
ting its bending stiffness. Since it is smaller tha
n the 
screw diameter, the rest of its mass is modeled as
 a point mass. The remaining parts of the screw·
rotor 
which do not add to its stiffness are also lumped
 as point masses (denoted m) at relevant location
s on 
the rotor. The rotor is supponed by five rolling-
element bearings modeled as springs (denoted 
k) as 
shown in the stick model. They are arranged so 
that the angular-contact ball bearings (ACBB) k
,, ~. 
and k,, carry exclusively thrust load, while the cy
lindrical roller bearings (CRB) k4 and k, support
 only 
radial loads. 
'The reasons for the assumption of a rigid body
 in the axial sense are as follows: 
a) The rotors in these compressors are mos
tly robust, they have a relatively large diameter
 as 
compared to the short length. 
b) The natural frequency of the flexural axi
al mode of vibration would be well above the 
range of interest of the analysis. 
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The inner rings (IR) of the four bearings at the left end of the rotor are rigidly clamped axially onto the shaft, thereby conoibuting to its bendin-g stiffness, and are therefore considered a solid part of it. · 
In the analysis the axial Z-axis, and the radial X-axis and Y -axis are aU assumed decoupled' from each other. Thus the model consists of three, mutually independent sub-systems: 
(a) An elastic rotor with 2-Degrees-of-Freedom in the X-Z plane, supponed by the spring constant of the CRBs in the X-direction; (b) A similar rotor in the Y-Z plane, supponed by the onhogonal spring constants of the same bearings in the ¥-direction; 
(c) A mass-spring sub-system with Single-Degree-of-Freedom in the Z-direction and the axial stiffnesses of the ACBBs. 
Bearing Stiffness Computation 
The stiffness of a rolling-element bearing arises from the resistance of the material of the mating elements to elastic deformation at the contact [3). The factors controlling it are grouped as: 
a) Jntemal Geometry - Dimensions of the elements and the clearance, contact angle, and the number of rolling elements; 
b) Rotor Assembly - Mounting fits, shaft stiffness, mounting resilience, and the force or displacement of the axial or radial preloading; c) Operating Conditions - Shaft speed, the applied loading component acting on each bearing, and the azimuth orientation of the rolling elements relative to the load vector. 
The bearings' stiffnesses are computed with a three-dimensional quasi-static' analytical model of the complete rotor, in the steady-state. Th~ rotor is assumed to operate at a constant speed and loading by the gas forces. The computations yield a 5X5 square symmetric matrix for each bearing (Table 1.) corresponding to 3 translational and 2 rotational degrees of freedom. 
Table I. Bearing stiffne;s matrix5 
k, . k,, k" k,. k, • 
k, k,, k,. k,.. 
k,. k,, Is. 
k., k.. 
k, 
The elements on the main diagonal named the 'pure elements' describe the stiffness in a given coordinate, i.e. the response to a force or moment in the saine coordinate. So k, is the stiffness in the X-direction due to a force acting in that direction. The remaining elements, called the 'coupling elements' describe the coupling between pairs of elements on the main diagonal. 
'It is recognised that an error is introduced into the analysis through decoupling the sub--systems. This however, is of minor importance in weakly coupled systems (there are no disks), while it greatly simplifies the analysis. 
'The term 'quasi·static' implies that the model accounts for the centrifugal forces acting on the orbiting rolling-elements but is otherwise a static model. 
'The lower minor of the matrix is symmetric with the upper one, and therefore it need not be displayed. 
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In the matrix below k,. is the coupling stiffnes
s between a force acting in the X-direction 
and the resulting rotation about the X-axis. In 
the scheme of the decoupled system for rotor 
dynamics analysis, sub-systems (a) and (b) dra
w each a 2X2 square symmetric matrix from 
the 
matrix of the complete model, and sub-system
 (c) the pure axial stiffness tenn. The decoupl
ed 











A rotor of rotational symmetry where k, = k, a
nd k, = k• for all the rotor suppons' is 
regarded an isotropic rotor. In such a case, pre
sumably, the respective coupling elements of 
sub-
systems (a) and (b) are equal and these sub-s
ystems become identical. 
Rotor Dynamics Analysis 
The rotor geometry and the stick model adequ
ately describe the screw rotor for the purpose 
of dynamic analysis. Hence the bearing stiffne
sses are computed prior to the rotor dynamics 
analysis to provide the necessary input data. S
ince in the quasi-static model the stiffness dep
ends 
on the operating conditions of both load and r
otor speed, these calculations are repeated for 
each 
combination of these conditions. The models u
sed in the computations also account for moun
ting 
fits and resilience, and assembly errors. Howe
ver the present stiffness computations and roto
r 
dynamics analysis were conducted with the no
minal data, without considerations of the 
manufacturing tolerances and possible assemb
ly errors. 
The bearing arrangement of the male screw ro
tor described above is designed so that the 
ball bearings carry exclusively the thrust load.
 They contribute, therefore, only to the axial 
stiffness of the rotor. The radial loading is sup
poned by the CRBs which have radial clearan
ce, 
hence their stiffnesses are expected to be aniso
tropic. This can be observed from the comput
ation 
results tabulated belo,w, comparing the two rad
ial stiffness components of a bearing. 





. k, k, 
543417 356512 4001
42 393084 
"The suppon is defined to include the entire c
hain of springs from the shaft centre-line to gr
ound. 
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The rotor dynamics analysis was used to predict the whirl modes and the associat~d whirl frequencies of the screw rotor within the frequency range 0-1000 Hz, tabulated below. 
Table 3. Natural whirl frequencies [Hz] 
Mode #0 Mode #I Mode #2 
Z-axis X-Z Y-Z X-Z Y-Z 
951 507 504 939 872 
Evidently each of the radial whirl modes occurs twice, once in the X-Z plane and once in the Y -z plane at different whirl frequencies, as could be expected for an anisotropic rotor. The results of the modal analysis are presented in the form of mode shapes of these: modes (Fig. 2). The whirl frequencies of modes #1 are nearly identical and their mode shapes are similar, so that mode #IX only is shown in the diagram. The difference between the shape of modes #2X and #2Y is most pronounced at the left end of the rotor. 
This may seem as though the rotor undergoes relatively larger radial bending deflections in theY-direction than in the X-direction, at that end of the rotor. It should be noted. however, that different mode shapes have been normalised to their maximum deflection. 
Mode! verification 
Clearly it is strongly recommended to verify the analytical model before using it to . evaluate the rotor dynamics performance of a compressor design. In the case under discussion the compressor has been operational so that some test data were available for comparison with the analysis. The signal was recorded from an accelerometer attached to the compressor successively at two locations, 
1) On the housing, facing the male screw close to bearing #4, and pointing radially; 2) On the housing of bearing #5 close to the drive: end, pointing axially. 
The test data of the radial accelerations are presented in a diagram of the Frequency Response Function (Fig. 3). The curve consists of many spikes which seem to be super-imposed on a 'ridge' of a peak-amplitude plot shown by a dashed line. Funher examination of the diagram reveals that the spikes are integer multiples of the rotational speed of the rotor, and their side-bands. Thus they can be regarded as a kinematic phenomenon depending mainly on the speed. The 'ridge' represents the dynamic characteristics of the compressor, including the screw rotors, as ·seen' by the accelerometer. Three of the computed whirl frequencies of Table 3 are depicted on the diagram by the venical lines, and seem to support that hypothesis. However assessment of the validity of the analytical model requires a more detailed examination of its characteristics. The main factors to be considered in interpreting the test data are outlined below: 
I) Vibration excitation • For a screw rotor to vibrate in a natural mode o{ whirl. the mode must be excited to resonate. That occurs when the frequency of excitation, e.g. gear mesh, and the natural whirl frequency nearly coincide. This concept is presented in a Campbell diagram (Fig. 4) in the form of a critical speed map where the excitation frequencies are denoted by their orders. The horizontal lines represent the natural whirl modes, denoted by their number and coordinate. The frequency response function (Fig.3) can be thought of as a cross-section of the Campbell diagram at the operating speed 3550 r/min. It can be observed that modes #0 and #2X are excited by order #16, and mode #2Y by order #15, all at that speed. 
2) Whirl mode shapes - The radial vibration forces are transmitted to the housing and sensor through the two CRBs #4 and #5 (Fig. 1). They are positioned at low response points relative to mode #1, and high response relative to modes #2. 
The above observations indicate good agreement between the test data and the model. 
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
The Semi-Hermetic Rotor Model 
The semi-hermetic compressor is similar -to the open-shaft com
pressor and is modeled in much 
the same way (Fig. 5). From a rotor dynamics viewpoint, t
his rotor differs from the former type 
mainly by the electro-rotor mass carried on an overhung part of 
the rotor [4]. The structure of this 
mass and its mounting lead to the conclusion that it does no
t contribute to the bending stiffness of 
the rotor. Therefore the mass is lumped on the shaft at three 
points: m2, m, and m4, as displayed by 
the stick model. 
Rotor Dynamics Analysis 
The natural whirl frequencies and the associated mode shap
es were computed for the male 
screw of the semi-hermetic compressor. at the rotor speed 35
50 r/min. The frequencies are tabulated 
below, 
Table 4. Natural whirl frequencies [Hz] 
Mode #0 Mode #1 Mode #2 
Mode #3 
Z-axis x-z Y-Z X-Z Y-Z X-Z Y-Z 
726 147 146 735 709 
805 785 
Tlie modal sur-vey is presented in a diagram (Fig. 6) of the m
ode shapes, and the rotor model 
for reference. The effect of the electro-rotor mass can be ob
served by comparing the modal survey 
of the open-shaft with that of the semi-hermetic rotors. ·Fo
r all the modes shown the latter type 
displays the maximum bending detlection at the drive end, as
 would be expected. Such mode shapes 
run the risk of the electro-rotor contacting the stator when o
perating close to a critical speed. 
Critical· Speed Problem 
The rotor dynamics analysis has pointed at the risk that the wh
irl frequency of modes #3X and 
#3Y occur in close proximity to the operating speed of t
he male screw rotor 3550 r/min. That 
prediction is related to the event that excitation order #13.5 
may be present in the compressor. The 
data obtained by computation were used to construct the 
critical speed map (Fig. 7). It can be 
observed that the horizontal lines representing these modes int
ersect with the line of order #13.5. That 
gives rise to the fisk of critical speeds excitation at 3490 r/m
in (#3Y) and 3578 r/min (#3X). 
· Observations of this kind in the development phase of th
e compressor are normally followed by 
searching for ways and means to eliminate that risk. This inv
olves introducing design modifications 
which lead to re-distribute the mass and stiffness, thereby shi
fting the whirl frequencies. The variety 
of options for design solutions is only limited by the require
ments of the compressor process, or by 
the imagination of the engineers. One of the options, seemin
gly simple to implement, is examined 
here from the rotor dynamics viewpoint. In this modified
 design an attempt is undertaken at 
redistributing the radial stiffness of the rotor by shifting be
aring k, towards the electro-rotor. The 
effect of the design change was examined through rotor dynam
ics analysis. The analysis indicates that 
both modes were shifted away from the operating speed, with
 mode #3Y further down to 3464 r/min 
and mode #3X higher up at 3649 r/min. Evidently now the 
critical speed is caused by order #14.4 
exciting mode #3X. This is shown on the diagram (Fig. 7) w
ith the shifted whirl modes marked in 
brackets. 
DISCUSSION 
The Role of the Bearing Stiffness 
The compressor was described in terms of the analytical m
odel of the screw rotor for the 
purpose of rotor dynamics analysis. The bearing stiffness wa
s shown to affect the whirl modes and 
frequencies of the rotor significantly. 
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It was demonstrated that, for a given screw rotor, both the spring constant and its location detennine the whirl frequency. The importance of the bearing' stiffness is, however, relative to the whirl mode shape for the following reasoning, · 
a) Rigid, body modes - For a rotor which may be assumed rigid (see footnote 2) the only source of elasticity is provided by the bearings. Hence the bearing stiffnesses completely dominate these whirl modes and their frequencies. b) Flexural modes - The influence of the bearing stiffness depends here on the bending stiffness of the rotor relative to the bearings, and on the bearing positions relative to the mode shape. It can be shown that the rotor stiffness is connected to the bearing stiffnesses in series. The nature of such a combination is that the softer one dominates. Thus in the case of the twin-screw compressors with fairly stiff screw rotors, the bearing stiffness predominates. 
The reference to the mode shape can best be explained with the help of the modal survey (Fig. 2). It can be seen that mode #l displays hardly any bending deflection at the location of bearing #4. Hence this bearing has a negligible effect on the shape and frequency of mode #1. while mode #2 is strongly influenced by it. Comparison of modes #2X and #2Y shows that bearing #4 is the ma.in source of the rotor ani5otropy. 
Estimating Bearing Stiffness 
The analysis presented in sections 2 and 3 was, as mentioned, conducted with respect to the nominal manufacturing and assembly specifications of all the rotor components. Moreover, both manufacturing tolerances and assembly errors may influence the performance of the compressor considerably. In this section. we examine the effect of some of the common mounting errors of bearings on estimating their stiffness and consequently on predicting critical speeds. 
Axial Preloadin_g 
In general ball bearings are preloaded axially by the ~onstant force of a spring mechanism, or by displacing one bearing, of a pair, relative to the other. Since the stiffness of these bearings depends strongly on the spin speed of the rotor it cannot be determined by static measurement. It is, therefore, necessary to rely on indirect estimates using measurements and computations, and finally verify the rotor dynamics model by comparison to test data. The effect of an erroneous estimate of the force of a>;ial preloading on the whirl frequency was examined analytically. Results are presented in a Campbell Diagram for an error of 12.5% efther below or above the nominal value (Fig. 8). The graphs demonstrate that the error of estimating the whirl speed diminishes with the speed', bur still remains within a band of 4% at the operating speed. 
Radial Clearance 
The stiffness of Cylindrical Roller Bearings (CRB) depends on the internal radial clearance, in particular the orthogonal stiffness (k
1). Some of the causes of reduced clearance in the assembly of the compressor are an oversize shaft or an undersize bore of the bearing housing. ·Reducing the radial clearance of CRBs leads to a lower load on the individual rollers, thereby stiffer contact between the rollers and the raceways. 
Eventually the bearing is stiffer and the radial natural frequency becomes higher. The extent of the effect of this assembly error can be illustrated with the help of a computed example. The radial c!ear-.mce of two different CRBs with average pitch diameter of about 60 mm was reduced by 0.1 mm, and the incre-.tse of the bearing stiffness was computed. 
'The reader would arrive at a similar observation from Fig. 4 of [3]. The results are tabulated below as the percentage change of the bearing stiffnesses from those with the nominal radial clearance. 
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Table 5. Computed increase [%) of CRB stiffn
ess for 
reduction in radial clearance of 0.1 mm. 
Bearing #4 Bearing #5 
k, k, k, 
9.7 24.6 17.4 
k, 
19.6 
The table shows that an assembly error of this k
ind may result in a significant error in predicting
 the 
natural whirl frequencies of the compressor. 
Bearing Misalignment 
One of the common reasons for this particula
r mounting error lies in the spring used for 
applying the constant force of axial preloading
 to ball bearings. These bearings in the twin-sc
rew 
compressors discussed in the paper, were arrange
d to carry pure thrust loads. In this configuration
 the 
load is equally distributed among all the roll
ing elements, and the axial bearing stiffness 
is a 
maximum. For a misaligned bearing the load 
is no longer evenly distributed so that the bea
ting 
stiffness drops, and consequently also the natu
ral whirl frequency. The model of the open-s
haft 
compressor was used. to illustrate the pronounc
ed effect that may follow· from a minor degree
 of 
misalignment In that design (Fig.!) the back
-up bearing #I with 40 mm outer diameter 
was 
misaligned by tilting its outer ring an amount o
f 0.2 mm. This led to a lower natural frequency
 for 
the axial rigid-body mode::, as could be expecte
d. The simulation results for that model at half
 the 
applied load are tabulated below, with the whir
l frequencies at the nominal mounting condition
 for 
reference. 
Table 6. The effect of assembly erro
rs on the 
axial whirl frequencies [Hz). 









Also here, as for the other assembly errors, that
 error would lead to a substantial divergence of
 the 
test data from the computed data. 
. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An approach has been described to rotor dyn
amics analysis of twin-screw compressors 
equipped with rolling-element bearings. It was sho
wn with the help of case studies that the stiffnes
s 
of the bearings can considerably influence the
 rotor dynamics behaviour of the screw rotors
. A 
verified analytical model with correctly estima
ted bearing stiffness may be used to advantag
e to 
predict the performance of the compressor. Tha
t activiry may help to reduce the risk of operat
ing 
under resonant conditions and hence also to red
uce noise and vibration levels. 
However, the stiffness of rolling-element beari
ngs can not be measured directly because it 
depends on the operating conditions and on poss
ible assembly errors. One way of estimating bea
ring 
stiffness is to extract it from rotor dynamics ana
lysis [5] by comparison with test data and with 
the 
knowledge of the bearing propenies. Clearly, the
 effect of errors in the assembly must be allowed
 for 
in such estimates. 
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A REVIEW ON FIXED-PERCENT AGE TOLERANCES FOR 
COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
K.W. Yun 
United Technologies Carrier Corp. 
Syracuse, New York 13221 U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT 
Applying a fued-percenmge tolerance band to compressor performance parameters is a common practice in the industry. While fmding the practice reasonable, its pitfalls are reviewed from the customer's as weU as the compressor DJllllufacturer's standpoint. Enefgy efficiency ratio needs to be controlled separately from capacity and input power, although it is derived from the two. Depending on the purpose, different levels of fixed pen;eotages are suggested. Statistically, a bivariate normal distribution can be assumed for typical performance pammeterS. A set of I 02 paired bivariate data for capacity and input power from an actual production audit has been statistically analyu:d to verify that actual data generally fit the suggested dhtribution. Correlation analysis shows a slight positive correlation between capacity and input power against the assumed theoretical randomness. 
INTRODUCI10N 
Besides cost, delivery, quality, and reliability factors, acceptance of a compressor at any given time is judged by its performance. Criteria or parameters for compressor perfOTDIBilCe are usually capacity (BTU's or calories per hour), input watts, energy efficiency ratio (EER), sound pressure level (SPL) and vibration. Among tbese, EER is not an independent parnmeter in the sense that it is derived indirectly as the ratio of capacity to input power. Among these criteria, the lim three are the most commonly used ones. 
PRACTICES IN THE INDUSTRY 
Product evaluation, production audit and quality control deal with these parameters for control purposes. Original equipment manufacturers use them in accepting product performance. In the compressor manufacturing industry, it is ComJIIOil practice to aUow a fixed-percentage toler.mce band to the published or nominal value of a given perfonnance parameter. Certainly, nothing is particularly wrong with the practice and it has served the industry fairly weU. 
Accepting the practice as a sound one, we should establish its theoretical basis and statistical significance verified with data generated in an actual production environment. 
CUSTOMERS• AND MANUFACTURERS• PERSPECTIVES 
Let us examine the fixed-percentage tolerance band not just fmm the manufacturer's point of view, but also fmm the customer's, First, from the manufacturer's point of view, the fixed-percentage tolerance band is a practical control tool in product 3SSUl11IlCC. The rule is simple enough to be popularly applied. Where product model proliferation is the case it is quite a convenient control scheme. On the other band, there are some pitfalls. One of the pitfaUs is the "as long as within ±. x percent" syndrome. As actual mean value deviates from the published nominal value, the risk of performance fallout increases. Another pitfall is that the fixed-percentage rule is nOl very flexible as nominal performance of mass produced compressors could have a cyclic trend. A oonnal production environment sees both short-and-long-term shifting trends. Application of the rule witbout respect to time ~ve is not a rntional approach. 
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Next, from customer's point of view, it is
 difficult to reject product shipped as long
 as 
the product performance falls into the tole
.ance band. Customers could make a case
 based on 
statistical analysis of performance of prod
uct shipped, but to prove performance def
iciency is 
realistically a difficult task. First, custo
mers have limited time and resources or
 lack the 
capability to determine the deficiency to t
he required accw-acy. All argument based
 on poor 
performance in an air conditioning system
 bas an inherent limitation. Poor perforJlla
nce does 
not nece;sarily come from poor compressor p
erformance. 
SCOPE OF CONTROL PARAMETERS
 
Perionnance par.uneten controlled by manu
facturers are usually capacity, input power. 
energy efficiency ratio, sound pr~ level, 
and vibration. Of these, the first two or th
ree are 
ones looked at as product assurnnce contro
l for good reasons. On the other band, as o
oise gets 
customers· increasing attention, sound and v
ibration, primarily sound level, acts as an impo
rtant 
control par.uneter. 
A relevant issue which arises here i.s whethe
r we should also control EER as long as 
capacity and input power are controlled. Th
e answer is a definite yes. First, as air con
ditioning 
system EER is scrutinized as a requirement,
 it i.s only fair for the manufacturer to contr
ol EER. 
One might argue that EER i.s not an ind
ependent parameter, that capacity and inp
ut power 
determine the value. However, if ooly cap
acity and power are controlled within a fu
ed ± 5 
percent limit, otherwise unaccepcable produ
cts with -10 J>ef'ent of the nominal EER, co
uld result 
in being ~epted (Point ·A· in Figure 1). 
Fig.l Control Limits for P
erformance Parameters 
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Cenainly, this cannot be a satisfactory situ
ation. EER should also be controlled as 
a 
sepat'llte parameter. The next question is 
concerned with the proper percentage. Th
e same ± 
x percent limit, such as ± 5 percent, is reasonable, as
 the statistical analysis of the prO!iuction 
data will sbow in later discussion. 
There are, however, two points which should 
be discussed further. F~, ~three solid 
lines of bottom boundaries of the • control w
inOOw• define the definite control limits. The
se are 
the minimum capacity and EER and the maxim
um watts. The other three dotted lines of the
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upper boundaries may seem somewhat questionable limit<;. One might :u-gue: why limit better performance? The limits should still be enforced as performance beyond tbese limits are practically not feasible even with a well-designed compressor and controlled manufacturing. Fwthermore, the limits are also helpful as an alert w possible testing errors. If the mean performance shifts from the published oomiual value as shown in Figure l, then the window may have to be shifted. The second point of concern is with the shift of data points or the control window. The three arrows point to the general directions of shift for effects of run-in (or break-in), loose assembly fits, and mechanical wear of intemiil pans. 
SOUND AND VIBRATION AS CONTROL PARAMETERS 
As pointed out earlier, these panuneters are getting ever-increasing attention. Applying a control limit to these parameters is a more complex matter. For example, setting a limit in overall SOWld pressure level (SPL) does not necessarily provide a satisfactory control of sound quality. Frequency content is often more important tbao the overall SPL value. It is tempting to use a fixed-percentage upper limit for these parameters too, but one must recognize that SPL represents a proportional number and a fixed-percentage cannot represent a true control limit. It is more appropriate w use a spc;ific upper SPL limit, not a nominal SPL plus a fixed-pe.-ceotage. In addition to this limit, specifk controls on frequency content may be set. 
"GOOD" FIXED-PERCENTAGE AS A CONTROL LIMIT 
Accepting the fixed-percentage control limit as a popular, reasonable, and useful approach, the uext question is what should the control limit be. Without talcing a survey in the industry, ± 5 percent is known as a "good" limit and widely practiced. Despite the possible lack of a theoretical basis for the control limit, we regard the limit as a reasonable compromise between customer's and manufacturer's needs. The control range eDCOmpasses reasonable variations in manufacturing factors (vMiability in parts, machining, assembly, and testing errors). · The actual production audit dam in this paper proves the presumption. 
The next question is if the same control limit is appropriate for both rating a compressor and providing samples for the customer's unit development. For these special ptli"J)OSt::S, one can make a good case for a tighter tolerance requirement. For compressor performance rating purpose, a good practice is to select samples with performance which approaches the mean nominal values as closely as possible. Note that the published value may not be the same as the actual nominal value. There is no sense to select intentionally a biased sanJple, as production is controUed within a fixed range. For a customer sample, it is important not to seud a "good looking" biased sample. This will only hurt the customer and manufacturer later. Since the manufacturer must live up to the perfonnance represented by the sample shipped, the sample should represent tbe nominal production performance. Thus, a tighter nnge, such as ± 2.5 or 3 percent is reasonable for customer·sampting purposes. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
As we are dealing with statistical perfonwmce data, it is appropriate to consider a statistical analysis of such data. Starting with capatity, input power and EER as control variables, we shall first c::haracterize the variable, then suggest an appropriate statistical distribution function. The assumed distribution flmctloo will then be verified with actual production data. 
Data to be examiDed- To examine an actual production situation, we shall analyze the production audit data of a rolling piston-type rQtary compressor model. The 102 sets of raw-score data cover 28 weeks of production by a certain compressor manufacturer. 
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Measured Perf~ Variablc:s
- The data is in the form of paired capa
city and input 
power data. Tbe set of measured 102
 pairs constitutes a bivariate data. Figu
re 2 depicts the data 
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In this particular case, mean capacity
 and input power are slightly shifted fr
om tbe rated 
mean values. -This does not necessarily
 justify a change in the rated performan
ce as one must 
look at production performance fr
om long-term time pecspective. 
The locus of points in the scatter di
agram provides an insight into the f
unctional 
relationsbip tbat ell.ists between the vari
ables. As the EER is a resultant numbe
r from the other 
two parameters, basically we hav
e bivariate data sets. The bivariate d
ata represents data that 
occun; in ordered pairs. If we assum
e that the two variables are normally 
distributed (which is 
a reasonable assumption in light of t
he analysis to follow), we are dealing w
ith a bivariate normal 
distribution. 
Capacity and input power are inter
depeudent on e~K:h otber in that more
 capacity requires · 
more power. However, the issue her
e is not a functional relationship b
etween two parameterS. 
Ralher, we are intere:sU:d if variations
 of tbe two parameters in products are i
ndependent or not. 
While it may be possible to prove it
 ollC way or the other from a theoret
ical standpoint, it would 
be more direct to test out a hypothes
is statistically with actual data. W
hile the result obtained · 
from this set of data canoot 
be universally applied to other
 types of compressors or 
11131lufacturets, it gives a clue fo
r statistical interf~. 
Both variables are assumed to be rand
om variables and must be free to va
ry. Values of 
ooe variables occur at random, 
depending on the production unit ra
ndomly selected in the 
sample. Both variables have equal s
tatus. It is convenient to think of th
e bivariate normal 
distribution as a three-dimensional surf



















Fig.3 Bivariate Normal Distribution 
In the three-dimensional diagram, the exact shape of this figure, which looks like a 
fireman's hat, will depend on how closely the variables are related. Here, we can see that: 
(i) The frequencies are concentrated in a elliptical area with the major axis inclined upward 
to the right. There are no very low capacity with high power nor very high capacity with 
very low power. 
(ii) The frequencies pile up along the major axis, reaching a peak near the center of the 
distribution. They thin out around the edges vanishing entirely beyond the borders of the 
ellipse. 
Assumed Distribution Function - Capacity and input power vary together in a joint 
distribution. If the form of the joint distribution of two variables, X andY, is normal, the joint 
distribution is a bivariate normal distribution. A special joint distribution of X and Y is assumed 
in making statistical inferences in simple correlation analysis - a bivariate normal distribution. 
If we slice the surface at any level of Y or X, the shape of the resulting cross sections are 
normal. 
To start with, it is a reasonable assumption !hat the paired variables will a bivariate 
normal distribution function. A bivariate normal distribution means that each of two variables 
is distributed about the olher normally. Because of the nature of the bivariate normal 
distribution, the values of either of the variables are distributed normally for a: fued value of the 
other variable. This distribution has five parameters, mean and standard deviation for each 
variable and !he correlation coefficient, p, of which r is an estimator. The parameter, p, 
measures the closeness of the population relation between X and Y; it determines the narrowness 
of the ellipse containing !he major portion of the observations. 
Actual Distribution Function - To prove that we are indeed dealing with a bivariate 
normal distribution, we must show that each of capacity, input power, and the resultant EER 
variables has a normal distribution. This can be readily proved by l1rst converting the frequency 
distribution into a cumulative frequency distribution, then plotting it on special normal paper. 
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All three variables are found indeed to be nonnal distri
bution. Thus, the bivariate data meets 
all requirements to be bivariate normal distribution. 
Correlation analysis - The objective of a correlational s
tudy is to determine the strength 
of a relationship between paired observations. The co
rrelation indicates the extent to which 
values of one variable are related to values of another va
riable. Though the regression analysis 
can provide essentially the same information that a 
correlation analysis does, we are not 
interested in a regression analysis here. Correlation 
focuses solely on the strength of the 
relationship. In the correlation model we assume that b
oth X and Y values differ from sample 
to sample. 
We want to find a measure, namely, the coefficient of c
orrelation here, which will show 
us the degree of this covariability. The correlation coef
ficient is an index of the degree of this 
covariability. The population correlation coefficient p 
and its sample estimate r are intimately 
connected in the bivariate normal distribution. 
The computed covariahility between the two variables 
is 0.35. This lies between no 
covariance (p =0) and perfect covariablity (p"" + 1), both
 variables varying in the same direction 
(the plus sign). Then sample correlation coefficient r=0
.35 gives the 95% confidence interval 
for p, +0.16 < p < +0.51. A positive relationship between two varia
bles means that high 
value of capacity are paired with high values of input p
ower, and low values of one with low 
values of the other. Correlation is a measure of linear re
lation only; it is of no use in describing 
nonlinear relations. 
Test of Hypothesis that p=O We wish to test the hypothes
is that p=O with a two-sided 
test and significance level of 0.05. A table of the normal dis
tribution says that the region of 
significance is z > 1.96 and z < -1.96. For sample r=0.346 for a sample
 batch of 102 cases, 
z~r;n=I~0.346x10.05"3.48 
As z=3.48 is in the region of significance, the hypothes
is is not tenable and the sample 
estimate is significant. Thus, we must reject the hypoth
esis: p =0. 
What this means is that there is a slight positive correla
tion between capacity and input 
power. Thus, the variables measured are not perfect ra
ndom variables. However, this is not 
too surprising in view of various !actors which might a
ffect perfect randomness. 
DETERMINANTS OF PARAMETER VARIABILITY 
Variability in performance results from multiple sou
rces. Variations exist in part 
dimension, assembly clearances, fits, and testing errors





Time Variability - How compressor is 'broken in" an
d how long it is run are· 
known determinants. The facts that input power decr
eases with run time and 
capacity varies only slightly suggest that the distributi
on shifts horiwntally in 
Figure 2. This will increase EER. 
Manufacturtng Assembly - The tightness of component 
fit-up in assembly affects 
drag of mating pans and gas leakage, thus affecting input power 
and capacity. 
Testing Errors - It is not clear how much of the variatio
n in the data may be due 
to testing errors. We should recognize that measured p
erformance variables are 
subject to errors in measurement. That is, we really ob
serve values with testing 
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error included. Testing errors are independently and normally distributed with 
their own mean zero and respective variances. It is quite possible, however, that 
different cases can bias the inherent random nature of testing errors. 
CONCLUSION 
Fb:ed-percen~~~ge IOkrance band to compressor performance pan~meters are commonly used in 
the industry, and the practice is reasonable. The "as long as within ±x%" syndrome without 
considering statistical implication and manufacturing variability is not rational. A tighter 
tolerance band for customer samples is justified. Along with capacity and input powcr, energy 
efficiency ratio needs also be controlled, although it is derived from the two. Statisacally, a 
bivariate-IIQ(mal distribution can be assumed for typical performance parameters. Char-""~cs 
of such distribution describes ~tual production audit data. A set of 102 paired bivariate dala-, 
capacity and input power, from an actual production audit has been statistically analy<IOO, Tile. 
actual data generally fits well to the assumed bivariate normal distribution. Correlation ~~s, 
however, shows a slight positive correlation between capacity and input power. This s~ 
that a strict randomness lacks in the production data. 
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APPLICATION OF THE ECONOMIC ELASTICITY CONCEPT 
TO COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
K.W. Yun 
United Technologies Carrier Corp. 
Syracuse, New York 
ABSTRACf 
Introducing the economic concept of elasticity, elasticity coefficients involving 
performance variables of compressors can be defined. Such a coefficient compares the 
percentage change in one variable with the percentage change in another. Using the published 
performance of three types of similar capacity compressors a total of twenty elasticity coefficients 
is computed. The computed coefficients are then classified into three general groups. Two 
specific coefficients, capacity elasticity of power and power elasticity of EER, are selected for 
further analysis. Also discussed is the former coefficient as a function of compression ratio. 
Finally, compressor run time, type of compressor, operating condition and compression ratio are 
cited as factors affecting elasticity values. 
INTRODUCfiON 
Performance variables or parameters of a compressor include capacity, input power, 
energy efficiency ratio. And design, manufacturing and quality factors determine their values. 
Knowing qualitative interrelationship among these variables is not good enough in checking 
compressor performance. Given a set of performance values, a quantitative analysis of the 
interrelationship among the parameters is a prerequisite for performance improvements. In this 
effort, an analytical technique in economics is introduced. Also shown are results of applying 
the economic concept to various types of compressor and operating conditions. 
THE ECONOMIC CONCEPT OF ELASTICITY 
In economic studies, demand or supply curves which relate price to quantity demand or 
supplied are of a significant importance. Relatet! to these curves, the economic concept of 
elasticity is widely used to express the responsiveness of quantity demand to price changes. 
Price elasticity coefficient of demand (supply) expresses the responsiveness. The coefficient 
compares the percentage change in quantity demanded with the percentage change in price. 
Numerically, a typical demand curve passes through all three ranges, I E I < I, I E I 
= 0, I E I > I. Elastic (inelastic) demand means that over a given portion of the demand 
curve, a lower price would result in a proportionately larger (smaller) increase in quantity and 
increased (decreased) revenue. Unit elasticity means that a change in price would result in 
proportionate change in quantity with no change in revenue or total e~penditure. 
MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSION OF THE ELASTICITY CONCEPT 
Mathematically, the concept bases the idea on the ratio of the percentage change in one 
variable to the percentage change in another. The general definition of Y elasticity of X, Ey, 
is percentage change in X divided by percentage change in Y. 
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X: 
To express the elasticity, we start with the expression of percentage change in variable
 
Percent change in x ~ Amount changed in X_ .6.X _ X, -X, 
Average of x, and X2 X0 - X1 + x, ( 1) 
2 
where X, represents the X before the change, X, after the change, and X. being average of X, 
and X,_ Note the convention of using the midpoint of the variable range as a ba
sis for 
calculating the percentage. 
Likewise, using the same convention as above: 
Percentage change in Y- Amount Changed in Y _ .6.Y _ Y,-Y, 
Average of Y1 and Y2 --y;-- Y1 +Y2 {2) 
The Y Elasticity of X is then: 
.6.x 
E ~ Percentage change in X _J.ll ~ X0 _ AX Y0 




The above formula is an arc elasticity. As A Y approaches to 0, the arc elasticity becomes
 
point elasticity. The definition of point elasticity then becomes: 
(4) 
where [AX/ A Y] transforms to [dX/dY] as A Y approaches to 0 in the limit. 
CHARACfERISTICS OF THE ELASTICITY 
There are several important characteristics to npte in the elasticity formula; 
(i) Elasticity is a relative measure, and the values range from minus infinity to plus
 
infinity. Though it is customary in economic analysis to drop the negative sign, 
in our engineering analysis we shall not do so as the ± sign carries an important 
significance. 
(ii) A positively [negatively) sloped curve yields a positive [negative) value for 
ela~ticity. 
(iii) The formula (3) for computing elasticity consists of two parts - one representing
 
slope AX/ .6. Y and the other position; the point (Y ,IX,)at which the measurement 
is being taken. Thus one cannot look at a curve and determine its elasticity at a 
given point without referring to Y and X axes. This is because both the slope and 
position of a curve determine elasticity at any given point on the curve. 
THE IMPORTANCE OF ELASTICITY 
If elasticity is nothing more than another way of describing the shape and position of
 
demand curves it would not deserve much attention. What makes elasticity an im
portant 
concept is not ~ much its descriptive usefulness as its analytic usefulness. The importance of 
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elasticity comes from three factors: magnitude, direction ( ± sign) of elasticity value, and magnitude of the resultant parameter from the product of the two variables. The sections following discuss significance of e.ach of these three factors. 
CALCULATION OF ELASTICITY COEFFICIENTS 
We shall apply the concept of elasticity to compressor performance to different types of compressor's - rotary-type compressor of one manufacturer, and reciprocating as well as scroll-type of the other manufacture. Published data from three types of compressors, with an approximate capacity of 24,000 btuh (6,050 kcal/hr) are used to calculate elasticity coeftlc"ients. 
Computation of different elasticity coefficients uses a total of five performance parameters. Selected performance variables are EER in addition to capacity, input power, mass flow rate and amperage which compressor manufacturers publish. Out of 20 different possible elasticities, one half of them are just inverse of another. Funhermore, close intra-parameter relationship (such as capacity and mass flow rate) result in basically same values of elamcity. The following table summarizes classification of coefficients in three arbitrary ranges: 
Y ELASTICITY OF X 
\X X=Capacity Power EER Mass Flow Amperage 
Y\ 
Y=Capacity - I u u I 
Power s - s s u 
EER u I - u I 
Mass Flow u I u - I 
Rate 
Amper<tge s u s s -
where I: Insensitive (Inelastic) IE I 0- 0.5 
U: Unitary IE I "" 0.5 - 1.5 
S: Elastic (Sensitive) IE I 0-0.5 
Among the above elasticity, we shall examine the following two elasticity coefficients for further analysis. 
CAPACITY ELASTICITY OF POWER INPUT 
When we wish to express a relationship between two variables, such as compressor capacity and power input, functionally we can show how one variable changes with movements in the other. How sensitively power changes as compressor capacity changes is one of our interests as it relates to compressor energy efficiency ratio. Thus, we are interested in the characteristics of the capacity elasticity of power input. 
We define the elasticity as the percentage change in power input as a result of percentage change in compressor capacity. Denoting capacity elasticity of power as Ec: 
where W and C stand for input JX!Wer and compressor capacity respectively. Input power is elastic when the percentage change in input power is greater than the percentage change in 
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Aw 
Ec- Percentage change in. power input= W = AW s:_ (S) 
Percentage change ~n capacity 11 c A c w 
c 
capacity i.e., when 11 W/W is greater than AC/C, in elastic when A
 W /W is less than 11C/C, and 
unitary when 11WIW is equal to AC/C. 
The elasticity varies with operating condition as one mig
ht suspect. For a given 
(reciprocating) type of compressor, values of Ec are plot
ted (Fig I) over the compressor 
operating range. 
Capacity elasticity of input power is inelastic over the wi
de operating range. The 
elasticity decreases with increasing evaporating temperature (
Te) and approaches to zero at near 
SO"F (IO"C). This observation for certain compressorn relat
es to the decreasing slope of input. 
power curves with Te. As Te decreases the coefficient conve
rges to a certain value (0.4 in this· 
case). This observation is not obvious from data or performa
nce curves; one must compute the 
coefficient to find this type of characteristic. 
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When the different types of compressors are compared, ther
e are differences. Despite 
the differences among them, they are still all inelastic. Ho
wever, the plus/minus sign of the 
values is significant as it says that input power varies in the
 opposite direction from capacity 
change. 
POWER ELASTICITY OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY RA
TIO 
we define power elasticity of EER as the percentage chan
ge in EER as a result of 
percentage change in input power. Denoting elasticity of ef
ficiency as Ew: 
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!::t.R 
E , Pexcent:a.ge change in EER _ R = !::t.R }'! 
"' Percentage change in W t::..w AW R 
(6) 
w 
where R and W stand for EER and input power respectively. 
Efficiency is elastic when the percentage change in EER is greater than the percentage 
change in input power- i.e. when t::..RIR is greater than !J.:W/W, inelastic when ARIR is less than 
.0. W/W, and unirary when t::..RIR is equal to .0. W/W. 
Unlike the capacity elasticity of input power (Ec), the power elasticity of EER (Ew) 
provides a more useful analysis. Capacity being calculated as the power input multiplied by 
EER, a change in power can have one of three effects on capacity, depending on the shape and 
position of the curve. If EER changes by a larger (smaller) (same) percentage than power input, 
so that capacity increases (decreases) (remains unchanged) as the power decreases, EER is said 
to be elastic (inelastic) (unit elastic). 
The fact that capacity is the product of power and EER explains why capacity responds 
in such a fashion to power changes. Which way the product of these two, that is, capacity, goes 
depends upon which changes the mo~1 (figured as a percentage). Compressor will lose capacity 
by a power if EER (demand) is relatively inelastic, higher EER for lower capacity. It tells 
something about capacity. Whether power elasticity of EER for a specific compressor is elastic 
or inelastic is very important because resultant net capacity change of increasing or decreasing 
power hinges on the elasticity. 
The power elasticity of EER is quite elastic as shown in Fig 2 for given (reciprocating) 
type of compressor. It becomes even more elastic at high Te and low condensing temperature 
(Tc). This means that EER becomes very responsive (elastic) under high mass flow condition. 
On the other hand, the coefficients approach to a certain value (1.5-2 in this case) at low Te 
regardless of Tc. In other words, percentage changes in input power and EER stay at a fixed 
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To illustrate differences in the capacity elasticity, three types of com
pressors, rotary, 
reciprocating, and scroll, are compared. Figure 3 shows the elasticity
 values as a function of 
Te at a ftxed Tc. The elasticity coefficient is quite elastic with in
creasing trend with Te. 
Though the one odd-looking curve may be an accuracy problem with da
ta, the importance of the 
opposite sign remains. 
3 w 








Evaporating Temperature in F 
ELASTICITY AS A FUNCTION OF COMPRESSION RATIO 
Compression ratio being an important factor for compressor perform
ance, it will be 
intuitively interesting to examine an elasticity as a function of compression ratio. Figure
 4 plots 
the calculated capacity elasticity, Ec as a function of compression ratio
_ The curves all show 
positive slopes, but each type of compressor distinguishes itself from 
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FACTORS AFFECTING MAGNITUDE OF ELASTICITY 
Time perspective- Time perspective influences elasticity. Consider that initial break-in 
run results in reduction in input power during early break-in run. The time span could range 
from a few hours to weeks, somewhat depending on the running condition of the compressors. 
Type of Compressor - The type of compressor does differentiate the magnitude of 
elasticity and direction of changes in some cases. 
Oper.ating Condition - The operating condition of the compressor affects both magnitude 
and rate of change in elasticity as shown in Figure I. 
Comp.-ession Ratio - Figure 4 illustrates the effect of compression ratio on elasticity. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The economic concept of elasticity can be applied to compressor performance variables. 
Out of the 20 elasticity coefficients possible from five performance variables capacity, input 
power, mass flow rate, ene.-gy efficiency ratio, and electrical current, one balf of them are 
inverse relationship with respect to the other half. Given an elasticity coefficient, the value 
varies widely ove.- the operating range of compressor. Though the magnitude of the computed 
values is roughly similar, the typeS of compressors show different c;baracteristic;s with elasticity 
coefficients. 
Capacity elasticity of input power is inelastic over a wide operating range. The elasticity 
approaches zero at an evaporating temperature of near 50· F (I 0 C) for the case examined. The 
elasticity coefficient curves as a function of compression ratio are all positively sloped, but each · 
different type of compressor distinguishes itself from the other two. On the other hand, the 
power elasticity of EER becomes very elastic at high evaporating and low condensing 
temperatures. Tbat means tbat EER becomes very responsive (elastic) under high mass flow 
condition. Compressor run time, type of compressor, operating condition, and compression ratio 
are factors which effect elasticity coefficients. 
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF AN ACCUMULATOR IN A ROLLING PISTON TYPE ROTARY COMPRESSOR 
* Moonchang Choi, Song Choi, Hyunwook Lee 
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS RESEARCH Ll LABORATORY GOLDSTAR CO., LTD. 327-23, GARIBONG-DONG,GURO-GU,SEOUL,152-020 KOREA *ROTARY COMPRESSOR DESIGN DEP. GOLDSTAR CO., LTD. #1,2BLOCK,MOK-DONG,CHANGWON-SI,GYUNGNAM,64l-310 KOREA 
KEY WORDS :DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS, 
MAIN FACTOR, INDEPENDENT 
ARRAYS,TWO-WAY FACTORIAL 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, 
EFFECTIVE FACTOR, INTERACTION,. FACTOR, THE TABLE OF ORTHOGONAL DESIGN, LINE AND DOT DIAGRAM, 
CONFIDENCE INTERVAL 
ABSTRACT 
The suction process of a rotary compressor comes with gas pulsation by the rapid and cyclic suction. Because it has an effect on suction loss and mass flow rate, the gas pulsation acts as an important factor on EER. Especially the structure of an accumulator is related to the condition of gas pulsation. So the purpose of this paper is to do an optimal design by using "design of experiments" of an accumulator. We used design of experiments to find the main factors by two-way factorial design with the table of orthogonal arrays. And by using the main factors and interactions, the experiments for optimal design were worked. 
!.INTRODUCTION 
It is generally well known that the accumulator of rolling piston-type rotary compressors is designed to prevent the suction of liquid refrigerant and the noise by the gas pulsation which is unavoidable in high speed compressors. So the geometry of an accumulator affects on the gas pulsation, and it changes not only noise level but also energy efficiency, Therefore if we make use of the gas pulsation, we can induce the overcharge of refrigerant gas in the suction process. By the fact that the overcharge reduces the suction loss and increases the volumetric efficiency, it increases the energy efficiency ratio(EER) on the whole. . Even though a lot of research has been done for the improvement of EER, there are few papers related to the accumulator. For this reason, we tried to find which design factors are effective on the performance of a compressor by experiments. And with that result, we decided the optimal geometry of an accumulator . First for the extraction of effective factors, we used 60Hz, 7400 Btuthr class rotary compressors of the room airconditioners of GOLDSTAR co •. By using experiments, the most effective factors on EER were found l:ly design of experiments. The design of experiments means a planning method of experiments, It plans experiments, data acquisition, management of statistical data,analysis of data to g_et the most effective and maximum informations by the minimum experiments. The extracted effective factors and interactions were different for cooling capacity, input power and EER respectively. We were especially interested in EER in this research. After the extraction of effective factors we decided optimal geometry on the basis of found factors by using the trial and error method. For the reliability of eXperiments, we made test sets that could change only accumulators without changing main parts of a compressor. 
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2. EXTRACTION OF EFFECTIVE FACTORS 
2.1. EXPERIMENT AND ANAYSIS BY DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS 
In Fig.1, seven design factors which might be affective to the 
performance ware selected. With the factors, design of experiments 
was conducted even considering interactions. Totally 16 cases of 
experiments were performed after selecting an appropriate line and 
dot diagram of the table of orthogonal analysis with two-way 
factorial design. In the line and dot diagram points mean effective 
factors and lines represent interactions. Table 2 shows dimensions 
and shapes of the factors. For the error estimation of a 
calorimeter, a compressor's performance was measured many times in a 
test condition. And the result was fairly good with the experimental 
error of 0.2 %. 
2.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Table 4 shows the results of experiments conducted randomly. 
After the analysis of variance, the effectiveness of each factor was 
determined with the confidence interval of 97.5 %. Table 5 gives_the 
results of the effectiveness, and Table 6 is an analysis table for 
the direction of design. By Table 5, factors affecting the capacity, 
input and EER were different each other. The volume of the body. 
the diameter and the interaction ( of the length and the diameter 
of the L-Tube were found to be most effective factors. 
BODY 
The length and the diameter of a body did not affect on EER 
independently. But the volume of the body, the interaction of the 
length and the diameter of the body, were known to be much 
affective. By this fact, the volume of a body seems to be an 
effective factor for the performance by causing the pulsation of 
suction gas. In Table 6 1 it could be known that there is a critica
l 
point or volume which is the lowest in EER. But this point can not 
be fixed, because the point may vary with the capacities. or 
characteristics of compressors. 
L-TqBE 
The L-Tube's diameter as an independent factor was effective, 
but the length was not. And the interaction of the length and the 
diameter, i.e., the volume, was aiso effective. Also, the length of 
the L-Tube interacted with the diameter of the body. Reflecting on 
the facts mentioned above, we can see that the L-Tube has 
complicated relation with the body. As shown in Table 6, when the 
length of the L-Tube is proportional to the diameter of the body 
there was a tendency to increase EER. 
3. OPTIMAL DESIGN 
Above mentioned effective factors were extracted from the 
conventional compressors of GOLDSTAR co •. With the extracted 
factors we made experiments by varying effective dimensions ·of 
accumulators for now-developing compressors. 
3.1. DIMENSION DEVELOPMENT FOR OPTIMAL DESIGN 
The diameter of the L-Tube is constrained to the suction diameter of a cylinder. The diameter of an accumulator body is required as small as possible considering the setting in an air-conditioner. Based on the facts mentioned above, we developed dimensions of accumulators as follows. 
i) Accumulator body 
After fixing the diameter -as 47.5, we developed the volumes of accumulators by changing the length. 
ii) L-Tube 
The diameter of the L-Tube was fixed as 15.8 by considering the suction diameter of a cylinder. so we varied the length·-- only. 
iii) Screen & screen_holder 
To decrease pressure loss as possible, lOOxlOO, 0.1 was used. Screen holder of type 1 selected. 
screen mesh of 
in Table 2 was 
3.2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND OPTIMAL DESIGN OF ACCUMULATORS 
Experimental results were shown in Fig. 3 and Table 7. According to the results, there was difference of EER over 1 % even for a few experiments.As the length of the L-Tube is increased, cooling capacity and input power are reduced and EER is increased. Especially the reduction of input power by the increase of the length of the L-Tube may result ~rom -the effect Of pressure pulsation even though the suction friction loss increases. By these factors the variation of EER is not trivial, so we should take account of them in the design of an accumulator. The appropriate design process of an accumulator is as follows. 
1) To decide the volume of a body and the diameter of L-Tube by considering the compressor specification and system. 
2) To decide the diameter and the length of the body. If possible, long length and small diameter will be available. Because the diameter of the body is less effective on EER than the volume of the body itself is. so the length can be designed within a wider range of variation in a decided volume. 
3) To decide the L-Tube's length by trial and error method with varing the L-Tube's length. 
If design of experiments is applied, the number of times of experiments will be reduced. 
4. CONCLUSION 
1) By changing the dimensions and shape 





2) Most effective factors on EER are the volume of the body and the length of the L-Tube among the various design factors and the interactions of an accumulator. 
3) Design of experiments was applied in designing an accumulator in view of improvement of EER. 
REFERENCE 
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Table 1. Latin Square 
~le 1 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 
number".., 
9 IO II 12 13 14 15 
Fig. 1 Factors of accumulator 
15( !>! /( AB) 8(3) 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 I 1 1 1 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
0 I 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
I 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 
1 I 0 0 l 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 I 1 0 0 1 
1 1 0 I 0 0 I 0 I 1 0 1 0 0 1 
I 1 0 I 0 0 l I 0 0 I 0 I 1 0 
c E CE D CD ED AB B BC G CG F CF AC A 
Table 2. The dimension and shape of each factor unit {IIIII] 
FACTOR 0- TYPE 1- TYPE RE,ARKS 
A 90 120 Body I engfh 
B 50.8 65 Body diameter 
c 90 130 l-tube length 
D 9.52 12.7 L-tube diameter 
E o· 45. Section angle 
F dl0.23,0.18 dl 0.1 Screen muh 
100 I 100 100 I I00 
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Table. 3 Development of parts for erperimenr 
Table 4. Erperimenta data f 
Table 5. Results from anal-ysis of variance or 
the errraction of effeet~ve factors 
NO, C C A P INPUT f E R 
1 99.14 99.48 99.64 
2 100,28 100.28 99.98 
3 100' 14 100.32 99.81 
4 100.00 100.00 100,00 
5 99.87 100.72 99.15 
6 99.31 100,51 98.82 
7 102.55 99.96 102.59 
8 101.30 100,16 101.14 
9 101.31 101.50 99.82 
10 102.15 102.39 99.75 
11 99,31 99.54 99.77 
12 100.78 99,44 101.34 
13 102.08 101.74 100.25 
14 103.51 101.74 101.62 
15 99.37 101.85 99.62 
16 100.38 99.32 101.06 
*Reference. Accumulator 
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Table 6. Analysis of variance of e1pected values 
1) A 1 B ( BODY LENGTH 1 BODY DIAM£TER : BODY VOLUME ) 
AO Al SUM 
BO * 1, 7, ll, 13 **39.139 3, 5, 9, I5 38.763 77.902 
BO 4, 6, 10, I6 38.884 2, 8. 12, 14 39.317 78.201 
SUM 78.023 78.08 156.I03 
2) D ( L-TUBE DIAMETER ) 
DO I, 2, 5. 6, 9, IO, 13, 14 77 .7 45 156.103 
Dl 3. 4, 7' 8. 11' 12, 15, 16 78.358 
3) C 1 D ( L-TUBE LENGTH 1 L-TUSf DIAMETER : L-TUBE VOLUME ) 
co Cl SUM 
DO 1' 3. 5. 7 39.035 9, 10' 13, 14 39.06 
77 .7 45 
D.l 3. 4, 7' B 39.264 II, 12' IS, 16 39.094 78.358 
SUM 77.949 78.154 156.I03 
4) B 1 C ( BODY DIAMETER r L-TUBE LENGTH ) 
BO Bl SUM 
co 1' 3' 5. 7 39.035 2' 4. 6. 8 38.9I4 77.949 . 
Cl 9, 1 I, 13, 15 38.867 10' 12, 14, I6 39.287 7 8 .154 
SUM 77.902 78.0I 156.103 
ll! AO , AI , 80 .•...• C1 : Refer to the table 2. 
* : Sample number 
* * : Sum of EER for those sample numbers 
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Fig. 3 Dimension developments of accumulator 
Table 7. Dimensions of ettracted factors for erperiments 
I D(mm) B L {mm) T L(mmJ INPUT C C A P E E R 
55.0 113 103 . 98.86 99.80 100.22 
* 61.5 160 103 100.00 100.00 100.00 
.f7. 5 120 70 99.99 100.50 100.54 
47.5 120 80 99.76 100.33 100.58 
47.5 120 100 98.97 99.30 100.28 
47.5 120 120 98.55 99.11 100.53 
47.5 uo 100 98.97 99.11 100,93 
47.5 HO 120 99.61 100.06 100,51 
47.5 140 uo 98.61 99.57 100.96 
* Reference dimension 
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OPTIMUM HEIGHT AND BORE OF COMPRESSOR FOR OBTAINING 
by 
TAIASHI IIAEIAWA', NOIUYUII IAT0 2 
ROTARY 
HIGH EER 
1 Engineer,S.all Co1pressor Division.DAIKIN JNDUSTRIES.LTD, > Chief Encineer,S.all Cu.pressor Division.DAIKIN INDUSTRIES.LTO. 1000-2 OHT ANI OKAIIOTO·CHO KUSATSU JAPAN 
ABSTRACT 
In order to •ini1ize the tolerance of theoretical analysis. we·conducted the test with 1any kinds of prototypes to obtain actual perfor~ance data. We 1ade !9 different kinds of rollins piston type rotary co1pressors with identical piston disprace1ent and obtained actual EER. Cyliner helcht H and bore D are thought to be do1inant factors for deter1ininc the rotary co1pressor perfor1ance We. therfore, conducted the test varying H and D. and adjusted the test data using 1ultiple reculation analysis to lnvestcate what really detenines the perfor1ance. The result showed that the s1aller the product of H and D. the higher the efficiency. If the product of H and D is constant, large D results in a s1all increase of eccentricity and the reliabilitY increases. However, large D results in a larse di&leter co1pressor. 
INTRODUCTION 
Recently in Japan, Sl&ll size scroll c01pressors (approx.I/2 to l.SKW) have 1ade their apperance in the field of residential air conditioners. However. owing to their advantages and the develoPient of i1prove1ents, rotary co1pressors are still in use. In addsion, the recent restriction on SEER has lead the research into a higher EER c01pressor. 
The capacity of a c01pressor follows its suction volu1e which is deter1ined bY ·sou of the njor di.ensions such as eccentricity e ,cylinder heicht H and cylinder bore D. Therefore. a co1pressor of sale suction volu1e can be designed with various co1binations of these dilensions.1he power reqired for gas ca.pression and the friction force on the sliding face vary by these COibinations and accordingly the 1echanica! efficiency also varies. 
Therefore, the deter~ination of these di1ensions is essential for obtaining higher efficiency. It is well known that the si1ulatlon based on kine1atlc equations,the equations of 1otion of the 1ovins ele.ent, using the repetition 1ethod enables us to predict the perfor1ance and the efficiency over a wide ranee of dilensional variation. Though there are sOle investigations on opti1111 co1binations. they are 1ainly based on onlY lechanlcal frictlon.(•l) 
In addition. s01e of the recent investigations,in order to be 1ore practical,deal with Perfor1ance in relation not only to 1echanical friction but also to the ·overall factors of leakace. overheat, pressure losses and 10tor loss. Thus the si1ulasion accuracy has bec01e hicber.(*2) 
However, we found that these investgatlons are not yet sufficient for perforlance p~ediction with bi!her accuracy. Therefore, ~e investisated how these di1ensions influence the perfor1ance by testing 19 different kinds of prototypes. ~e conducted the test with these sate suction volu1e ca~pressors and confirled the 
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total efficiency and its tendency. In order to obtain
 only the influences of 
these di1ensions. we 1ini1ized the tolerance of 1ach
inins ca1ponent and the 
error of 1ea~ure1ent durinc the test. For the evaluation
 of perfor1ance, we also 
used several ather ways than EER for expressinc efficiency. F
or processinc data 
with so.e errors, we used the lultiple reculation analys
is for investicatinc how 
these di~ensions affect perforaance. 
DE!EIJIINA'UON or DIIIDSIOIIS rot PIBTOTYPE 
far our experi•ent we 1ade totally 19 coapressors with sa
1e suction voJn~e. 
(Vsuc=51.3cc/rev) Sixteen of the. have different c01bina
tions of di1ensions , and 
another J of the. have sale c01binat ion of di1ensions of 
No.7 but different shaft 
dialeters. The specification of these prototypes are show
n in Table 1. Unless the 
relasion ( H. in-"' >drshaft/2) is satisfied. a shaf
t and a roller cannot be 
asssbled. 
Where Rin ;Inner radius of roller. drshaft ;diueter
 of rear shaft 
As a result. there were so1e prototYPes with s1all rear s
haft dia1eter and crank 
pin dia1eter (roller inner dialeter). The purpose of p
rototype No.l8. No.\9 and 
No.20 which have different shaft dia1eters is lor inv
estisatins the infuluence 
of rear shafts and pins. 
~ith resards to the Table I, the prototypes shown in ho
rizontal lines have sa1e 
cylinder BoreD .those shown in vertical lines have s11
e cylinder heicht H, and 
those shown in diaconal lines have sue eccentricity .
E. for siapl ifyinc the 
fabrication of prototypes, the followins ca~ponent di1e
nsions are aade the sa1e; 
The thickness of brade (4.711) 
Brade sprinc 
Casic (shell heisht ,radius) 
Front shaft diaaeter( ¢ 2 8) 
, Top radius of the brade 
"otor (including rotor weist baranser) 
Discharce valve,valve stopper 
A crank pin and rollar were used to adjust the centri
fusal force. A spacinc 
piece ~s inserted to adjust the sprinc load. Oil was ch
arced to the upper level 
of cylinder. The colpressor co1ponents were aachined
 with hiCh accuracy to 
aaintain every clearance within a sull tolerance (actual
 resulL was within±5.~o~ }. 
DEFINITIONS OF EACH EFFICIENCY 
E ER= Q/ WO 
GO· .t::. i e /WO 
............ ( 1 ) 
............ ( 2) 
Wl W2 Wldax 
= 
wo W1 W2 wc.ax 
in addi lion . 
wJ : aini1u1 work per unit flow rate ( 1 Kg/h l 
W3 ;GO*Wl: 1ini1u1 work of actual flow rate 
w3 =WG1ax/G1ax 











actud capacity ( Kcal/ h ) 
actual aass flow rate ( Kg/ h ) 
specific enthalpy increase durins evaporation process 
( Kcal/ KS) 
aotor input (Watts) 
aotor shaft outPut (Watts) 
P-v sas co.pression work per cycle 
=area(!' 2' 3' 4') ·N/60•g 
(Watts) (fis.l) 
N : RPII of the aotor ( r P m ) 
P : cy 1 inder inner pressure ( K g /til m 2 ) 
Vc: cylinder volule ( m') 
g=9.8 (m/s') 
WGaax : ainiau1 power of P-V diasraa required to c01press 
the aaxiaua cylinder voluae sas 
.. 
=area ( 1234) N · g/60 
= (n/n-1) ·PsVc [ (Pd/Ps)•-u•-l]N·g/60 
n : avera11e polytropic index which is to be applied to 
above euat,ion n = 1 . 1 I 5 (for R 2 2 ) 
WI W2 WGiax G0·6ie 
EER= - ( 6) wo Wl W2 WGaax 
Wl W2 WGaax G0·6ie -- --- ( 7) wo WI W2 Gux · w3 
'liOt · 'llec · '1 cid • '1 v • 6 i e / w 3 ( 8) 
Where the definition of each efficiency is as follows 
,aot = W 1/WO ; aotor efficiency 
'11ec =W2/Wl ; aechanica.l efficiency 
"cid = WGux/W2 : P..V indicator efficiency "v :: G 0/Gau : voluaetic efficiency 
[ 
6 i e/ w 3 : represents aax EEII 
at the condition te5 /tc5 5 'C, R 2 2 ,nx EEII=3. 7 3 
(in ASHRAE cond. 1ax EE11=4.14) 




= 'llec • '1 cid · '1 v : co1pressor aechanical efficiency 
= '1 1ot • '1 1ec • '1 cid • ., v ; total coapressor efficiency 
"' 'llec · ., cid : indicator aechanical efficiency 
E ER = 3. 7 3 • •not • '11eC • '1Cid • '1¥ ( 9) 
= 3 • 7 3 • '1 lOt • '1 C ···················-· ( 1 0) 
(1 1) 
= 3. 7 3 . , t ···-··---···········-
for the 1ass flow rate 
WGO : 1ini1u1 work per actualflow rate 
WGO = wJ • GO 
WGaall 
"" ·GO = WGaax· 
· G1ax 
"' WGiax • ., v 
WGtax= WG0/'1 v = w3/'1V 
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GO (Kg/h) (=W3) 
····-----·--··--·---- ( 1 2 ) 
GO 
·--·······-· ( 1 3 ) 
Gaax 
-·-----------·-······ ( 1 4 ) 
-------··--·-··---· ( 1 5 ) 
Each loss of work is defined as follows 
[ 
Hotor loss "' WO-W!: ( 1- '!lOt) ·WO=.::l.WIOL 
Friction loss =Wl-W2= aW1ec ······---·-·········· 
Co1pression loss =WZ-WGillll= t::.Wc 
Leaka!le loss=WGiax-WGO= t::.WL 
Above definition is Sililar to that of shown in refference(*4) 
fr01 reference (*5) we assu1e that EER is defined as follows 
Wl W2 Wl GO·ll>ie 
EER: - ·- • --
wo Wl W2 WJ 
and then 1/COIP W3/W2: Co1pression efficiency 
( 1 6) 
( 1 7 ) 
( 1 8) 
( 1 9) 
( 2 0) 
In our definition ., COIP ., cid · ., v --········-··--········ ( 2 2) 
In reference (*5), 11 c01p is defined without separatinll 11 cid and 11 v. 
However we devided 1/COIP into two ter.s '!cid and "'V. And then ,in reference (*5), 
(total) co1pressor efficiency ip defined as follows 
11 t = '1 lOt • '1 1ec • '1 COIP ·· ·· ··•••• • ··· ··• • • • • •· ( 2 3 ) 
Both of two (*4,*5) did'l explain cteary the relation between EER and above 
efficiencies. And equation (8) is slistly different fr01 eq.(26) of refference(*3). 
TEST RESULTS 
!.Factors which affect EER 
lie investigated the various variables (see note) affect the capacity Q. input- li 
and EER by usinc 1ultiple reculation analysis.(*6,*7) The tendency of the data 
of No.4 and No.12 are different fr01 the others. We assu1ed that so•ethinC were 
wron!l and eli•inated thel fro1 our evaluation. The data of No.l8. No.19 and 
No.20 show no bi!l difference between that of No.7. This is because the lajnr 
di1ensions or No.l8,No.l9 and No.20 are exactlY the sale with those of No.7 
except for the sh~ft dia.eters. Therefor, we used 14 datas for the ~nalysis. 
Note : !!!!J.,H*(P+2R9),0,H,ii ,D 2 ,P'.H/P,(H/P)'-,D
2*H 
lie found th~t the underlined variables are the •oat influential. 
In oder to accurately Ieasure the influence of 1ajor dilensions, Ialor efficiency 
w~s 1easured separately as a 10tor itself. As ~result. 
(1) The variable (H*P) and the force to pressurize !IllS (fp) affect the EER and 
11d 1uch 10re than any other variables ( D,H,Ii .D
2 ,D',H/D,(H/DP.(H/DP or D'-*H ). 
~e obtained the following ezperilental equations values. 
EER:1.208-1.953*H*D correlation factor r=-0.74 ---(24) 
., d == 1.07-0.000ll*F p r =-0.85 ---(25) 
(Fig.~ and Fig.S) 
fr01 the above equations, we find that the s1aller the ( H*D ),the hi!lher the EER. 
Note : Correlation factor indicates how •uch it affects EER. 
r: ± 1 :It has perfect relation. 
±0.8 :ll bas considerable relation. 
t 0.6 :It has s01e relation. 
±0.5 :It I&Y have s01e relation. 
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(2) The s•lller the ( H•& ), the llrger the capacitY Q. 
We obtained the following experi•entll equation. 
Q = t.I0-0.0829•H * ( D + 2 RO) r =-0.52 ( 2 6) 
(fig.&) 
2. Infuluence of clenlnce on EEit. 
We conducted the test of prototype No.7 with 44 different clelrances to investigate its influence on EER.(•tO) The test results show that th·ough the cleuance is .aintained within the tolerance of ±5 Jl., this tolerance affects EER. By using the resulltlon analysis we obtain the following equation (27) and (28). 
Q(Kcal/b) =BO+Bl (CR) +B2(CR) 2 +BJ (CR) 1 
+B4(CB) +B5(CB) '+B6(CB)' 
W (wltts) =CO+Cl (CR) +C2(CR) 2 +C3 (CR)' 





;coefficient of resuration. 
;clearance between roller and cylinder heicht ceiling 
;clearance between vane and cYlinder heisht ceilins 
( 2 7) 
( 2 8) 
.To evaluate the data on the sa•e clearance , we co•pensated the EEit of each co•pressor using these equations. In addtion, the all values of EER was divided by those of the prototype No.7 so that they can be evaluated on the di•ensionless level. The test result of the ~elation of( H•D ) and EER a~e shown in Fig.2 and the si•ulation results in fig.J. 
The tendency of the siiUlation ~esults corresponds with that of the test results. However, there are so•e differences in absolute values. Therefo~e. it is not yet allowable to predict the perfor.ance only with si•ulation. 
3. R!lation between volu•etic efficiencY and indicltor 1echanical efficiency. 
The larger the voluletic efficiency "'v. the larger the indicator •echanical efficiency "! d. Ire obtained the follow in~~: experi•ental equation . .,·d=0.5+0.48"!v r:0.55 ____ ., ____ , (29) 
FUN8AIIEIITALS lOt DESIGIIIJIII COIIPUSSOI WITII HlliiiiEI EFFICIENCY 
1) Under the condition of sa•e (H•D), it is favorable to enlarge D. because the reliabil i Ly i1proves due to the sull increase of eccentricity ti and less blade friction. 
However, the Jarp;e D results in the larse dia1ete~ of a co•pressor casins. Therefore, within the allowable li•it of casing dia•eter, lt is favorable to increase D. Fi&.8 is a chart prePited for the co•pressor desip;n. The chart is based on an experi•ental equation which elves the influence of (H*D) on EEit. 
2) In order to i•p~ove EEit, it is necessary to i•prove either each efficiency (see note) or the product of these efficiencies. (Fis.9) (*8.*9) 
Note: .,.ot ; 1otor efficiency, ., 1ec : 1echanical effieiency 
"! cid ; P-V indica tor efficiency, "'v : volu•etic efficiency 
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In Fip:.9, the co•pressor under study is fixed io a bolted shell and it has the 
sa•e di1eosions as the No7. And fro. the P-Y diacra• the indicator efficiencies 
17cid and the 1echanical efficienciy 111ec are calculated. At this tile we use 
the 1otor efficiency 171ot which is sained separately in bot condition. 
As rotational speed increase, "lltC decrease rapidly and .,v, 17cid • indicate a 
quadratic curve. Co•pressor •echanical efficiency:17c is ~~:ained fro• power of 
all those three efficiencies. Fic.9 shows co•pressor •echanical efficiency:'7c 
has a .axiiUI value at 60 Hz. lf we wish to chanp:e the •axi1u1 point Lo another 
hip:her Hz , We 1ust desicn the co•pressor which has another different each 
efficiencies. Of course, in the case of hicher rotational speed , so1e especial 
efforts 1ust be 1ade. We should pay attension to valve,clearance , a1ount of oil, 
1otor,so on.(*ll.*l2) 
In oder to i•prove EER for an inverter controlled ca~pressor, 
desicn a co•Prssor to give the hichest EER at the frequency 
throup:out the whole year. 
it is essential to 
•ost often used 
3) The s•aller the (H•D) ,the bieber the total efficiency. If (H•D) is •aintained 
s•all. the force to pressurize cass (fP) beco•es s1all and accordincly the journal 
loss bec01es Sill I. 
Fis.IO shows tne tendency of the other 1anufacturers' co•pressors. With the years, 
the c01pressor tecbnoloSY innovated. It shows that their tendency of the (HtD) is 
beeo1inc s.aller and the efficiencY has increased. We assu•e that this is affected 
by the s1all (H•D). 
4) As a result , we i•prove the efficiency of a 3/4 Hp size dual cylinder rotary 
co1pressor by reducinc 20 % of H and achieved 2 % of EER increase. In addition 
to this, we added other i•proveeent and increased EEi. This co•Pressor is now in 
Production. 
CONCLUSION 
1. In oder to obtain hilh efficiency, it is essential to reduce the product of H · 
and 0. 
2. However , snll (H*D) results in larce eccentricity e and lowers the 
reliability. The allowable reliability li1it needs to be investicated. 
3. The total c01pressor efficiency ., t can be divided into 
•otor efficiency ; 'I' lOt, 1echanical efficiency ; 171ec, 
indicator efficiency: ., cid and volu1etic efficiency;., v. 
In oder to i1prove EER , it is necessary to either i•Prove each efficiency or 
i•Prove the product of these efficiencies·. 
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TABLE I. SPECIFICATION OF TEST COMPRESSOR 
Main Front shaft dia <t2 8, Crank pin dia<t 4 0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1
 0 
H 35 40 41.73 44.16 45 46.89 50 52-8 
52.84 55.83 
D 
1 56 (-tr 1) 
2 60 -trz 
'tr3 
3 66 'tr4 * 5 -trs *7 
4 70 
us -(l9 * 10 
5 74 'trll 
"(;{ 12 * 13 
6 78 * 14 * 15 * 16 * 17 
--k18 Ria shaft dia ¢22, Crank pin dia ¢40 
-'k I 9 Ria shaft dia ¢2 0, Crank pin dia ¢4 0 
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OPTIMIZATION OF INTER-COOLER IN RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR 
Lu Ya-dong, Sun Si-Ying, Yan Cai-qiu, and Yang Shao-Kai 
Department of Power Machinery, Xi' an Jiao-tong University, Xi' an, 
Shaanxi Province, The People's Republic of China 
ABSTRACT 
Based on the energy balance law and the mass balance law in thermodynamics, a 
mathematical model on the transient heat exchange process of the inter-cooler is estab· lished. Then a model on optimization of the cooler is proposed in which the obj::ctive 
function is the total entropy generation rate (TEGR), giving consideration to both the !).eat transfer and the flow resistance in the cooler. Finally, the results of the optimization on the structure size and the operating parameters are searched for the cooler. The feasibility of the simulating model and the reliability of the optimizating results have been 
proved by the experiments in a compressor. 
INTRODUCTION 
In order to increase the economy and reliability of multi-stage compressor during 
operation, studies on the inter-cooler of compressor should be. paid attention to in addi-
tion to studing the compressor itself. From the standpoint of the whole compressor system 
including the compressor, inter-cooler, and later-cooler, the authors have conducted the 
simulation of the transient heat transfer and the optimization of the structure for the inter-cooler. In combination with our previous publications1 1•21 , the computer aided de-sign for compressor system can be realized. 
The shell-and-tube cooler with barnes is widely used in engineering. In the present. paper, a mathematical model on the transient heat exchange of a counterflow shell-and-tube cooler has been established on the basis of the energy balance law and the mass balance law in thermodynamics. By using the flow path analysis method, the heat 
exchange coefficient for the shell side in the reference12l is revised, thus the accuracy of the calculation is improved. At the same time, by means of the finite difference method, the numerical solutions for the gas inside the tube, the cooling water in the shell side, and the temperature in the tube wall are obtained, and the change rule of temperature with the time and the spacial position is determined in the heat exchange period. On this basis, a model on optimization of the cooler is proposed in which the objective function is the total 
entropy generation rating (TEGR), giving consideration to the two important factors, that 
is the heat transfer and the flow resistance in the cooler, and especially emphasising its re-
search on energy quality. Finally, the results of optimization on the structure size and the 
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operating parameters are obtained for the cooler by usin
g the flexiable tolerance 
optimization method. Moreover, the experiments have proved 
the feasibility of the simu-
lating model, and the reliability of the optimizating results. 
MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF HEAT EXCHANG
E PROCESS 
A shell -and-tube cooler with baffles is shown schematically i
n Fig.l. Fig.2 shows 
the heat exchange model of the cooler, where high-temperatur
e fluid is the air inside the 
tube, and the low-temperature fluid is the cooling water in th
e shell side. The following 
assumptions are made for the model. 
(1) Thermal conductance is ignored; 
(2) Thermal resistance of tube wall is ignored; 
(3) The shall is adiabatic; 
(4) The thermal capacity rates (cmh, and (cm)0 is the two fluid
s are constant as are 
the thermal conductances (hA)b, and (hA)0 , and the therm
al capacity rate 
(Cm)w in the tube wall. 
Based on the first law of thermodynamics, the heat exchange e
lement of the cooler 
should meet the following equations[JJ 
For the tube wall, 
aT 
(em) -w =(hA).(T.-T )+(hA) (T,-T.) 
(Ia) 
)II at " w c 
For the fluid inside the tube, 
( 
"T• ) iiT • 
(hA).(T •- T•) =(A ,Pc)• U • T• + nL -(A ,Pc)• U • T• +(A ,Pc)•Lae (I b) 
For the fluid in the shell side, 
(hA) (T - T ) =(A pc) U ( T -aT
, L)- (A pc) U T +(A pc) aT, 
c , c ;c ~ I! c ax .z ~ '" t: ;r; 
c at 
(I c) 
The heat exchange coefficients, h, , for the fluid inside the tube
 are separately calcu-
lated on such two cases, as the turbulent zone and the transition
al zone. That is 
when R., > 10
4 
h = 0.023-11.- R o.B P 
113 L , ( )0.14 
' D u ~' ,, llw 
(2a) 
when 2100< R~,< 10
4 
h = h' + R.,- 2100 [o.o23..I... Ro.• P 1/3 ( ..E...)o ... - h'] 
• 10000-R., D, " " Jl.. 
(2b) 
h' = [3.66 + O.OSSG Zr2/3 ( _E_) 0.14 ]~ 
1 + 0.047G Zr Jl.. D 11 
In the present studies, the heat exchange coefficient in the shell
 side is calculated ·by 
Bell-Delaware method[
41 , in which the effect of the gap and pass-by caused by the baffle
s 
is in consideration. 
h' = h; (J .J ,J J /,) 
where hi is the heat exchange coefficient of the tube core. J., 11
, Jb, Jr> and J, are the re-
vised factors 
The initial condition of the equation is that 
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where z is the number divided equally in on period. For the boundary condition, the 
change of air temperature at the inlet with time is 
T~ ,. = t_t) 
and the cooling water temperature at the inlet is assumed to be a constant 
T~,. = const 
Having dispersed the equation group (1), the transient temperature change of the gas 
inside the tube with the time and spacial position is solved by using Jacobi iterative meth-
od, as shown in Fig.3. Thus , it is proved that the gas temperature of the inter-cooler in 
the reciprocating compressor is definitely not a constant, but is a pulsating value. The two 
peaks occurred in the figure is caused by the two cylinders in the compressor. Fig.4 shows 
the curved surface of transient temperature of the cooling water in the shell side. It is indi-
cated that the temperature of cooling water slightly increases with the direction of the 
cooler length, but is independent on the time. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF COOLER OPTIMIZATION 
Obj:ctive Function 
At present there are many indexes to evaluate the performance of the heat 
exchanger. Among them the temperature efficiency, heal exchange efficiency, and the 
number of transfer units, et al., are often used. However, in these indexes the heat transfer 
is separated from the flow resistance, and the quality of the energy is not concerned. What 
index can be used to consider both the quantity and quality of the heat transfer and the 
flow resistance, and the optimum value can be searched? The authors consider that the to-
tal entropy generation rating is available. Thus, the TEGR is considered as the obj:ctive 
function in this optimizating model. 
In order to evaluate the economy of the cooler, the TEGR as an index is a benefit, 
but with a certain expense. The benefit of the cooler is the heat exchange quantity, Q. The 
expense is the useful energy loss caused by the compressor and water pump and the heat 
transfer due to the temperature difference. Thus, the TEGR can be expressed by 




entropy generation rate caused by the temperature difference; 
&S .1J = C .,M ,fn(T,. IT)- C .,M Jn(T, IT,.) 
entropy generation rate caused by the pressure loss inside tube; 
&s Ill'• = 2v ,aP, 1 cr,, + T,.) 
entropy generation rate caused by the pressure loss in the shell side; 
!l.S u, = 2v ,&PsI (T,, + T,.) 
(3) 
n - conversion factor in which the power expense caused by the pressure loss is con-




'leo - relative efficiency from Camot circulation to effective circulation; 
'7rn - efficiency of electrical power system; 
'7e efficiency of compressor; 
IJp - efficiency of pump; 
Q - heat transfer quantity per unit time 
Eq.(3) expresses the useful energy expended per unit heat transfer quantity in the 
co01er. The smaller theY, value, the better the economy of the cooler. 
Strategic (Design ) Variables 
In the present work, the optimization on the cooler consists of the structure size 
optimization, and operating parameter optimization. For the former, the vector of the 
strategic variable can be expressed by 
r r 
X 1 = [x 1 ,x 2 ,x ,,•••,x 1 ] = [D ,.,L , •• L 0 ,D s'L .,,B ,N .,N .,l 
where B< = Lhcb IDs. 
N•=(L,.-2L11-L •• -L •• ) I Lb<-1 
N., - number of tube 
Other symbols are shown in Fig.!. 
For the latter, the vector of the strategic variable is expn:ssed by 
X
2 
= [x',,x'l'x',{ = [n,p,M,]r 
where n, p, are M s are the rotatory speed of compressor, discharge pressure, and the 
flow quantity of cooling water, separately. 
Restrained Condition 
(1) The restrained condition for optimization structure size of the cooler: 
for the inequality restraint 
g 1(X 1);;;.0 i""' 1,2,···,18 
20 D L 
g, """D -1.0 gl =f -l.O g =_!!_ -25 
to 
l Ds . 
L L z 
5 •• g 5 =-;:;-- 1.15 g6 = D•• -1.0 g.=L -D .. to ' 
D, D Ds 
g, = 40 -l.O g.= 15-j_f- g9 ="D -5.o 
to to 
D, LbC 0.5 1 0 
g =--10 g 11 = I.>: - 0.20 gll=s:-· w L . . , 
2 
N B 0.78D otl 
~ --' -10 g 14 = -N g =-" -1.0 
13 -0.10 . 2 II 15 7 c 1L,. 
!:.P tJ.p g =_Q_ -1.0 =~-1.0 -~-10 
g16 !:.P g 11 - llP . 18 Q min 
I s 
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L -2L - L . - L h 
1 = N • + l - '" ·~ •· •• 
bt 
(2) The restrained condition for optimizating operating parametr of the cooler: 




2 ) ~ 0 i = 1,2,-··,8 
600 II g I = ---;- - 1.0 g 2 = I 00 - 1.0 
25 
gl =-.- -1.0 
M, 
Pressure Loss 
8 g =- -1.0 
' p 
g, = p- 1.0 
IJ.PI..,~ 
g1=~-l.O 
In the tube side, the pressure loss is the sum of the pressure loss during the gas going through the straight tube part, and the pressure loss at the inlet and outlet. The expression is that 
• • 2 
flP = 1 ' 10 '" .E._ + 1.5-N-
4f,M L N ( ) -o.H M 
t 2p I D II J,l." 2p I 
In the shell side the pressure loss includes the pressure loss (llP 0 ) of the pure trans-verse flow in the zone between the tops of the baffles, the pressure loss (llP w) in ·the win-dow of the baffles, and the pressure Joss (llP1) at the end of the cooler, as shown in Fig.5. The expression is thatC41 
llP' = llP b; (N b - 1 )R b R I + N b [ (2 + 0 .6N 1< .. ) ~ ~ X 10 :-J J R I 
+ llP b1 ( 1 + -~ ,,.. )R • R , 
I<C 
where llPb, is the ideal pressure loss, Rb is the revisei:i factor, and R. is the leakage fac-tor. 
Results of the Optimization 
For the cooler size, as listed in Table 1, the operating parameters are optimized by the flexiable tolerance optimization method. The results of the optimization is shown in Fig.6 and Table 2. The optimum of the TEGR is 6.5417. Compared with the initial scheme, the value of the TEGR is reduced by a factor of 45.21%, and the pressure loss is decreased in the tube side. In addition, the perfectness Ktt of cooling is increased from 79.24% to 89.15% by using the optimization. It is clear that optimizing the operating parameters can lead to saving energy for the compressor. In order to verify the reliability of the calculation; the experiment has been conducted in a later-cooler of an air compressor type IT ZA-1.5 I 8. The influence of the rotatory speed (n), cooling water quantity (M,), and pressure ratio (E) on the Ti;GR and the heat exchange quantity are shown in Fig.7-9 separately. The calculation values are in agreement with the experimen-tal results, thus it is proved that the optimizing procedure is correct. 
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Table 1 cooler size 
Size parameter I 0 • Ds L,P Lb• L,. N" ! Nb Be 
Lb; I Lbo 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)_i (m
m) (mm) 
value I 11 65 13 48 678 14 _[ 13 
0.26 74 1 68 
Table 2 The results of optimization for the operating pa
rameters 
Parameter M, I n 1 E u Q i AP, (kg I s) (r I min) (WI m2 • k) (W) Y, (KPa) 
Initial Scheme 0.1667 ! 330 l 5.0 163.6 l 1159.7 11.937 ! 4.217 
Optimum results o.l737 1 250 1 5.99 188.9 j 119




T,. T,; T,. K., I I (KPa) (t) (t) (t) (t) 
Initial Scheme 0.199 118 25.6 19.2 
19.5 79.24 I I 
Optimum results 0.208 113 23.5 18.2 
19.6 89.15 I I I 
The results of the optimization on the structural size 
of the cooler are shown in 
Fig. tO, and Table3. The value ofTEGR is reduced by a ga
ctor of 83.39%, the useful ener-
gy loss is reduced by a factor of 63.47%, and the perfectn
ess Kn of cooling is increased by 
19.54%. By using the optimization, the purpose of en
hancing heat exchange and de-
creasing heat resistance is reached. Due to the limitation o
f the experimental condition, the 
optimum results on the structural size have not been verif
ied. 
Table 3 The results of optimization for the structural si
ze 
D,. D, L,p I L.., L,. Nn ~ Nb l B. u ' Q Parameter I(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (mm) (W im2 • k) i (w) 
Initial Scheme II 65 13 1 48 678 _14 I 13 I 0.26 
157.0 . [1161.7 
Optimum results 13 90 15 
~--36 6o5 1 16 1 13 , o.24 201.4 1 2547.4 
Parameter Y, 
AP, AP, Tti 
I 
T,. T,; T,. 
~,~:~-(KPa) (KPa) (t) (t) (t) ("C) 
Initial Scheml 7.453 3.239 0.215 139 26.
0 18.2 19.9 
Optimum results 1.242 0.794 0.038 I 139 I 2
1.5 18.2 21.9 I 93.4 
CONCLUSION 
By means of the experiments carried out in a cooler of a 
laboratory compressor, the 
transient temperature at the inlet and outlet of the cooler
 and the performance parameters 
of the compressor have been measured. It is proved tha
t the model on the transient heat 
transfer is viable, and the optimizing results in which t
he objective function is the total 
entropy generation rating is correct. 
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Fig.3 Curved surface of the transient temperature of the gas 
















Fig.4 Curved surface of the transient temperature of the cooling wa
ter 
in the shell side with the change of time and spacial position 
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DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND GEOME'fRICAL OPriMlZA.riON OF ·rHE DE:rAILS OF ROTARY COMPRESSOR WITH ROLLING PISTON 
V.I.M-ilovanov, V.l::i.Limar 
Odessa Institute of Low Temperatures and Power Engineering 1/3 Petra Velikogo B~r., 270100, Odessa USSR phone 55-13-49 
A.BSTRACT: 
Che d;yna.zn.ic analysis of rotary compressor mechanism ••as reali-zed by means of mathematical modelling of its operating processes with computer • .rhe modelling procedure combined with variations of the geometrical parameters of the details proved the possible impro-vement of compressor efficiency and reliability. '.rhe results of mo-delling were used in the line of new refrigerating compressors with rolling piston manufacturing in Riga (Latvia), 
NOMENCLATURE: afc - Diameuer of internal surface of cylinder de - Diameter of eccentric 
c{R- Diameter of e~ernal surface of rotor-e - Eccentricity 
Fnt, f=tt 
FlU. • Ffz 
- Normal and tangential force components acting upon ~he rotor from the side of the eccentric, respectively - Normal and tangential force components acting upon the rotor from the side of cylinder wall 
Normal and tacgencial components of the pressure force which the vane exerts on the rotor F;R - Resultant force oi' the refrigerant pressure exerted upon the tvane 
~ - Force of the refrigerant pressure on the back edge of the vane f;R - Force of the compressed spring exerted upon the back edge of the vane 
~ - Force acting upon the vane from the side of the rotor ~ 
1 
F;. - No.t'lllal force components acting upon the vane from the side of cylinder P - Resultant force of the refrigerant pressure exerted on the rotor 
PM - Mechanical power which compressor consumes Pm.- Conditional unit pressure in the conjugation passage which rotor surface runs 
~ - Velocity of e~ernal rotor surface Ci - Instantaneous ansular acceleration of the rotor At - Instantaneous value of the clearance between the rotor and eccentric 
~~~- Minimum operation clearance in the sliding bearing: rotor -eccentric 
62 - Instantaneous value of the clearance between the rotor and the cylinder 
~ - Dynamic viscosity of the cil lubricating (lJC-!P) - The angle between the vectorof the forces F7u and F:z:z if - The angle of rotation of the cylinder radius connecting its centre with the point of contact of the rotor and cylinder, relative to X -axis 
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GU - Rotational speed of the shaft 
~R - Rotational speed of the rotor 
(J) - Rotational speed of rotor relat




·rhe trend of using new refrigerants 
(R134a, R22 insoead of H12) 
in the domestic, commercial and trans
port refrigerating units caused 
the thorough study of the rotary com
pressor with a rolling piston as 
the corresponding increase in the lo
ad exerted upon the rotor may 
result in excessive wear of the conta
cting surfaces. 'rhe same are 
the inner surface of a rotor and the 
edge of a vane. 
To solve the problem of analyzing the
 forces acting in the 
mechanism was possible, and correspon
ding velocities of the contac-
ting surfaces- were defined. In spite 
of all this compressor effici-
ency is considered to be one of the m
ost important subjects. This 
paper describes how mathematical mod
elling of dynamic processes in 
rotary compressors was realized with 
computer to opGimize dimensions. 
of the main details of ~he mechanism
. As a result, a highly effici 
ent, reliable and compact refrigerati
ng rotary compressor was deve-
loped. 
URI'HHIA OJ!' QP'UM!ZA'UO!i 
rhere is a number of demands that def
ine the relative stan-
dard of a compressor. rhe main of the
m are the following: 
1.The compressor efficiency is to be 
as high as possible in a wide 
range of temperature conditions of re
frigerating unit. 
2.The reliability and the safety as w
ell as the longevity of a com-
pressor are to be high and long as p
ossible. 
3.The weight and dimensions indexes a
re to be minimal. 
4.rhe standard of noise and vibration
 is to be as low as possible. 
Performance of the mentioned demands 
is not to be accompanied 
by sharp rise of coLJ.-pressor cost. rh
e terms "high or long or low as 
possible" mean objecti,ve limitatio!ls 
superimposed by the concrete 
conditions: the possibility of using 
inexpensive materials and acce-
ssive Gechnology, 
It is known that the mentioned deman
ds are contradictory bu~ 
computation of a simple optimal ratio
 for these demands is hardly 
possible because of its different na
ture. Count of each demand in 
economical calculations is possible a
nd, in our opinion, it is ex-
pedient to optimize the mechanism con
formably to each demand inde-
pendently of the others. 
Main criterion of optimization 
Proceeding from such an environment th
at energy efficiency im-
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provement is strongly desired the compressor efficiency is wnside-red as the main criterion of optimization. 
Side by side with the coefficient of i'ullness defining the power effectiveness of a compressor, in pract-ice it is customary to evaluate the efficiency of the whole refri~eration units as energy efficiency ratio, i.e., refrigerating capacity(7 to input power: 
c 
E. E. R. = ~ + pv ( 1 ) 
where ~ ,~ is t.l:le input power of' o. compressor and that of a ventila-~or, respectively, 'W. 
Even if sr is u.sed the shortcoming of £E_Ris evident as its va-lue Qepends on evaporating and condensing temperatures hampering to compare tests results which are run in different temperature ranges. 'L'herefore, it is more preferable to use the exergy efficiency ratio "'lex that is exere.;y of cold EeL. to inpu.t power [iJ: 
Eel. 
~ex= PG ~ pv 
where (- T ) E =-0 -ftC CL lrsv · ?: - Ambient temperature, oK r -Evaporating temperature, °K ev -
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
It follows from e~uation 1, 2 and 3 that energy and exergy efficiency ratio_s are linked to each other with the temperature co-efficient ( if 51 is used): 
1z =E.E.R.x{-To -d.) (4-) 
EX lEV 
The second criterion of optim1zation 
High efficiency of a compressor is to be in concord wi·f:h its reliability Md longevity. It is knoVIn that by excessive wear the most vulnarable contacting surfaces of a mechanism are the inner Eurface of a rotor (rolling piston) and t~e edge of a vane. rhat is linked with the main pecularity of a rolling piston compressor me-chanism in which the sliding velocity of a rotor and an eccentric is not a garanteed value but it is determined by friction forces exerted upon the rotor. 
As ~he conjugation rotor - eccentric may be considered a slee-ve bearing; therefore, all ·theoretical working out and experimental data for sleeve bearings ~y be applied to investigation of this conjugation. 
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The well-known condition to secure ~he liquid flow fric
tion in 
a journal bearin~ may be defined by the inequality 
( 5 ) 
where 
AJ. min,- i.liniaal fluid-dynamic clearance in bhe con,ju~ation 
Rz:l., Rzz - Medium heights of micro-roughness of a journal and an 
insert, respectively. 
1he greater value 4:1.nuizdefines l;he reliable run not on
ly in 
the rotor-eccentric conju;abion but also, to a certain 
extent, it 
determines the weax intensity of a vane e~e. l'he thing
 is that IJ.tmin. 
U.epends no·b only on the load F',_~ but on rotational speed of a rotor 
to un eccentric £URE which de bermines friction loss in th
e conjugation 
vane - rotor. 
J:ll~:;refore 1 the Value /1J.min,ic dCCGl)ted :1(", the H:cond cr
i te::-ion 
of optimization. 
Other criteria of oJ;timiz:>.tion 
As t;he cllllinc; velocity e;f tl1e roi;or to t;he vane is co
rnpar·ati-
vely not essential and ri~idness of the details is suf
ficient ~he 
vibral:;ion of '"~ vane and a rotor or hie:;h frequency noise
 are hardly 
possible. Therefore, minima~ compressor dimensions and
 ma~s are lin-
ked chiefly with values of the main and second criteri
a. 
L'he special cr·iterion of optimization is ~o be accepted
 to 
form the vane edge profile and to find its width. It is
 possible t;o 
to consider that wear intensity of a vane edge is dire
ctly proporti-
onal to ntultiplication of contact tension and sliding v
elocity in 
the conju13;ation rotor - vane: G"H X VR 
GE..:lil!:n'B.ICAL OPTIMIZATION' OF' ·mE MAIN DETAILS O
F A COM-
PR~SOR MOOHA1HS~1 
Simulation of dynamic processes in the comuressor mech
anism 
lllain details dimension ratios in a rotary compressor m
echanism 
not only determine values of forces and relative veloc
ities of con-
tacting surfaces defining friction losses but also are
 connected 
v1i th s t;eadiness of mechanism work, its reliability and
 longevity. 
Decreasing the rotor sliding velocity relative to an e
ccentric cau-
ses decreasing the fluid-dynamic clearance in t;his con
jugation and 
at the moment of maximal load a contact an~ even adhere
nce of the 
surfaces become possible that may cause the damage of 
a comrressor. 
To optimize dimensions of ·r.be main details of the mech
anism 
in accordance with criterions mentioned above the mode
l of dynamic 
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processes in a compressor was worked out, One revolution of the com-pressor shaft was divided into small angles and a special programme provided the computations of instantaneous values of the forces act-ing upon the rotor and the vane. ·rhe computable schemes to define theBe forces at any angle of the shaft turn o/ are shown in l<'ig.1 , 
2 and 3· 
X 
Fig,1.Calculation scheme for 
the forces exerted upon the rotor 
Fig.2. Layout of the 
rotor, eccentric and cylin-
der geometrical centres 
In accordance with the D'Alamberian principle two equations were written down by projecting the forces, acting upon the rotor and its inertial force - on X and Y axes and one equation of the torques O'ig.1) • 
.r F,x =- 0 
2. P~y = 0 
L: M. ~ 0 LO 
( 6 ) 
On deriving the system of equations it was assumed that the mechanical trajectory of a rotor is represented by the circumferen-ce with the centre of a cylinder and the instantaneous radius value ( R,- RR - ~.t ) where: 
~2 - Instantaneous value of a clearance between the rotor and the cylinder 
Rc , RR - Hadii of the cylinder and of the external surface of the 
rotor, respectively. 
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.l!'ig. 3. Calculation scheme 
for the forces exerted upon the 
vane 
On the rotation of the shaft the angle of an eccentric
 turn 
advances the angle of a rotor shifting~ (Fig.1() by 
a certain 
value.(9t- l.fJ) • 'rhe angle - c; can be expressed by applying the tri-
gonometrical function, because the sides of triangle h
aving the 
tops which serve as centres of the rotor OR , of the eccentric OE 
and that of the cylinder Oc (Fig.2) are expressed by the geometri-
cal sizes of the rotor, cylinder and the functional cl
earances. On 
·adding the term !:J.l we obtain: 
[ 
sin. c.p J 
/::;. "'R -R _ e sinrli-tp- arc-;in. [(R.~,-R2 ·IJ.:~..) e ] 
2 c R 5Ln~ 
where 
Ri, ~ - Radius of the internal rotor surface and that of the 
eccentric surface, respectively. 
(7) 
The value of fl1. can be determined by applying the exis
ting 
methods of computation for the sleeve bearings [ 2] : 
(f::\) 
where 
~ - Relative eccentricity of a sliding bearing which 
is de!ined 
in dependence of the bearing stress, C, .. and of the relative 
length of the journal: L / { Z Rz) . 
Instantaneous rotational speed of a rotor is a result 
of ac-
tion of instantaneous angle acceleration Ci and the previous value 
of this speed WR(i-!) : 
- The time of t. action l 
(9) 
]R - Rotor moment of inertia 
<5-= F'u R1.- F't:~.RR- FuRs sign [lAJ(Rc -Rtt- .C.t)cos-yr r Wi-t. RR] R~t 
L JR 
l!'ig.4 presents an example of the usual plot of modelling para-meters. rhe comparatively slight rotor velocity relative to the vane edge % and the corresponding length ~ R that a rotor passes has been confirmed. experimentally by means or accelerated filming. 
~ 
.tW 




ters with the angle 
of shaft turn lfl 30 
25 (R22, ),6=13cm3(0.79J,;~VR·"n 2D 
to=- I0°C (14 ";:}, !,2 
· fc =55°C (13/"P)) 







A block of equations of forces and torques similar to the equations (c) was derived in accordance with the computable scheme shown in b'ig. 3. Unifyed with the algorithm.us described above the common block of these equations made it possible to learn in details the reciprocity of a rotor and a vane. As a result, we saw a good accordance with the modelling and experimental data. Fig.5 shows a usual plot of unit friction power 6'H X~ in the contact ot a vane edge _an·d a rotor. The integrating value of this function during one revolution of the shaft was taken into account by optimizing the vane edge form and its thickness. 
Gw•llR• \ -:::::· .: i 
M~m/< ~ ·---- , 
l;'ig.5 •. Cbange of the terce 
o!' in"teraction betweell the vane 
and the rotor Fv , velocity of 
external ro"tor surface VR and unit 
friction power G'H X VR with 




tc = 30°C ( 8 6°P), c<:==4&m.m{i.39) 
e == 4mm (0.16")) 
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11!ain results of Beometrical optimization of the d
etails 
'rhe described above dynamic analysis and modellin
g the proces-
ses in a rotary vane compressor v1ith a computer is
 especially effi-
cient due to the good possibility to optimize tne
 mechanism varying 
values of geometrical parameters. 
rhe following main problems are picked out in the 
number of 
:::olving ones: 
- Ascertainment of the 
- Aoscertcdnment of the 
- Ascex:tainment of the 






value of the eccentricit;y 
value of an eccentric diameter 
value of a cylinder opening diameter 
values of the vane thiclcness and its 
Such values have been ascertained conformably to 
a number"of 
new rotary compressors with the following cylinde
r volwnes: 7(Q42i}, 
B.ff (0.519), I{ (0. 671), 13 (0. 793) cm
3 (irzch~). 
There are two modifications of a compressor intend
ed for R134a and R22. 
R22. rhe motor speed is 3000 r.p.m. in all emits, 
As a result of modelling the detailed information
 about inter-
dependence of the parts dimensions and reliability
 of the most vul-
narable conjugation rotor - eccentric is found. b
eparate curves are 
shown in Fig.6. 7 and 8, 
'l?be plot in Fig.S proves that values llJ. and ~ are practical
ly 
not changed with the value of an e~ernal ro~or su
rxace parame~er 
d(( lcy.Linder volume V0 is fixed). 'rhat may be resumed with an 
important practical conclusion; the external diam
eter of a rot~y 
compressor is determined chiefly by motor size. 
J'he optimization of the vane l;hickness B and radius of its 
edge r has shown that there is an optimal ratio of these value
s: 










Fig.b.Change of minimal 
operating clearance between 
rotor and eccentric lltl. m.i.n. 
and input of mechanical power 
PM with the value of. eccen-
tricity e (V = {3 em 3 






0 ...... --;::~~r-=-' 
Ji'ig. 7. Change of minimal 
oper~ting clearance between 
rotor and eccentric d.tMilza.nd 
input lllechanical power P,., with 
the value of eccentric diameter 
dE(~=I3cm.J i-1?12 t :::+5°C ' ' a { 41 °P), t = 55'°C {131 °F); 
z- R5oz, t~=-..?5"c (-3i"F'), tc = 55°C (131 "F'); 3 -R22, to =·IO't tc= S5°C(I3f"P)) 
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'1ig. 8.Change of minimal 
operating clearance between 
rotor and eccentric Ll4m0and input mechanical power~ with 
t;he external rotor diameter d,_ 
(V=f3cm.3, 1.-R/2 tQ=+5"C(4.t"f!), 
tc=5S"C(I3i"F}; .Z-R502 t., =-35'°C{-31°F)~ ' 
tc=55°C(I3f"f!) 
Cptimal dimensions of the main details of the mechanism found descriptively were realized in the number of new compressors develo-ped at Riga compressor factol'Y• These units are characterized by t;he i1nproved efficiency, <-mall-size and lightweight forlllation (20,~ re-duction over 1;he conventional), higher reliability even if ecology sal'e R22 is used as well as by low noise and vibration level. 
Motor-,. _ _,===;;,("--
Li'ig. 9.Sec ~ional viel'l' of 
:u·ga COlll:pressor 
The bi!.Sic structure of the comrressor is shov:n in R'ill;. 3. So.:ne of its specification and performance f9.ctors 'lre listed in :Cable 1 indicl'l.ting that in all ~he compressors the high efficiency 
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Table 1 
Capacity Power Supply E.E.R. Exergy eff
iei-
R134a (ph-Hz-V) W/W (BTU(:/) ency
 ratio 
'.'i (BTU/h) 1Z£X 
315 (1,075) 1 - 50 - 220 2.3 (7.85) 0.
312 
400 (1.365) 1 - 50 - 220 2.3 (7.85) 0-31
2 
500 (1.70b) 1 - 50 - 220 2.3 (7.85) 0.3
12 
o30 (2.150) 1 -50 - 220 2.3 (7.85) 0.3
12 
'2here is a certain drop in efficiency becaLtse of t
he accepted mo 
motor cooling scheme with a refrigerant at suction
 pressure and low 
temperature, respectively. It is known that the d
ischarge pressure 
in this case means decrease of heat exchange irrev
ersibility loss 
caused by less temperatures difference of the refrig
erant and the 
motor coil windings. But in the reviewed compress
ors suction pressu-
re in the case secures noise reduction in a simple
 and reliable de-
sign. ~he sizes and assembly dimensions of the new
 compressors are 
shown in .E'ir;.10. 
Low noise and vibration level 
Inside the sealed case the compresso.~:• is supported
 by 3 ·bearing 
springs that reduces noise and particularly vibrat
ion so pecular to 
rotary compressors due to its light weight. A jet
 type muffler in the 
sttction line with the said bearing StJI'ings togeth
er make it possible-
to obtain the noise level not more than 45dB at 1 
m from the shell 
surface anu vibration index 100dB. 








F1g.10. Dimensional Sketch 
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CONCLUSIONS 
New highly efficient and reliable rotary compressors were deve-
loped through investigations of' relationship between dimensions of 
main parts and values of criteria of optimization. ·rhe noise and 
vibration level were considerably reduced due to bearing springs 
supporting the mechanism inside the case. 
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INFLUENCE OF SUCTION UNE ON COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCES 
GIOACCHINO MOZZON CARLO GENONI 
( Research Engineer ) ( R&D Manager) 
COMPRESSOR DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 
WHIRLPOOL IT ALIA s.r.l- Cassinetta (ITALY) 
#!ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with an experimental application of the supercharging phenome-non In the small reciprocating compressors. 
The idea is to exploit the resonance conctltion of the gas C(?ntalnect within the suc-tion line in orcter to make the suction phase more efficient. 
The paper begins with a brief explanation about the basic theory, then takes into ac-count the outcome of the tests anct eventually offers the key to limit the noise emis-sion. 
# 2 INTRODUCfiON 
The technical evaluation of reciprocating compressor performances is based on the analysis of a few parameters like the specific capacity (cooling capacity over displace-ment ), the efficiency and the noise. 
The trend of the market is to require a global optimization of the product • especially under the thermodinamic point of view. 
To increase the specific capacity many practical solutions have been implemented but other potential sources of improvement can be exploited. 
Among them there is the so called supercharging affect that can increase to about 1 0 % the mass flow in the cylinder by introducing a resonance of the intake line. 
The purpose is to find the length of the intake pipe so that, during the opening cycle of the suction v~ve, an overpressure takes place and aids the intake phase. 
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In other words, the pipe length must be ca
lcUlated in order to produce pressure 
waves that in one cycle arrives at the open
 end and comes back at the valve with a 
positive amplitude. • 
In the following sections the tube has been h
andled by considering the valve side as 
a close end and modelling the pipe length
 in such a way as to reach the resonance 
condition with a frequency double the funda
mental frequency of the valve opening. 
One must understand that the resonance in 
the gas tube could produce more noise. 
For thiS reason, it is has been necessary to
 design new suction mufflers ,helped by 
a computer software calculating the Insertio
n Loss of the system. 
#3 BASIC THEORY 
The gas behaviour in the suction line has beE!
n handled by considering it as a separated 
element in the whole system. 
The object Qf this study is to tune the natural
 resonance of the gas tube at 100 Hz. i.e. 
double of the fundamental harmonic. 
The meaning of the tuning is to produce an o
verpressure and then an extra boost of 
the 'gas located in front of the suction valve.
 
The theory that gives the final formula to
 size the intake pipe is based on the 
e/ectromechanlcs analogy. 
The principle of this theory is to reduce the ga
s tube to a mechanical system composed 
of mass, spring and damper. 
In a complete mechanical system ( fig.1 ) the
 forces balance gives the expression 
~ 
Ft0 =- Fi + Fr + Fk (1) 
R 
F(t) =- forcing force 
Fi = inertia force 
tF~ Fr "' di
ssipative force 
Fk "' elastic force 
The equation (1) can be also written as : 
F(t) =- M du/dt + Ru + Kjudt 
(2) 
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where u ""' vibration velocity 
!VI ""'mass 
Rm = damping factor or mechanical resistance 
K = spring stiffness.= 1/ em with Cm = compliance 
The solution of the equation (2) describes the oscillating motion. 
Then a mechanical system can be reduced to an equivalent electric circuit in the following way. 
A general electric circuit ( fig.2) is composed of a generator (electromotive force), a resistance, an inductance and an electric capacity. 
Applying the Ohm's Law and taking the derivative with respect to the time the equation is 
V{t) = L di/dt + Ri + 1/Cfdt (4) 
where V(t) = electromotive terce 
i ·=current v (f) L 
L = inductance 
R = resistance 
C = capacitance 
Fig. 2 
The solution of the equation (4) gives the current i as a function of the time. 
If the equations (4) and (2) are compared, the following correspondence can be done 
Mechanical System Electric Circuit 
Forcirig Force F (t) Electromotive Force v (t) 
Vibration velocity u Current I 
Mass M Inductance L 
Mechanical Resistance Rm Resistance R 
Elastic Constant K = 1/Cm Inverse Capacitant;:e 1 !C 
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By considering the effective values and introducing the
 impedance term Z we have 
for the electric circuit 
where X is the Reactance "'cul - 1/ cuC ( cu = 'Or f ) 
The condition 
X = 0 wL"' 1/ cuC 
is called resonance condition. 
Similarly, for the mechanical system, we can write 
Zm = F I U = V Rm 2 + ( wL - 1 I wX) 2 
where Zm is the mechanical impedance 
The correspondence between the two systems belong
ing to two different fields can 
be expanded to a third system. 
The acoustic-model is represented by the gas tube an
d the equivalent mechanical 
system can be obtained. 
The tube is open at one side and disturbed at the other side. 
The disturbance is caused by the valve motion and pr
oduces continuous pressure 
changes in the pipe. 
The gas tube presents a mass, an elastic constant due
 to the property that behaves 
like a spring and a damping factor, or r~istance, ta
king into account the energy 
dissipation ( fig.3 ). 
Applying the equation (2) to the new model is 
f(t) = M dutdt + Rmu + Kjudt (7) 
where f(t) = valve motion disturbance 
M 
u = vibration velocity 
M = mass of the gas tube 
Rm = mechanical resistance 
R K 




If we consider the pressure p, the previous equation becomes : 
Ap(t) = (MIS )du/dt + ( Rm/ S) u + ( 1/ C mS J/udt (8) 
and with the effective values 
P = j w( M IS) U + ( Rm I S )U -i U I ( wCm S) = 
= ( Rm I S )U + jU( wM IS - 1 I ( wCmS )) 
Introducing the term Q, acoustic flowrate, 
0 =us 
we may write the equation (9) in the form 
(9) 
P = (RmtS 2)Q +j0(wMIS 2-1/(wCmS 2)) (10) 
Now we can define 
Ra = RmiS2 "" Acoustic Resistance 
_ Ma = M/S2 =p US = Acoustic Mass 
ca "" CmS2 = V/(pc2) = SLJ(pc2) = Acoustic Compliance 
For analogy, the acoustic impedance Za is 
Za = P/Q =VRa2 + xa 2 
where Xa =Acoustic Reactance = "'Ma- 1/{"'Ca) 
The resonance condition arises when the acoustic reactance Xa is = O,then 
wMa = 1 I wCa 
{)CIILIS = pc 2/ ( wLS) 
w =oiL 
Then the pipe length will be 
L = c/(21d} 
f = cl(2nL) 
II 4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE. RESULTS 
(11) 
The experimemal application of the theory has been faced with a preHminary bench test, with its aim to confirm the theoretical data. 
In this test , an open compressor with a variable length of the suction pipe was taken and a manometer set in the discharge line. 
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lhus, a valve allowed to control the the flow coming o
ut from the compressor and 
disCharged in. the air (fiQ. 4 ) 
Suction Pi~e 
Fig. 4 
Since the test was carried out in air, the 
pipe length was sized with reference to 
the corresponding sound speed. 
lhen , after the reaching of a steady 
temperature in the suction pipe, a pres-
sure measurement has been done for 
each pipe length. 
The resonance phenomenon was ex-
pected with an increase of pressure In the 
discharge pipe , as a consequence of 
higher flow rate. 
In fig. 5 the pressure changes versus the pipe length a
re reported and where the 
value is highest the· best condition are achieved. 
AP 





30 38 5" 
l [ "m l 
4G 50 Fig. 5 
lhen, considering the R12 application, the pipe length w
as fixed. 
lhe tests were carried out at the calorimeter and spec
ial prototypes , having a 
transducer near the suction valve and different pipe leng
ths, were used. 
lhe transducer allowed a continuous monitoring of 
the gas pulsations and the 
corresponding graphs are reported below. 
In fig.6, pulsations of the standard configuration of suct
ion mufflers are represented 
and it can be noticed how flat the pressure is before the
 valve opening , due to the 
mufflers and passages damping. 
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If a pipe is taken, a comple~ely differem outline is obtained and this is because the 
resonance conditions arise ., even if no tuned with the fundamental frequency. 
Consequemly , the amplitude of the gas pulsations are bigger and the resonances 
waves can be noticed (fig. 7·11 ).The closer the gas resonance frequency is with the 
double of the fundamental harmonic, the higher are the amplitudes of the gas pulsations. 
The best situation can be considered with the length between 24 em and 27 em. 
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#5 NOISE CONTROL 
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Fig. 10 
By experience • the noise range affected by the suction line is below 1000 Hz and 
it plays an important role in the overall noise generation mechanism of reCiprocating 
compressors. 
A support for the investigations is provided by existing computer simulation pro-
grams. 
In our case, a Fortran program allows the calculation of the frequency spectrum of 
noise .due only to the suction gas pulsations. 
The main aim of this study is to find out a new geometry of the mufflers • when the 
long suction pipe is applied. 
The acoustic properties of the mufflers can be represented by the INSERTION LOSS 
, defined as : 
I.L = W1 I W2 or I.L. = 10 Log W1 I W2 (db) 
where W1 ., sound power of the system without mufflers 
W2 = sound power at the system with mufflers inserted. 
1371 
The mufflers have been reduced to an equivalent cylindrical pipe with a length equal 
to the physical distance between the input and the output of the muffler and a radius 
calculated considering the volume of the pipe equal to the real volume. 
In the following graphs, three different suction lines are compared. 
The first concemes the standard configuration ( fig.11 ), whereas the others two are 
with the long pipe, the former without any specific design (fig. 12 ), and the latter with two 
Helmotz Resonators to damp a few frequency peaks ( fig.13 ) . 
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The outcome of this study have shown the validity of the supercharging effect. 
The great increase of the specific capacity has been followed by a Hmited increase of input power and therefore the efficiency of the compressors improved. 
Particular attention must be dedicated to the suction muffler design in order to dampen the noise without influencing the resonance phenomenon. 
Further investigations have been planned to optimize this application. 
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Modeling Temperatures in High Speed Compressors for the Purpose of Gas 
Pulsation and Valve Loss Modelling 
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ABSTRACT The effects of compressor speed variation on the heat transfer inside a speed controlled compressor were investigated in this study. Based on the lumped capacitance ntethod, the temperatures of the compressor components, the oil, and the refrigerant gas within the shell were modeled and simulated on a relative scale. A diffenmt heat transfer coefficient correlation was developed to evaluate the convcctive heat transfer rate between the compressor cylinder wall arid the gas inside it. The refrigerant gas mass loss at different compressor speeds and how the compressor speed affects the suction gas heating were discussed 
I. Introduction Power is consumed in each compression cycle to increase the enthalpy of gas through the compression performed by the piston inside the compressor cylinder. Cool gas enters the cylinder, and then leaves the cylinder at a much higher te!IlpCrllture. Hot gas circulateS inside the hCI'IIICtic shell and warms up other components in the shell. In addition, because of friction losses and IDOIDl' losses, mechanical energy and electrical energy are convened into thermal energy, which can be CODllidered as heat sources supplying energy to compm~sor parts. Acc:on;ling to the heat tnnsfer modes, the~ heat transfer inside the compressor system can be classified as: convection due to gu and oil circulation, conduction between the connected components; and radiation &om imemal CODJpODeDts to the shell and from the shell to the surrowxfings. Of the overall heat exchange of the compressor system. .tbe heat ausfer of moat eoocem happens in me suction side of the compressor. F!'OD1 the mon:aent when gu cmas the~ until the gas is lnlpped in the cyliDder vol~JD~e ami c:mnpressiou is about to stet. dlc ps · y picks up heat from the suction passage and the cylinder wall. which is called saction. ps bca1:iDJ. Because of suction gas heating, the gas expands and its density is dec:mued.. Sinec the vOlume of the suction chamber is fixed, the lighter gas means less mus ts pumped. and, therefore, volumetric losses occur without rcclucing the amount of energy required far~ The heat transfer zate between the compressor cylinder walland the pa ia one of the fiiC1ml which affects the thC!DlOdynamic ~ses inside the cylinder. Therefore, the heat tniDSMr bctwccn the cylinder wall and the gas during both the expansion and the compression pMCess needs to be studied. The heat transferred between the cylinder wall and the gas bas effectS on the COJ:DpreSsor power consWDption and discharge temperatUl'l:. 
However, the study of the heat transfer in the cot~:~pm~sar cylmder and the suction passage can nor be isolated. The temperatures of the cylinder wall and the SUCtion passage are needed to determine the heat flow zate in these regions. Since heat flows hom one compressor component to ariothcr, the temperatures of these components arc interaCtively related and have to be solved simultaneously. So, the ove!'all heat transfer model is indispensable. 
The compressor shaft rotation speed also affects the heat transfer both in the cylinder and in the suction passage. Intuitively, the faster compressor speed would mean less time for heat transferring to the gas from the suction passage and the cylinder wall, and therefore reducing the effects of suction gas heating. However, the increase of compressor speed also causes more power wasted into heat through friction and motor losses per unit time, and in the same time, causes larger convective heat transfer coefficients due to faster gas flow, so the heat tmnsfer is elevated. from this point of v!ew. The net effect of the speed variation on heat lnlDSfer is very complicated and can only be determined by rcsoning to the computer simulation. 
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2. The Lumped Capacitance Method 
The temperature distribution inside the compresso
r system is very complicated. Even in a 
single component, for example, the cylinder case, th
e temperature could be different from one place to 
another. It is beyond the scope of this research to 
Study the spatial temperature distributions of the 
compressor components. 
Based on the consideration that the spatial fluctuatio
ns of the temperatures are relatively small, 
comparing with the average temperatures of the solids, i
t is assumed that the temperature in each solid 
and oil is spatially uniform ar any instant during 
the transient process. This is called the lumped 
capacitance method [1]. It implies that tempet'llture g
radients within the solid and the oil are negligible. 
Using the lumped capacitance method, uniform temperature
s are assigned to the compressor 
components, as shown in Figure 1, and are described as fo
llows: 
T oomp = ·Bulk temperature of the compressor and the rotor, co
mbining the cylinder case, the 
vane, the roller, the shaft, and the motor rotor as one lu
mped mass. 
Bulk temperature of the oil. 
Tpipc2 
Taccu 
Bulk temperature of the lower part of the shell, or o
r' the shell section below the oil 
level. 
Bulk temperature of the upper shell and the stator, c
ombining the shell section above 
the oil level and the motor stator as one lumped mas
s. 
Bulk temperature of the suction pipe segment expos
ed to the outside, located between 
the compressor shell and the accumulator. 
Bulk temperature of the accumulator and the s
uction pipe segment inside the 
accumulator, which are considered as one lumped ma
ss. 
. 3. Heat Transfer in the Suction Passage 
The suction passage of the rolling piston rotary compres
sor is actually a circular pipe, as 
shown in Figure 2. The convection heat transfer coefficie
nt for turbulent flow in a uniformly circular . 
pipe is [1] 
(1) 
where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas inside the
 pipe, Dis the diameter of the pipe, Reo is the 
Reynolds number of the gas, and Pr is the Prandtl numb
er of the gas. 
The average value of the Reynolds number Reo for flow in the circular pipe is [!]
 
(2) 
where m, •• is the average mass flow rate of the suction gas during the suction process, an
d 1J. is the 
dynamic viscosity of the gas. 
If the whole suction pipe is divided into three segm
ents as shown in Figure 2, then, according 
to Section 2, the temperatures of the three segmen
ts of the pipe are respectively T a=~• T p;pa. and 
T comp· Applying the principle of energy conserva
tion to eilch of the gas control volume inside the 




where L1, ~. and ~ are the length
s of the tluee segments of the pipe, c;, is the constant pressure 
specific heat of the gas, T. is the temperature of the gas
 entering the suction pipe, Tst and T,a are the 
down stream gas temperatures of the control volum
e 1 and the control voluroe 2, as shown in Figure 
2, and T •3 is the temperature of the gas e
ntering the cylinder- volume. 
The. component temperature T_.., Tplpel• and Tcom
p will be calculated in SectionS. When 
they are known, the gas temperature T.1• T.2• and Ts3 can bC 
solved from Equations (3)-(5). 
4. Heat Transfer Between the Cylinder and the Gas
 Within it 
The instantaneous heat transfer between the compr
essor cylinder walls and the gas within the 
cylinder is due to the turbulent motion of the gas relative to th
e walls. The velocity of the gas consists 
of two comuonents 121. The first comuonent is due to the mot
ion of the compressor cylinder volumes . 
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relative to the cylinder walls. The second one is th~ sq~shing v~locir;y c!lused ~y the ~ylinder volu~e geomeuy change. However, the squishing veloctr;y ts very difficult,. tf no~ 1J?lposs1ble, to predtct, because of the complex configuration of the cylinder volume a~d _nsvanatu?n fro~ one type of compressor to another. Therefore, modeling the heat transfer u:st~e the c:rbnder ls_much more difficult than that inside the suction pipe. Not Uke ~e heat transfer tnside th~ p1pe, there ts no g~eral and accurate formula or correlation for the convecuon heat transfer coeffiCient between the cyhnder walls and the gas in the cylinder of a rolling piston rotary ~ssor. . A fair amount of work has been done on the prediction -of the heat transfer between cyhnder walls and the gas inside a cylinder. Adair [3] is the fll'St one who investigated the instantanco'!s heat transfer between the cylinder and the gas within a reciprocating compressor. He presented hts heat transfer coefficient correlation as follows 
he; 0.053 ~ Reo.s Pr0-6 . 
_ 6 cylindc:! volume 




where p is the density of gas, cog is the characteristic angular velocir;y. However, Recktenwald's results (4] cast considerable doubt on the validir;y of the heat transfer correlation obtain~ by Adair. By using the so called multinode model, he found that the heat tr11l1Sfer rate between the cyllnder walls and the gas within the cylinder of a reciprocating compressor is an order of magnitude larger than that predicted by the Adair correlation. 
Yanagisawa [5] applied both the Adair correlation and the McAdams correJation to the heat 
transfer between the cylinder walls and the gas in the cylinder of a rolling piston rotaxy compressor. The McAdams correlation was first used by Atesmen [2] on the rotary combustion engine. It is expressed as_ 
(9) where Dh is the instantaneous hydraulic diameter of the combustion chamber. In the combustion chamber of the rotuy engine, the fuel-air mixture velocity relative to the housing is more complicated than the gas velocity in the compressor cylinder. BesideSlhe velocity component due to the motion of the chamber relative to the housing and the squishing velocity component caused by the changing chamber geometry, there is a thinl. velocir;y componC)tt induced by the expanding combustion products in between the flame fronts. Therefore, the effective fuel-air mixture velocir;y Atesmen used in the McAdams correlation is three times the velocity of the chamber relative to the rotary combustion engine housing. Without any modification, Yanagisawa borrowed the above correlatiOii. for the rolling piston rotary compressor, although the gas velocir;y in the compressor cylinder does not consist of the component of flame front velocir;y as in the rotazy combustion engine. He adopted 
k (u~)o.s( )04 he:= 0.023 'D;; V ~ . (10) 
0.,:;: r1 :::cylinder radius (11) 
(12) where v is the kinematic viscosir;y, 1C is the thermal diffusivir;y, Q) is the angular vclocir;y of the compressor shaft, and u is the effective velocir;y of the gas. The Adair correlation was developed for the reciprocating com~ssor whose geomeo:y is quite different from that of the rolling pistQI1 rotary com~ressor. The McAdmns correlation is primarily for the heat transfer between a pipe and the fluid Wltbin it, and does not reflect the effect of the curved geometry of the rolling piston rotary compressor cylinder volume on the heat transfer. Therefore, a different heat transfer coefficient cortelation is used in this study. Since the crescent shaped volume inside the rolling piston rotary compressor is similar to a spiral tube with :rectangular cross section, the convection heat transfer conelation for curved channels Of rectangular cross section [ 6) is applied to the heat transfer inside the rolling piston l'OtU)' comp:ressor cylinder. The correlation is 
h0::: 0.025!.. Re0·8 Pr0'4 (to+ 1.77 ~) Dh r,.. (13) where r ••• is the average value of the cylinder radius r1 and the roller nu:lius r2. As the compressor shaft rotates, the cylinder volume geometry is changing, so is the hydraulic diameter Dh. Since the physical propenies of the gas, such as densir;y, thermal conductivity, and dynamical yisco~i!_Y. are _a,ll 
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functions of the pressure and the temperature
 in the cylinder, the instantaneous value of R
eynolds 
number Re and that of Prandtl number Pr are a
ll changing from one location of the cylinder vo
lume to 
another. 
The gas velocity is a very imponant facror of the he
at lransfer coefficienL As mentioned in the 
beginning of this section, the velocity of the gas insid
e the rolling piston rotary compressor cylinder is 
l11lldc up of two components. As predicted by A
temlcn, the relative magnitude of the veloci
ty 
component due to the motion of the cylinder volu
me relative to the cylinder is of the same ortler as
 the 
squishing velocity component caused by the cylind
er volume geometry change. So, It is assumed 
that 
the chaiacterisdc velocity of the gas is 
u=2ror1 (
14) 
The instantaneous value of the' hydraD]ic diameter




where the cylinder volume V(cx) and the volu
me sutface area ~(a) can be calculated by u
sing the 
geometrical relations of the compressor. 
Using the above charactcrislic velocity and th
e hydraulic diameter, the Reynolds number is
 
obtained as p u Dt. 
Re = """'j:L"" (16) 
and the Prandtl number can be calculated by the
 relation 
Pr ~ = k (17) 
Finally, the heat lrllnsfer rate from the cylind




Q=hc Aia) (Toomp -T) 
k o.a 0.4 ( Dt. r = 0.025 n Re Pr 1.0 + 1.77 - 0(11) (Tcomp -T) 
-h rave. 
(18) 
5. Governing Equations of the Compre
ssor System Temperatures 
The temperatures of some compressor compon
ents, such as the cylinder temperature, and the
 
temperatures of the three segments of the suc
tion pipe, are needed in detcnnining the heat 
transfer 
both in the cylinder and in the suction passa
ge. As mentioned in Section 1, all the com
pressor 
component temperatures must be solved sim
ultaneOusly, because they~ coupled to eac
h other 
through the heat flowing between them. 
Thus, the presented results are based on the lum
ped capacitance method introduced in Section 
2 and the following assumptions: 
0) The heat lransfer induced by oil citcul
ation throughout the compressor system is
 
negleaed. -
(2) The tnator losses is considered as a beat s
ource inside the stator, or the upper shell-stato
r 
lumped mass. 
(3) Friction losses are considcted as a heat 
source inside the compressor cylinder, or the
 
compressor-rotor lumped nmss. 
(4) An average heat transfer coefficient is 
used for the overall convection heat transfe
r 
between the gas inside the shell and the compre
ssor components. 
(5) The properties of the gas inside the sh
ell, such as temperature, pressure, etc., ~ 
uniform, as they are inside the cylinder. 
( 6) Ideal gas relations are applicable to the gas i
nside the shell. 
The heat flow diagrwn [7] of the compressor 
system is shown in Figure 2. The bulk temper
atures of 
the lumped mass were def'med in Section 2, an










Temperature of the ambient surrounding the co
mpressor shell 
= Bulk temperature of the refrigerant gas insid
e the shell. 
Average thermal resistance between the oil and th
e lower part of the shell 
Average thermal resistance between the oil and th
e compressor. 
Average thennal resistance between the lower s
hell and the compressor. 
= Average thermal resistance between the upper s
hell and lower shell 
"' Average thermal radiative resistance between
 the upper shell-stator lumped mass and 
the compressor-rotor lumped mass. 
Average thetmal convective resistance betw
een the gas inside the shell and the 
compressor-rotor lumped mass. 
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Average thermal resistance between the oil and the upper shell-stator lumped mass due to the faCE that part of the windings in the stator is immersed in the oil. Average thennal convective resistance between the gas inside the shell and the oil. 
= Average thermal convective resistance between the gas inside the shell and the upper shell-stator lumped mass. 
Average !henna! resistance between the upper shell and the accumulator. 
Average thennal resistance between the outside surface of the lower shell and the surrounding medium. · · Average thennal resistance between the outside surface of the upper shell and the surrounding medium. 
Average thermal resistance between the lower shell and the suction pipe segment exposed to the outside, located between the compressor shell and the accumulator. Average thermal resistance between the compressor and the suction pipe segment exposed to the outside. 
Average thennal resistance between the suction pipe segment exposed to the outside and the surrounding medium. 
~ Average thermal resistance between the suction pipe segment exposed to the outside and the accumulator. 
Average thermal resistance between the accumulator and the stUTOunding medium. 
Rate of heat released by the compressor motOr. 
Average heat flow rate from the compressor cylinder walls to the gas inside the cylinder. 







Rate of heat picked up by the gas from the pipe segment 1, as shown in Figure 2, when the gas flows through the suction passage. 
Rate of heat picked up by the gas from the pipe segment 2, as shown in Figure 2, when the gas flows through the suction passage. 
Rate of heat picked up by the gas from the pipe segment 3, as shown in Figure 2, when the gas flows through the suction passage. 
Thermal capacity of the compressor-rotor lumped mass. 
Thermal capacity of the oiL 
Thermal capacity of the lower shell. 
Thermal capacity of the upper shell-stator lumped mass. 
Thermal capacity of the suction pipe segment exposed to the outside. 
Thermal capacity of the accumulator and the suction pipe segment inside the accumulator. 
Thermal capacity of the gas inside the shell. 
m2 Mass flow rate of the gas exiting the shell. 
h2 Enthalpy of the gas exiting the shelL 
ho Average enthalpy of the gas flowing out of the discharge port. 















Specific heat of steel 
= Specific heat of the oil 
Mass of the compressor and the rotor 
Mass of the oil · 
Mass of the lower shell 
rnshellu· Mass of the upper shell and the swor 
mpipe2 = Mass of the suction pipe segment exposed to the outside 
Mass of the accumulator, including that of the suction pipe segment inside the · 
accumulator 
maccu 
The mass of the gas inside the shell is not a constant during the transient process. Its 
rate of 
change is d . . 
dt(ml..> "' m,ve ~ m2 (25) 
Applying the principle of energy conservation to the gas inside the shell yields 
(26) 
or 
..!!_(Tgas)= 1 [ Txu-Tshellu_ T, .. -Tcemp 
dt Cvsos m8.. ~ ~ 
T, .. -Toil . . ] 
- Rs + m,ve<ho - Cvsos Taos) - m2 T 111(cpgu- ey801) (27) 
where C,.xas is the constant pn:ssure specific heat of the gas inside the shell, ev, .. is constant volwne 
specific heat of the gas inside the shell, and Msu is instantaneous mass of the gas inside 
the shell. 
The heat rate released by the t110tor, Q.,., depends on the efficiency of the motor. It is 
expressed as 
(28) 
where 11motor is the motor efficiency, and Wm. is the power input to the motor. Bot
h of them are 
usually given. 
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Without studying the friction in the compressor in detail, the heat rate generated by friction can be approximated by the following relation 
Otn01ion"" (1- Tlmec:n) TlmolerWin (29) 
where Tlmoc~~ is the mechanical efficiency of the compressor. It can be empirically detemlined. 
The heat transfer rates from the suction pipe segments to the suction gas, 
Oplpcl• Oplp•l• and Opipo3• are respectively the terms on the left sides of Equations (3)-(5), which have been determined in Section 3. , 
Equation (19)-(25) and Equation (27) fonn a group of fll'St order differential equations. The temperatures of the compressor system can be obtained by numerically solving those equations. 
6. Results and Conclusions 
Typical outputs are plotted in Figures 4-6. Three interpretations can be obtained from Figure 4. Firstly, the temperatures of the compressor-rotor lumped mass, the oil, the lower shell, the upper shell-stator lumped mass, and the shell gas go up with the increase of the compressor shaft rotation speed. Since the piston work required to complete one cycle does no change much, it follows that the faster the compressor shaft rotates, the more power is consumed, and the more energy is converted to hear per unit time for the given motor efficiency and mechanical efficiency factors. Secondly. the temperature of the upper shell-stator lumped mass is higher than that of the shell gas at high rotation speeds. This suggests that the refrigen~~~t gas worts as a kind of coolant for the motor. Thirdly, at higher speed, the transient process of the compressor system temperatures converges to steady state faster in time. 
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Fig.4 The ratios of compressor system temperatureS at different speeds to a reference temperature 
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FAST RESPONSE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN A RECIPROCATING COMPRESSOR 
B.G. SH!VA PRASAD 
DRESSER-RAND, EPCD 
PAINTED POST, NY 14870 
ABSTRACT 
Mathematical modeling of the dynamic processes in a compressor involves a knowledge of the various forms of energy exchange occurring in the system. Heat transfer to and from the gas is one such. Any detailed modeling of the heat transfer process would require a detailed knowledge of the temperature variations resolved to temporal scales at least as fine as the finest generated by the dynamics of the valves and their interaction with the cylinder and piping. This paper presents measurements of gas temperature inside the cylinder and valve chambers made with a new type of thermocouple sensor which can meet the fast response requirements. The measurements were used to predict the effect of suction gas heating on capacity loss which agreed quite well with direct capacity loss measurements. 
INTRODUCTION 
The ever increasing demand for improving energy efficiency and pollution control has fueled lot of research on the understanding of the dynamic processes in machinery including reciprocating compressors and its application to analytical modeling. In reciprocating compressors, until recently , the heat transfer process had assumed a back burner role. This was partly because Of the notion that heat transfer has very little impact on the performance of a reciprocating compressor and partly due to the difficulty in modeling the complex heat transfer processes. Even determination by experiment is also not an easy task, since it is very difficult to isolate its effects. Most of the work on heat transfer effects have been done in the area of refrigeration compressors. Meyer and Thompson ( 1) have studied heat transfer effects on the performance of refrigeration compressors by using a steady state modeling of the complete system. They particularly studied the impact of inlet system design on heat transfer effects. The comparison of the results of their model with experimental data indicated reasonable agreement and suggested that the discrepancies could perhaps be reduced by considering the unsteadiness in the heat transfer process occurring inside the cylinder. Pandeya and Soedel [2) have ·derived a simple relationship for the change in mass flow rate expressed as a function of the magnitude of suction gas heating using thermodynamic principles. Adair, Qvale and Pearson [3) have provided a correlation for the instantaneous heat transfer across the cylinder ba13ed on dimensionless quantities with constants derived from their experimental data. Jacobs [ 4] has reported measurements of the important losses in a compressor. In addition, he observed the benet! t of cooling of the suction gas on volumetric. efficiency increase. He also indicated that a suction gas heating of 10°F would reduce the volumetric efficiency by approximately 2 %. on the other hand, Brok, Touber and Vander Meer [5] provided credence to the conflicting opinion about the extent of influence of heat transfer on volumetric efficiency decrease by suggesting that the impact (was only 2.5 % for the compressor they modeled) is only nominal. Lee and Smith [ 6 j have measured instantaneous temperature inside the cylinder in order to understand the heat transfer 
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mechanism and its impact on volumetric effici
ency loss. Hanjalic and 
Stosic [7] have also made measurements of in
stantaneous temperature 
and pressure inside the cylinder in order to un
derstand the dynamic 
processes occurring inside the cylinde
r and to develop a 
mathematical model for simulating the com
pressor for aiding the 
designer. Gerlach and Berry (8] have assess
ed heat transfer losses 
by force fitting experimentally measured d
ischarge temperature to 
their mathematical simulation of the compr
essor. The capacity loss 
based on their heat transfer estimate agree
d quite well with their 
direct measurements, thus giving credence 
to their heat transfer 
model. They also obtained reasonable ag
reement between their 
predicted and measured variation of cylind
er gas temperature over 
the cycle. Of all the reported temperat
ure measurements in a 
compressor, Lee and Smith appear to be the 
only ones who have used 
a sensor with a very fast response (1 mse
c.). Their probe design 
which is similar to the commercially 
available bare wire 
thermocouple sensor with an exposed lo
op of the bare wire 
thermocouple is difficult to make and does n
ot appear to be rugged. 
In addition, since the thermocouple bead is
 only 0.5 mm away from 
its supporting tube, it is likely to disturb
 the flow. Commercially 
available thermocouple probes, although 
more rugged are more 
sluggish and do not have a response faster 
than 10 - 20 msec. The 
other techniques which can provide the fast 
response required, like 
the optical techniques using laser induced
 fluorescence, are not 
easily adaptable to measurement inside a com
pressor and also involve 
sophisticated and expensive instrumentation.
 All these problems were 
overcome by designing a new thermocouple pr
obe similar to the hot-
wire probe and was successfully employed in
"this investigation for 
making temperature measurements. 
This paper reports measurements of instanta
neous temperatures 
inside the cylinder and suction and discharg
e valve chambers of the 
first stage_ of a two stage, double ac
ting compressor. Other 
measurements for assessing the compressor pe
rformance including the 
p-v diagram, heat rejection to cooling water
 and compressor capacity 
were also taken. Since the main objective w
as to assess the effect 
of suction gas heating on capacity loss, the
 capacity was carefully 
monitored right from the instant of time the
 compressor was started 
from cold condition. The measurement of 
the total suction .gas 
heating together with an assessed variat
ion of capacity as a 
function of suction gas heating enabled t
he estimation of total 
capacity loss due to suction gas heating. T
he results are compared 
with the expression given by Pandeya and Soe
del (2] based on suction 
gas temperature increase alone. 
PROBE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION 
In addition to fast response, ease of fabri
cation, ruggedness 
and applicability for point measurement w
ere some of the other 
considerations kept in mind during the desi
gn of the probe. To ge-t 
that fast response, it was obvious that it s
hould be of the exposed 
junction type. The commercially available ri
bbon type thermocouple, 
in addition to not being able to meet the r
esponse requirement is 
also not well suited for point measurement
s. Also, in a turbulent 
environment, the large drag forces might ind
uce vibrations and even 
snap the Wire. Using a round wire thermocoup
le in the form of a loop 
as done by Lee and Smith is difficult for co
nstruction, particularly 
if the wire diameter is reduced to o:ooos in. for obtaining a fa
ster 
response. Further, the loop need to be 
big enough to reduce 
disturbance to the flow near the bead. But m
aking it bigger makes it 
more fragile. To satisfy all these conflict
ing requirements, a new 
design similar to that of the hot-wire prob
e was conceived. 
The tips of two 0. 015 in. diameter wire
s of Chrome! anc;l 
constantan served both as sensor supports a
s well as lead wires for 
the thermocouple (see fig. 1 ). These leads 
were passed through the 
two holes of a 1/16 in. diameter ceramic tube
 {approximately 2.25 
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ins. long) and glued to it using OMEGA CC high temperature cement. The exposed lead wires on the other side were covered with insulating sleeves which can withstand temperatures up to 600°F. The ceramic tube itself was passed through a 0.25 in. outside diameter stainless steel tube and glued to it using the high temperature cement. A 0. 0005 in. diameter Chromel-Constan-tan bare wire thermocouple was spot welded to the 'tips of the suppor.ts, taking care to keep the bead at the middle and welqing the Chrome! wire to the Chrome! support and the Constantan wire to the Constantan support. This unique construction similar to a hot-wire probe helped retain the complete fast response (the response is expected to be better than the probe designed by Lee and Smith_which had a time constant of 1 msec.) capabilities of th~ bare wire thermocouple, while keeping errors due to conduction and radiation very small. 
INSTRUMENTATION 
The measurements were done in a two stage, single cylinder, double acting compressor :nmning at approximately 900 rpm. The suction pressure was atmospheric and the discharge pressure was 110 psig. All measurements were mainly confined to the head end of the first stage cylinder. -
Chromel-Constantan ~as chosen as the thermocouple material because of its high sensitivity. The voltage output by the_ thermocouple was directly recorded using a 4 channel NICOLET oscilloscope using 3mv/cm and 500 sec/point sensitivities which were good enough to discern the variations over the cycle clearly. Thus the need for using additional signal conditioning instrumentation which also adds noise was avoided. The compensation for the cold junction (both of which were exposed to the room temperature) was done by adding the room temperature which was monitored. The oscilloscope sweep was triggered by the signal from an optical encoder which was synchronized to occur at the top dead center. 
Two probes were installed inside the cylinder, one near the center of the head and the other at the exit of the suction valve. Probes were also installed in the suction and discharge valve chambers just above the valve. Signals from 4 transducers at a time were recorded simultaneously on a floppy d"isc. Temperatures at va~ious points along the flow path were also monitored using OMEGA J type thermocouples. The capacity was monitored by measuring the pressure drop across an orifice installed in the inlet pipe. The-p-v card was recorded using,a PFM 2000 cycle analy2er. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure (2) shows the p-v and t-v cards. One can observe that the cylinder gas temperature variation follows a pattern similar to that of the pressure. Figures (3) (5) show the effect of compressor heating up on the cylinder gas (at the center of the head) and suction and discharge valve chamber temperatures. All of them showed a significant increase in temperature as the compressor heated up. Also, the two independent samples shown for each of the parameters showed good agreement indicating that there was very little cycle to cycle variation. One can observe from the simultaneous traces of fig. (6) that the gas heated up significantly (approximately 50°F) as it entered the cylinder through the suction valve and inside the cylinder itself during the suction stroke. Thus at the end of the experiment, out of the total suction gas heating of 66°F, most of it occurred inside the cylinder with only a small part occurring in the suction pipe and cylinder passages. Figure (6) also shows the effect of valve opening, which results in an increase in gas temperature in the valve chambers, followed by cooling due to the ingestion of cold suction gas in the case of the suction valve and mixing with the relatively cooler discharge gas in the case of 
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the discharge valve. Figure (7) which shows simultaneous traces of 
gas temperature inside the cylinder at the center of the head and 
also near the suction valve indicates the extent of spatial 
nonuniformity in the temperature distribution inside the cylinder. 
This observation is in conformity with the earlier observations-
reported by Lee and smith [6) and Adair et al [3). 
one of the important objectives of temperature measurement 
inside the cylinder was to assess the extent of suction gas heating 
and then predict the capacity loss resulting from it. Capacity was 
also monitored to verify this- prediction. Assessing suction gas 
heating based on gas temperature in the suction valve chamber will 
not give the total suction -gas heating, because the in-cylinder 
regenerative heat transfer makes a significant contribution to the 
heating process. This was also demonstrated by the present 
experimental data taken after the compressor had attained thermal 
equilibrium, which showed approximately 42°F temperature raise in 
the suction valve and the cylinder compared to 24°F in the suction 
pipe and cylinder passages. Hence the trapped charge temperature 
inside the cylinder at the end of the suction stroke was used for 
assessing the total suction gas heating. 
Figure (8) shows the capacity loss and fig. (9) the suction gas 
heating as a function of time. Both of them showed a very rapid rate 
of variation as the compressor started from cold condition and 
appeared to settle after about 3 hours of operation. The initial 
rate of loss of capacity was so rapid that it would have been 
erroneous to·assume the first reading of capacity (which could only 
be taken after a few minutes of switching the compressor on) to 
represent the maximum value and basing the total capacity loss on 
that. The correct way would be to establish a functional 
relationship between the capacity loss and the suction gas heating 
and then use it to compute the capacity loss for the observed total 
suction gas temperature increase. Figure (10) shows such a graph of 
capacity loss against suction gas temperature increase which was 
derived from figs. (8) and (9). The correlation appears to be very 
closely linear. 
Capacity loss was also computed from the measured total suction 
gas temperature increase using the expression given by Pandeya and 
Soedel [2]. Table (1) provides a comparison of the capacity loss 
obtained using the correlation shown in fig. (10) with that computed 
from suction gas heating and also from direct capacity monitoring 
compared with rated capacity. The agreement between all the three 
methoda is very good. 
The -present experimental data has demonstrated the enormous 
influence of suction gas heating on compressor performance at least 
for the compressors of the type used in the experiment. It has also 
shown that because of the rapid rate of decrease of capacity during 
the start up and initial running of the compressor, the capacity 
measurement alone will not help in assessing the capacity loss due 
to suction gas heating. Simultaneous measurement of cylinder gas_ 
temperature and its use in establishing a correlation between 
suction gas heating and capacity loss is required for determining 
the capacity loss due to suction gas heating. The paper has thus 
~nderlined the importance of cylinder gas temperature measurement 
and demonstrated its measurement using a newly designed fast_ 
response thermocouple probe. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The investigation provided a new design for the thermocouple 
probe to meet the fast response characteristics and the ruggedness 
required for making temperature measurements inside the cylinder,'-
The temperature measurements inside the cylinder not only indicated 
a significant spatial nonuniformity but also a large suction gas 
heating. The capacity loss due to suction gas heating obtained from 
the established correlation between suction gas temperature increase 
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and capacity loss agreed very well with that computed from total suction gas temperature increase as well as direct monitoring of capacity. 
Further work is in progress to make use of these temperature measurements for understanding the heat transfer mechanism and formulating a model enabling prediction of its effects on compressor performance. 
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Separation of Suction Gas from the Discharge Gas and Benefits of Feeding 
the Gas Directly to the Crankcase 
Prasanta K. Roy and Michael A. Di Flora 
Bristol Compressors, Bristol, VA (U.S.A) 
ABSTRACT 
Despite its advantageous characteristics, the separation of suction gas from the discharge gas and utilization of polymer suction and discharge valves has only recently been attempted due to the difficulties in manufacturing and the lack of availability of suitable polymers. ·However, in recent years, production technique and polymer materials have been greatly improved. 
Advances in design and manufacturing engineering have led to the introduction of the Inertia compressor. Using gas seperation and polymer valves it is possible to achieve high efficiency and reliability under a wide range of compression ratios. For this reason, the Inertia compressor is very suitable and highly efficient for the application of heat pump air conditioners. 
INTRODUCTION 
After the Energy Crisis, energy conservation has been the most important topic in the field of air conditioning. In the United States, the regulation of system efficiency started in 1992. Besides the legal demand, air conditioners with higher efficiency have been required from the distributors to meet the customer's needs concerning energy savings. 
In such a situation, there came a strong demand for higher efficiency compressors, because the improvement of compressor efficiency is the most economical method to increase unit efficiency in spite of technological difficulties. Thus, most compressor manufacturers have been eagerly improving conventional compressors and developing new ones. 
The Inertia compressor is a new generation of reciprocating compressor, separating suction gas from the discharge gas and utilizing polymer suction and discharge valves. 
In the standard reciprocating refrigeration compressor the normal route of the suction gas flow is through a cylinder head that is divided into two chambers, suction and discharge. The suction gas picks up heat from the discharge chamber, raising its temperature prior to entering the cylinder. Also, the pressure decreases as it passes through the suction chamber (the small suction port area in the valve plate) and the restricted opening of the suction valve. 
In the Inertia compressor the cylinder head is exclusively utilized for high side pressure and temperature. This arrangement reaps the benefits which will be discussed below. 
Because the suction gas flows directly into the piston suction ports, which are separated from the hot discharge gas in the cylinder head, the valve plate and discharge valve assembly contain hot exiting gas only. 
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DESIGN FEATURE 
The suction gas enters through the suction tube, flows into the housing and 
through an opening in the motor cap. From the motor cap, the inlet gas is routed 
through the left and right side suction tubes, through the plastic manifolds, into the 
crankcase side ports, and into the piston suction port areas. (Fig. 1) Because the 
suction gas is separated from the discharge gas, it does not conduct any heat from 
the discharge chamber, therefore, its temperature is much lower as shown in the 
temperature profile (Fig. 2). 
This gas separation design incorporates suction ports in the piston body 
and a polymer suction valve on the sculptured top of the piston. The suction gas 
flows smoothly into the piston ports and through the 360° opening of the suction 
valve (Fig. 3). 
Another special feature of the design incorporates the use of a polymer 
discharge valve with a deeper head in the steel valve plate assembly (Fig. 4) .. This 
reduces the cylinder clearance volume by - 50%. The larger volume head 
facilitates smoother flow and exit of the high temperature and pressure discharge 
gas. 
CALCULATION 
Volumetric Efficiency 11u: 
11u =rna "" Actual mass of new gas entering the compressor per stroke 
mt Theoretical mass of gas represented by the displacement 
volume and determined at the pressure and temperature at 
the compressor inlet 
= ActualltWbr = Actual volume rate 
Tbeoreticallbs/hr Theoretical volume rate 
in 3 /rev x rev /hr 
Check Units: 
BTU/Hr x u suction (ft3 /lb) x 1728 (in3 tft3 ) 
in3/rev x RPM (rev/min) x all (BTU/Ib) x 60 (min/hr) 
where u suction= specific volume at compressor inlet, ft
3/lb (=1/density) 
Llli = [Enthalpy (superheated) at compressor inlet temperature -
Enthalpy (saturated liquid) at expansion valve], BTU/lb. 
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llv 
From refrigerant -22 chart, at 45°F evaporator, and 130°F condenser: 
15° subcooling (130-15) results in 115°F at expansion valve 
h @ Il5°F saturation liquid at expansion valve= 44.065 BTU!lb 
u @ 65°F = 0.64106 cu. ftllb 
h @ 65°F = 112.128 BTIJ/lb 
M@ 65°F = 112.128.44.065 = 68.063 BTU/lb 
BTU/Hr x suction (ft3/lb) x 1728 (in3/ft3) 
"'------------------------------------in 3;rev x RPM (rev/min) x M (BTU/lb) x 60 (minlhr) 
= BTU/Hr x u suction x 28 .8 
in3 /rev x RPM x M 
Therefore, Tlu (ARI) 
@ 65°F return gas 
(ARI rat~g point) 
= BTU!Hr x 64106 x 28.8 = BTU/Hr I.aualkm.J 
in 3/rev x 3500 x 68.063 12902.9 in3/rev 
Mass flow rate == m (lbs/hr) == BTU/Hr 
Ah(BTU/lb) 
Therefore, m = BTIJ/Hr. 
@ 65°F return gas 68.063 
ARI rating point 
From equation 3, Tlu oc _I_ , BTU/Hr::: constant between standard and 
in3trev inertia pumps. 
Therefore, llu is higher if the displacement is lower or BTU/in3 is higher, which is the case oflnertia pumps. 
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CONCLUSION 
In the Inertia compressors, the separation of suction gas from the 
discharge gas with the utilization of polymer suction and discharge valves results in 
the following benefits: 
a. Lower suction temperature (Fig. 2) 
b. Reduced clearance volume (Fig. 5) 
c. Higher volumetric efficiency, 11u (Fig. 6) 
d. Higher BTU/cu. in. (Fig. 7) 
e. Higher EER. (Fig. 8) 
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HEAT TRANSFER MODEL OF A ROTARY COMPRESSOR 
Sisir K. Padhy 
General Electric C_ompany 
Appliance Park 5-2North, Louisville, KY 40225 
ABSTRACT 
Energy improvements for a rotary compressor can be achieved in several ways such as: 
reduction of various electrical and mechanical losses, reduction of gas leakage, better lubrication, 
better surface cooling, reduction of suction gas heating and by improving other parameters. To have a ' 
better understanding analytical/numerical analysis is needed. Although various mechanical models are 
presented to understand the mechanical losses, dynamics, thermodynamics etc.; little work has been 
done to understand the compressor from a heat uansfer stand point In this paper a lumped heat 
transfer model for the rotary compressor is described. Various heat sources and heat sinks are analyzed 
and the temperature profile of the compressor is generated. A good agreement is found between 
theoretical and experimental results. 
NOMENCLATURE 
D, inner diameter 
D. outer diameter 
Dmt upper bearing plate outer diameter 
.:lx conduction length 
Q rate of heat transfer 
S; heat generation within element i 
1:!.£ change in internal energy 
D,.,., case inside diameter 
D,...., case outside diameter 
A,_; coeffients of the simultaneous equations [coefficients of the matrix] 
h, effective radiation heat transfer coefficient 
E emissivity 
h4 heat transfer coefficient between the case inside and the gas above the 
stator/rotor 
h_ heat transfer coefficient of the case and outside 
z, height of the case above the stator 
z, height of the stator 
B, _known parts of the system equations 
m mass flow rate of the gas 
W rate of work done 







N = !f!! • k 
tern petature difference 
temperature of i~th element 
thermal conductances 
thermal conductivity of i~th element 
avetage nusselt number 
Gr = gf3tY[I! Grashof number, g acceleration due to gravity, ~volumetric thermal 
v 
h 
Pr = :£!.. 
k 
expansion coefficient, v kinematic viscosity 
heat transfer coefficient 
Prandtl number, c, specific heat 
Ra =Gr. Pr Rayleigh number 
Ta 




Rotary Compressors have been used in refrigerators and room airconditioners for severa
l years. 
The enforcement of strict energy regulations for the power consumption as well as the g
oal of the CFC 
(the present refrigerant) removal by the year of 1995, are driving the design m
ethodology of 
compressors to take new shapes. To achieve these goals the key is to understand the m
echanics of the 
system and to develop analytical techniques to analyze the effect of various geome
try, clearances, 
material properties, and temperarure in the system. This understanding will lead to an o
ptimum design 
of the compressor from energy, reliability, and economics stand point. 
The rotary compressor is a high side compressor with all the components exposed t
o either 
lubricant oil or the hot compressed gas. The temperature profile as well as the heat uan
sfer among the 
components of the compressor play a critical role on the reliability as well as energy 
efficiency. The 
suction gas heating has been of interest since it has an adverse effect on the energ
y rating of the 
compressor. Again an understanding of various heat transfers between the com
ponents, both 
qualitatively as well as quantitatively will help the designer to do design modifications
 that will result 
a compressor with improved reliability ands the energy rating. Another area of inte
rest can be the 
effect of the temperature on the bearings dynamics of the compressor. 
2. PREVIOUS WORK 
The understanding of the heat transfer of a rotary compressor involves compressor dy
namics, 
mechanical and electrical losses, thermodynamic analysis, ·lubrication, & determination 
of heat transfer 
coefficients for the various interfaces of the compressor. Although works have been 
reported in the 
areas of dynamics, mechanical losses, lubrication (a complete theoretical study by the 
author [1] 
recently) and thermodynamics of the compressor, no work has been reported for the 
heat transfer of 
the rotary compressor except for an internal report of General Electric company. 
Brok et al. [2] reported their research on the cylinder heat transfer for an reciproc
ating 
compressor. Applying simple overall thermodynamic analysis and mathematical m
odeling of the 
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cylinder. suction chamber and discharge chamber they conclude that the heat transfer has a Jesser 
effect on performance as opposed to the standard belief of higher effect Kawai et al [3] discussed 
improvement in performance with the reduction of suction gas. The efficiency improvement of 6 to 
10% is reported by .modifying the suction muffler of an reciprocating compressor. Meyer and 
Thompson [ 4,5] carried out research both analytically and experimentally only for the suction gas of 
an reciprocating hermetic compressor. A steady state analysis was done. Heat transfer correlations 
were adapted from literature and some are experimentally determined. As a part of the same research 
Srikanth and Thompson [6] carried out a flow visualization study to evaluate the gas flow pattern 
inside a hermetic reciprocating compressor. Their conclusions are again to modify the muffler design 
for improved efficiency. Adair et a! [7] studied the instantaneous heat transfer between the ~:ylinder 
wall and the gas of an reciprocating compressor. They proposed a new correlation based on their 
eJ>perimental work. In an recent study Recktenwald et al [8] and Recktenwald [9] investigated the 
same heat transfer using numerical methods. The GE internal repon [10) describes a lumped heat 
transfer model for a rotary compressor. However all the components of the compressor are not 
modeled and some experimental heat transfer coefficients are used. The present work models the 
compressor in total, to use better theoretical correlations and to produ~;e a more ac~;urate model. 
3. PRESENT WORK 
The_presem work deals with a lumped (averaged) parameter formulation of the heat transfer for 
a rotary compressor. The laws governing the system are said to be lumped if the their terms are 
independent of space and to be distributed if the terms depend on space( 11 ]. The fundamental laws 
governing the system in the present discussion are conservation of mass, and fmt law of 
tberrnodynamics. The conservation of mass is given by 
m=O 
and the flm Jaw of thermodynamics is given by 
M=Q-w 
In the present case there are interactions between more that one lumped mass and the law of conservation of mass for i-th element is 
i-. ~. dM, 
~m,, = ~m,,. +-dt 
M •·• 
where j's represent the elements from which the mass flows to i-rh element and k's represent the 
elements to which mass flows from element i. M; represents the instaneous mass of the element i. 
Similarly the first law of thermodynamics for the i-rh element becomes 
. i- . . ~ . d(M,u1) Q; + ~m,,hi, = w; + "'-'m,..h1,. +---i~' >~I dt 
Although the inlet and exit enthalpy. of the element are different an averaged value is used in the calculations. · 
The principal modes of heat transfer considered inside the rotary compressor are conduction 
and convection, and radiation is neglected. For the compressor case ouls.ide free and forced convection 
are considered in addition to the radiation. The conduction heat transfer is 
Q=k,A1AT 
Ax 
The conve~;tive heat transfer is given by 
Q=h;A;.tlT 
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and the radiative heat transfer equation is 
Q = eaA(r,•- 'C) 
Writing an effective heat transfer coefficient as 
h, = ea(T, + r_)(T,2 + r;) 
the radiative heat transfer equation becomes 
Q =h,A(T, -T..) 
All these equations can be conveniently ~epresented by introduc
ing the concept of thennal 
conductance and the general equation for heat transfer becomes 
Q=H,t:.T 
His calculated from actual geometry, thennal properties of elements and
 heat transfer coefficients. 
The total rate of heat transfer to an element i can be written as the sum o
f heat transfer from 
other elements either to the element or from the element, and the rate o
f heat generation S within the 
element 
Q ='i:H.(T-T)-s ~ J11 I ) I 
j•l 
A steady state analysis is carried out and the equations became 
as dM, =0 
dt • 





and Q = i,H)r, -1j)-s, = o 
j•l 
Heat addition to the element is considered positive and the heat transfer 
from the element is considered 
negative. lntemal heat generation (including frictional heat generation) a
re considered positive. 
The lumped and isothennal elements of the compressor are selected s
uch that they confonn 
with the natural geometric boundaries. These boundaries include solid
 parts, fluid masses and flow 
paths. Applying ftrst law of thennodynamics and conservation of 
mass to the elements of the 
compressor a system of equations are fonnulated. These equations are s
olved by Gauss-Jordan method 
to calculate different element temperatures. The rest of this section deal
s with describing the system of 
equations, the solving procedure, the equations for the calculation of he
at transfer coefficients, and the 
electrical and mechanical losses. 
3.1 Systtm of Equations 
The fonnulation of the system of equations is described in the follo
wing paragraphs. The 
compressor is divided into 22 element~ [Figure l) and these eleme
nts are modeled yielding 22 
equations. For example element I is presented here. 
Element 1: Case ponion above the stator 
This element is connected to the outside of compressor, to the gas abo
ve the stator ittside the 
compressor and to the case element that is attached to the stator. The ene
rgy balance gives 
H~2 (1j -72)+ H~.~(7j- T_)+ H,_22 (7; -7;,)"' 0 
or 7;(Hu + H1,,. + H,,2,}- H1•27;- H1 ... T-- H~.22T22 =0 
I 
This can be written in the following form, with the A's as the 




z4 SUCTION 4 
TUBE 5 
Zs 
[Figure 1. Compressor Schematic with 22 elements ate shown except the compressed gas (Element 9). The element names are described in Table 1.] 
simultaneous equations. 
- AuJ; +A..212 +A,.z,Tn "'B,. 
Where Au =:Ht2 +H1.w+H1,l2, Au :-H .. ,, A1.z2 :-H1.2,, B1 :.H~.wTW 
H,_, : k,n(n;....,- n; ... .)j4z,. 
H1 __ ~ H(h, +h_)(D,.,..z, +(D;..,. -D!,.,,)/4) 
H1•22 _"" h47t( D,....., (z1 - t )+ ( n;.,,, -Dju) j4+ D•~t) 
Similarly the other elements are modeled. In general the equations can be represented as 
~ A,.T:B . 
.... . JI I 
)~1 
where A;,j =:-H,,;, A,,,= i,n,.j 
jr~<2 ;=-l(J••J 
and B is the heat quantity that may be the heat uansferred to the sorrounding or the mechanical losses or may be the electrical losses. 
3.2. Heat tramfer coemcients calculation 
3.2.1. Case ours ide 
The com pressor is placed in the cabinet of the refrigerator or an air conditioner unit. Depending on the air flow on the compressor the heat transfer can be natural convection or forced convection in addition to the radiation. Modeling the compressor as a cylinder in cross flow to the air stream the forced convection correlation used is [ 13] 
N. < 0.3+ [::(;)!'[[I ·(,:Sf 
for J02< Re < J07; Pe > 0.2 
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The following equation is used for the free convection [13] 




and the heat transfer coefficient is calculated as 
h= N.k 
;c 
for Io-5 < Ra < 1012 
In calculating the radiation heat transfer, the temperature of the case is unknow
n. Hence a temperature 
is assumed to be close to the gas tempemture coming out of the compressor. 
3.2.2. Oil sump heat 
The heat tmnsfer between the case and oil is very complicated. The heat tmn
sfer between the 
oil and the vertical case portion is modeled as free convection as the oil 
circulating through the 
compressor mechanism comes down to the sump and there is a continuous 
motion. However as the 
shaft rotates, the bottom portion of the case is subjected to both free and fo
rced convection. The oil 
velocity in the sump 'is calculated knowing the volume rate of oil flow [prev
ious paper] through the 
shaft The equation for the vertical portion is [14] 
N.=0. 6S+ 0.61Ra"• 
[I+ ( 0. 492/Pr )
0116 r 
for Ra < 109 
Otherwise the following formula is used 
N. = 0.825+ 0.387Ra"' 27 
[ 1+(0.492/Pr)"~~'J" 
For the bottom circular disk for free convection the equation used is[ 1 5] 
N. = 0.818Pi"0·030 Ra0·2 
and for the forced convection 
N. = 0.664Re0·' Pr"' 
The overall mixed convection Nusselt number is calculated as follows; 
3.2.3. Suction tube heat transfer calculotion 
In one cycle the rotary compressor compresses the gas as well as draws the ga
s into the suction 
chamber. Knowing the volume of gas, and the diameter of the suction tube po
rtion inside the cylinder 
as well as outside the compressor, the velocity of the gas is determined and Reyno
lds number is 
calculated. This is a case of flow through pipes and the Nusselt number
 is calculated using the 
following correlation[ IS]. For laminar flow 
N. =4.36 
and for turbulent flow 






, b=0.3333+0.5l"" 6") 
4+Pr 
3.2.4. Suction Chamber heat trafiSjer coefficient 
The suction chamber is modeled as a circular duct and the hydraulic diameter is evaluated. The velocity in the chamber is calculated from the mass flow rate which is known from the· calorimeter 
tests. No swirl effects are assumed in the suction chamber. The Nusselt number are calculated using 
correlations described in 3 • 2 • 3 • 
3.2.5. Compression chamber heat traf!Sjer coefficient 
There are no correlations reported in literature for the heat transfer coefficient calculation for 
the rotary compressor. The gases involved in heat transfer at high temperatures and undergo a rapid physical change. Funher difficulty is introduced by the uncenainties of gas flow patterns. the state of boundary-layer developments as well as the complexities induced by the change of compression 
volume boundaries. In absence of more exact data the following equation is used for the calculation of 
Nusselt number [7] although it was originally formulated for reciprocating compressors. 
for laminar: N, = 4.36 
for turbulent: N, = 0.053Re•·• Pr"·" 
where the Reynolds number is calculated using the swirl velocity. The swirl angular velocity is t.akeri 
to be twice that of shaft angular velocity[7). The compression chamber is modeled as a circular duct and the hydraulic diameter is used in calculation of the Reynolds number. 
3.2.6. Stator and case channel heat transfer coefficient 
The volume of gas flow through the channel is determined with known volume rate of flow from the compression chamber (In the present the compression volume is calculated using ideal gas 
law and polytropic coefficient of 1.16[16]). As the gas flows through the channel and rotor gap, 
volume flow rate is calculated for each of them knowing the cross sectional areas of the channel and 
the gap. The effect of heat interaction in gap as well as in the channel, _on the gas is neglected. The velocity of flow and the Reynolds number is calculated using the hydraulic diameter concept Depending on the Reynolds number the Nusselt number is calculated from the formulations described in section 3.2.3. 
3.2. 7. Heat trafiSjer coefficienrs in roror and stator gap 
The calculation of heat tranSfer coefficient in the rotor gap has been of great interest for many years [17-26]. Although many experimental works are undenaken, no attempts have made to simulate theoretically the heat transfer rates for the combined effects of rotation and axial flow[26). The flow field in the gap is complicated by the onset of vortices and axial flow velocity. In the compressor, the 
stator is fixed while the rotor rotates. The radial velocity is determined from the angular speed while 
the axial velocity in the present case is calculated from the volume rate of flow through the gap. The 
calculation of Nusselt number involves ~ean radius, axial Reynolds number, Taylor's number. and critical Taylor's number. The following correlations are used in the present work. 
N,. ==4.294cr0· ... '; for I <o-<4.817 
and 
















These conelations cover a very good range of axial Reyno
lds number of about 250 to 1000. In the· 
present work the axial Reynolds number is appro~mately 72
0. 
3.2.8. Heat transfer coefficient between the gas abov
e the cylinder and rotor bottom 
The compressed gas emerges from the clearances of the volu
me cup and comes in contact with 
the roror bottom. The rotation of the roror induces velocity i
n the gas. The effect of the axial velocity 
impinging the rotor bottom is neglected. The Reynolds num
ber is calculated using an average radial 
velocity of the rotor which is calculated utilizing mean dia
meter concepL The formula used for the 
calculation of Nusselt number is adapted from Kreith[27]. 
RePr(JC,./2) 
N =--------~--~==~-• 5Pr+5ln(5Pr+ l)+.J2/C., -14 
where c,. = r;=;--2.05+4.07log,o Re..,c., 
and Cctr is solved numerically using Newton-Raphson [28] m
ethod. 
3.2.9. Copper winding of Stator and the gas above th
e cylinder 
The location of copper winding is very close to the rotor an
d hence the gas velocity at copper 
windings will be fairly same that of the gap. Hence the heat t
ransfer coefficient is taken as same as that 
of the rotor gap. 
3.2.1 0. Hear rransfer coefficient between the srawr b
ottom and the gas above cylinder 
The velocity of the gas near the rotor is equal to the radial 
velocity of the rotor . Assuming a 
swirl motion in this chamber, the velocity of the gas is assum
ed to be equal to the rotor velocity. This 
value is used to calculate the Reynolds number. The heat u
ansfer is modeled as a flat plate and the 
following conelations [14] are used. 
N. = 0.664ReV2 PrV'; for Re < 1Q5 
N. = Pr"'(0.037Re0 '-sso); for ws < Re < 107 
and the heat transfer coefficient is determined as 
h= N.k 
(D, -D,) 
3.2.11. Heat transfer coefficitmt berwun the case and th
e gas above cylinder 
As it is not known how the gas behaves in the space below 
the stator and above the cylinder, 
the gas and case interaction is modeled as gas flowing to the
 case perpendicularly. The velocity of the 
gas is taken as the rotor velocity value as described in sectio
n 3.2.10. Following Schlichting [29] the 
equation becomes 
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Re 112 Pr112 
N. = -.J"""'o=. 5=1t,_ 
3.2.12. Heat transfer coejjici<!nts between the gas abov<! cylinder and cylinder 
As the cylinder has three kidney shaped ports, it is more complicated to calculate the heat 
transfer coefficient accurately. In the present work the cylinder is modeled as a circular disk and the 
heat transfer is modeled as a flat plate heat transfer for this particular calculation. The velocity of the 
gas above the cylinder is taken to be equal to the rotor velocity assuming swirl is there. The equations 
governing the heat transfer coefficient [14) are 
N. = 0.664Re 112 PrV'; for Re <: 1Q5 
N. = Pr11'(0.037Re0·1-850); for 1QS < Re <: 101 
and the heat transfer coefficient is delennined as 
h"' N.k 
(n< .... -n..,.) 
3.2.1 3. Heat transfer coefficient between the upper bearing plate and the gas above the cylinder 
The analysis is same as that described in section 3.2.12 except that the cylinder dimensions are 
replaced by the bearing plate dimensions. The velocity of gas is again taken to be the rotor radial 
velocity. 
3.2.14. Heat transfer coefficient between the stator top, rotor top, copper winding, shaft top and the 
gas above stator/rotOr 
The analysis is same as that of the gas above cylinder and the stator/rotor bottom and copper 
winding. The velocity of gas is calculated from continuity of mass. flowever for the heat transfer 
calculation for the rotor and the shaft top, velocity is taken as the rotor velocity and Kreith's formula is 
used. 
3.2.15. Heat transfer coefficient between the case above the stator and the gas above the stator/rotor_ 
The gases coming from the rotor gap. stator channel mix in this chamber. The gas flows to the 
condenser through the discharge tube which is connected to this chamber. Using continuity of mass the 
velocity in the chamber is evaluated. The heat transfer is modeled as a flat plate heat transfer and the 
equations usedare described in section 3.2.12. 
3.2.16. Contact resistallees 
The stator is sbrink: fit to the case and Similarly is the rotor to the shafL The contact stresses are 
evaluated knowing the inlerfearance of the contacting surfaces. The contact pressure is calculated [30] 
and the contact resistance is found from heat transfer hand book [31]. The contact pressure is given by 
where X ::..!..(b2 +a2 -v.)+J_(c2 +b2 -v) 
E; b2 ._a2 ' E. c2 -b2 • 
and a is the radius of the hole of the inner member. b is the radius of contact surface, c is the radius of 
outer surface, Es are the youngs modulus for innet and outer members, v's are the poisson's ratio, and 
11 is the radial interference. 
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3.2.17. Thermal conductivities 
The thermal conductivities are adapted from various sources [31,32]. 
3.3. Mechanical and Electrical Losses 
Mechanical losses in the rotary compressor have been described in the literature extensi~ely 
[33.34] and also they can be found from fundamental principles [35]. Electrical losses on the other 
hand depends on the configuration and mass of the components and is usually provided in forms of 
charts from the manufacturer. For the present work the electrical losses, i.e. iron and copper losses are 
determined from the data of the particular motor used in the compressor. However the bearing losses 
should be modified by a correcting factor for the turbulent case. If P1 is the loss at laminar condition 
then the loss Pt at turbulent condition becomes[35] 
P, = 0. 039Rew P,, for Re > 1600 
It is assumed that all the work transforms into beat. The present work accounts for the mechanical 
losses occur at the upper bearing plate journal, lower bearing plate journal, the journal bearing 
between the shaft eccentric and the roller, upper and lower thrust bearing losses, vane side, vane top 
and bottom losses, vane and roller loss at the contact surface, roller and bearing plate losses, and the 
loss at stator and rotor gap. In addition to these mechanical losses copper ·and iron losses at the motor 
is also included in the analysis. 
3.4. Implementation 
A computer code is developed for the heat transfer analysis of the compressor. The architeCture 
of the computer program is shown in Figure 2. The program code is developed in FORTRAN and it 
consists of more than 2000 lines of code. In the main program the data is declared, and the thermal 
conductances and the system equations are coded. There are five subroutines in this program executing 
[Figure 2. Program Architecture l 
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the tasks of simultaneous equation solution, electrical loss calculation, mechanical loss calculation, 
providing values of thermal conductivity of the components· used in compressor, and heat transfer 
coefficients calculations. Some inputs for this program are generated using the Lubrication and 
Dynamics computer programs. The simultaneous linear equations are solved using Gauss-Jordan 
method. 
The input to the program are the ambient temperature, the power consumption of the 
compressor, the gas temperature at the inlet to the compressor, pressure ratio, the exit gas temperature, 
and the amount of air flow over the compressor. The outputs of the program include the temperatures 
at various location and heat transfer between components. 
3.5. Verification and Discussion 
To verify the theoretical prediction a compressor is modified to attach 24 thermocouples at 
various locations. The experiment was carried out on a calorimeter and various temperatures are 
measured [Figure 3]. The experimental data is compared against theoretical predictions and a good 
agreement is found. Table I describes the theoretical as well as experimental temperatures (in degree 
Fahrenheit) at various locations. 
[Figure 3. Experimental setup with airt1ow over compressor using a fan] 
It is found that the case temperature above the stator/rotor differs that of experimental measurement by 
approximately 8 degrees. This is attributed to the fact that the heat transfer due to radiation is 
calculated assuming a temperature of the case which is ten degrees higher than that of the exit 
temperature. In calculating the oil sump temperature, a more accurate determination of velocity prot1le 
of the lubricant oil can be done using computational fluid dynamics and at present this is not done. 
Otherwise a good agreement between the thoery and experiment is found. 
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Element Element Name Theoretical Experimental 
Number temperature temperature 
1 Case above the stator top 176.21 184.71 
2 Case attached to the stator 197.56 192.82 
3 Case between stator and cylinder 196.03 192.03 
4 Case attached to the cylinder 191.98 191.41 
5 Case portion anched to the oil sump 187.08 188.84 
6 Cylinder 200.45 198.25 
7 Oil sump 192.00 197.64 
8 Suction gas in the cylinder 125.38 
- 123.11 
9 Compressed gas in cylinder 237.51 231.89 
10 Vane 202.31 Not measured 
11 Gas above cylinder 200.44 203.44 
12 Stator copper windings 200.03 198.33 
13 Stator iron 198.07 195.28 
14 Rotor 200.88 Not meas
ured 
15 Shaft above upper bearing 200.89 Not
 measured 
16 Gas at rotor gap outlet 200.46 
195.28 
17 Gas at channel outlet 199.9 
198.55 
18 Roller 203.04 
Not measured 
19 Lower bearing plate 201.72 
202.8 
20 Upper bearing plate 201.66 
205.21 
21 Shaft in the bearings 201.74 
Not measured 
22 Gas above the stator/rotor 199.68 196
.48 
[Table 1. Comparision of theoretical and experimental results) 
4. CONCLUSION 
A lumped mass model for the rotary compressor is developed. System equations are developed 
using the thermal conductance concept. Heat transfer coefficientS are calculated fro
m the 
empirical/theoretical equations adapted from various sources. No empirical correction facto
rs are 
introduced into the system equations. Mechanical as well as electrical losses are considered 
as heat 
addition to tbe system. A computer code is generated to predict the temperature of the compressor at 
various locations and a good agreement is found with the experimental data. 
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper the thermal energy analysis of a reciprocating hermetic compressor is per-
formed using a computational program. The simulation model employed in the program is based 
on energy balances. For the refrigerant gas inside the compressor cylinder use was made of the 
first law of thermodynamics including time variations of the mass and energy fluxes. The required 
temperatures at the suction chamber, cylinder walls, discharge chamber, discharge muffler, com-
pressor shell, and ambient inside the compressor shell are obtained from steady state energy 
balances at various locations within the compressor. Effective overall heat transfer coefficients 
were determined experimentally, except for the heat transfer between the refrigerant and the 
cylinder walls which was obtained from existing correlations. A companion simulation program 
which represents the compressor working features was used to calculate the mass fluxes at the 
suction, discharge, and the leakage flux. Simulation results are presented for a small compres-
sor and compared with experimental results. Good agreement prevails indicating that the major 
effects affecting the thermal performance of the compressor have been considered by the proposed 
model. 
INTRODUCTION 
There are several reports in the literature concerning numerical models to predict the per-
formance of hermetic refrigeration compressors. Those models require thermodynamic relation-
ships to describe the behavior of the gas inside the cylinder. These relationships can be obtained 
either through a polytropic transformation or through an energy balance. A furth-er aspect to be 
considered is the heat transfer to and from the refrigerant as it passes through the compressor. 
The models described in the literature differ mainly on how the two aforementioned issues are 
addressed. On the next paragraphs some of the major works done on compressor modelling will 
be reviewed. 
Qvale eta./. [l] indicated some areas where research should be done to improve the current 
knowledge on compressor modelling. Heat transfer on the suction and discharge lines, on the 
valves, and between the gas and the cylinder walls are the most important points mentioned 
by the authors. According to [l] the numerical models dealing with the cylinder of hermetic 
compressors have frequently employed the assumption of perfect gas in a polytropic process. 
The exponent of the polytropic equation is usually adjusted to fit experimental results. In this 
regard the polytropic index incorporates the combined effect of the heat transfer between gas and 
cylinder, friction, and deviations from the perfect gas behavior. Therefore, the influence of these 
effects separately cannot be detected. 
Karl! [2] investigated through the first law of thermodynamics the process described by a 
real gas inside the cylinder. He considered the cylinder as a close system undergoing exchange 
of heat and work with the surroundings. Prakash and Singh [3] also employed the first law 
of thermodynamics but assumed perfect gas behavior. The heat transfer between the cylinder 
walls and the gas was predicted using the correlation given by Adair et a/. [4]·. Rottger and 
Kruse [5] verified through their model that for the compressor performance it is important to 
use the equation of state for real gas but for the valve performance suffices to use the perfect 
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gas assumption. Ng et al. [6] also employed the first law of thermodynamics
 to model the 
compressor. Additionally they assumed the cylinder to be adiabatic. According
 to [6] the real 
gas model is justified only if the gas superheating at the suction is small and 
if the pressure 
ratio at the compressor is large. A simplified model based on a polytropic proces
s was proposed 
by Suefuji and Nakayama [7]. The disadvantage of their model is that the suction
 and discharge 
temperatures must be known a priori. Brok et al. [8] have shown that in reciprocati
ng compressors 
there are two major heat transfer contributions that should be carefully examin
ed: the part of 
the compression power that is transferred to the external environment and that
 transferred to 
the suction gas. In [8] the heat transfer between refrigerant and cylinder walls wa
s modelled via 
Adair et al. [4] correlation, modified by a factor to reduce the mixing inside the 
cylinder. This 
factor was adjusted to fit the experimental data. For the suction and discharge 
values use was 
made of the Dittus-Boelter correlation for turbulent flow [9]. In the suction chamb
er a correlation 
for annular concentric ducts was adopted, and for the discharge chamber a consta
nt value of the 
heat transfer coefficient was employed. According to [8] the influence of the heat
 transfer inside 
the cylinder on the compressor performance is less than what is suggested in the 
literature. For 
low speed situations it was found that during compression at most 4% is gained 
by cooling and 
3% is lost by superheating. Parise and Cartwright [ 10] also performed a compre
ssor simulation 
including an energy balance in the cylinder. Heat transfer between refrigerant and
 cylinder walls 
was modelled using Adair et al. [4J correlation. 
Lee et al. JllJ proposed a simulation model emphasizing the need for a correct evaluation 
of the thermodynamic properties inside the cylinder. They employed both the 
first law and a 
polytropic process. According to ( 11 J the pressure inside the cylinder is not stron
gly affected by 
different values of the polytropic exponent but the temperature showed a great dep
endance on the 
value adopted. The mass flow rate through the compressor has shown to be weakly
 dependant on 
the thermodynamic model employed, Liu and Zhow [12J obtained experimentally the temperatu
re 
distribution on the cylinder lateral walls of a reciprocating compressor (averaged 
during a cycle) 
for different pressure ratios, suction temperatures and rotational speeds. They
 have observed 
that the temperature variation along the axial direction is due to heat transfer to t
he suction gas. 
The temperature variation along the circumferential direction is due to the frictio
n between the 
piston and the cylinder wall and also due to the discharge location. Schary ft a/. [1
3] performed a 
compressor simulation incorporating in their model gas pulsation and a polytropi
c process. The 
numerical results were checked against experimental results an a surprisingly gpod
 agreement was 
achieved. 
Some few works reported more elaborate models where the heat transfer inside th
e cylin-
der is evaluated through the differential form of the energy equation. Chong an
d Watson [14J 
solved the continuity, momentum and energy equations in differential form using a f
inite difference 
scheme. Their analysis assumed laminar flow and ignored the gas suction and dis
charge through 
the valves. They observed that as the rotational speed increases, the thermal· b
oundary layer 
becomes so thin that heat transfer can be predicted through a conductive one-dim
ensional model 
which requires only the boundary layer thickness. More recently, Recktenwald [15J (also Rec
k-
ten'l(ald et a/. [161) employed two models to investigate the instantaneous heat trans
fer between 
the cylinder walls and the gas in a reciprocating compressor. One model used m
ass and energy 
balances to predict the instantaneous bulk thermodynamic properties of the gas 
in the cylinder. 
Heat transfer between the cylinder walls and the gas was calculated with Adaire
t a/. 14] corre· 
lation. The other model solved the unsteady continuity, momentum, and energy
 equations for 
the gas in the cylinder using a finite volume technique. No heat transfer correlati
on was needed 
in this model. The instantaneous heat transfer predicted by the simple model usi
ng Adair et a/. 
[4] correlation was an order of magnitude less than that predicted by the finite 
volume model 
indicating that instantaneous heat transfer in compressor cylinders is much grea
ter than many 
researchers have assumed. The average heat transfer coefficient during a cycle ca
lculated in [15] 
is at least twice bigger than the value that is predicted from Adair et a/. [4J. 
The main goal of the present work is to present a model based on the first law 
of ther-
modynamics for simulat.ing the performance of a hermetic refrigeration compress
or, and in this 
regard shed more light on this subject. In what follows the energy balance for 
the refrigerant 
inside the cylinder is computed for each instant during the operating cycle and tak
e into account 
time variations of mass and energy fluxes. For this balance the temperatures at
 the discharge, 
the discharge chamber, the suction line, the gas inside the compressor shell, the c
ompressor shell 
and the cylinder are determined from steady state energy balances. Those balanc
es require heat 
transfer coefficients which are obtained either from existing correlations or from exp
erimental mea-
surements. Similar procedure has recently been adopted by Meyer and Doyle [17-lSJ to devel
op 





The energy balances to be explored in this section will be developed with the aid of Fig. 1. 
This figure presents a schematic view of a hermetic refrigeration compressor illustrating the motor, 
the cylinder and piston, the discharge and suction valves, the discharge and suction chambers, 
as well as the compressor shell. Also shown in Fig. 1 by dashed lines are the selected control· 
volumes chosen for the energy balances. 
Energy Balance for the Gas inside the Cylinder 
For the gas inside the cylinder an energy balance is computed at each instant during the 
operating cycle. According to the first law of thermodynamics this balance can be written as 
Q" + W, = ~ !.. perN + /.,peV.dA (1) 
where e is the specific ene~gy of the gas, Ti is the cylinder volume and V is velocity; Q, is the 
rate of heat transferred between the gas and the cylinder walls (including piston and valve plate), 
W, is the power input. The two terms on the right-hand side of eq. (l) are, respectively, the 
variation with time of the energy inside the cylinder and the flux of energy associated with the 
mass fluxes through the suction and discharge valves and with the leakage mass flow through the 
clearance between piston and cylinder wall. From thermodynamics. considerations eq. (1) can be 
written as (see Todescat el al. [l9J), 
-=-- Q +m h- --- p-- m -m,-m dT 1 { . ( h) T op I [ rN ( . . . l]} dt me. ' . _., p oT p dt ' ' • (2) 
At each in,tant during the compressor cycle the temperature of the gas inside the cylinder 
is determined from eq. (2). The heat transfer rate, Q" is obtained using an effective heat transfer 
coefficient as, 
Q, = h, A" (T, - T) (3) 
where A. is the instantaneous cylinder surface area and T, is an effective surface temperature. In 
the present analysis h, is evaluated according to three different expressions. That of Adair tt al. 
[4[, that of Annand [4J, and a third expression obtained simply multiplying Annand's formula by 
a factor of three. This last correlation was used to explore the influence of higher heat transfer 
coefficients on the compressor performance according to what is recommended by Recktenwald 
[15]. 
All the thermodynamics properties in eq. (2), including c., are evaluated according to 
Martin-Hou equation of state for real gas [20J- The mass fluxes at the suction, discharge, and 
the leakage flux, m., m4 and m., are obtained from a simulation program which represents the 
working features of the compressor. This program is similar to those developed by Ussyk ]21] 
and Ferreira [22]. The specific enthalpy of the suction gas, h,, is a function of the specified 
suction pressure and the unknown temperature, T.,.. The temperature T,. as well as the other 
temperatures inside the compressor are obtained through specific energy balances as explored 
next. 
Energy Balance at the Muffler and Suction Chamber 
According to Fig. 1, an energy balance at the muffler and suction chamber requires that 
(4) 
where Q, is the heat transfer between the gas inside the chamber and that inside the compressor 
shell. In terms of an overall energy balance Q. can be written as, 
Q, "'UA, (T..- T.,,) (5) 
in which T.,,, "' (T. + 1'.") /2; T, is the temperature of the intake gas and 1'" is the temperature 
of the gas exiting the chamber and entering the cylinder. The mass fluxes with their respective 
enthalpies appearing in eq. ( 4) are indicated in Fig. 1. As tl1e leakage mass flux m., the backflow 
at the s~ction valve, m,,., and the mass flow rate produced by the compressor, m, are obtained 
by the simulation program that represents the working features of the compressor as mentioned 
previously. 
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Energy Balance at the Cylinder 
An overall energy balance at the cylinder along the entire operating cycle requires that, 
Q,. = m, h,. ~ m,., h, + m., .. , h., ~ m.,, h, + w. + w,. ~ m, h, 
where Q, is given by eq. (3). 
(6) 
It should be noted that eq. (1) was written for the gas inside the cylinder whereas eq. 
(6) represents an energy balance for a control volume that envelops the cylinder itself, including 
the piston. In this regard, the frictional power, Wv, was taken account in eq. (6). To calculate 
the mechanical losses due to friction, w., variation of the oil viscosity with temperature was 
considered. 
Energy Balance at the Discharge Chamber 
The energy balance performed at the suction line according to equation ( 4) included both 
the muffler and the suction chamber. For the discharge line the muffler and the discharge chamber 
will be considered separately. According to Fig. l the energy balance at the discharge chamber 
can be written as, 
Q.,, = m.,, h, ~ m h,,. ~ m.,.,, h,,, (7) 
where the heat transfer between the gas inside the discharge chamber and that inside the com-
pressor shell, Q,,", is expressed as, 
Q,,, = U A., (T,,, ~ T,,) (8) 
The backflow at the discharge valve, m,,,, is obtained via the compressor simulation program as 
discussed earlier. 
Energy Balance at the Discharge Muffler 
According to Fig. 1, an energy balance for the discharge muffler can be written as, 
Q., = m(h,,. - h,,) (9) 
where, 
(10) 
in which T,.,1 = (T,, + T,1,)/2; T" is the temperature of the gas leaving the compressor and T.,. is 
the gas temperature at inlet of the discharge mufner. 
Overall Energy Balance 
The compressor exchanges heat with the surroundings according to its shell temperature. 
To obtain this temperature the following overall energy balance can be performed, 
Q, = m(h. ~h.,) + w, (n) 
where, 
Q,=UA.(T,-T .. ) (12) 
The shell temperature is related to the gas temperature inside the compressor, T.., by 
simply equating Q, and Q, as shown in Fig. 1, that is, 
Q, = UA, (T;,- T,,) = UA, (T.- T .. ) = Q, (13) 
Equations (4), (6), (7), (9}, (11) and (13) are used to determine? T,., T,, T"" T., T. and 
T,,. Those equations are nonlinear due to the dependance of the specl!ic enthalpy on the ~em­
peratures, and are solved simultaneously and iteratively. The required mass fluxes are obtamed 
through the compressor simulation program. To evaluate the heat fluxes acco~dmg to e~s. (_5), 
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Fig. 1 -Schematic VI<W a[ a hermetic refrigeration compressor ilustrating the control volumes chosen far the energy balances 
of those heat transfer coefficients is a difficult task. This is so due to the complicated geometry of the parts involved as well as due to the complexity associated with the heat transfer mech-anisms. Inside the suction and discharge lines, for instance, the flow is pulsated in addition to be turbulent and three-dimensional. Also, the prediction of the heat transfer between the gas inside the compressor and the compressor shell have to be made considering the presence of the lubricating oil. At present it seems to be no detailed report in the literature concerning the aforementioned difficulties. A practice that has currently been adopted is to rely on experiments in order to estimate the heat fluxes. This same procedure was used in the present work. Through temperature measurements, and knowing the compressor operating conditions, the overall heat transfer coefficients required in the present model were determined. The compressor investigated here is a small reciprocating hermetic compressor (about 1/4 horsepower) and typical values of the overall heat transfer coefficients are shown in Tab. 1. 
Table 1 - Typical values of the overall heat transfer coefficients 
determined from experimental data (W /K} 
UA, UA.,, UA, UA, UA. 
0.76 0.57 2.3 9.2 4.5 
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At this point the model used to simulate
 the thermal performance of the compres
sor has 
been completed. The temperature of th
e gas inside the cylinder is determined a
t each instant 
during the operating cycle using eq. (2)
 which was solved by a Runge-Kutta al
gorithm. The 
temperatures at the suction chamber, cyl
inder walls, discharge chamber, discharge
 muffler, com-
pressor shell, and ambient inside compres
sor shell, are averaged over the cycle and 
are determined 
from eqs. (4), (6), (7), (9), (11) and (13) v
ia Newton-Raphson. A companion progra
m was used to 
evaluate the requiring friction losses and 
the mass fluxes. Except for the heat tran
sfer coefficient 
between the gas and the cylinder walls 
which was obtained from correlations av
ailable in the 
literature, the heat transfer coefficients w
ere determined using experimental data. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The model presented in the previous secti
on was used to simulate the thermal perfo
rmance 
of a small reciprocating hermetic compres















Table 2 explores the influence of different
 correlations for the heat transfer coeffici
ent be-
tween the gas and the cylinder walls on th
e compressor performance. Except for th
e temperature 
of the cylinder walls, T., use of different co
rrelations·for the heat transfer coefficient
 h. has little 
effect on the quanti tie• presented in Tab. 
2. Even when h. was multiplied by a facto
r of three the 
quantities presented in Tab. 2 seem to sh
ow little reaction to that. From Tab. 2 
it is also seen 
that the model presented here is able to 
predict, with good accuracy, the experim
ental results. 
Annand's correlation multiplied by three 
seems to yield results that are slightly be
tter than those 
obtained using thet>.Uolterconelations. B. cau
se of that, in what follows, use will be m
ade of this 
correlation. For other conditions (not sh
own in Tab. 2) Annand's correlation tim
es three also 
presented a better agreement with the ex
perimental results. 
Table 2 - Influence of d1j[erent correla
tions for the cylinder heat 
transfer coefficient on the compressor
 performance 
Temperatures [o Cj h,
 
Adair Annand Annand (x3)
 
T" 55.
3 55.2 56.0 
T, 85.5 9
3.3 98.4 
T,,. 138.8 138.1 
138.7 




T,, 80.1 79.5 
79.7 
Power Consumption [WJ 191.1 
187.8 185.6 
Mass Flow Rate [kgjsj l.
949x10_, 1.930x1o- 3
 1.856xlo- 3 












The small influence of h, on the thermal
 performance of the compressor is demon
strated 
in Fig. 2. This figure shows the various 
heat transfer contributions plotted as a f
unction of the 
temperature of the compressor shell, T.. E
xperimentally, T. can be varied by controlling th
e 

















Fig. f! - Heat transfer eonlributions as a function 
of the tempuature of the compr<ssor shell, T. 
-- T!IC 
Fig. S · Calculated temperatures as a function of the 









Fig. 4 • Erurgy effitiency ratio and power consumption 
















From Fig. 2 it is seen that Q, represents the least heat transfer contribution among tho
se 
entering in the energy balances. Therefore, variations on Q, are expected to have little
 effect on 
the thermal performance of the compressor. It is also seen from Fig. 2 the importan
t role played 
by the heat transfer Q. on the overall energy balance. On a relative basis, the heat trans
fer to the 
refrigerant at the muffler and suction chamber, Q , is the contribution that is more a
ffected by 
changes on the temperature of the compressor shell. As T, varies from 55 to 75"C, 
Q, increases 
by about 50%. 
The influence of the temperature of the compressor shell on the other tempe
ratures is 
shown in Fig. 3. As expected, all temperatures increase with increasing va
lues of T.. The 
increase of the refrigerant temperature at the suction line, T.c, represents a waste of 
the cooling 
capacity which reduces the cycle efficiency. As T, varies from 50 to 75° C, T,. incre
ases around 
lO"C. 
Results for the energy efficiency ratio, EER, and for the compressor powercons
umption 
are explored in Fig. 4. A comparison of the power consumption and the hea
t transfer to the 
surroundings, Q., indicates that between 70 and 80% of the power consumption is wasted as h
eat 
to the external environment. This result seems to reinforce Brok et al. [8] reccommendation t
hat 
heat losses to surroundings ohould be carefully examined. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The present paper presents a model to perform thermal energy analysis of rec
iprocating 
hermetic compressors. The gas inside the cylinder was modelled through the 
first law of ther-
modynamics taking into account time variations of mass and energy fluxes. Ste
ady state energy 
balances were used to obtain the temperatures of the compressor componen
ts and of the re-
frigerant at various locations along the flow path. Those balances require heat tra
nsfer coefficients 
which were determined either from existing correlations or from experimental m
easurements. 
This model was used to simulate the thermal performance of a small compressor (
about 1/4 
horsepower). Comparisons between experimental results and those obtained wi
th the_simulat~on 
showed good agreement, indicating that the model can be successfully employed f
or design studies. 
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Compresssor Department, Technical University of St.Petersburg. 
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ABSTRACT 
The present paper deals with some aspects of reciprocating low flow 
(V<O. 2 m3 jmin) compressor design for the high pressure gas- or air deli very 
systems. 
We have developed two kinds of mathematical models for calculation 
the parameters of gas in elements of reciprocating compressor. The major 
differences of approaches and restrictions for engineering purposes are 
discussed and illustrated by some results of numeric experiment. 
INTRODUCTION 
The application of the mathematical models makes it possible to 
investigate into the thermodynamical and gasdynamical processes in the 
. reciprocating and rotary special-purposed compressors for gas- or air 
delivery systems. 
Fig .1 presents the investigated double-staged reciprocating air 
compressor with discharge pressure of 65 bar. The main features of this 
kind of compressors are small dimensions (De< 40-l!llll) highly efficient low 
volume (Vcool < 0.3 Vst) interstage gas coolers, low number of stages (2-
3) with pressure ratio within one stage up to 8 and more, sophisticately 
profilled flexible plates of the valves, sometimes without restrictors. 
Below are shown some results of mathematical modelling and the comparison 
of different kinds of models. 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
1. Model of the first kind. 
It is well known that traditional methods of reciprocating compres-
sor design are based on the rough mathematical models that deal with 
polytropic compression and expansion processes and isobaric suction and 
discharge processes. The loss in the valves and communicating pipelines 
are supposed to be constant depending on average gas velocities. The values 
of gas pressure and temperature are obtained with the help of a number of 
integral equations, comprising the parameters of a gas in different points 
of the pressure-volume diagram. 
Fig.2 presents superimposed pressure-volume diagrams for the first 
and the second stages of a reciprocating compressor with a ratio 
Vcool I Vstl = 0.3 (the pressure loss at suction and discharge is ta-
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ken into consideration). The compressor discharge pressure is 65 bar, and 
the compressible gas is· assumed to be perfect. We suppose that the process 
of heat exchange in the interstage gas cooler takes place only along the 
2- 2' line under constant specific volume until the temperatures of the 
gas and the cooling media level. In point 1 the gas in the cylinder of the 
first stage instantly mixes (adiabatically) with a portion of gas left 
in the cooler and the discharge valve opens. 
Fig.3 shows that the discharge process from the first stage and the 
second stage suction are not the isobaric ( p2 >> p1 ) throughout the 
investigated range of the ratio A. It should also be noted that the 
temperature T3 much decreases due to the effect of gas expansion and cooling 
during suction process, and therefore the compressor discharge temperature 
also decreases. The character of the ratio A influence on the temperatures 
( T2, T2' and TJ ) leads to conclusion that interstage gas heat exchanger 
can work either as gas cooler or as gas heater. 
The slight power consumption increase at low values of A is not 
essential. Thus the design of a special-purposed reciprocating compressor 
requires taking into consideration the interstage communication volumes 
as well as other constructive parameters. 
Unfortunately this kind of mathematical models does not deal with a 
number of very important aspects of actual working cycle. For example, the 
real values of the polytropic numbers could hardly be properly estimated 
because of the simultaneous effects of mass- and heat transfer during the 
processes 1-2, 2-2', 2 1 -3 (fig.2). The valve dynamics (especiallywhenthe 
flutter occures) is also out of consideration, and it is so far impossible 
to estimate the exact power consumption at the first stage discharge and 
the second stage suction processes because of considerable varying of gas 
parameters. It is neccessary to modify the mathematical model to overcome 
these problems. 
2. Mathematical model of the second kind 
The flow passage of reciprocating compressor is supposed to consist 
of a series of vessels of either constant or variable volume, pipelines 
and other communication units such as self-acting valves, control valves 
and safety valves that could be regarded as concentrated aeroc:l.ynamic 
resistors. The gasdynamics equations in partial derivations and thermo-
dynamics equations in differential form should be applied to describe the 
unsteady flow. 
On the basis of our experimental and theoretical researches we came 
to the conclusion that under certain conditions (cycle frequency les_s than 
25-30Hz, and no resonant pressure and velocity pulsations in the pipelines) 
the working processes can be regarded as the quasi-static ones. 
Assuming this character of processes we have developed the mathemati-
cal model of the second kind. The parameters of gas in vessels are obtained 
by solving the thermodynamic differential equations, while gas velocities 
in elements of communications are determined by pressure differences using 
the steady flow equations with experimentalloss coefficients. The mathe-
matical model deals with each element of the flow passage (block) in 
particular. Gas leakages through piston seals and valves are omitted. The 
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compressible gas is perfect. To each block the followig equations can be applied: 
Energy equation 
(1) 
Mass flow equation 
(2) 
Gas density is obtained from 




( )- - .liL f, P,T,U -0, T,- C, (4) 
Gas state equation 
t,(P,P, T)=o, F;=AR'I; (5) 
Enthalpy is obtained from 
(6) 
Heat transfer coefficient 0. and wall temperature Tw are independ-ent of time and estimated either by experimental data or by generally known methods using average mass flow through the gas cooler. 
The mass flow through the j-th element of communications is obtained by following equations: 




if Pj < Pj+ 1 
(9) 




It should be noted that all the neccessary integral characteristics 
of compressor (power consumption, temperature, flow rate etc.) are obtained 
as well. 
RESULTS 
Fig.4,presents some results of numeric experiment variants. They 
demonstrate the possibilities of the question. First, the unusual 
perfomance of the second stage discharge valve was observed. It closes 
prematurely and opens soon afterwards for very short phase of dischaarge 
due to the influence of valve chamber volume. Secondly, the simultaneons 
effects of unsteady heat- and mass transfer in outlet gas cooler cause under 
certain conditions the reverse flow in the discharge pipeline. The analysis 
of interstage cooler volume influence on the perfomance of compressor 
confirms in general the data shown on fig.3. 
CONCLUSIONS 
It was proved that the proper design of a reciprocating compressor 
can be carried out only with help of detailed mathematical model of the 
second kind. 
The considerable decrease of compressor discharge temperature can be 
achieved by proper selecton of the interstage gas cooler volume. 
The interstage communication volumes are much fluent on the whole 
compressor perfomance ( especially the valve perfomances ) and should not 
only be taken into consideration but thoroughly calculated, 
It was shown that under certain conditions the gas coolers of both 
stages can work either as gas cooler or gas heater. There is a possibility 
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fig.l The schematic view of 
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THE EVOLUTION OF THE HIGH EFFICIENCY TWO-POLE HERMETIC COMPRESSOR 
Herbert Siewert 
Tecumseh Product_s c?mpany 
INTRODUCTION 
During the last 30 years, there has been a 30% increase of efficiency of two-pole herme_tic compressors. This improved performance has been in response to marketplace requirements and Government legislation. Throughout this evolution, there has been a noteworthy increase of the compressor reliability while sound and economic values have remained constant. 
Presented in this paper is a tracking of this history. The increased efficiency has not been the result of improvements in any singular component. It has occurred due to small improvements in all components of the compressor. Discussed here-in are the changes of these components (ie. valving, lubrication, motors, flow path, materials, internal heat exchange and machining tolerances) and how these changes affected the overall performance of the compressor. 
VALVING 
The valving of a hermetic refrigeration'compressor is probably the most important singular design item of the compressor. Although volumes of work have been applied to valve design, a direct approach for a universal solution has not been revealed. The early design goals were to achieve a reasonable life in bending fatigue, impact and fluid abuse while maintaining maximum flow rate requirements. The pressure drop, or efficiency of the val ving system, was considered of less importance. Compressor designs with high bore/stroke ratios were favored because they resulted in sufficient cylinder cross-sectional areas for reasonable valve porting. suction ports were normally two to three times larger than the discharge ports. 
This ratio is approximately the same as the ratio of suction gas density to discharge gas density. Possibly ignored was the fact that the valve open per~od had a greater ratio (suction period to discharge period). This resulted in discharge valve systems having pressure drops nearly four to five times as great as the suction valve system pressure drops (1). Most early designs were either ring valves with the suction ports surrounding the discharge ports, or beam suction valves with cantilever discharge valves. 
Valve design analytics were based upon the solution of second derivative displacement distribution strain equations (2). The equations ignored dampening effects (stiction) and valve inertia contributions. The flow analysis of the valving system was often based upon incompressionable fluid flow through a group of orifices. This type of analysis did not include gas dynamics or time dependent variable flow passages. These omissions, plus the affects of complex shapes, severely reduced the accuracy of the analysis. 
Current valve design methodology utilizes finite element analysis techniques which result in improved predictions of dynamic valve stress levels and valve shape predictions. Shape predictions are extremely important in defining the actual, instantaneous flow areas and, thus, the pressure losses of the transient mass flow. 
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Fro~-these studies, it has become more and more ev
ident that the 
peri~eter of a valve may be of greater importanc
e than the valve 
plate port area. The importance of the peri
meter is readily 
evident when including valve lifted shape in
 determining the 
peripheral area for flow energy loss determinati
on. 
Valve action is controlled by aerodynamic drag f
orces, valve 
inertia, spring forces, fundamental resonance
s, gas dynamics, 
physical shape and stiction. Valve action analy
tical studies must 
include these items, as well as flow and dy
namic performance 
predictions (3). Flow equations should predict 
the energy losses 
due to flow restriction. Dynamic equations shoul
d predict the time 
related motion of the valve. Dynamic predi
ctions will also 
determine the maximum expected stress levels and 
instantaneous flow 
passages for flow energy loss predictions. 
Modern valve analysis techniques for the above sh
ould include 
the following: 
A. Modal analysis determination for natural m
ode shapes. These 
modal shapes deter~{ne the instantaneous flow pa
ssage areas. 
B. stiction of the valve to the valve plate and
/or backing plate. 
Stiction is the dampening parameter of va
lve dynamic 
calculations. This dampening affect will the de
lay the valve 
opening and closing. These delays can result 
in back flow 
through the valve and loss of valve efficiency 
(4). 
c. The inertia of the valve has major effects on opening 
and 
closing timing. Inertia has similar effects as s
tiction (ie. 
motion delays). 
o. The valve contour is naturally needed whe
n determining the 
modal shape. Alteration of the contour may be u
sed to alter 
the modal shape and optimize the peripheral flow 
area between 
the valve and valve plate. 
E. Though often very difficUlt to analyze, p
assage acoustical 
tuning can seriously affect the overall effi
ciency of a 
valving system. The timing of peak pressure
 waves with 
respect to valve opening can result in appreciab
le increases 
of cylinder entrance and exhaust flow. 
LUBRICATION 
The lubrication system of a compressor is, natu
rally, a very 
major item in the control of unwanted power 
consumption. The 
lubrication syste~ will affect the peripheral los
ses by controlling 
the bearing friction. It also has a signif
icant affect upon 
windage losses, cylinder friction losses and oil 
pump losses. Each 
of these items are more fully discussed in the f
ollowing. 
Bearing friction is a function of the oil visc
osity, shaft 
speed and bearing load [(see figure below (5)]. 
Friction coefficient 
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Friction losses are the result of viscous shear in the bearing oil interface and may be further defined as: H 2n'uN
2
D3L p c 
From this, we see that the shear losses are directly proportional to the oil viscosity, vary with the second power of the shaft speed and the third power of the shaft diameter. They are also inversely proportional to the diametrical clearance when the clearance is established with respect to the required minimum oil film thickness. The lower viscosities will have a negative affect upon the load carrying capacity_ of the bearing 
Oil viscosity is the load-carrying element in the selection of a bearing. In each application, the viscosity of the oil at the operating condition must be determined. This operating oil viscosity will then reveal whether sufficient minimum film thickness is present to support the load without asperity contact. The lower the oil viscosity, the lower the bearing viscous losses. Higher bearing temperatures result in lower viscosities. Early compressors applied oils having viscosities as high as 450 SUS, where a more current compressor utilizes oils of 150 sus. 
The shaft speed in most current compressors is nearly constant (3,500 rpm) and is, therefore, not a consideration in performance improvement to date. 
The bearing diameters may have major effects on the total bearing friction contribution. This is readily seen with the third order relationship to the bearing friction losses. Adjustment of bearing diameter and bearing length (first order losses) for a given load may well result in optimizing for minimum bearing losses. 
Permissible minimum oil film thickness is generally considered as a function of the opposing surface finishes. The asperities of these surfaces must be separated by the oil to have minimum friction losses. The combined finish, times a factor of 4 to 10, is normally used for a minimum thickness guideline. The total area of the asperities is the primary supporting element of the bearing. This area, related with the oil film pressures (ie. viscosity), result in the support without contact of the bearing load. 
The lubrication system also becomes a major factor in controlling the friction losses of the cylinder/piston operation. Sufficient oil must be present to control these cylinder losses. Operating loss studies of reciprocating engines have shown that these cylinder loses are "number one" in the overall engine losses (6). The major contributors to cylinder losses are piston ring and piston skirt friction. 
Piston ring friction losses have been defined by stribeck as a direct function of oil viscosity and piston velocity. It also has an inverse relationship with the ring load. Piston skirt (body) friction follows a very similar relationship as ring friction where the ring load is supplemented with piston side loading. Interfacial oil film shear losses will, again, be a direct function of surface finish and clearance. 
Total lubrication system oil pumping power requirements are separate and additive to the internal compressor losses. oil circulation controls the operating bearing temperatures and also affects the windage losses. Oil pump power is H ~ PQ/K~, where P is the pumping pressure rise, Q the oil flow rate, K the pump efficiency and !" the oil viscosity. Naturally, excessive oil pumping for either bearing viscosity control or for the control of compressor sound levels will result in unwartted power inputs. 
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Although internal cranking windage losses
 are not a major item 
in determining overall compressor losses
, they should be included 
in design considerations. These losses h
ave been defined not only 
as a function of the frontal areas of t
he moving components, but 
they are affected by the oil entrainment 
within the cranking cavity 
(6). 
The density of the cranking cavity gases 
is directly affected 
by the oil gas entrainment. An incr
ease of 10% of the oil 
entrainment can result in major incre
ases of windage losses. 
Windage losses may outweigh friction los
ses if the cranking cavity 
oil concentration is excessive. 
Overall oil entrainment in the pumped ma
ss flow also affects 
the total refrigerant pumping ability o
f the compressor. Also, 
high oil pumping rates (greater than 
2%) will affect system 
performance by reducing the heat tran
sfer rates of the heat 
rejection surfaces. 
MOTORS 
As mentioned in the introduction, im
provments in motor 
efficiency have been a significant contr
ibutor in the improvement 
of overall compressor efficiency. This
 is especialy true for a 
suction gas cooled motor where the motor
 losses directly cause an 
increase of suction gas temperature. 
A 20% increase of motor 
losses ( 2% reduction of motor efficienc
y) will result in a 14% 
increase of suction gas heating and 
a significant drop in 
compressor efficiency. 
single-phase motor efficiencies of 78-
82% were considered 
quite acceptable in the early 1970's. 
Current high efficiency 
compressors have motor efficiencies in th
e range of 86-90%. Motor 
improvements that have yielded this incr
ease are discussed below: 
1. Low Loss Lamination Steel - Impr
oved quality and reduced 
thickness of motor lamination steel has r
esulted in reduction 
of core losses of the laminations. stand
ard lamination steel 
has a core loss of approximately 2.7 w
att[lb, while a high 
quality steel has a core loss of 1.7 wa
tt/lb. 
2. Lamination Insulation Improvem
ents in the electrical 
insulation between core laminations 
(either oxides or 
bondings) have resulted in reduced core 
eddy current losses. 
3. Phase Separator and Slot Liner Ins
ulation - Improvements of 
these insulations have allowed for impr
ovement of slot fill 
for higher density more efficient coils.
 
4. coil Compaction - Improved manufac
turing methods of placing 
and compacting magnet wire in the slots
 have yielded higher 
density fills. High density filling ha
s resulted in higher 
flux densities for the same quantity
 of wire (constant 
electrical losses), resulting in improve
d efficiencies. 
5. Improved Magnet Wire Coating 
Improved wire varnishing 
systems to the current two coat polyes
terimide coating has 
also contributed to the increased slot f
ill of Item 4. 
6. Increased Stack Height - The tenda
ncy in higher efficiency_ 
compressors has been to apply longer stac
k motors for the same 
maximum running torque, which results
 in improved motor 
efficiency. 
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7. Reduced Rotor Fans - Improvements compressor efficiencies have reduced the amount of, forced cooling required to maintain reasonable motor temperatures. With this reduced need for cooling, the motor windage- losses have been reduced by the application of smaller rotor tans. 
FLOW PATHS 
Gas flow pressure losses through a compressor must be minimized to realize high eff.iciencies.. Reduced flow restriction is often counter productive in achieving low sound levels and reduced pressure peaks. To have the best of both- worlds, some of the following design techniques are being applied: 
1. Through-flow side band and Helmholtz resonators for sound control. These are replacing the high flow resistance impedance muffling systems. 
2. Through-flow resonance chambers for discharge pressure pulse control. 
3. Increased valve travel for reduced value losses. 
4. Enlarged valve ports for reduce passage losses. 
s. Increased shockloop sizes for reduced pressure drops. 
6. Tuned discharge systems for reducing discharge pressure pulse levels without high impedance losses. 
7. Balanced flow losses of the section passages and discharge passages. 
8. Non-flow restrictive motor cooling. 
9. Non-restrictive liquid refrigerant scheduling. 
10. Dynamic gas pressure recover. 
MATERIALS 
Although generally overlooked, the proper selection of materials is having important effects upon the improvement of compressor efficiency. Proper material selection can affect the motor efficiency, reduce internal heat transfer, reduce friction losses and affect dynamic responses. Some areas in which proper material selection has been effective in increasing the overall efficiency of the compressor are: 
1. Low loss motor lamination steel. 
2. Improved bearing materials (ie. bronze vs. aluminum; pheneolic thrust-plate material; coated shafts). 
3. L·ow thermal conductivity barriers between suction and discharge gas passages. 
4. Low thermal conductivity valves. 
5. Oil additives for reduced friction. 
6. Improved motor insulation systems (wire coating, phase separators and slot liners). 
7. Improved cutting tool material for improved finishes. 
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INTERNAL HEAT EXCHANGE 
The transfer of heat within a comp
ressor has been found to 
have major effects not only upon t
he compressor's capacity, but 
also upon its efficiency (7). Energ
y requirement per unit of mass 
flow increase with the temperature o
f the mass. With this in mind, 
control of the suction gas tempe
rature is very essential in 
maintaining or increasing efficienc
y levels. Items which affect 
the suction gas temperature are: 
1. Gas Passage Heat Interchange -
The use of common manifolds or 
castings for routing the refrigerant
 to and from the cylinder 
may result in internal heat transfer
 from the discharge gas to 
the suction gas. This internal he
at transfer increases the 
suction gas temperature, which resu
lts in an associated loss 
of compressor efficiency. 
2. Discha:t"ge Shock loop Oil Subm
ersion - Routing the internal 
shock loop through the oil sump
 (possibly for driving 
dissolved refrigerant from the oil)
 increases the oil sump· 
tempe:t"atu:t"e. The increased sump te
mperature results in an 
inc:t"ease of heat transfer to the suct
ion gas blanking the oil. 
This results in an increase of the su
ction gas temperature and 
a loss in compressor efficiency. 
3. Minor Internal Leakage- Assume
d "minor" internal gas leakage 
from the discharge plenum to the su
ction gas can have severe 
affects upon the overall compressor e
fficiency. Some possible 
sources of these minor leaks are: 
A. Valve plate porosity 
B. Gasket permeability 
C. Piston dome porosity 
o. Porous braze joints 
E. Valve seat imperfection or roug
hness 
G. Piston blow-by 
4. Moto:t" Efficiency - see the sec
tion on "Motor Improvements. 
MACHINING TOLERANCES 
Improved machining tolerances have 
resulted in significant 
improvments in the general efficie
ncy of compressors. These 
tolerance improvments have involved
 surface finish improvmeents 
(bearings, journals, cylinder b
ores), crankshaft alignment 
improvements, and out-of-round cont
rol (cylinder bores, journals 
and bearings). 
The most significant of these is 
the improvement of the 
surface finishes. The roughness 
of bearing journals has been 
reduced from an average value of 30
 micro inches to a plus three 
sigma limit value of 16. This 16 lim
it results in a maintaining an· 
average value between 10 and 12 m
icro inches. Surface finish 
reductions directly result in reducin
g the friction power losses as 
noted in the section on "Lubricatio
n". 
Production crankshaft alignment has a
lso been improved through 
the application of modern automatic 
assembly techniques. Improved 
alignment results in reduced main bea
ring power consumption and, 





N shaft speed 
D Bearing inside diamter 
L Bearing length 
c Diametrical clearance 
HP Bearing heat loss 
P Bearing load 
Hw Windage losses 
P Gas density 
v Piston velocity 
A Piston frontal area 
Cf Friction coefficient 
H oil pump power 
Q oil pump flow 
K oil pump efficiency 
Cd Drag coefficient 
V Velocity 
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INDUCTION MOTQR MODELING USING 
COUPLED MAGNETIC FIELD AND 
ELECTRIC CIRCUIT EQUATIONS 
Lee W. Marriott Glenn C. Griner 
Tecumseh Products Research Laboratory 
3869 Research Park Drive 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108 
(313) 665·9182 
ABSTRACT 
Traditional design/prototype/test cycles have improved the efficiencies of small in-duction motors to high levels. To achieve still higher efficiencies, motor performance must be studied in a more detailed and integrated manner. The authors present a nonlin-ear, time-dependent computer simulaton modeling the performance of a permanent-split-capacitor induction motor. The effects of nonlinear permeability and time varying terminal voltages are included in the model. Two-dimensional finite element magnetic field equa-tions are coupled with the electri~: circuit equations and solved using the Newton-Raphson and Crank-Nicholson methods. The simulation predicts main and aWJ;iliary winding cur· rents, induced rotor currents, hysteresis losses and motor torque as functions of time. Due to the detailed nature of the results a deeper understanding of motor perfonnance factors, normally difficult to determine, can be obtained. 
INTRODUCTION 
Induction motor design involves the prediction and evaluation of performance pa-rameters such as torque, line current and losses at any given slip and tenninal conditions. These parameters can be accurately determined only with knowledge of the magnetic field distribution within the machine. Approximate analytical methods [I] have been used in the past with some success. Continued pressure to conserve energy dictates improved motor performance. This requires an even more detailed knowledge of the magnetic fields occurring within motors. Two-dimensional statioruu:y magnetic field problems have been investigated by many authors [2,3]. The nonlinear penneability or saturation characteris-tics of steel require iterative methods for the solution of these problems. Tandon, Armor and Chari [4] were first to combine the Newton· Rapbson technique with the Crank-Nicholson central difference scheme to solve transient field problems in electrical ma-chines. The disadvantage of these methods is that they rely on apriori knowledge of the c~ts or current densities in the device. 
The problem is much more complicated when current densities are unknown and ter-minal conditions must be considered. Potter and Cambrell [S] combined a twe>-
dimensional finite element field solution and circuit equations to simulate an indu~:tion motor. In their work the stator field was rq>laced with a current sbeet at slip ftequency. Strangas and Theis [6] also combined the finite element field solution with circuit equa-tions to model a shaded-pole motor. Their approach used a time-dependent grid for rotor movement. This paper expands the above techniques to model a pennanent-splitA capacitor induction motor. The two-dimensional magnetic field equations are combined with electric circuit equations describing end and elCtemal effects. The partial derivatives 
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of the combined system of equations fonn a Jacobian matrix which is solv
ed by the 
Newton.Raphson method for each time step. Equilibrium at each time step
 is obtained 
when the derivatives of the tirne.dependent nonlinear magnetic field equati
ons are satis-
fied. The electric circuit equations are lincaroniinary differential equation
s appearing as 
constants in the Jacobian matrix. The solution advances through time by u
pdating the 
time dependent terms of the Jacobian matrix and corresponding right hand side
. The 
Crank-Nicholson finite difference method, being an implicit method, R:quircs an inversion 
to solve for the unknowns in the next time step. This inversion is carried out by a co
m-
plex math "sky-line" linear equation solver. 
MAGNETIC FIELD EQUATIONS 
The solution of the magnetic field problem is based on three of Maxwell's 
equations 
and the magnetic and electric field constitutive laws. Neglecting displacem
ent current 
these equations are: 
VxH=I (I) 
VxE =- iJB 
dl 
(2) 
V•B =0 (3) 
H=vB (4) 
J =aE (5) 
Where H is magnetic field intensity, B is magnetic flux density, E is elect
ric field inten-
sity, 1 is current density, v is reluctivity and a is an effective conductivity
. 




Combining equations (I ) through ( 6) and introducing the gradient of the s
calar volt-
age as shown in (12], yields the time-dependent magnetic field equation: 
· ilA 
Vx(vVxA)=-crar -crVV (7) 
FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD 
The finite element method was employed to approximate ~he magnetic fiel
d equa-
tions. Many authors have contributed to this methodology. Some of the ea
rliest magnetics 
work is attributed to Silvester and Chari l2]. The basic assumption of the m
ethod is that 
the vector potential within a finite element can be approximated by a linea
r combination 
of shape functions: 
(8) 
Where N; are shape functions and n is the number of nodes in the elemen
t. Examples of 
shape functions may be found in the text books of Zienkiewicz [7) or Bathe
 [8]. Using 
this approximation and the minimization of the energy functional, the assem
bled finite 
element magnetic field equations become: 
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When: 1 T 1 is the global conductivity matrix, A is the global vector of vector potentials, dA is a vector of time derivatives of A, s (A ) is a nonlinear global coefficient matrix, dt INw J is a matrix of weighting factors which distribute and convert coil voltages into ele-ment nodal CUil'Cnt densities, v w is the applied voltage across a length of coil lying with-in the lamination stack, [ N b] is a matrix of weighting factors which distribute and convert rotor bar voltages into element nodal cunent densities and V b is the applied voltage across a rotor bar length. The matrices and vectors given above are comprised of an as-sembly of element matrices, the details of which can be found in reference [ 12]. 
ELECTRIC CIRCUIT EQUATIONS 
The electric circuit is characterized by two linear differential equations. The first equation sums the voltages along a rotor bar or coil and can be written as: 
(10) 
Where I is the current, V is voltage and R is a bar or effective coil resistance. The in· duced voltage along a length of a coil or rotor bar is: 
{II) 
Substitution ofthe induced voltage (II) into equation (10), dividing through by the resistance and introducing t~ as a vector of nodal vector potential time derivatives yields a first order differential equation which is coupled to the magnetic field equation (9). 
- IN I a A + GA., v - n I 'ii = 0 at L (12) 
Where IN I is a matrix of Newton-Cotes integration factors, Ac is the area ofa conductor, L is the length of the conductors, n is the number of conductors and ii is a current direc-tion vector for the winding. 
It should be noted that this equation is dependent on the solution of the magnetic field equations for the values of t~ and assumes that the applied voltage V is uniform across a coil or a rotor bar. The second equation is based on Kirchhotfs law as applied to a winding: 
l:nv ii+IRe +Le ~~ + ~""' J ldt = Vr (t) (13) 
Where n is the number of conductors, V is the individual coil voltage, Re is the end re-sistance, Le is the end inductance, C~ is the external capacitance, ii is a direction vector, v rU) is the time-dependent tenninal voltage and r is a summation over the number of coils contributing to a winding. Notice that this equation is coupled to the first circuit equation (12) but does not directly influence the magnetic field equations. Note also that any other extemal impedances in series with the winding could be add~ to equation ( 13 ). Equations similiarto equations (12 and 13) can also be written for the rotor. Using the 
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method of rotor representation used by Stranga
s and Theis [ 6), rotor end ring currents and
 
voltages are solved for rather than rotor ba
r voltages and cwrents. Rotor bar currents
 are 
then computed by summation of the approp
riate end ring currents. 
CRANK-NICHOLSON METHOD 
The Crank-Nicholson method [9] is a nume
rically stable implicit central-difference 
scheme in which the basic asswnption is: 
(14) 
Combining equations (9), (12), (13) and (1
4) for the present (n) and future (n + I) 
time steps as shown in (12) yields the coup
led finite difference magnetic field and ele
ctric 
circuit system of equations: 
[-[ S (Al+ ~~ ITl]A n] -INw I v,t' -[Nb]vbn 
itaf:NJ]TA n- "':: V n +nl n n 
-nvnn-(Re+.1..Le+-AL)tn+vn+l+
Vn+.l!ll £I· 
6t 2Ca~ T T C., 
i=l 1 
NEWTON- RAPHSON METHOD 
(IS) 
Due to the nonlinearity of the v[S I matrix., 
the finite difference system of equations 
must be solved using a nonlinear equation s
olution technique such as the Newton-
Raphson method. The Newton-Raphson m
ethod is used to find equilibrium at each ti
me 
step. The method is shown in the followin
g equations: 




Where I 'I' J is the nonlinear homogeneous equation
 to be solved , [ a a:ar J is the assembled 
Jacob•an matrix rendered symmetric by alg
ebraic manipulation of equation ( 15), I Va
r); 
is a vector of solution variables from the p
revious iteration, { V,u} i+ 1 is a vector o
f solu-
tion variables at the new iteration and {A v ;~r) is a vecto
r of conections. 
The Newton-Raphson method requires rep
eated inversion of the nonlinear Jacobian 
matrix. Since the Jacobian is not positive definite, a co
mplex math "skyline" solver was 
used for inversion. During each iteration th
e A v .11r is solved for and used to update the 
prediction for the unknown variables. 
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TORQUE 
Motor torque computation using finite element methods commonly relies either on the use of the Maxwell stress tensor or the virtual work principle. The stress tensor meth-od requires several layers of air gap elements in order to obtain accurate values of the tan-gential flux density. The virtual work implementation normally requires two finite element solutions whose meshes are displaced a small rotation from each other. A more elegant virtual work method was developed by Coulomb and Meiner [10]. Their method requires only a single layer of elements in the air gap and one finite element solution at each time step. The magnetic energy expression is differentiated mathematically with re-spect to rotation before integration over the solution space and results in the following equation for the torque contribution per unit depth of each virtually distorted element in the air gap: 
Te:-va[B-t /e[~, ~Ai]+By /aL~, :]]Ae-(~·)[f,~ dj~ 1 ]Ae (17) 
Where Va is the reluctivity of air, Bx. By are the X andy flux densities, a is angular . 2 · fl d . d, . hI dN; dN; d .. f 
rotatiOn, B ts ux enstty square A e ts t e e ement area, dY , dX are envattves o the shape functions Ni , A; are nodal vector potentials and n is the number of nodes in the element. Additional details of the method can be found in [10) and [12). 
RESULTS 
Transfonner 
For three reasons a transfonner was selected as a model to test the computer simu-lation. First, a transfonner is simi liar to an induction motor at standstill. Therefore the generated code would be directly applicable to a motor. Second, an isolation transformer of known contruction details was available for experimental verification. Third, the trans-former lends itself to a simple mesh which can be easily modified or refined as required. The transtbrrner was a 1.2 KVA, 120 Vac, 60 hertz model with a turns ratio of 1.1 (secondary to primary) and constructed of Arnold Technologies, Inc. M-22 steel. B-H points for the steel were selected from a published curve and a v-versus-B 2 curve was fit using cubic splines [II]. The finite element grid for one-quarter of the transfonner con-sisted of216 triangles and 125 nodes and the time step used was one-sixtieth of a second. Approximations for the end leakage reactances were obtained from no-load and shorted-secondary tests. The transformer model was tested under three conditions: at no-load (i.e., with secondary winding open-circuited) for computation of the magnetizing current; with shorted-secondary to predict induced voltages and currents; and with a purely capacitive secondary load. A ramped sinusoidal voltage was applied to the model to minimize the startup transient ofthe solution, pennitting steady state to be achieved in about 2-112 elec-trical cycles. Figure I shows steady-state computed and experimental results for the mag-netizing current of the transformer. Differences in the current waveforms are due to hysteresis effects which are not modeled. The experimental and calculated RMS values of magnetizmg current are 0.84 and 0.73 amps, respectively. In the shorted-secondary test, a voltage of3.87 volts RMS was applied. The experimental primary and secondary currents are 11.5 and I 0.6 amps; calculated values are 11.5 and l 0.4 amps. These results demon-strate that the method of calculating induced voltages and currents is valid. 
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The most interesting results on the transfonner we
re obtained using a capacitive sec-
ondary load of25 microfarads. Figures 2 and 3 sh
ow the primary and secondary currents 
for the transfonner. A pronounced second hannon
ic caused by resonance occurs in the 
primary current and is properly modeled. Surprisi
ngly, secondary current remains essen-
tially sinusoidal and is also modeled well. A sum
mary of the experimental and modeled 
results for the transfonner for the three load cases 
is given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Transformer- Three Load Cases 
Load Input RMS Current (Amps) RM




Prim Se~;. Prim. Sec. 
Predicted Measured 
No Load 120 0.84 . 0.73 . 131.9 132 
Shorted Sec. 3.87 11.5 10.6 11.5 
10.4 - . 
25 MfdCap. 120 0.83 1.24 0.83 
1.25 130 132 
AC Induction Motor- Locked Rotor 
A two-pole pennanent-split-capacitor motor was a
lso modeled. The stator has 24 
slots and the rotor 34 bars. A finite element grid c
omposed of3464 triangles and 1761 
nodes was used for the model. The input for the m
odel was again a ramped sine wave 
voltage with time steps of one-sixtieth of a second
. An outline of the motor lamination 
and resulting vector potential contours (flux lines)
 is shown in Figure 4. For reference, the 
main winding axis is located along the horizontal 
and the auxiliary winding axis along the 
vertical. The vector potential contours are shown 
at one instant in time for the locked ro-
tor condition. A series of figures over one electric
al cycle would show the contours rotat-
ing and changing in magnitude as the magnetic fie
ld revolves within the motor. The· 
plotted vector potential is the resultant of both win
ding currents and currents induced in 
the rotor. 
AC Induction Motor- Movjn~ Rotor 
The final step·in code development was the creatio
n of a time-dependent mesh to 
permit the rotor to rotate and to be automatically r
econnected to the stator through the air-
gap mesh. Because the rotor nodes are moving in
 their own coordinate system, it is un-
necessary to add the speed voltage tenn to Equatio
n (8) with this technique. The solution 
procedure is conceptually simple but involves muc
h bookkeeping. At each time step the 
nodes in the rotor are incremented through a small
 angle, the airgap elements between the 
stator and rotor reconnected, the model bandwidth
 minimized, electric circuit equations . 
added to the matrices and a Newton-Raphson itera
tion perfonned. Much smaller time 
steps were required than for the transfonner or mo
tor at locked rotor conditions. Steps 
corresponding to one or two mechanical degrees w
ere required both for computational sta-
bility and for sufficient definition in plotted results. The m
esh, nodal results (i.e., vector 
potential and vector potential derivatives), voltage
s across windings and winding and ro-
torbar currents at each time step after steady state 
is reached are saved for post-processing. 
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It is again noted that the solution of equation (15) is time-dependent in nature and several electrical cycles must be solved to allow any startup trans-ients to die out. Our pro-cedure was to set rotor rotation at the desired speed and then apply a ramped sinusoidal · voltage to the motor windings for the first two or three electrical line cycles. Seven to ten . additional line cycles were then required to reach a quasi-steady state solution; that is, where each succeeding cycle was approximately the same as the previous cycle. Cycles will not repeat exactly due to motor slip when running at other than synchronous speed. 
Post-processing for each time step consists of calculation of the magnetic field inten-sity, eddy currents in rotor bars, motor torque and an instantaneous power balance for the motor. The power balance includes the rate of change of magnetic energy in the finite elements, the rates of change of energy in circuit inductances and capacitor, winding 1-squared-R losses and eddy current losses in rotorbars, the sum of which must equal the in-stantaneous input line power. Power balances within a few percent were achieved. 
Motor torque at each time step is computed using the virtual work principle de-scribed previously. In contrast to Strangas and Theis [6], who used an airgap mesh com-posed of elements which could stretch elastically, the authors found it necessary to "lockstep" the rotor to prevent element distortion during rotation. Element distortion dras-tically affects the magnetic energy in the element as the element area changes and pre-vents accurnte torque calculation. The "lockstepping" technique consists of meshing the airgap with uniform elements and rotating the mesh an integral number of airgap elements at each time step. 
Calculated results from the model are instantaneous values of flux density, rotor bar currents, torques, line, main and auxiliary currents and voltages, and many others. Air gap flux densities can be plotted to check winding distributions, torques examined for al-ternating components, eddy current losses checked in rotor bars, etc. A plot of input pow-er and motor output torque is shown in Figure 5 which clearly shows the alternating torque characteristic of single-phase motors. Table 2 shows representative time-averaged results together with dynamometer data where available. 
Table 2. PSC lndqction Motor- 230 Vac Line Volts 
3600RPM 3500 RPM 2900 RPM Locked Rotor (Synchronous} (Full Load} {Breakdown.) 
Measured Predicted Measured Predicted Measured Predicted Measured Predicted Torque• ·2.1 -2.1 67 67 158 156 13-15 11.7 Line Amps 1.26 1.36 10.2 10.3 - 41.9 58-62 60.2 Line Watts 172 150 2,363 2,365 - 8,113 - 8,521 Main Amps 5.07 5.14 8.1 8.1 . - 41.8 - 62.7 Main Watts ·690 -711 1,575 1,561 - 7,711 - 8,466 Awe Amps 5.02 5.24 4.4 4.6 - 2.87 3.23 333 Aux Watts 860 861 794 804 - 402 - 55 Aux Volts 280 - 257 262 - 141 - 23 Cap. Volts 377 397 333 343 - 214 245 250 
*Torque m Ounce-Feet ( 11.8 oz-ft = I nt-m} 
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The modeling technique inherently accounts for motor leakage reactan
ces such as 
slot, belt and zig-zag leakages [I], but not end or skew leakage, which
 must be included in 
the circuit equations. Iron losses must also be separately included in t
he model, but are 
easier to estimate with the more complete knowledge of the magnetic 
field quantities. 
Friction and windage losses must also be separately considered and co
rrections made to 
calculated currents. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A method of modeling magnetic devices using a tw~dimensional fini
te element a~ 
proach coupled with electric circuit equations has been developed. Th
e finite element 
solution yields the time-varying magnetic field solution within the dev
ice and the circuit 
equations account for both end effects and external circuit elements. T
he governing equa-
tions have been cast in a form that allows the forcing functions to be t
ime-varying tenni-
nal voltages. Results give not only the magnetic field solutions for the
 entire device, but 
also permit calculation of eddy currents in conductors. Another result
 of the solution tech-
nique is that magnetic flux density variation is calculated in every elem
ent of the mesh. 
Both major and minor flux reversals are modeled which permits core 
losses to be esti· 
mated. Experimental and predicted results for a'transforrner and a pen
nanent-split-
capacitor induction motor both at standstill and with moving rotor hav
e been presented. 
The model and experiment are in excellent agreement in all cases. 
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Figure 4. PSC induction motor vector potential contour plot. 
Figure 5. Calculated torque and power input for PSC induction motor_ 
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TRANSMISSION LOSS AND BACK PRESSURE CHARACTERISTICS FOR COMPRESSOR MUFFLERS 
by 
H.J. Kim and W. Soedel 
Ray W. Herrick Laboratories, School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907-1077, U.S.A. 
ABSTRACT 
Changing the typical definition of the transmission loss, which is the acoustic pressure amplitude ratio in a test arrangement consisting of anechoic pipes, the amplitude of the volume velocity ratio is recommended for transmission loss models of compressor mufflers. The theoretical calculation is based on the four pole parameter theory using the wave equation for each acoustic element. Transmission loss curves are plotted for typical silencer elements. Also, the amplitude and time lag of ratios of the pressure and volume velocity at the entrance of the muffler are shown, which can be used as indicators if the silencer is too resnictive to flow. 
INI'RODUCTION 
This paper introduces a different definition of transmission Joss compared to the typical one which is the acoustic pressure amplitude ratio [1]. 
The transmission loss is here defined as 
(I) 
This definition has been used by the senior author and his students in the past, but not perhaps in the systematic presentation schema advocated here. In decibels, ~e transmission loss is 
Qin 
TL = 20 log1oTt= 20 log10Q,u,. 
(2) 
The volume velocity has more physical meaning than the pressure in a compressor where the oscillatory valve flow is defmed in terms of volume velocities. · 
Also, it is desirable to defme the dynamic back pressures which develop in silencers and which may interfere with the proper operations of valves (valve flutter, energy Joss). We define it in terms of the amplitude and time lag of ratios of the pressure and volume velocity at the entrance of the muffler, Pin/Qj0 . 
EXAMPLE CASE 
Four Pole Parameters of Acoustic Elements 
Two cases where harTDonic volume velocities at the same frequency are defmed at each end of a system are shown in Figure 2. 
For e>;ample. the relationship between input pairs QLI• PLI and output pairs QL2, PL2 of one acoustic tubular element, which has pipe length L 1. can be described as [2] 
(3) 
The four pole parameters of the second element can be described in the same way, 
(4) 
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where c1 =cosh(y~)=e4, c2=GCOA2f'(pC2y))sinh("fL2), c3=(pC2y/(jroA2) )si
nh(yL2). 
Combining Elem!(n!S 
Using boundary conditions which are PL2=PL3 and QL2=QL3, the fou
r pole parameters of the whole 





If the end of the system has acoustic pressure release condition, the 
volume velocity ratio, which is 
the transmission loss, can be calculated. 
Qu/Q,ut = Q.)QLA "'d 1 (6) 
Back Pressure 
The amplitude and time lag of ratios of the pressure and volume veloci
ty at the entrance of the muffler 
are very imponant from the viewpoint of valve action and energy los
s, and can be described in the same 
way: 
pin"' PLI = d3QLA= (d31d,)QL1 
P;r/Qin = p Ll/QLI = dyd 1 
(7) 
(8) 
Presenting this informacion in a systematic way when classifying silencers is 
the main connibution of 
this paper. Even if the system of interest is composed of many elements,
 simple four pole parameters can 
be generated relating input and output. 
TRANSMISSION LOSS CURVES FOR TYPICAL SILENCER ELE
MENTS 
In the following, dimensions Lt. D1 and~ were kept constant unless 
stated otherwise. Numerically, 
they are: Lt:20 mm, D2:4 mm, D1/D2=4· The speed of sound was C
=l40 m/s. 
Figure 3 shows a typical expansion chamber-tail pipe design. It is n
oted that the silencer becomes 
effective above its cut-off frequency, which is a function of the 
tail pipe length L2. The region of 
ineffectiveness in the vicinity of 1800 Hz for Lz=L1 corresponds to 
the first organ pipe resonance in the 
tail pipe. The back pressure plot shows that the back pressure at the
 low frequency end of the plot (it is 
known that this is the region which controls valve motion restrict
ion due to back pressure build-up) 
increases as the cut-off frequency is decreased, which illustrates the
 fact that acoustic criteria and valve 
energy efficiency are basically at odds. Of course, phasing of the back
 pressure is also imponant. Figure 4 
shows what happens when the diameter of the expansion chamber is d
oubled. There is an improvement in 
transmission loss, because the cut-off frequency decreases and the 
magnitude of the transmission loss 
increases. The back pressure build-up is in general reduced, eliCcpt i
n the vicinity of the lowered cut-off 
frequency. The effect of adding a second expansion chamber shows (
Figure 5) approximately a doubling 
of transmission loss, but the cut-off frequency increases slightly. T
he back pressure behavior remains 
essentially unchanged. Adding a third expansioR chamber (Figure 6) 
continues the trend. In Figure 7, the 
behavior of a side branch resonator is shown if it is attached simply 
to a pipe section without expansion 
chamber behind the valve. As one can see from the back pressu
re build-up, this is essentially an 
undesirable design. It is necessary to provide for an expansion c
hamber behind the valve. This is 
illustrated in Figure 8, where two arrangements of the side branc
h resonator are explored. Figure 9 
answers the question whether there is an advantage in dividing the or
iginal expansion chamber of Figure 
3. From a transmission loss viewpoint, this is indeed the case (except 
that the cut-off frequency is higher), 
but the back pressure build-up is much increased. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A different way of characterizing silencers for compressors was adv
ocated again, which utilizes a 
tronsmission loss defmition based on harmonic volume velocity reduct
ion. This is in conttast to the normal 
procedure where transmission loss is defined in terms of pressure ra
tios, based on a "test" section with 
anechoic terminations. 
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It was also advocated that back-up pressure information needs to be examined and presented. 
A few example cases were discussed. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMPLIFIED DESIGN FORMULA FOR THE LOW FREQUENCY CUT -OFF OF A SMALL TWO VOLUME Sll..ENCER 
by 
D. T. Soedel and W. Soedel 
Ray W. Herrick Laboratories 
School of Mechanical Engineering 
Purdue Univen;ity 
West Lafayette, IN 47907 
ABSTRACT 
One of the most difficult tasks in compressor suction or discharge muffler design is to successfully attenuate very low frequencies (typically the first and second harmonic of the operating speed; 60 and 120 Hz for a 3600 RPM compressor). Design formulas for the low frequency cut-off of two-volume silencer effectiveness are developed and some design implications arc discussed. The work is based on the Helmholtz approximations. 
NOMENCLATURE 
Yt.V2 =volumes [m3 ] . 
Jl2,P2 = acoustic pressures relative to ambient [N/m2) 
T 1• T 2 "' temperature ~ K) 
L1.Y = corrected effective neck length [m] 
L1 = l.o1 + .VxAif2 
~ "'l.c2 + ...JV.z/2 
L<:n.Loz = geometric effective neck length [m) 
A1 ,Az = average cross-sectional areas of necks [m2] 
P1.P2 = average mass densities [Nsl /m4 ] 
AV~oAV2"' dynamic chan~ in volumes[~] 
K1,K2 "' bulk moduli [N/m2] 
Dt>Oz = viscous damping coefficients [Nstm3] 
C =average speed of sound [m/s) 
INTRODUCTION 
A frequently used configuration of a low pass filter muffler for small compresson; and engines is a two volume muffler having a transfer pipe and tail pipe. While this or similar configwations have been analyzed frequently in the past, using various approaches such as lumped time domain models, four pole models based on the wave equation solution, and othCI'li, the approach to designing such a silencer has usually been to analyze a design configuration after the fact The design method, is therefore, typically an iteration. One guesses the best proportions, analyzes the acoustic performance of the silencer, com-pares it to the desired performance, arrives at a new, hopefully improved design, analyzes again and so on. It is easily possible, if the designer is incllperienced, that the approach converges to an adequate design which is far from an optimal design. A second design method is automatic optimization. The problem with this is that it is often difficult to define which constraints have to be introduced. If not properly done by ellpcrienced designers, the muffler design may converge to strange proportions which may violate the physics of the theory which was the basis of the optimization prognun in the first place. 
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The third approach is to design the silencer in its approximate proportions using "rules o
f thumb" and 
experiUlentation. It has the potential shon coming that it may becoUlC time consuming if an ad
equate 
initial design cannot be found quickly. 
It is not the intent of this paper to make a case in favor of one of the three approaches. All lhfee a
re 
of practical value. Rather, a simplified design fonnula is developed, following a phil
osophy of approach 
to small one volmne engine mufllers developed by the authors, which will allow one to
 n&lTOw the 
choice of scvetal dimcnsionaltatios by utilizing the concept of design by cut-off freq
uency, which is the 
frequency above which the silencer abates sound except for standing wave frequenc
ies. This should be 
of value no matter which approach to design is used. Below the cut-off frequency, t
he silencer has two 
frequencies at which it may magnify sound. In order to accomplish this in a simple way,
 we confined 
ourselves to silencers of small enough dimensions so that at the cut-off freque
ncy the associated 
wavelength is larger than approldmately four tiUlCS the largest muffler dimension
 (quaner wave cri-
terion). This allowed us to employ the Helmholtz resonator simplifications. 
The approach which will be presented allows one to stan with the definition of the desired cut
-off 
frequency of the silencer, select the dimensional ratios of a first workable design, a
nd then to calculate 
the necessary tail pipe length. Subsequently this design can be improved by more soph
isticated com-
puter modeling procedures and/or experimentation. 
GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
This design is typically used in suction silencer design, but it can also be viewed as
 an approxima-
tion of a three volume muffler ending in an anechoic tennination if the third volume just 
before the 
anechoic termination (for example, the shock loop which is often approximated a
s a pipe of infinite 
extension) is very large. Typically used two volwne discharge muffler arrangemen
ts tetminating in an 
"infinite" shock loop are not covered by the following, but similar design formulas can and h
ave been 
developed by the authors. 
Figure I is a schematic idealization. Neglecting the influence of mean velocity Vm, since V m
 is typ-
ically much less than the speed of sound, it does not matter in what direction the me
an flow is pointed. 
The valve (suction or discharge) provides a sum of harmonic volume velocity inpu
ts, one of which is 
shown at the left. 
The free body diagrams of the forces acting on the gas in the tubes are also shown in Figure 1.
 Any 
geomeuic shape that consists of a volume and a short neck and is filled with a comp
ressible gas or fluid 
can be viewed as a Helmholtz resonator. Helmholtz realized that if a volume-neck combinati
on is made 
to vibrate, it behaves essentially as if the neck is an incompressible plug that vibrate
s as a whole on the 
spring provided by the compressible gas in the volume. He found that he could an
alyze the resulting 
oscillation if he assumed that the compression process was linear. The relationship be
tween the 
Helmholtz simplification and the wave equation was illuslllltcd by Elson and Soedel 
[9]. 
Referring to the free body diagram for gas column I in Figure 1, the mass is 
the pressure Pt in volume V 1 is (K 1 is the bulk modulus); 
l:Nt 
Pt=-Kt -y;-· 





However, So is usually not given, instead, we know that the input is a sinusoidally va
rying volume velo-
city 
Q(t)=Q..d'' = {eitherQ,.sinco.,torQ,.coseont}. (4) 
Thus, 
Aol;o =' o..d""''dt. (5) 
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Substituting equation (5) into (3) gives 
I .... 
llVt =At~t-! Q,e' dt. 




8V2 = Az~2- At lit . 
Thus 
-KzAzliz K2Atlit 
pz= Vz +v:;-· 
Therefore, summing up all the forces in the free body diagram for gas column 1 gives 
PtAt-P2A2 -DtAt~t -ml~t =0, 
. or 
Next, we consider the free body diagram of gas column 2 in Figun: I, and obtain 
.. . K2A~ KzA,A2 ~Azpzliz + DzA2~2 +--liz- ---lit =0. Vz V 2 
By defining volume velocities 
Qt =At~t, Qz =A2~2, 

















We set~~ = ~2 = 0 and Q, = 0. Eq. (25) becomes 
r~ ~l [!H:~-=~l r~l·' 
At a natural frequency w,, 
(26) 
Q,:QI sinw,t , ~=Qzsinw,t, (27,28) 
where Q1 and Qz are amplitudes of motion. Substituting eqs. (27) and (28) into eq (26) gives 
[-(J)~ +<oft -;'h 2] [~'] = 0. (29) -ro~l -mn + Cll22 02 
This equation can only be zero if the detenninant of the maaix is zero: 
Solving this equation gives 
RESPONSE RATIO 




<oor, - oo2 + 2~, oo1 doo> -mr2 l fQ,l = [ooij1 Q,J 





Solving for Q1 and ~ and dividing the magnitude of ~ by Q, gives the mtio of "output" to "input" 
volume velocity as 
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and the phase angle $2 is 
'" [.:.J [~- [ro:. ll,-· [:. J~- [.:. r 
(36) 




1 J At v;- L;'" . (42,43) 
The muffler will ancnuate sound whenever R < 1. There will be two lower frequency regions where the muffler will potentially amplify sound. These regions correspond apprOJdmately to the two reso-nance frequencies of the muffler. 
CUT-OFF FREQUENCY 
It is of interest to calculate the cut-off fuquency above which the muffler will be generally effective in attenuating pulsations. For this purpose, we take the situation which gives the highest value of cut· off frequency for a given set of parameters, namely when ~~ = ~2 = ~ : 0. Setting R = 1 gives, from cq. (35). 
(44) 




and where cl = 0 is the value for the minus sign and c2 is the value for the plus sign. 
The solution is 
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(48) 
For example, for A1/A2 = 1, L1iL2"' 1, V1N2"' 1, we obtain B = 3, Ct = 
0 and C2 = 2. There are, 
therefore, four values of C!¥'COot at which R = 1: 
((I)/COot)= 0 and 1.73, obtained from Ct = 0, and 
(C!¥'roo1)= 1.0 and 1.414, obtained fro
m Ct=2. Or, R = 1 exists when ro=O, roo1• 1.4lroot an
d 1.73 
COot· 
Eq. (48) is perhaps more useful if eqs. (46) and (47) fo
r C1 = 0 are substituted (C1 = 0 determines
 
the highest cut-off frequency, (D = 1.73 root>. This
 gives the condition that all frequency bands are 
anenualed whose frequency is higher than the cut-off
 frequency CDc for the C1 = 0 case: 
OJ> CJlc:. 
where 
Changing COc[rad/s] to fc [Hz] and solving for L1 
gives 




For pipe length that arc much larger than (1/2) ...rnA, we may set Lt =Lot and Lt = L
o2- Thus, if 
"best" ratios (VtN2),-(A2/A2), <LtiLl) can be rationally sele
cted, and A1, V1 and fc can be selected
, 
L 1 can be calculated. 
· 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In onier to understand how muffler dimensions
 should be selected, a large variety of cases w
ere 
selected and the logarithm of the ratio R was plo
tted versus the ratio of the volume flow oscillatio
n input 
frequency to a nondimensionalizing frequency CO
ot-
Figure 2 shows the influence of damping, which 
is for most mufflers an e~pirical parameter. Select-
ing~~= ~2· At!A2 = 1, LdLz = 1 and V1N 2 "" 
1, and assuming an average speed of sound, res
ults in 
three curves which differ from each other main
ly by the amplitudes of the two resonance peak
s. The · 
muffler is only effective in regions oYOlot whe
re the logarithm of the transmission ratio is ne
gative. 
Ignoring the small stretch between the two peaks
 where this is the case, the main region of effecti
veness 
is for values of Ol/OJot greater than the cut-off freque
ncy, defined by this graph. 
Next, damping was held constant, as were all other
 parameters except for the ratio of inertia block 
pipe length Lt to tailpipe length L:z. It can be seen from Fig
ure 3 that this ratio should be as small as 
practically feasible, but at the same time the a
bsolute l~ngth L1 should also be as large as p
ossible 
because L 1 is part of the nondimensionali
zing frequency roo1• A practical recommendation is probably 
to make L1 as large as feasible and then
 make Lt twice as long. 
Figure 4 shows what happens when the volume
 ratio V1N2 is varied. Also, becaus
e it is required 
that the absolute value of V 1 be as large as pos
sible since it is part of roo1, the result is that the total 
muffler volume V 1 + V 2 should be as large as passible. A
t this point in time it is recommended to make 
the two volumes equal, V 2 = V 1• The volume V 1 should id
eally be several times the displacement 
volume of the compressor. More work is neces
sary to define the minimum required volume V 1, prob
-
ably in conjunction with modeling the compresso
r itself. 
Figure S shows what happens when the ratio At!A2 is varied.
 This plot is not of great consequency 
since flow resistance considerations usually dem
and that A1 should be equal to at least th
e maximum 
valve flow area and that A2 ; At. 
Figure 6 shows the ratio R when "best" and "worst" ratios o
f volumes, tube length and crossectional 
areas are used in the range of the previous exam
ples. It is needless to point out that "best" ratios are 
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subject to design constraints. The most seven; constraint is usually that the overall geometric size of 
mufflers is severly limited. · 
It is obvious from the equations and figures that as lower fc can be selected, as better it is for the average noise attenuation. The fundamental and fust few harmonics corresponding to compressor speW. and number of cylinders are difficult to attenuate since fc will have to be correspondingly low. Very low values of fc will lead to large L, selections. The crossectional area A 1 is determined essentially by the maximum compressor valve flow area. It cannot be much smaller. The first volume V 1 is determined by the back Jln'SSUie on the valves, which is generated by the muffler. There is a minimum value for each valve design, which can be determined only experimentally or by a more complete computer. simu-lation progmn. As a fust rule of thumb, V 1 should be about two times the displacement volume of the compressor, but may have to be smaller due to space limitation. 
A possible design procedure sequence is as follows: 
(a) Select volume V1 of the first muffler chamber as large as possible (as initial guess about two times the compressor displacement volume). The shape of the volume is relatively unimportant. 
(b) Select the crossection of the inertia block tube A1, and also the crossection of the tail tube A2, to be approximately equal to or larger than the maximum valve flow area of the COmJln'SSOr. The tubes do not have to be circular. They may also deviate from being cylindrical. In this case the crossections are average values. 
(c) Select the cut-off frequency fc of the muffler. It should~ as low as possible. What it should be depends on the compressor noise or gas pulsation spectrum. 
(d) Select, if possible, V2;;; V1. The shape ofV2 is relatively unimportant. 
(c) Select the length of the tail tube to be at least twice that of the inertia block tube, ~ ;;; 2L1. Tubes do not have to be straight. 
(f) Calculate the length of inertia block pipe L1 from eq. (51). Use an average speed of sound C which .corresponds to the average temperature in the muffler. 
(g) Build a prototype muffler. 
(h) Measure the achieved noise reduction. 
(i) Measure if there is significant power loss. 
G) If low frequency pulsations are still too high, lower the cut-off frequency r •. 
(k) If there is 100 much power loss, increase the first volume Y 1 (if possible). But readjust L1 (re-calculate) so that the cut-off frequency is not changed. 
(I) Go back to (g) and iterate between theory and experiment. 
Note that this is only a very approximate approach which will allow one to design into the direction of low frequency pulsation reduction. There may be higher frequency noise bands where the silencer is not very effective because standing waves are excited in the tailpipe and other parts of the muffler. Additional experimental work and theoretical approaches, not discussed here, will have to be applied in this case. 
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Figure l. Two volume low pass filler muffler. 
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Figure 6. This figure illustrates how the two volume low pass fi Iter 
muffler can vary in effectiveness when "besr11 ratios or "worst" 
ratios are selected Simultaneously_ Curve A is for V 1N 2 =0.5. 
L,/L2 =0.5. A1/A2 = 1.5, ~=0.15. curve B is for V 1 N~ ='.5. 
L,!L, = 1.5, A 1!A, = 0.5, k~ = 0.05. However, it has to be 
realized that the muffler of curve A has a much larger total 
volumo ((3V 1) than the muffler of curve B ( 1.67V ,). 
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CAVITY RESONANCES IN HERMETIC COMPRESSORS 
A FINITE ELEMENT APPRAOCH 
AKE.LLA S., RAO N.J., VENKATESWARLU l<., SUNDARESAN S .A 
SHRIRAM REFRIGERATION INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
BALANAGAR TOWNSHIP f 
HYDERABAD- SOO 03i, INDIA 
ABSTRACT 
A tnan~:ular pnsm acoustic flnlte elem~nt was develnpP.d based on Craggs ( l) method. It has the advantage of representing shells of different shapes wlth change.s 111 cross sectlon along the len~:th. Two sample compressors were stud1ed for their resonant fr~quencies and mode shapes. Modifications to the shell or putr1p changed both the ,·esonant frequencies ~nd mode shapes. 1-D finlte elements were used to find resonant characteristiCS of a discharge tube c:tth aJCea changes. Mufflers used In cnmprP~Sors form a different study. However, the tubes used can be designed us1ng 1-0 finite elements. Finally, a Slmple cubical room whore the co>Hp>-essor/appliance js u,;;ed was aiM analysed to detP.ct lf any problen>anc frequencles can be removed. It was fc.und that acoustic dampins usin~:; absorbers and baffles may be the answer than chanli:lllg room d1mens10ns. 
INTRODUCTION" 
The no1se generated by a h~rmetic can1pres~or both "'"h1le 1t is 1·unn10g as ~Nell as dur1ng 1ts start and stop Is a very import~nt criterion to the customer ~nd often beco10es a selllng point. The vibratiOns of different parts of the pUII<P, acoustics of the gas in cav1ties and the discharge t1~e all cause shell v1 hran ons. 
MoH oi these facto,·;; are analy:-;ed ""perim,.ntall y or analytically «hlle desigmng. Howev~r. some problems arjse during initial p>·oduction. If expenmental a11d an~lyt1cal analysi$ ls carr1Pd out ~t this stage, the reslilts are oft~11 VPry dlfflcul t to correlate to t.he cau~es. The avallable d.nalyt1cal technl<jUes cannot acctJratPly model the ~nmpiPx cavity resonances and mode ~hapes. 
In th1s paper avall~ble finite element techniques are used to analyse the >•sonance~ that orcur 10 the cavity betwPen the shell and the pump, thP disrh~rge tube connecting the pump and the shell as in low stde compressors, and finally thP room 111 ~h1ch thP ~ppl1anc~ 1s ll~Pd. 
C<:tvlry l·esorJf,:i:llCeg, Jn ~-~frigerilnt compre::;$ors w.-1s reported by Johnson and Hamilton (2j. They have used an analytical approach on cylindrical shells ~;ith ~nnular pumps ~nd got re~sonable a~reement With the experimental values. Ho~ever, sinc:e actual compr-es:;or c:av1ty is not a true annulus the disagrP.~ment may be reduced by usin~ finlte element method. 
a study of noise reduction of refngerator compressors wac< dor1e by Kenji Tojo ~t a! : 3l. In this study analytlco.l n1ethods ~oere used to ~;et the canty re~rJnances. A 500 H2 noise 1.1a$ reI a ted to the co. vi ty resonance 4 A finJ te e 1 ement study was suggf'sted 1n th~1r paper for ease of ~·epres.e-nt1ng thP. cavity and accuracy of the re$ult5. 
MUnJal (4J has summari~~d the use cf f1n1te elemPnts for mufflers. HP pres,nted a hi~h order J2 cte~re<e of freedon< isoporametnc 8 nodal Plement which has both prP-ssurP and lt~ rleriV3.tl~s as nod.il V3.rl1ble:-s at each nodF.:. Ho'-'~ver, lt~ sHe restncts Hs use on s1mple computers 10hen compilcated shapes of cavitles are con.::.Jd~t~ect. 
Tn t.he prtl'f'Pnt .study ~1n1pl€' flrnte F~lemPnt::. of threP d1mens1ons and .sing,l~ din<Pl\sion ate used as pres~nte.d by Craggs (I), ( 5 l. Here pr·essure is u;o;"rl "~ the uodal vanahle and the veionty component$ ar~ omitted. It ~;ives good agreement IOlth analyncaJ result;; and lS very useful ill complex enclosurP.S whPn ll:<Ing <>mall computl:'rs. 
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
One very powerful method of analysis with the advent of computers 15 the 
fin:lte element method (FEM). Used ma1nly for structural analysis, 1t 1s expla<ned 
amon~; others by Z1enk1e1.1icz f6). Due to lts ab1hty to represent complicated 
shapes and boundary condit1ons, it was developed by Gladwell (7) for acoust1c 
analysis and in1t1al finlt\ element:> 1.1ere developed by Cragss ( 1), f 5). 
In our study '"'~ started 1.1ith a cub1c element 1.1ith pressure and lts 
dl'rivatles (veloclties) as nod<'l vanabl~s used by MunJal (4). The use of J~ 
degrees of freedom. 8 nodal hexahedral isop11xametric element proved unmana~eable 
as the number of elements 1ncreased. Use t.1as made of slmple elemrnts descrlbed by 
Cra~gs (!), (5), 1.1h1ch u:;;e only pre:>sure at each nodal point. The equat1on:> for an 
acoustlC system 1.11thout any energy d1ssipar.10n at the boundanes are found from 
the stat1onary value of the frequency dependent functional F, 1.1here 
Volume Surf~e 
Here p is the pressure, r the dens1ty, c the speed of sound. w the frequency, 
the complex operator and A the normal acoustic admittance. Sett1n~ the first 
variation of the functional. F. to zero leads to the Helmholtz equatlon 
together with the boundary co,ldition .it tne surface 
Gr41.il1 p: -i~wJt,.p. 
The t1.1o boundary cnuditions poss1ble are the hatd case for wh1ch ~;rad p ~ 0 and 
the soft case for which p - 0. Formation of dJ.ffer~nt c.;;~.viti.es 1B poss1ble using 
cuboid and tetrahedral element~. In this analys1s tr•angniRr pr1sm elements are 
U:S~d. 
For a stngle dimenslUIIdl cas~ ~s in discharge tubft thP funct1cnal ~F' 1s 
given as (5). 
J ' ~ s~ (~/Adz ~(f)
2 
~ 5~ p2Adz. 
the stat1onery value of this equation leads to the horn equation. 
A ~ + ..!E._ . ~ + (.!!..)2 Ap , 0 
d z2 d z d z < 
to~ether 1.11th the boundary condltWns 
A dp 
dz 
0 •• : 0 ;ond : I. 
here p is the acousuc pressure, A cross sec nona! area at any 
frequency, c the speed of sound, and 1 the length of pipe. Wlth 





The formation of 3 D elements were compared t.1ith exact and reported values of 
a unlt cube as ;pve-n by (II. Format1on of I D ele1T1ents c;ith a closed tube of unn 
length given 1n (51 '-'ftl also ver1f1ed. 
CASE STUDIES 
Three cavit1es at·e stud1ed fo1· th~lr natural frequencH:'; and mode shapes. 
The emphaSlS lS on compressor cavity resona11ces tn wh1ch two con1pr~~sor cav1t1es 
are analysed us1ng triangular prism elements. The cavlty terr.pPratur~s t.11ll be 
d1fferent fat· h1gh side compressors and for heat pump appllci!.tlon,;. Both samples 
ar~ of lo~o~ s1de type. The cavJtles are mod1fied in hnth cases and the pffect on 
the resonant frequenc1e,; 1s stud>ed. The second study lS of resonance 111 
discharge tube carrying high pressure (temperature! gas from the pump to the 
shell. The thud study 1s .>bout l"Pson~nces of the roOHI 111 1.1lnch a rom" 
ainondinoner is 1nsta!led. Iu all cases, bou,Jdanes a1·e assumed to be n~;id. 
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compressor Cavity Resonance (Sample ll_ 
rhe free portion between the shell· and pump is the cavity in which the suct1011 ~:as is present. The shell considered is of cylindrical cavity in which the pump is positloned wlth the help of spnngs, The el-.vanon viet.; of the rnodel considered is shown in FI~;ure 1. The modification done 1.1ith steps on the top shell IS also sho1.1n 1n FI~;ure !. One quadrant of the annular cav1ties element formation, before and after modification, are shown in the fi~;ure at various longitudinal cross sections. However, the total shell annulus was used for computatwn. The height where the 011 IS present I5 con:oidered as nsid and the longltUdinal height is reduced by that length. The cavlty frP.quencies depend on the temperature at i<hich the ~;as is and the type of gas that Is used in runnin~;: the compressor. fhe anginal compreso;or and the modified comp1·essor were analysed at temperatures of 15" C, 25" C and 35" C "'hich is the nor-m"! range of operation 1n an airconditioner. Table I oho1.1s the speed of sound of different gases at the considP.red temperatures. The speeds are seen to increase with temper;Jlure "nd change ~ith the gas used. Table 2 sho10s the resonant frequencies of the original cav1ty, and the modified cavity With the stepped top shell ~t differ•nt operating temperatures. 
The f1rs.t 1 1"H1rl~ ntH'Ilher rP-pi·esP.nts t.hf:' Clrcumfer~ntlal. T.he ~P.tonrl thP. radial mode, and the third the lon~itudinal mode. The c>rcumferential and longttudinat modes dominate or the lo~er frequenci•~ nf interest 1.e. 2000 Hz. Th~ r~dtal frequenc1es, because of the short length Ill the cavity, genernlly occur above 2000 Hz. When only • quodl".•nt nf the cyllnder '"' ll~ed the <:ircumfPrenti<d modes are badly affected. Hence the entire cylinder uas considered. The \n10er frequencies do HOt change much 1.11th ter11perarm·e, for rnode nnrnber 200 the ch•nge Is from 3)2 Hz to ]43 Hz. However, the chon&e for higher frequencie~ is more, as the frequency 1s propnrr1nnal to ~;c i<hich is indepP.ndent af temperature. For 002 mode the chango IS from 566 Hz to 788 Hz. For the modif1ed compressor there is ~slight decrease in the frequenc1es for Cl rcumferentH.l models 200 and 400. The longitudinal mode 002 also shows a decrease ln the frequ~ncies in the modified shell. The mod~ numbers were fixed by loolnng at the mode shapes, it IS possible that complicated mixed modes may have urong numbering. In figure 3 the effect of modlfication tn 
th~ shell on different modes of cavity resonances is sho~o;n. The difference is more dominant at the hlgher combined modes like 012 and 013 where both ,-adial and longitudinal modes are present. 
T100 rnode shapes for modes 401 at cross-sect'lons AA and Bll are shown in Figure 4, for the anginal caVIty. The difficulty in numbering arises due to change ln the radial or Clrcumferential mo~e nurnber at a different cross-section. 
Compressor Cavity Resonance (Sample 1l 
'fh<" soecond sarr,p I<> s ntdy IS also sirrtllar to the first except th'l.t th• cross sect1onal area lS elliptical in $hape, and the annular section varying with length. fhe d1fferPnt cr-0~~ secti0115 o.re numbered alonl!; the len~;th of the compressor and are shown in Figure 2 for the original~ and ~econd mortiflc3tlorl. In th<" fnst rnodific.,tion, the cross-sectlon at AA is rnade ldent'ical to the one at BB thereby reducing the cavity volume. In the second mCHliflcation, both top a.nd lmttn111 ~hells ht3Ve n;;,rrowed stepped shapes as :=.ho\o;'n. Th~ f>lPrru~nt format'J.on of the difforent annular cav1ties in all these cas~s is shoYn in F1gure 2 for half the 
~rPa. C"lculatinns too ~er<> carr1ed with this formation to reduce computatlonal time. As a result, asymmetric cucumfere'ntlal modes conld not be obtained. 
The frequene1es for different modes and at different temperatures are shnun for the Ot"lginal and the tuo modified cases in Tahle 3, The first longitudinal wode of 001 sho10s an Increase and the circun,ferential modf!s 100 and 200 shOu 
d~>crease In the frequencies as modifications are Introduced. The chan~;es arr related to the volume of gas that ls Involved 1n that particular mode. The effect of modifications on resonant freque.~ies of diffeferent modes 1s shoun In Figure >. The Clrcumferential modes 200, 300 and lts comblned mode 1o11th the longitudinal 202, 103, 201 show Increase in frequenc1es when the second modificatlon is done to the ~hell. Th~ mode shapes at cross-section CC are sho10n for the onglnal case for mode 213 at two heights in Figure 4. The first IS at the transition from cross-secuon BB to CC and the second H thP, top most sectJon. The chane;e in the mod<" shape 10ith height cau be uonced. -
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Discharge Loop Resonances 
The h1gh pressure (temperature) 1;as corn1ng out of the pump dunng discharge 
has pulsations assoc1ated with it Wh1ch are reduced in a muffler, The gas with 
tesidual pulsat1ons goes through a d1scharge loop before 1t comes out of the 
shell, If these pulsat1ons happen to match~he resonant frequencies of the tube 
1here w11l be an increase in the gas pulsations. Simple one d1mens1onal elements 
given by Craggs (5) were used to represent the discharge tube as shown in Figur~ 
4. The resonant frequenc1es of the tube at different modes are given 1n Table 4. 
If any of the discharge gas pulsations co:tncldes with the tube natural frequenc:tes 
~ resonance 1s caus~d. In such cases a mod1flcat10n of th~ tuhe m,.y he requ1red. 
The first few mode shapes at·e shown 111 F1gure 4. It Is s~en that the mOdf>S 
correspond mostly to a stra1ght clo:>ed tube, The effect of the expansiOII chamber 
lS the introduction of sl:tght cr1nks at that point, 
Room Acoustics 
The hermPtic cnmpres:;or IS connected to an applJance and 1:5 u$ed ln a room. 
In th1s study a cubical room wa:' cons1dered for its acoustic resonance. Some of 
the frequencies -.hich co1nc1de with the lo"er frequene1es of the compres"or 
b~t.w~en 100 Hz and :'00 H2 are shown. Because of the presence of a large number of 
frequenries. about 50, in thls range it will be diff1cult tn completely ellminate 
frequeucles ··that are problematic. H.ny shifting would only be marg1nal anrl ;;auld 
not be effect~V@, a~ therr could he a s1m1lar chan~e ln the compressor 
no1se/vibration nau1ral frequency du~ to change in temperature or volta£e. It is 
best to adopt some acoustlC absorbent agent to reduce no1se. lf necessary. The 
mode shapes for a cubical room are very strai~ht fc.rward and mode 1.12 at a height 
of 2 meters 1S shnYn in F1gure (4). 
CONCLUSION 
Acoustic flnne elements of 3 D and 1 D type ;;ere used 111 finding the 
resonant frequencies of compresso• shell to pump cavity and discharge tube. It was 
possible to cc.ns1der complex cross-sect1onal changes along the length of the 
cornpressol'. The method can be used to represent non circular cross-secoons llke 
the elliptical shell. Modificatlr.ns to e1ther the pump or the shell results in a 
shift of the resonant frequenc1es. Thus, any problematlc frequencles could be 
tackl~d. Finally a room's acoustctc behaviour, where the "-PPliance 1s used, lS also 
de-termlnPd. 
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TABLE II I 
SPEED OF SOUND (M/S) FOR DIFFERENT 
GASES AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES . 
GAS :TEMPERATURES (DEG C) ---> 
: ~--------------~------~------ ', 
15 25 35 
:------~--:---------:---------:----~----: R ~~ :ts0.2135 :tS2.7978 :1ss.3391 
R 22 :1SO.i9% ; 183,9100 :186.%88 : 
AIR :340.2626 :346.1165 :3SL8730 : 
TABLE It 2 
EIGEN VALUES AND RESONANT FREQUENCIES FOR SANPl E II I 
: MODE : ORIGINAL ORIGINAL MODIFIED SHELL :NUMBER: --------------------:.--------------------: --------------------: ONLY QUADRANT ENTIRE CYLTNDF.R ENTIRE CYLlNDER 
:-~-----------~~----~:------------~-------:--------~-----~-----: : iC-2/ 'FRQNCY. (Hz) AT: ,_.-2/: FRQNCY. (Hz) AT: iC-2/: FRQNCY. (liz l AT: : c .... 2 , --------------·, c .... 2 : --------------; c"""2 : -----~--------: :c R L :(nt 2 l'1S c:25 c:Js c:(m-21:15 c:2s c:35 c:(m- 2 1:15 c:2s c:J5 c: I I I I I I I I I I I 1 ,-~----,-----,~---,----.--~-.-----,---~,----,----,-----,----.----.--~-, :~ 0 0 133 :31c :318 :J43 Ic6 :3~~ :329 :335 :o 0 I 144 :345 :351 :357 !45 :346 :352 :358 170 :176 ', 382 389 :2 0 I 313 :so9 :518 :527 339 :530 :539 :548 ,, 
,~ 0 0 455 :614 :625 ', 635 527 :661 ,671 :683 506 ', 647 :659 : 670 :o 0 2 546 ;672 : 6S4 :695 566 :6B4 :696 :;as sao ;64) :654 :665 ,4 0 I 656 :737 ,749 :762 729 : 777 :790 :803 '" '>O :779 :792 :805 :2 0 809 :sts :832 :S46 g36 :sao :s9s :910 :o 1 985 :903 ,918 :934 :1058 :936 :952 :%8 962 :893 :908 :323 
TABLE II 3 
ETGFN VALUES AND RESONANT FRf.QUF.NCIES FOR SAMPLE II 2 
ORIGINAL MODIFICATION II I : MOOTF!CATION II 2 : 
:--~------~-----~----:-----------~--------:--------~--------~--: :~.:'2/ :FRQNCY.(Hz) AT:t.:-2/ :FRQNC'i.!Hz) AT:w-z; :FRQNCY.(IIzl AT: 
'!ODE : c-2 --------------: c'2 :--------------: ~-2 ,--------------: :c R L :(m-2 ):15 c:2s c:35 C:("'- 2 1:15 c:2s c:35 c:(rr,- 2 ).15 c:25 c:35 c: :------:-----:---:~---:----:-----:----:----:----:-----:---- ----:~---: :o 0 1 
: 1 0 0 
: 1 0 I 
:o 0 
•o 0 0 
:I 0 2 
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TABLE II 4 
EIGEN VALUES AND RESONANT 
FREQUENCIES FOR THE DISCHARGE LOOP 
FREQUENCY (HZ) AT T -
:----------------------------~: 
85 c 100 c 115 c 
:--~------:---------:---------:---------:---------: 
22.0852 :ISO. 7615 :153.8865 : !56.9430 
82.1981 :290.8520 :2%.8803 :302.7885 
169,56 :417.7365 :426,39<!.6 :434.8803 
4 367.745 :615.1%9 :627.9476 :640.4444 
5 490.661 :710.6103 :725.3386 :739.7736 
6 740.796 :873.1524 :891.2495 :908,9864 
TABLE II 5 
SOME ElGEN VALUES AND RESONANT FREQUENCIES FOR A ROOM 
AT A TEMPERATURE OF 30 C 
:w~2/ :f (Hz):w~2/ :f (H~):w~2/ :f (H~):w~2/ :r (Hz):w~2/ :f (Hzl: 
:c-·2: :c~2: c~2 c~2: :c~2: 




:4.81 :r22.1 :6.62:142.9 :s.21 :ts9.7 :10.2:178.1 :12.1 :19
3.6 
:4.95 :123.6 :6.72 :144.0 :s.56 :162.s :10.4 :t79.7 :12.2
 :194.7 
:5.42 :-119.4 :7.01 :147,0 :9.04 :!67.0 :10.8 :!82.8 :!2.4
 :!95.6 
:5.48 :130.1 ;7.14 :148.4 :3.27 :169.1 :!1.1 :185.1 :12.5
 :J%.4 
:5.94 :135.4 :7.25 :!49.5 :9.30 :!69.4 :11.3 :186.8 :12,5 :J%
.7 
:6.00 :136.0 :7.72 :154.3 :9.47 :170.9 :11.3 :187.0 :12.7 :19
8,1 
:6.03 :136.4 :7.75 :154.6 :9.75 :173.4 :!1.4 :187.7 :13.0 :20
0,3 
:6.29 :t39.3 :7.75 :!54.6 :9.76 :1n.s :11.9 :t9!.9 :13.2
:202.2 
:6.40 :140.5:8.13:158.4 :•3.90 :174.8:12.0 :192.4 :13.2
 :202.3 
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APPUCATION OF FOUR POLE PARAMETERS FOR GAS PULSATION 
ANALYSIS OF MULTI-CYLINDER COMPRESSORS WITH 
SYMMETRICALLY ARRANGED GAS CAVITIES 
ABSIRACf 
J. Kim 
Mechanical, Industrial and 
. Nuclear Engineering 
University of Cincinnati 
Cincinnati, OH 42221-0072 
Analysis of a single input and stngle output acoustic system can be done very efficiently by 
utilizing the concept of four pole parameters. Although there are more than one inputs to the 
system, gas pulsation analysis of multi-cylinder compressors can be done by using four pole 
parameters if their gas cavities are arranged symmetrically about the cylinders and the phase 
angles between pistons are identical. Acoustic couplings between cavities and sources are able 
to be decoupled by considering symmetric and anti-symmetric modes separately which allows 
to fonnulate equivalent four poles of the system. It is shown that one can fully utilize the 
advantage of four pole parameters. 
INTRODUCTION 
Four pole parameters are a very useful concept for efficient analysis of a composite acoustic 
system because of its computational efficiency and simplicity in formulation of the acoustic 
equation. Therefore, they are extremely useful to be used with design progratDS or simulation 
programs. Application examples of four pole parameters for the perforn~ance analysis of 
compressor.; are found in reference (1). Good basic discussions on the concept and derivation 
of four poles of some basic acoustic elements are found in reference [2]. In reference [3], a 
general method is discussed on how to formulate four poles of continuous systems from pressure 
response solutions using natural mode superposition method. The result was also applied to the 
system with multiply connected cavities(4]. · 
One limitation of the four pole method is that it cannot be used for the systems with more 
than one input because the concept is defined for single input single output (SISO hereafter) 
systems. Therefore, at least to the knowledge of the author, four poles have not been used to 
solve the system acoustic equation of multi-cylinder compressors. Gas pulsation analysis of the 
multiple cylinder was first treated in reference [5] using the Helmholtz resonator approach. The 
method results in a matrix equation of the same fonn as the vibration problem of a lumped 
parameter system with multi-degree of freedoms. In fact, vibration analogy was used to solve 
multi-cylinder gas pulsation problems in reference (6]. The eigenfunction superposition method 
can be used to solve the equation, however formulation and computation of the equation can be 
quite involved as the system becomes complex. 
In this paper, it is shown that four pole parameters can be used for the analysis of the 
multi-cylinder compressor if the gas manifold is arranged symmetrically with respect to each 
cylinder and the piston has the same phasing between each other, for which we use simply 
symmetric gas n!Qnifold from now on. This condition is not considered !o limit the application 
value of the method seriously because gas manifolds of most of multi·cylinder compressors or 
engines would be designed in such a way. The basic idea and formulation method are presented 
using the double cylinder compressor as an example. Then the idea is extended to compressors 
with multiple cylinders. A brief discussion is made on how to utilize the method for the analysis 
of overall gas manifold system. 
FORMULATION OF EQUIVALENT FOUR POLE PARAMETERS 
1. Double Cylinder Compressor 
Figure 1 shows a pan of the gas manifold of a compressor with rwo cylinders. The rwo identical 
cylinder head volumes V1 and V2 are connected to a common collector volume Vc by two 
identical pipes pl and p2. If the phase berween two pistons is 180 degrees, the flow inputs to 
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the head ca~itic::s Vl and V2 are Q1 t"'"'' and ( -1)" Q1 t""'' , where n"'l,2,3 ... , and w
 is 
the motor speed. In general, the output flow from the collector volume may enter to another 
acoustic system, such as an anechoic pipe or an expam;ion type muffler. 
Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea to be used. Because of the symmetry of the system
, the 
inputs corresponding to an even n will excite only the symmetric modes (Fig.2-a
), while the 
inputs corresponding to an odd n will excite only antisymmetric modes (Fig.2-b). 
Therefore, it 
is possible to com;ider symmetric and antisymmetric inputs separately. Let u
s define the 
equivalent four pole equation of the system in Figure 1 in the same way as we do 
for regular 
SISO systems. 
{Q•}tt"'"'=[A BUQ·}tt""'=[A B]Jl}Q tl'-'"' P, C DflP, C Dnz. ' 
(1) 
where, A, B. C, and D are equivalent four poles of the system, z, = P,/ Q, is the acoustic 
impedance at the system output pointe; which depends on the acoustic system to be
 attached to, 
and P1, P, are pressure amplitudes at the 
system input and output points. Unlike ordinary four 
poles, they define the relationship between one of the two input pairs of the sys
tem and the 
output pair, which is why they are named equivalent four poles. 
(1) Symmetric Modes 
First, let us look at the common collector volume Vc subjected to the symmetric i
nputs 
(n = 2,4,6 .. ) shown in Figure 3-a. The pressure at a point r in the volume can be represented 
as, 
P(r) = Qtf1 (r) • Qtf1(r) - Q,/,(r) (2) 
where, ff.r) is the pressure response of the cavity at the point r to the harmonic f
low input of 
unit magnitude at the point r, . Pressure respom;es may be obtalned by any e
xperimental, 
analytical or numerical methods. In reference [3), pressure responses were obtain
ed by us1ng 
natural lll:ode superposition method using analytical- natural modes. L.et us use {11 
"'f/.. 'J) for 
shon notation, the first subscript meaning the input point and the second subscript
 meaning the 
response point. From the reciprocity, we also can utilize the fact that f~ "'fj, . The pressure 
at the output point e is 
where the fact that f 1,=f"' was used from the symmetry. The input poin
t pressure P1 is 
(4) 
By rearrange equation (3), we obtain 
Q, = U.12fl,) Q, + {1/2/11) P, 
(5) 
Substituting equation (5) to equation(4), 
P1 = [ <f./2/t,) flu+ /11)-!,I_] Q, + [ (fu + ht) /2/w] P, 
(6) 
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Equations (5) and (6) defines the equivalent f~ur pole relatio~~p of the cavi~y 3. Therefore equivalent four poles of the collector volume w1th two symmetnc mputs and a smgle output are 
~-~~~ 0 
B.=l/21 .. (8) 
(9) 
(10) 
The overall equivalent four poles of the system in Figure for symmetric inputs are now obtained by utilizing the cascading propeny of four poles. 
[~ ~] ~[~:: ::][~: ~:][~: ::] (11) 
The first two matrices are regular four pole matrices of the volume Vl and the pipe pl. Equations of four poles of various acoustic elements can be found in reference [6, 7]. If all the acoustic elements in the system are small enough to be treated as lumped parameter elements. the equation represents the half of the system as shown in figure 2-c. 
(2) Antisymmetric Modes 
If we look at the antisymmetric input cases (n=1,3,5 ... ) shown in Figure 2-b, we know that 
Q. = 0, P ... 0 from the geometry. Therefore, we don't have to consider these modes for the 
analysis of the system beyond the collector volume. The flow and pressure after the collector volume will have only the even harmonics(n=2,4,6, ... ). 
In many cases, it is necessary to know the pressure or flow before the collector volume. For example, the pressure in Vl is the back pressure of the valve which is necessary to be known for an accurate compressor performance simulation. From Figure 3-b, the pressure at point 1 is, 
(12) 
Therefore, the input point impedance at the pint 1 of the collector volume becomes, 
(l3) 
The four pole relationship between the system input point and the input point of the collector volume is, 
(14) 
Equation (14) can be used to calculate the head cavity pressure as it will be shown later. From 
equation (12), it is also known that z
1 = 0 if the collector is relatively small, therefore the 
pressure inside is nearly unifonn. Funhermore, if all acoustic elements are small, the equation represents a Helmholtz resonator in Figure 2-d as expected. It should be noted that large or small is a relative tenn compared with the shonest wave length of interest. 
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2. Multiple·Cylinder Compressor 
(1) Symmetlic Modes 
The previous discussion can be extended tO the case of a multi-.;ylinder compressor. Figure 4 
shows a compressor with three symmetrically ananged cylinders. From similar considerations 
as before, only symmetric modes contribute to the gas pulsations of the system beyond the 
collector volume. Notice that the modes conesponding to n=3,6,9, .. are considered symmetric for 
the three cylinder case. For the m cylinder case, four poles of the collector volume have to be 
modified from equations (7),(8),(9) and ( 10) as follows. 
(15) 
B.= 1/m!,_. (16) 
.. 
c.= U.J mfto) <I: !,) -!.1 (17) 
hi 
.. 
D."(L fll)/mNt (18) 
k•l 
(2) Antisymmetric Modes 
Input point impedance of the collector volume can be obtained in a similar way as double 
cylinder cases. Let us look at the collector volume of the symmetric three cylinder compressor 
when n=1,4,5, .. as shown in Figure 5. The pressure in the volume is 
(19) 
Because Q2 = Q1 efl•tl and Q3 = Q1 ~·fl and {21 = h1 from geometry, equation (19) 
becomes 
(20) 
One can notice that this is exactly the same equation as equation (12) of the double cylinder case. 
It can be shown that equation (12) has the same form for all antisymmetric modes of any multi· 
cylinder compressors with symmetric manifold. Therefore equation (13) and (14) can be used 
without modification for the calculation of pressure or flow before the collector volume. 
APPLICATION TO THE SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
1. Compressor Performance Simulation. 
Gas pulsations in the compressor head cavity should be calculated to simulate compressor 
perfomance accurately because the pulsating pressure in the cavity is what the piston is working 
against, therefore high amplitude gas pulsations can cause performance losses, undesirable noise 
problems and sometimes even valve failures[2]. 
From the four pole equation, harmonic amplirude of the pressure in the cavity is, 
P1 =(C•ZD)f(A •ZB)Q1 
(21) 
where, a different set of four poles and impedance Z should be used for the symmetric and 
antisymmetric modes. For eumple, in the case of the double cylinder compressor in Figure 1, 
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equation (11) and the system impedance z, should be used for the symmetric modes, while 
equation (14) and the impedance Z1 in equation (13) should be used for antisymmetric modes. 
Q, is the amplitude of the nth harmonic input volume flow through the compressor valve and 
it can be obtained by the Fourier Transform of the time series .of the valve fl_ow calculated from the previous iteration of simulation(l). The time domain pulsating pressure in the head cavity 
can be obtained by adding the average pressure in the cavity P. to the inverse Fourier 
Transform of the pressure amplitudes P1 • 
fi 
P<O :p, + :E P,r· (22) 
••I 
Therefore, gas pulsation analysis of the multi-<:ylinder compressor can be handled by virtually the same procedure as the single cylinder case once equivalent four poles are obtained. Actual transform and inverse transform can be implemented extremely fast if the FFT and Inverse FFT algorithms are used. 
2. Muffler Design 
If a muffler is to be designed after the collector volume, one needs to consider only symmetric modes because the antisymmetric modes do not contribute to the unsteady flow beyond the common collector volume. Suppose that we want to design an expansion type muffler to be attached to the system in Figure 1, therefore that we want to obtain transfer functions before and 
after the muffler is used. If the muffler exit i:;; subjected to p!eSSUre release condition, impedance z. 
in equation ( 1) is zero. Then, the transfer function is obtained as, 
(23) 
where, A is the equivalent pole A of the overall system of the symmetric modes and n '= m, 2m, 3m, .. and m is the number of cylinders. The transfer function of the system when the muffler is attached can be easily obtained from the new four pole obtained by multiplying one more four pole matrix representing the muffler to the system matrix without it. It also has to be noted that the transfer function defined by equation (23) is the ratio of one of the input flows to the output flow of the system. 
Analysis to use a side branch type muffler can also be handled easily following to the procedure in reference [1). Since the side branch muffler has a band filter characteristics, it will be particularly efficient for the noise control of the symmetric multi·cylinder compressors because unsteady flow harmonics are separated by much larger frequency intervals from each other compared with single cylinder compressors with the same motor speed. For example, if the compressor has four cylinders with 60 Hz motor, then the gas pulsation components beyond the 
head cavity would have frequencies of 240 Hz, 480 Hz, ... , instead of the harmonics at every 60 Hz of the single compressor. Therefore, it would be relatively easy to design a side branch muffler to filter out a few undesirable noise components without amplifying other frequency components. 
SUMMARY 
It was shown that how the concept of four pole parameters can be utilized for the analysis of multi-cylinder compressors with symmetric gas manifold. A concept of equivalent four poles was 
introduced 10 formulate the system four pole equation by considering the responses of the system to symmetric inputs and antisymmetric inputs separately. The method enables us to utilize the 
full advantage of the four pole parameters such as simple formulation procedure and efficient 
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computation in solving the acoustic equation of multi-cylinder com
pressors. Multkylindcr 
compressors often have relatively large cavities and long pipes, therefo
re the method has another 
advantage because it is easier to handle continuous acoustic systems u
sing four poles compared 
with other approaches. 
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Figure 3 Collector volume 
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Figure 5 Collector volume with anti-symmetric inputs ; three-cylinder compressor 
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Appendix A 
Additional papers from the 1990 International 
Compressor Engineering Conference at Purdue 
OPENING ADDRESS BY FRED V. HONNOLD 
WORLDWIQE COMPRESSOR ENGINEERING CONFERENCE 
fURDUE UNIVERSITY 
17-19 JULY. 1990 
Ev2ry two years, we gather to share with each other a portion of 
what we've learned about compressors since the last meeting. 
we also learn at these conferences just how much we don't yet 
know. 
our professional curiosity is stimulated and we return from West 
Lafayette energized and determined to probe even deeper into the 
arcane field we've chosen for study. 
In the intervening time, we focus cur thoughts sharply on screws, 
scrolls, rotaries, recips and centrifugals. We concentrate on 
improving seals and tolerances; improving valve or port designs; 
creating better gas paths; eliminating losses . . . the list goes 
on and on. 
we live and breathe compressors. 
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Today I'm asking that we widen our vision -- looking bey
ond the 
narrow confines of our science to some larger issues tha
t affect 
each of us in this room both on a personal and profession
al 
basis. 
The fact is, they are issues we couldn't avoid even if w
e wanted. 
Many of you are familiar with the American fable of Rip 
Van 
Winkle, the rural New Yorker who laid down one afternoon
 for a 
nap and woke up 20 years later in a vastly changed world
. I'm 
sure that similar tales exist in almost every culture. 
Although we, as engineers, work in a world of facts and 
scientific proof, who among us has not engaged in such fa
ntasy? 
We all have asked ourselves what problems our children's
 children 
will face and how will they be solved. 
Fortunately, or unfortunately, depending on how you view 
change, . 
the world is changing at such a pace that we won't have t
o wait 
20 years to find out. 
consider global warming. 
Mathematical models sophisticated enough to digest and a
nalyze 
the complexity of the earth's atmosphere and oceans comp
letely, 
do not exist. 
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Neither does scientific consensus on global warming. 
The Environmental Protection Agency is projecting a J degree 
centigrade increase in the earth's overall temperature by the 
year 2100. This could result, they say, in devastating coastal 
flooding as sea levels rise as much as 3 feet. 
Others say C0-2 and other "greenhouse gases" in the atmopshere 
have nearly doubled in the last 100 years, but global 
temperatures have risen only a half degree centigrade -- way 
below other projections. 
The various hypotheses have yet to be proven, but concern over 
the accumulation of these "greenhouse gases" -- carbon dioxide, 
methane, oxides of nitrogen and sulfur, and crcs -- appears 
likely to result in legislation or regulation that will restrict 
their generation and release. 
Consider atmospheric ozone depletion. 
Besides being viewed as a "greenhouse gas", we're all aware of 
the role crcs are believed to play in reducing levels of 
atmospheric ozone. 
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Two weeks ago in London, the United Nations Environmental 
Programme confirmed a total ban on CFC production by the turn of 
the century. 
There will be a future reassessment to see if such a ban is 
achievable by 1997. 
( 
Those attending the UNEP cqnference agreed that HCFCs, like 22 
and 123, are essential if the CFC phaseout is to succeed. But 
there also was agreement that even these compounds should be 
phased out by 2040 at the latest and by 2020 if possible. 
There are other concerns lurking in the future, as well. 
Consider the dwindling of finite energy reserves and increased 
electricity demand. 
When those of us in developed countries flip on a wall switch, we 
expect electricity to flow, and it almost always does. But as 
the demand for electricity inches closer to the available supply, 
the threat of shortages appears more and more likely. 
I attended a conference last month at which a major southern u.s. 
electric utility announced incentives for its large commercial 
and industrial customers to reduce, or at least shift to ott-
peak periods, their consumption of electricity. 
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In itself, that isn't too startling. Utilities have been 
promoting off-peak usage for years. But the size and intensity 
of their efforts have increased. 
Rebates for the purchase of energy-efficient equipment are 
increasing, and no longer are utilities promoting new ways for 
their customers to use as much electricity as they can. 
Some other speakers at the conference presented scenaria that I 
think shocked a few people in the audience. 
The Electric Power Research Institute anticipates that 200 new 
medium-sized power plants will need to be built in the u.s. 
within 10 years to add an additional 100 gigawatts of generating 
capacity. 
But, EPRI said, only -75 gigawatts of generating capacity are 
planned between now and the year 2000. 
Even some of that additional capacity is in doubt as utilities 
face increased pressure from the public and regulators to justify 
each new generating plant. 
The puzzle becomes even more complex as you consider the 
interplay among these issues. 
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The worldwide demand for electricity is steadily increasing. 
Growth of demand is even greater in developing countries where 
urbanization increases energy consumption as societies shift 
focus from agrarian to industrial. 
aut meeting that demand for electricity contributes to those 
other problems. 
Coal, in the U.S. and elsewhere, is the fuel of choice to 
generate that electricity. 
According to the North American Electric Reliability Council, 
coal now generates about 43.5 percent of electricity in the u.s. 
ay 2000, the Reliability Council expects the percentage to fall 
to 4~.4 percent. Regardless, coal will continue to be used far. 
more than other fuels. 
But burning coal generates greater amounts of carbon dioxide as 
well as oxides of nitrogen and sulfur -- all of which contribute 
to the threat posed by global warming. 
Sulfur emissions, or course, contribute to acid rain, an 
environmental concern I hadn't mentioned earlier. 
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The push to eliminate CFCs has added another variable to the 
equation. 
As compressor engineers, we know that most of the non-CFC 
refrigerants ·under study as possible substitutes or alternatives 
offer less cycle efficiency -- thus drawing more electricity 
input for the same output. 
Add to this the efficiency penalty created by the elimination of 
CFC-blown insulating foam from refrigerator and freezer walls. 
Of course, burning natural gas is a cleaner way to generate 
electricity and more natural gas is being used for that purpose, 
but methane is even more efficient than co-2 at trapping heat. 
stricter regulation of methane releases during production and 
transportation may hinder the development of gas-powered 
generating plants. 
There are other alternatives, such as nuclear generation, solar 
and clean, renewable hydro-electric power, but they have their 
problems, too . 
After the Chernobyl accident in 1987, the safety of nuclear power 
plants around the world is being called into question. 
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Both Japan and France are committed to eXpanding their use of 
nuclear power, but Sweden plans to phase out nuclear plants by 
2010. 
Spain, as well, has a five-year moratorium on the construction of 
new nuclear plants. A recent public opinion poll showed that 
only 30 percent of the Spanish populace favored nuclear power. 
Even hydro has its problems. 
The proposed "Three Gorges" project in the People's Republic of 
China would include a 600-foot-high dam across the Yangtze River 
that would provide 18 gigawatts of electricity. The dam is 
attractive to a country that relies mainly on coal-burning power 
plants. 
But the social consequences would be staggering. More than a 
million people would be displaced from their homes. The lake 
created behind the dam would engulf some of the country's most 
scenic areas. 
The news just keeps getting worse. 
I wish I could paint a brighter picture of our earth's future, 
but doing so would be inaccurate. These problems are real and 
they cannot be ignored. 
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I assume by now you've bequn to sense the di~ection in which I'm 
heading. 
The air conditioning and refrigeration indust~ies contribute to 
these p~oblems. And even though issues like global warming, 
ozone depletion, and dwindling natural ~esources cannot easily be 
reduced to more human dimensions, we, as· individual compressor 
enginee~s, must believe that we can play a significant ~ole in 
their solution. 
And now is as good a time as any to place one more obstacle in 
our path -- the requirements of the various markets we serve. 
While we're keeping an eye on energy efficiency for the sake of 
our environment, we can't forget about things like cost, 
reliability, low sound levels and comfort that our customers 
expect. 
Remember: 
0 Compressors dominate· air conditioning system cost. 
0 Compressor failures dominate system repair costs. 
0 Compressor sound levels also dominate air conditioning 
and refrigeration system sound levels. 
Where do we start? 
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The problems of global warming and dwindling natura
l resources 
available for electricity generation both hinge on i
ncreasing the 
efficiency with which the world uses energy. 
In the air conditioning and refrigeration industries
, that means 
increasing the efficiency of our systems and process
es. And 
since improving compressor efficiency is generally m
ore cost 
effective than increasing heat exchanger efficiency,
 the 
responsibility falls heavily on our shoulders. 
We've already come a long way. Compressor efficienc
ies in the 
last 20 years have increased nearly 60 percent from 
7 to 11 EER 
by reducing losses from friction, heat transfer, lea
kage and 
motors. 
But the way people look at air'conditioning and refr
igeration 
systems is changing and will demand more of us. Le
t me give you 
some examples. 
As a means of shifting peak demand so that they can 
postpone the 
construction of new generating capacity, utilities a
re waking up 
to the potentials of thermal storage. 
A San Diego developer recently received mo~e than $4
00,000 from a 
utility because he agreed to install an ice s~orage 
system to 
cool a 30-story office building and hotel complex. 
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Other utilities are paying for feasibility studies to see if 
thermal storage is a viable alternative to builders. 
Some say thermal storage uses more energy because lower suction 
temperatures are required to make sub-freezing brine as opposed 
to chilled water at 6 degrees centigrade .. 
BUt the real savings will come when we combine ice storage with a 
cold air delivery system. 
In standard air distribution systems, air is cooled to around 12 
degrees c. But air cooled to 7 degrees reduces the volume of air 
needed. That means smaller ducts and reduced fan horsepower. 
When compared with a conventional system, cold air systems can 
reduce electricity consumption by 50 percent. 
But these ice storage I cold air systems will really come into 
their own when we develop compressors with higher efficiencies at 
lower suction temperatures. 
The focus is not only on ice storage. 
Heat recovery has long been popular with commercial and 
industrial users, but with energy costs rising, it will also 
spread into the residential sector with products that integrate 
space cooling with domestic water heating. 
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Integrated products demand stronger compressors. 
With the increased reliability and cost effectiveness of digital 
electronic controls, we also find that zoning is making a 
comeback in commercial systems and spreading into the residential 
systems. 
Using energy only where and when it is necessary to maintain 
comfort saves our customers money, but to be effective, it 
requires compressors that operate efficiently over a broader 
range of load conditions. 
So how do we get there? 




No bearing wear 
No compression chamber leakage 
No heat transfer in compression 
No lubricant 
No over or under pressure 
Minimum dynamic imbalance 
capacity matching the lead 
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Few moving parts 
Minimum sound 
And intelligence 
The rotating-type compressors our industry has embraced recently 
already possess some of these ideal characteristics. Better 
dynamic balance and fewer parts. Screws and scrolls don't have 
valves and only minimum torque pulses. But the ideal is still 
far ahead of us. 
The papers we'll hear at this conference will move us closer to 
those ideals. 
o We already are looking at new materials that hold the promise 
of improved efficiency, robustness, reliability, and reduced 
costs. 
The cast iron and aluminum we've had around for years is good 
stuff and metallurgists keep making better alloys. Because of 
their low cost, we're bound to keep using them as substrates. 
But the wear and abrasion resistance we need we'll probably get 
from ceramic coatings. Reliability will increase. Not only will 
our customers be happier, but the number of scrapped compressors 
out there will reduce the volume of CFCs and HCFCs released into 
the atmosphere. 
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Metallic and non-metallic composites
, especially in screw and 
scroll compressors, will help us att
ack the leakage problems 
inherent in both systems. Abradable
 coatings that seat with each 
other may help us reduce both leakag
e and friction. 
And when we do that, we increase eff
iciency. 
Air conditioning and refrigeration s
ystem manufacturers spend 
millions of dollars each year to imp
rove the heat transfer 
characteristics of our coils. 
New materials, some variation of tho
se same coatings, will help 
us eliminate the unwanted heat trans
fer within a compressor that 
steals efficiency. 
Until now, the oil-less compressor h
as pretty much been a dream. 
But with new bearing materials, that
 dream is within our grasp. 
Not only will compressor reliability
 be greatly enhanced with no 
lubrication system to fail, but ove
rall system efficiency will 
improve as oil stops circulating wit
h refrigerant through heat 
exchangers. 
Oil-free compressors start looking e
ven better when you consider 
the effects that some CFCs substitut
es have on traditional 
lubricants. 
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0 We are advancing the idea of designing electronic controls and 
sensors into the compressor rather than' adding them as 
afterthoughts. Coupled with variable-speed capabilities, 
efficiency and reliability will improve dramatically. 
Variable-speed drives offer exceptional opportunities for 
efficiency imprc:>vement because they allow us to more "easily" 
approach achievable system SEERs over 20. 
Compressor efficiency increases because the variable-speed drive 
allows it to operate at lower pressure ratios. 
When the system is operating at below maximum load, as it does 
most of the time, the throttled-down compressor reduces 
refrigerant flow. 
In effect, that oversizes the evaporator and condenser coils to 
improve heat transfer and efficiency. 
With permanent magnet, electronically commutated motors, some of 
the losses common to induction motors no longer exist because 
current isn't being used to create a field in the rotor. More 
efficient motors also dump less heat intc:> the suction gas, 
multiplying their impact on overall c<:>mpressor efficiency. 
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As I mentioned earlier, zoning in both residential a
nd commercial 
applications calls for compressors that operate ove
r a wider 
range. 
Is there any reason, given the sophistication of fut
ure 
electronics, that we couldn't see speed variations o
f 30 to 1? 
We're also talking about intelligence in compressor
s --
intelligence that lets them adapt to changing condi
tions, protect 
themselves better and diagnose their own ailments. 
As a compressor ages and capacity degrades because o
f wear, an 
intelligent compressor could increase its speed to c
ompensate. 
If it sensed refrigerant flooding, it would reduce s
peed and 
signal the fan motor to increase airflow over the ev
aporator 
coil. 
The possibilities are limited only by our imaginatio
n and the 
very real marketplace constraints that require real 
value for 
money. 
o Advances in manufacturing processes, such as nea
r-net-shape 




Near~net~shape molding operations already h~ve permitted the 
substitution of a plastic material for steel in the rotors of a 
twin~screw air compressor. 
The challenge is to apply near~net~shaping to achieve large 
manufacturing cost savings for screw rotors and scroll elements 
in air conditioning and refrigeration compressors. 
Near~net-shaping, through molding, casting or powdered metal 
techniques, can have a huge implication for-tooling costs. 
Imagine eliminating $5 worth of capital depreciation from the 
cost of each small compressor. 
We also need to improve the accuracy of our final machining. 
Screw rotors today are machined to tolerances of + or - 20 
microns. That needs to be cut in half to stop leakage and 
realize full efficiency. 
While maintaining accuracy, we also need to increase the speed at 
which metal is removed to control costs. 
Computer-compensated machine tools will soon offer real-time 
feedback during £11 compressor machining processes so adjustments 
can be made without sacrificing time. 
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0 More sophisticated computer modeling and simulation techniqu
es 
will allow us to improve efficiency, reliability and cost befor
e 
a cutting tool ever touches metal -- or plastic. 
As Ray Cohen has pointed out before, it really wasn't too long 
ago that we even began to fully understand what was happening 
inside a compressor. 
It wasn't until about 1960 that modern engineering methods were
 
first applied to analyze compressor operation. With electric 
resistance strain gauges and piezoelectric pressure transducers
, 
we began to gather the measurements and analytical tools we 
needed to develop today's mathematical models and simulations. 
Today, those computer simulations are proving their worth as we
 
optimize designs long before they are committed to metal. 
Computer simulation tools are now being used to eliminate rotor
 
chatter in twin-screw compressors. The computer can analyze 
variation after variation untii the right rotor profile is 
achieved. 
Purdue is now working on computer simulations that correlate a 
screw compressor's internal pressure pulsations with radiated 
sound. 
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When you consider the volatile regulatory environment in which we 
operate, these simulation tools give us the flexibility we need 
to respond to what may seem like overnight changes in policy, 
They help us shorten the time needed to progress from concept to 
finished product. Their importance will increase as regulatory 
and market demands shorten product life cycles. 
Standing up here in front of the world's foremost compressor 
experts is like, as the American expression goes, preaching to 
the saved. There's not much I can tell you that you don't' 
already know. 
But if anything has become clear from this quick and admittedly 
superficial discussion of today's compressor technology, it's 
that none of us can be expected to know or do it all. In fact, 
such an attitude is dangerous. 
The rapidity of change doesn't allow time for mistakes if we're 
to be successful. We need to look beyond our own workstations 
and involve others in the process of creating compressors. 
Do we think about : 
o Parts availability 
o Inventory requirements 
o Weight requirements 
o Tolerance capability of machine tools 
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0 Factory layout 
0 Fabrication cost 
0 Capital oepreciation 
Have we taken manufacturing variables into account in as
sessing 
performance? 
The resolution of any technical problem, like shell vibr
ation, 
can seriously affect factory throughput. 
Ano more than manufacturing is involveo. We neeo to con
sioer 
product applications, life-cycle cost, capital investmen
ts ano 
the applied cost over the life of the product. 
This is an organizational challenge, not a technical one
. But 
its importance can't be unoerestimateo. 
Like self-abrading coatings on moving parts, we must mak
e sure we 
maintain intimate contact with other parts of our organi
zations 
or our customers' organizations. For just as we understa
no 
technical matters unknown to them, they are aware of mar
ket ano 
regulatory forces we may not have considered. 
When we tie all of this together -- new materials, power
ful 
electronics, precise manufacturing techniques, computer 
simulation and the willingness to work with others, we'l
l achieve 




And, as I suggested earlier, our advances in compressor 
technology will have a broader effect. 
I've done some figuring to see if I couldn't quantify what impact 
our efforts to improve compressor efficiency might potentially 
have on our planet. 
Admittedly, they are rough calculations based on simple 
assumptions, but they illustrate my point. 
Let's assume that we've develolped a new 30,000 BTU scroll 
compressor. New materials have reduced triction and leakage 
losses to a minimum. Electronics have given it variable speed 
and adaptive powers. 
For the sake of argument, let's give it an EER of ~- That's 
20 percent over what most compressors of this size achieve today. 
Over a 20-year operating life, that's a savings of ~ 
kilowatt hours. You also should remember that this compressor 
will maintain its efficiency longer. 
What does this mean in terms of saved resources? 
In today's power plants, it would take 7,000 kilograms of coal to 
generate that many kilowatts. 
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What does it mean in terms of greenhouse gases? 
Burning that much coal c!eates about 20,000 kilograms of co-2. 
Multiply the savings from one compressor by the number of 
compressors produced year after year and you'll see that we £An 
have a significant impact on the problems facing our world. 
There also are other environmental benefits I haven't Galculated. 
Reduced size means less raw material. That avoids energy 
consumption at primary levels like mining and smelting. Lighter 
weight also reduces transportation costs and fuel consumption. 
New materials and designs will soon allow us to substitute non-
CFC refrigerants without any efficiency penalty. 
Lower total costs will make the system more affordable. That's 
of real concern to those in developing nations to whom 
refrigeration can sometimes be a matter of life and death. 
Insertion of these new technologies also has met our customers' 
demands for comfort, quiet, reliability and low cost. 
I don't always remember what I read on bumper stickers, but I saw 
one recently in Ithaca, N.Y. whose message has stayed with me. 
It said simply: 
"Think globally, Act locally." ..• "Think globally, Act 
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locally.h 
That's not a bad attitude to adopt in a world beset by problems 
that threaten to overwhelm us with their scope and complexity. 
Issues like global warming, o~one depletion, the steady erosion 
of natural resources and the needs of millions in developing 
countries do seem overpowering. And there are no simple 
solutions, no miracle cures. 
But they will be resolved. 
Resolved by people with the breadth of vision to acknowledge 
these problems exists; 
By people with the clarity of vision to see their role in 
creating solutions; 
By people, like you, willing to focus their special talents 
and energy on ; single aspect of the larger puzzle. 
I hope some of the insights we gain during this conference will 
move us closer to those solutions. 
Thank you. 
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The passage length between tne cylinder pressure and the measuring transducer on commercial instrumentation will cause diStorted pressure time traces. This is due to gas oynam1c effects caus1ng pressure pulsatiOnS in me 1nd1cator passage. Solutions have addressed the problem in bott:l the t1me and frequency doma1ns. The 1ntention of this paper 1s to exam1ne tour of these methodS 1n companson to lacoratory data. Then determine the most accePtable solution based upon accuracy and personal computer computational time. It was concluded that depending on tl'le SOlutiOn tools available to the analyst, both a time and freQuency domain solutiOn can satisfy the requirements mentioned above. 
NOMENCl.A TURE 
A oz Cross sectional area of indicator passage (ttl!) 
A rill • Reference speed ot sound at 14.7 ps1a ana SO"F (ftlm•n) C .. Capacitance (QcAtc2) 
c ,. NoM-dimensiOnal speed of sound (Cell Cr.t) 
Cd .. Local speed of sound (ltlmiM)· 
D = D1ameter ot indicatOr passage (ttl 
t "' Darcy fr1ct10n fac:ror 
Qc • AcceleratiOn ot gravity (ft " Ibm /lbf " s2) · i•.....rr-
k • Ratio ot specific heats (Cp I Cv) 
L • Inertance (11gcA) 
1 .. Length ot the Indicator passage (tt) 
n "' Number of harmoniQi 
Po '" Complex pressure at"Oownstream conditions (psia) Pret oz Reference pressure (14.7 ps1a) 
Pu "' Complex pressure at upstream conditions (ps~a) a oz Complex flow rate rlmlll) . 
R "" ReSIStance (10/geA D) 
Rg • Gas Constant (ft " lbf/lbm ,. • R) 
t .. Time it takes gas to travel from upstream to downstream conditiOns (sec) Tref • Reference temperature (60"F) 
u .. Non dimens•onal gas veloCity ( Ud I urel) 
Ud "'Local gas velocity (ltlm1n) 
Z "' Compressibitity 
ZC: • Characteristic Impedance 
T a Complex propagation constant 
w "' Forc1ng function Circular frequency (radlsec) 
o .. Density (lbm/tt3) 
"' • AbSOlute VISCOSity (lbf .: s/tt2) 
dx/dz = Speed of tne characteristiC wave 
Subscripts 
cy1 = Conditions at·tne cylinder portton of the passage 
trans =- Conditions at the transducer portiOn of tne passage 
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ThiS paper also refers to com~=Jressor tests .at low ratio, low speed condit1ons and 1·ugn 
ratio, high speed conditions. The low ratio. low speed eonditlon refers to tests at a pressure 
ratio of 1.6 and compressor speed of 1!515 rpm. The high ratio. h1gh speed conditiOn raters 
to runs at a pressure ratiO ot 2.5 and compressor speed of 1770 rpm (see LABORATORY 
DATA). 
Please note that the Y·<u:iS (pressure) of the graphs 1ncluOed in thiS report are g1ven 1n 
millivOlts. ThiS is tl'le unnormalizeo values of tl'le transducer readings ana w111 not effect the 
results found. 
INTRODUCTION 
The dimensions of a rec:1procat1ng compressor cylinder and commercial dynam1c 
preuure indicator test equipment result 1n the peckup usually beeng enstalled remote tram t
l'le 
workeng pressure in the cylinder bore. The dynamic pressure measurement dev1ce 
is 
connected to the working cylinOer volume by a gas passage ot varying des1gns. G
as 
dynamiCS between tl'le inside of tl'le cylinoer and tl'le transducer diaphragm can produ
ce 
segnmcant error 1n the recoroed dynamic pressure trace. Th1s translates 1nto a diStorte
O 
pressure volume diagram. error 1n the 1nd1cateO l'lorsepower and error 1n diagnos1
ng 
compressor performance problems. The source of thes indicated horsepower error·
 1S 
somlltlmes referred to as cnannel resonance. 
ThiS paper will rev1ew lour methods of determ1n1ng and correcting for the effects of 
channel resonance error. These tour methods are: 
1. A semple model that considers only the teme tor a pressure wave to move tram t
he 
cylinder work1ng volume to the Indicator deaphragm. 
2. A Simple dynamic mOOel that acccunts tor one d1mens1ona1 flow 1n a duct ol consta
nt 
cross SectiOn and is solved in the time oomaen by the method of characteflstecs as 
publiShed by Bradley and Woollatl in 1968. 
3. A detailed dynamec model that 1nctudes acoUstiC damping and. uses a frequency doma
in 
pressure pulsatiOn semulateon as publisl'leO by H. Kammin 1n an ASME Pipelinl!l 
EngenHring Symposium in 1989. 
4. A detailed dynamec model that IS. solved in the teme doma1n and tl'lat 1ncludes a detail
ed 
evaluatiOn of the physics of a reciprocating compressor Including near field gas 
dynam1cs. 
The paper will commen.t on tne method that otters a balance oerween acceptable 
accuracy and relateve s1mphctty lor efficeent aaaptat1on to a personal computer env~ronmern.
 
TESTING PROCEDURE 
The laboratory tests were conduaed at the Oresser·Rand, Closed Loop faciltty in Pa1nted 
Post. New York. For a desct1pt10n of thiS facility see reference #1. The test vehiCle was a 
l'ugh speed, low horsepower compressor pumpeng nitrogen in a single stage configuration. 
Two passages of 6 and 12 inch lengths were desegned that would allow a Ashcroft 
K8 
transoucer to be pieCed 1nto the end of the passage and secured 1nto place. Anoth
er 
passage of min1mel length wes developed to record a "channel resonant free" signal. The 
transducer's electr~c output was transmitted to one of four channels on a Nicolet 40
94 
Oscllloscope. A t1m1ng trace was transmitted to a different cnannel for top dead earn
er 
dafimtion. Each test po1nt was recorded onto floppy disk through a desk dnve connected
 to 
the oscilloscope. A BASIC compull!r program was written to establish communicati
on 
berween the oscilloscope and an IBM PC vee a RS232 cable. The test data was tranSferred to 
the PC in ASCII format tor later analyses and manepulateon. 
lSZO 
LABORATORY DATA 
The experimental dynamic pressure data that was collected to evaluate Channel resonant correction procedures was measured at two pressure ratiOs (1 .6, 2.5) and two compressor speeds (1515. 1no rpm) as previously noted. For eech condition pressure-time traces were measured at the minimal, 6 inch and 12 inCh channel lengths. For the· sake of brevity, this paper will consider only the 1.6 ratio, 1515 rpm test point and the 2.5 ratio, 1n0 rpm point. 
The compressor cylinder pressure time diagraros plotted on graphs 1 through 4 were all measured on the outer end of the double acting cylinder. As expected, channel resonance is greater at the 12 Inch passage lengths than at the 6 Inch passage lengths. Also, channel resonance is greater at the low ratio, low speed condition than the high ratio, high speed condition. 
The laboratOry data shows that Indicator passage_ errors 
a) can redefine the expansion and compression lines and. 
b) show substantial amounts of pressure pulsations on the suction and discharge events. 
The affect these errors can have on compressor performance studies is important. The redefined expans1on and compress•on lines will cause incorrect diagnosis of leakage and capacity calculations. wh•le the pr!ISSUrB pulsations will cause an erroneous belief in valve dynamic problems. Born of these e11ects will produce an error in tl'le indicator compressor horsepower measurement. The aim of thiS paper is to determine the bast approach to correcting the indicator card for this channel resonant phenomena; the bast approach being defined as that method that offers a balance between acceptable accuracy and relative simplicity for efficient adaptat1on to the personal computer. 
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METHOD #1 : SIMPLE PHASE METHOD 
The first correction method was recommended by SGA/PCAC in their 1984-10 report 
2. 
(SGA/PCRC hes recently dropped this method of calculating indicator passage error as 
oullined in their 1990 test report 
3 ). It states that indicator passage error is a phase shift of 
the true indlcmor card or in other words the sole result of the time it takes tor the gas to travel 
trom the cylinder bore to the transducer diaphragm. This time is calculated as the length_ of 
the passage divided by the local speec:t of sound. 
c = ,.j kgcZRg T 




Graphs 5-8 show that this method did remove some of the phase shifting problems 
especially on the corrected 12 inch low ratio. low speed run. Unfortunately, phase shifting is 
only one part of the error caused by indicator passage lengths. Resonant effects are clearly 
present yet not corrected with this method. It is difficult to say if better results would be found 
st different conditions, i.e. shorter passage lengths. slower compressor speeds. different 
gases, etc... but it is certain this method cannot be used effectiVely in areas where pressure 
pulsations are present. If this method was assumed accurate, then faulty valve flutter 
diagnosiS will occur. The idea of correcting phase shifting solely IS an incomplete phys1cal 
model. Other passageway errors must also be addressed. 
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METHOD #2 : "SIMPLE TIME DOMAIN SOLUTION 
Th.ary 
The next correction uses the method of characteristics to find a dynamic _time domain solution that accounts for one dimensional now in a duct of constant cross sec:tion4. The assumptions are; 
1. frictionless passage 
2. no substantial volume at the transducer 
3. no pressure losses at the ends of the passage due to the finite gas velocity in the passage 
4. the pressure wave characteristics have c:onstant slope i.e. the gas velocity is muCh less than the sonic velocity. 
5. homentropic flow 
This method was introduced by Bradley and Woollatt in 1968 in which they concluded the preceding assumptions were reasonable based upon the scope of their testing and should not greatly affect accuracy. 
The method of charBC!eristics stateS; 
and 
k-1 . I dx c +- u rsconstantaong- = u + c 2 · dz · 
k-1 c--u 
2 
. I dx rs constant a ong d'i" = u • c 
(3) 
(4) 
Given assumption #4 is true, then the speed of the charactllriSiics can be represented as the reference speed of sound Arat and dZ/dx .. + t~ 1.0. Assume that ar time .. 1, a pressure wave is at the transducer. Assume at time = 2, the wave reaches the cylinder. Finally, assume at time = 3. another pressure wave reaches the transducer again. Equations 3 and 4 gives; 
K-1 K-1 
(5) 




Ccyt(2) - -2- llcyt(2) = Ctrans(1) - '"7'" Lllnlns(1) 
Since the transducer end is considered' closed, utrans(1) and utrans(3) are set equaled to zero. Adding equations (5) and (6) g111es 
Cc:yt(2) = 0.5 (Ctrana(1) + Ctrans(3)) 




p (k- 1) /2 k 
Prat 
{ 





The program written to tnt this solution uses an array of pressure tlme points measured 
at the transducer for one full compressor cycle. The program uses a point at the transducer 
as time - 1. The passage length is divided by the reference speed of sound and multiplied 
by 2 to determine the pressure at time = 3. These two pressures are inputad intt:;~ eQuation 9 
and a value of the pressure at time ,. 2 is found. The new time is determined by simply 
adding on the passage length divided by the reference speed of sound to the original time = 
1. ThiS procedure is continued through the whole cycle. 
Oburv8tlons 
Graphs 9-12 present the results produced from this method. Acceptable accuracy was 
found at both the 6 and 12 1nch lengths with some m1nor exceptions. This method 
successfully filtered the channel resonance found on the cards. A small error was found at 
the low ratio, low speed condition on th8 discharge avant with the corrected pressure falling 
below the actual pressure. ThiS can cause a small underestimation of compressor 
horsepower. For the 12 inch cards. the method did not accurately correct for the 
compression and expansion line phase shift although it reduced the magnitude of the original 
loss. A misrepresented expansion or compression line will cause erroneous capacity and 
ho,.power calculations and lead one to believe thet leakage is occurring in the compressor 
when it is not. 
The condition that had the least favorable correction was the 12 inch, high speed, high 
ratio card. Both channel resonance and phase shifting was present. It may be adVantageous . 
to relax some of the assumptions for passageways of greater length and for compressors of· 
higher speeds. This was not done tor this current study. 
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The simple time domain solution is a simple yet etrect1ve method to correct for channel 
resonance in shOrt indicator passageways where resonant ettec:ts are limited. This correction 
requi~ minimal time for a solution in a PC environment. 
METHOD #3: FREQUENCY DOMAIN SOLUTION 
This method 1s a frequency domain anaJys1s that utilizes oscillatory forced vibrations tor 
pressure pulsation simulation. The pressure and flow at either the upstream or downstream 
of the passage varies harmonically at each point in the system at the excitation frequency. 
The amplitude and phase of the pressures or flows change with position in the system but 
remain independent ot time6. The govern1ng equation used tor this analysis is; 
Pc:yt = Ptranscosh( Tl) + CtransZcsinh( T1) 
T ""V wC (- wl + iA ) 
(10) 
(11) 
Since the downstream portion of the passage is a closed end. the transducer flow 
(Ctrans) is equal to zero, thereby reducing equatiOn (10) to; 
Pc;yj = PtransCOSh( Tl ) (12} 
The solution method generated solves equation 12 in a number of steps. The first step is 
to accurately represent the original pressure time cart1 into a series of real and imaginary 
coefficientS (a1,a2 ... an,b1,b2 ... bn). The indicator card can then be written as; 
P( t ) = PO + ~ a1 cos ( WI ) + a2 cos ( 2wt ) + . . . Sn COS ( nwt ) 
1 
n 
+I btsin(wt)+b2sin(2wt) + ... bnsln(nwt) 
1 ' 
(13) 
. Trial and error has shown that 20 or more harmonics is sufficient to accurately define the 
pressur!l time trace. Once the series is defined, the values tor the pressures for each time 
step can be plugged into equation 12. Using complex number FOFITAAN programming, a 
new value for the pressure at the cylinder bOre is found. These pressures are represented as 
a senes of real and imaginary coefficients. The final step is to generate a Fourier series to 
convert the coefficients 1nto a pressure time equation for all crank angles. 
Observations 
The results found from us1ng this method were good. Graphs 13·16 indicate that the 
solution was accurately filtered out channel resonant pressure pulsations. Similar to the 
previous time domain solutiOn. the lower ratio, lower speed trace showed a corrected 
pressure line falling lower than the actual line. As mentioned before, this can cause a small 
underestimation of the indicated horsepower. Another problem is an inaccurate definition of 
the expansion and compressiOn traces. Once again. this error can cause a misdiagnosis of 
leakage effects and capacity calculations. 
It should be noted that the inaccuracies found with this particular set of data are small 
and that the remain1ng errors are insignificant compared to the cards without any type of 
correction. 
Certain assumptions with this method could effect the accuracy of the results. One such 
assumption Is the value of the resiStance variable used In the Imaginary portion of the 
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complex function. For this particular application, a resistance value was used that is similar to 
the one cllscussed in Harlan Kammin's paper5. It is assumed the resistance in the passage is 
comprised of two pans; a part due to flow through the passage and the resistance due to the 
viscosity of the gas. It was reasoned that since the passage was a dead end channel, the 
resistance in the pipe due to gas flow was small or negligable. The equation used was: 
w2 4 
Req"' Rftow + ---2- JL - + 1.6(k·1) 
p QAcd 3 
(14) 
For this case, it is assumed that Rftow equals 0 and that the Prandtl number = 1.6. 
The mathemat•cs of the solution will cause a greater amount of computational time (as 
compared to other methods) which should still be small with modern high speed personal 
computers. The downfalls associated with this r:nethod are that; · 
a) it will take some time to run on older, slower PC's especially if a large number of 
harmonics are specified and 
b) it requires complex number FORTRAN programming to work correctly. 
It is felt that these downfalls are small and giVen the accuracy of the solution well worth 
the extra time. 
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METHOD #4 : DETAILED TIME DOMAIN SOLUTION 
The final method that will be addressed is a dynamic model that is solved in the time 
domain and includes a detailed evaluation of the physics of a reciprocating compressor near 
gas field conditions. This approach also uses the method of characteristics in which the 
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magnitude of a pressure pulsation can be calculated by using the slopes of two intersading 
charactaristlc pressure lines. The solution is adaptable for varying lengths, diameters and 
friCtion factors. 
For this particular method, a test of its accuracy cannot be discussed since tne routine Is 
a subset Of a large Dresser-Rand proprietary compressor cycle simulation program. 
Extracting this routine to run on a PC proved not to be an euy task. For tha particular cases 
mentioned before, the graphs 11·20, snow tne compariSons between wnat the program 
thought a 6 and 12 incn card should look like and the actual measured card. 
As with the previous freQuency domain solution; tna value used for tne friction term nas a 
• large effect on tne results. As evident from the graphs, tne program calculated larger 
magnitudes of pressure pulsations for the tested channel lengths. Tttis is a direct link to tne 
damping factor used. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Tttis paper discussed four different ways ot calculating indicator passage error due to 
channel resonance. The methods looked at dealt with the problem in either the time or the 
frequency domain. versions ~ both approaches offered acceptable accuracy wnile 
maonta1n1ng reasonable computatronal time. In casas wnere a high speed computer (AT or 
better) is not available, tne simple time solutron (Method #2) is recommended. The simplicity 
of the solution makes it extremely easy to program and relatively fast computational time on 
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almost any computar. If a slightly more deteiled !iOlution is desired and a higher speed 
computer is available, the complex frequency domain solution (Method #3) Is recommended. 
The test results showed that overall this method offered the best reaults. The detailed time 
domain solution (Method #4) is probably tne most interesting beCause it is part of a 
compressor performance calculation package thm determines an other variables present in 
compressor performance as well as indicator passage error. The emphasis with this method 
iS to predict performance results based on sound principles of physics and not data-fit 
equations. Finally, the first method did not offer acceptable results because it was an 
oversimplified approach to the dynamics problem. The complex freQuency solution dealt with 
the dynamics in grater detail and thus gave better results. 
The four methods presented here give tour ideas for correcting indicator passage error. 
Some feel the error's magnitude is less than the problem of correcting it. This is not the case. 
Even if horsepower numbers do not greatly change with the error, erroneous diagnosis can 
occur. It is Quite evident from the laboratory data that the channel resonance appears as 
valve tosses and leakage past valves. Substantial amounts of time and money can be saved 
if both the analyst and compressor owner can distinguish between what is real and wnat is 
error. 
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EXPbiMENTAL ANALYSIS OF A WAT!R-TO-WAUR HEAT PUMP wnH VARIA8U! sPeD SCROLL 
COMPIIESSDA 
K. Hallal*l. COMUIIInt, GermanY 
V. INno, and V. Recdii,19:NARS, Barlltaly 
A$ part of a broader International cooperation variable speed scroll-compressors have been tested in a specially designed watar-to-w.ter tleat pump test rigg at TECNARS in Sari, Italy. Experimental results tor the comp!liUOI" pertormance and etrtcianc:y era being compared to catalog data of single speed reciprocating com~rs. A large number of tes111 were run in order to ti'IIIUtlgate affectS of dltterem voltage to -.r.quency characteristics tn the frequency IIM!rtar" output. Results show a considerable impac:t of a property selected supply voltage on the compressor ettlcienc:y in particular at low ~encla.. Energy conservation llffects when using variable speed scroll compressors in piiiC8 of single SJ'MCI reciprocating compi'BISSors for space heating and air conditioning aopllcations are briefly discussed. · 
lllt!Odu£tton 
Variable si'Bed electric heat pump systems have been Introduced YefY successfully into ttle Japanese residential anc1 small commercial air conditioning markat: since the early 1980s. In the ·us, compressor and t1eat pump manll1acturars haw also investigated this technology tor years and first products are available now. In Europe, only limited attention was gtv.n to this technology and heat pump manu1acturers are just starting to get intarestecl. 
The work reported here forms part of a larger actlllity undertaken in International caapera.tion by 5 countries within the frii!MWOrk of tt1e International Energy Agency's (lEA) R&D proQtam. Besides Italy, repnsented by TECNARS in Bart. also acting as "Operating Agem• ot this project, Austria, ~rmany. SWitzerland. and the US are ·c:ontrtbutlng' to this project. The objective of the total project is to provide the nac:essary basis tor Identifying potential benefits of advanced electric heat pump systems by means ot verified APF simulation models and reliable data. At present this work is focussed .on variable speed etectrtc .heat pumps. 
As a baSis tor further anaJyttcal investigations and tor validation of computar models a broad range of reliable performance data ot state of the art variable spaed compressors were needed. For this puf90S8 a special compressor test rtgg - d-loped and installed at TECNARS. lha test rtgg was designed as a water·to--watv, or altemat\Wiy, brtne-~r heat pump equipped with temperature and prwssura sensors at the Inlet and outlet of aacl\ majOr component in the refrigerwrt cycle u well as in the water loops ot tha condei'ISIJr and ew.poratcr. In addition. mass flow matartng devices are installed in beth water loops and' in the ratrlgerant cycle. All data are continuously coiiGcted and evaluated by 11 computeriZed monitoring and data IIVBiuation system. 
lha IIXPBIISion device is split into • parallel units, operated manually or automatically with conventional thermostatic expansion valve or attarnati¥ely with. electronic eXpansion valve. The heat 1111mp last rigg is designed tor operating with compressors up to a maximum ot approximately 1000 kg/h R22. A IIIJI'Ieral puiJlOH freqUency i~M~rter supptles the required compressor motor power supply at frequencies up to 150 Hz tor a motor capacity up to 15 kW. The inverter allows for a free llelec:tlon ot the output voltagalfrequency charaCteristic. A high-precision wattmeter is measuring the power input to the irwerter, thUs all Inverter losses are included In the compressor energy balances. 
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All *lll ot the scroll compressors, raparted in this paper, were made with the heat pump 
~ng In well nlllblished study state conditions. By measuring temperatures, pressures and 
mas floW rates simultaneously both In 'the retrigerant cyele, and In the water loops, a refrigerant 
siCS. energy balance and a watar sida energy balance can be calculated tor both heat el<Changers, 
the evaporator capacity and the condeneer c:apeelty. Tests were accepted only if the difference 
betiMsen condenser -tar loop heating capacity and refrige111nt side heating capacity was less 
thM 3 percent. In general. a good agreement of t:loth energy balances was achieved, and the 
difference was found to be less than 1 percent with the lower values measured on the water side. 
Oata shown In the lollowtng diagrams are based on this water side energy balance calculation. 
Two variable speed Scroll compressors, S/A and SIB, were tested with this installation. [1) In 
the following, uperlmental test results of the scroll compressors are being compared to catalog 
data for single speed reciprocating compressors: (2) 
, -0. :-: :J.;;:i%1-4~?1 ~ftx;&h.J:t}.a}k§~~ ,;; -'~M' '0~t4v~ftiftfr~¥fifirt,~ ~u$iwttif0%M~uti?&9JjAi?}~v 
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Scroll SJA 64.2 30-115 I 1800-6900 
Scroll SIS 45 30-115 I 1800-6900 
Reciprocating MT 100 HS 171.3 SO I 2900 
Test results show a very similar characteristic tor both compressors with compressor SIB resulting 
In a somewhat better COP. Data shown in the following are derlwd from performance tests of 
compressor SJA, :since in this $8COnd test series the real rotor speed was measured, which was 
not done in the tests of compressor SIB. 
pmprmance of Scrall Comp!'!!!O!' $/A 
In these tests we found the scroll compressor to compare very favorable with state of ttie art 
single speed reciprocating compressors. Diagram 1 shows the measured cooling capacity Q'ev of 
scroll SJA at constant 90 Hz and for comparison the cooling capacity (catalog data) of the 
reciprocating compressor MT 100. The reason tor selecting the MT 100 tor comparison Is the 
capacity which is equal to the cooling capacity of the scroll at 90 Hz and high compression ratio, 
here approx. suction pressure 0.32 MPa at discharge pressure 1. 7 MPa, a potential design po1nt. 
Depending on the requirements of any particular application, the variable speed compressor S/A 
can be usad in place of other single speed compre,.sors with· considerably larger or smaller 
capacity. Therefore, the comparison in diagram 1 and also in further diagrams is intended to show 
the typical differences betwflen a inwrter driven variable speed scroll compressor and state of the 
art single speed reciprocating compressors. 
With increasing suction pressure both compressors provide a larger capacity because the 
incraasing suction gas dtnsity theoretically causes an equally increasing refrigerant mass flow 
rate. As diagram 1 shows, the scroll's capacity incn!UIIS constdellll:)ly tess than the MT 100 
capacity does. This feature of the scroll is wry favorable tor heating applications. typically 
requiring Increasing capacity with lnc:reasmg pressure ratio. Diagram 2 shows the related values of 
the retrlgerant mass flow rates of t:lotn· compressors for 2 different dlscnarge pressures, at 1.5 
MPa and at 1.9 MPa. Not only the increasing suction pressurs but also the decreasing discharge 
pressure has got a smaller 1mpact on the scroll's capacity relative to· the reciprocating 
compressor. For diagram 3, the refrigerant mass flow rate of t:loth compressors was divided. by 
the rnus flow rate at suction pressure of al:lout 0.32 MPa, the reference point, at which both 
compressors provide equal refrigerant mllllll flow rate (and cooling capacity). Thus, the increase of 
the mus flow rate relative to this "design point" Is used for preparing the curves for diagram 3. 
Finally this increase of the mass flow rates is being divided by the respectill8 increase of the 
suction gas density, according to the increasing suction pressure (at constant suction gas 
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superheat of 10 K). Dlagrwn 3 now s~ that the seroll compressors lncreue In cooling capacity actually Is almost proportlgnal tc:1 the acce~rdlng increase in suctlc:~n gas density, while the recip. MT 100 shc:IWS a cc:~nsiderabty strc:lnge~ capacity inc;reae. The I'SQQn fclr this behavior is the design c:~f the scroll oc:~m~r with 1~ 1!30111 sel**fon of the suollcln and dlsc:t.rge prQC8SS, and with the absence ·of. suction and dlsohargtt va~W$. The result is a very stable VCIIumetrlo efficiency with a com~ratively low sensitivity to the operating pressure ratio. 
Vc:~lumortrlc Eftlci..,CX 
Diagrams 4 and 5 give an image of the abeellute values of the VCIIUmlltric efficiency of Scroll SIA. as calculated from our test results, We consider the accuracy of these values to be in the range of about 5 %, mainly due to the difficult reading of the vibration anal~r 1.1sad tor measuring the real rotor speed. Despite this difficulty, it can be shown that in the greatest part of the scroll compressor's operating range, the VCIIUmatric efficiency is well bayond 90 %. The relatiVe small sensitivity to the operating pressure ratio Is shown In dblgram ·4 and the equally small sensitivity to changes of the compressor speed In a fairly broad speed ·range from 40 up to 90 Hz is shown in diagram 5. 
The hlll"d characteristic of the VCIIumatrlc efficiency shows that the scroll compressor cooling capacity is responding almost linear to a change In compressor speed. This is shown in diagram 6 tor the whole operating speed range of compressor SIA at constant discharge pressure of 1.7 MPa, and at two different suction pressures of 0.4 MPa, and 0.6 MPa. For comparison. the two respective (In thl:s diagram constant) capacities of the single speed reciprocating compressor are shown as wall. 
Diagram 7 shows the ·cooling coefficient of performance, COP cooling, fclr both compressors, the scroll S/A and the recip. MT 100. This comparison immecllataly shows a limitation to the potential lllplacement of single speed systems by Inverter driven variable speed systems. Despite the scroll compressor's ooperior efficiency ralatiYII to a reciprocating compressor. lt:s coettlclent of performance including all "additional" losses,.caused by the frequency inverter, will hardly reach the COP achieved with a single speed reciprocating compressor, as long u the compari,.,n is baing made at the same evaporation and condensing pressu~e •. A higher energy efficiency- can therefore only be reached If the variable $~ed compressor's un•que ability to respond to changing load requirements leads to, heat pump i~rnal. altered operating conditions (unloaded heat axchangers) with lower operating pressure ratios. In this case, a lower than design capacity will then be provided by the variable speed system with a higher COP than a single speed compressor would be able to produce while opi,ratlng at considerablY lowar !han design load. In general, the existence of a broadly changing load thelllfclre. is a condition tor a successful application of variable spMCI compressors, at least In terms of energy efficiency. 
A:s ean be seen in diagram 7, the scroll S/A shows its best COP relative to the lliCiprocatlng compressor MT 100 When operating with a pressure ratio between 3 and 4. In particular lower pressu111 ratios produce a declli&Se ot the scroll's COP relative to the MT 100 COP. Th1s is due to the scroll's built-In fixed VCIIumetric conu:n-ession ratio, in this case corlliSponding to a pressure ratio of about 3.3. Since the valve free scroll compressor always operates with this minimum compross•on factor, the compressor power input can not benefit from externally possible lower compression ratios. which explains the smaller increase of the scroll's COP relative to the MT 100 when moving towards lower compression ratios. 
With the relatively hard characteristic of the wlumetric ettlciency in a fairly bi'Qad compressor speed range, also a relatively stable COP can be expected for a broad range of compressor speed (and thelllfclre broad capacity range) while maintaining constant evaporation and condensing prassure conditions. As Diagram 8 shows In the case of scroll SIA. the cooling COP changes by less thlln 1 o percent if the compressor speed is varied from 40 Hz up to 90 Hz. In this speed range the comPiliSSOr shows a flat COP characteristic with an optimum at around 60 Hz. Electric 
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1- In the compressor motor and In particular In the frequency inverter cause a rather steep 
-dec=,... of the COP at low fRquencla (below 30Hz). In the high freQuency range eteetrtc losses 
t.come ralatMIIy small, but the COP Is reduced by Increasing mechanical losses. By apprecrlate 
dMign of the electric motor and the inverter ·but also, as dlseussed in the next chactar _by the 
preper selection of the voltage to frequency cllar.lcterlstlc, the COP characteristic can be changed 
In order to aehifte an optimum in the main operating frequency range. 
Coml!!!!!!!!' Mater Power Supply Voltllae Optlmlmtlon 
14 m.ntloned before, the required variable frequency powvr supply to the compressor motor 
In the twt rlgg is being supplied bY a general purpooe frequency inwrter (Hitachi. HFC.\IWS 22 
HF 3 EH). The PWM outcut of this Inverter is wry similar to the output of those inverters that are 
sgecltlcally designed tor air conditioning applications, breadly used in Japan. These _inverters, 
h.,_,, are operating tyglcally with one fixed voltage to frequency characteristic as shown in 
diagram s. This characteristic does not correspond .to the optimal compressor power supply for 
twa rusons: first, the voltage should continue to Increase witl'l the frequency also in t1'1e higher 
speed range, and second, varying load at fixed frequency require cl'langing voltage In order to 
maintain maximum motor efficiency. A recent Investigation at Technical University in Karlsruhe. 
Garmany showed that a tripling of the motor load requires approximately 15 % increase of the 
supply VOltage In order to maintain maximum motor efficiency. (3] 
In our own experimenb we tried to Identity the optimum supply voltage for scroll S/A and SIB 
In a ~ range of operating conditions. Diagrams 10. 11. and 12 show the impact of varying 
power supply wltage on heating capacity, power lngut, COP, and the rotor slip (in % of synchron 
speed), for 40 Hz (Diagram 10), 75 Hz (diagram 11), and 90 Hz (diagram 12). All diagrams are 
showing twa curveS, one tor suction pressure 0.4 MPa, and a second, for suction pressure 0.6 
MPa. Oischarge pressure is kept constant at 1.7 MPa, superheating at 10 K, and subcoollng at S K 
constant. The Inverter output voltage wa$ not actually measured throughout the tests. and the 
figures gM!n In the diagrams therefore represent the set voltage selected with the inverter 
ccntrols. Some deviations of the measured data from theoretically expected values can be 
explained by this fact, since the highly complex wave form produced by the Inverter aggarantly 
ctlenged tor different settings. Some WllYII forms seem to be prodl.lcing less and others more. 
losses In the compressor motor. All diagrams show a similar characteristic with the sensitivity to 
~Jtage variation in general decreasing at higher freq1.1encies. The diagrams further show that ·the 
COP maximum always is being aehitiY8d When the retor slip Is at around 2 %. Higher voltage, with 
all other parameters kept constant, results In a motor torque increase. a reduction of the rotor 
slip, and therefore. an Increase of the effective rotor speed. The result Is the increasing 
compressor capacity until the retor almost reaches synchron speed and a further reduction of the 
rotor slip becomes impossible. · 
The experimental data a~llable so far are not sufficient in order to identify the optimum 
supply IIOitege tor changing motor load at constant frequency. Because of the rather flat optimum 
observed, relatively small motor load changes at constant frequency as we applied in our 
expertmenb do not provide sufficient information. For this purpose more tests with more extreme 
oce ... ting conditions are required. Based on the data shown in diagrams 10 to 12, the optimum 
voltagelfnlquency supply cl'laracteliStlc tor compressor S/A has been calculated for suction 
~ure 0.<4 MPa and discharge pressure 1.7 MPa, as shown in diagram 9. 
[1) ASHRAe Standard 23·78, Methods of Testing for Rating Positive Displacement Refrigerant 
Compressors 
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Diogrom 2: Refrigerant moss flow rote scroll S/ A ot 90 Hz ond MT 100 HS 
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Diagram 4: Volumetric Efficiency Scroll 5/A at 90 H:z and Racipra. MT 100 
condenser pressure 1.7 MPa; suction gas superheat 10 K 
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Diogram 9: Voltage versus Frequency Supply Characteristic 
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Diagram 10: Efh1ct of voltage variation at 40 Hz with scroll S/ A 
p_suction = 0.4(x) MPo and 0.6(o) MPa; p_discharge == 1.7 MPo 
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Diagrgm 11: Effect of voltage variation at 75 Hz with scroll S/ A 
p_suction = 0.4(x) MPa and 0.6(o) MPo; p_discharge = 1.7 MPo 
suction gas superheating = 10 K, subcooling = 5 K 
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Diagram 12: Impact of voltage variation at 90Hz on scroll S/ A 
p_suetion ::::: 0.4(x) MPa and 0.6(o) MPa; p_discharge ::::: 1.7 MPa 
suction gas superheating ::::: 10 K, subcooling ::::: 5 K 
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Preface 
1be 1992 Inw:national Compressor Engineering Conference a1 Pllrdue (19921CECP) is die ele
venth biennial 
cllllfemlcc of this series, which slatted in 1972 IIJider the !lillie of Purdue Compressor Tedlnology Co
nference. The -name 
chan!e occurred in 1986 10 more accurately n:tlect the change in the natllle of the confcnw:e. The confe
rence will be nm 
in parallel with the 1992 Intemalional Refrigermion Conferenc:e • EnerJy Efficiency and New Refrig
erants. The two 
confem~ces are available 10 attendees wilh Rgislnlion a1 either one conferring attendance and proc
eedings privileges 10 
bolh. Pmceedings of the individual confmnces are available as individual publications. 
The goals of the confeRRCC Rmain lhe same as b lhe pRVlous confCRRces: 
• to present .esean:h and design results in positive displacement CORJPI'CSSCIS, 
• to review lhe ~f-the-art of cm1pmsor development and applicalion, 
• to educace engineer.~ sWting in lhc compressor field, and 
• 10 provide an easily accessible .efe.encc for compressor engineers. 
The proceedings are organized by sessions as they were p.escniCd in lhe confe.ence. Papers which arri
ved too l;ue for 
inclusion may appear in the pmceedings of die 1994 conference. Appendix A of lhese proceedi
ngs contains late papers 
from the 1990 coofercnce. 
Many of the papers presented at the conference could well have fit in more lhan one teehnical session. 
It is advisable 
for lhc readet 10 scan all sessions and ~ .:arefuUy for appl.ic:abilitY 10 his individual interests. An a
uthor index and 
key-olord index have been provided in ldditionro the table of conlellts 10 assist lhe reader. 
The established page limit of ten JliiCS"""' enforced 10 a rasonablc degree. Papen submitted wilh I
I pages were · 
usually accepted, and papers widl 12 paga were a=cpted in very :!pCCial circumstances. I recognize ho
w difficult lhis 
page limit wa for die audlors. and I wish 10 t1tan11: lhcm for lhcir c~ort5. 
On behalf of the organil.ing commitH:e, I would like 10 lhank lhe members of the advisory comm
ittee. the cooperating 
profcssiooal soc:ielics 111111 their representatives, all authors and l!eSSion ehailpcrsons., and all ind
ustrial and academic 
organizations wbo have given assismncc in many ways. I would especially like ro lhank Phylli
s Hun;t, our conference 
secretary; her assistant, Donna Miller. and John Wellmm, lhc conference coordinalor; for lheir invaluab
le assisWICe. 
The 1994 International Compressor Engineering Conference at Purdue is tentatively planned fo
r July. 1994, West 
Lafaycu, Indiana. 
xiv 
James F. Hamilton 
Proressor of Mechanical Engineering 
and Conference Chainnan 
Polley for Publishing Conference Papera In Archival Journals 
The organizing commitue recommends m all aulbors who have papers which satisfy the c:riteria for an:hival journal articles to submit them to such joumall; for publicalion. Boc:all$0 Df the rdal.ively small IIUIIIber of copies, publication in the proceedings of the InterrWional Com~ En&iJ!eering Cmfmnce It Plmlue iloes IIDl constitute prior publication as far as many journal editorS- cancemed. If in doubt. Ill inqlliry sllould be made. In most cases, the limit of 10 pases will n:quilc the aeation of an expaoded joiiiiUli article version, which would qualify as a new publicalion anyway. 
The criteria for archival papers - lhat they should conlain original. quantitative. derailed scientific materials which are placed in proper perspective relative to prior wort ll1d me suppm1ed by references to the appropriate lirv.nure. Thus. not all cmference papm are suitable. Some deseribe pment practice: or repon on ~ thiU were applied first by someooe else: or report design features which. altbough imponantto CODfetence participants, have relatively short tempo. raJ interesL 
The organizing committee requests lhat alllhms 'lllho choose to submit their papen; to archival journals acknowledge that those papers wete presented at the 1992 confm:nce and. send a copy of each submitted manuscript to the organiZing commince. 
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